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ABSTRACT

This report describes the fifth in a series of investigations of the
nature, role and quality of teacher-developed classroom assessments. The
purpose of this research program is to provide a clear Picture of the
assessment demands of the c24ssroom so teacher educators can plan assessment

training that is relevant to teachers' needs. The purpose of this particular
study in the series was to develop instrumentation for the observation and
description of individual teachers' classroom assessment environments. Once
developed, such instrumentation will serve as a valuable classroom observation
and feedback tool and a useful research tool for comparing environments across
grades and subjects.

Beginning with a general observational framework from a previous stwty,
four researchers otaerved and described two ciassroom assessment environments
each. Classrooms studied included high school mathematics, science, language
arts and social studies contexts. After completing observations and
interviews with teachers and students, researchers revised the framework and
the researchers prepared a profile of each classroom assessment environnent
they studied. Those profiles are presented herein. Each explores the
teacher's reasons for assessment, the assessment methodology used, the factors
considered by the teacher in selecting those methods, the quality of
assessments, the teacher's use of feedback, the teacher's perceptions of
students, and the effect of policy on classroom assessment.

Based on a synthesis of profiles, generalizations are drawn about (a) the

nature, role and quality of classroom assessment and (b) teacher and principal
assessment training needs.

4
4188e
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CHAPTER 1: RESEARCH OVERVIDZ

In recent years, the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory's Center

foc Performance Assessment has been conducting an ongoing program of research
on the nature, role and quality of classroom assessment. The focal point of

this research is the assessment procedures teachers develop and use on a day
to day basis to measure the achievement and affective characteristics of
students. The research reported here represents the fifth study in this
research program and the second dealing with the goal of developing the
instrumentation needed to profile the characteristics of teachers' classroom
assessment environments. The entire series of studies is reviewed below in
order to set the cortext for the investigation reported herein.

The rationale for this program of research Is described in great depth and
detail elsewhere (Stiggins, 1985 and Stiggins, Conklin & Bridgeford, 1986) and
therefore is not recounted here. Suffice it to say that the measurement
research community has long neglected the study of classroom assessment in
favor of research on topics relevant to large-scale( standardized testing
programs. Consequently, the assessment training offered to teachers has
consistently reflected naive perspectives regarding the task demands of the
classroom. The training has often been seen by teachers as irrelevant and
insensitive to their needs. As a result, such training often is nOt required
as part of either teacher or administrator professional preparation programs.
Therefore, teachers can spend as much as a quarter to a third of their
instructional time involved in assessment activities which, by their own
admission, they are not trained to handle. PUrthermore, these activities are
carried out in a context supervised by a principal who has no lune assessment
training than the teacher.

The purpose of this research is to provide the depth of understanding
needed to plan relevant, useful classroom assessment training for teachers and
administrators. In short, the research is based on the proposition that
effective instruction is only possible if it is based on the sound assessment
of student characteristics. Sound assessment is only possible with high
quality teacher and administrator training in assessment. Sound training, in
turn, is only possible with a clear understanding of the task denands of
classroom assessment.

Overview of the Research Program

The first study in the sequence, conducted in 1982, was designed to
provide a very general picture of classroom assessment from the teacher's
point of view. Teachers' perceptions were gathered via small group
discussions structured around assessment issues. Study two, completed in
1983, was intendod to add detail to the picture. Using the results of study
one, researchers devised a protocol for one-on-one structured interviews of
over 100 teachers regarding their classroom assessment methods. The results
of study two provided sufficient focus to the research questions to permit the
development of the comprehensive questionnaire needed for a broad sampling of

41.88e
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classroom assessment practices. This instrument served as the basis for study
three, which probed the practices of a stratified sample of teachers across
the nation and provided a high resolution portrait of classroom assessment, as

described by the teachers who carry it out (Stiggins & Bridgeford, 1985).

This sequence of three studies contributed sigelicantly to our
understanding of the assessment demands of the classroom. As a result, we
were able to devise new training materials that helped teachers meet some of
those demands. Examples include training guides on:

Classroom AVOlications of Writing Assessment (by Vicki Spandel, 1982,
published in 1984 by NNREL; reprinted in 1985),

Evaluating_students by Classroom Observation (by Richard Stiggins, 1984,
published by BEA and revised for republication in 1986), and

t.cIsint4easurThinkiSlhelassroom (by Richard Stiggins,
Evelyn Rubel & Edys Quellmalz, published in 1986 by NEA)

However, as productive as these three studies were, they shared one common
shortcoming which tended to constrain the depth of understanding provided by
each. Essentially, they reported what teachers said they did in classroom
assessment. But we were unable to discern if discrepancies existed between
teacher self-reports and Actual classroom practices. The only viable research
strategy for describing actual classroom assessment practices was the
observation of those practices as they were carried out in the classroom.
Therefore, survey research methods Were replaced by ethnographic (participant
observer) methods for studies four and five.

In study four (Stiggins, Conklin, Bridgeford & Brody, 1985), two data
collection methods were used. In the first, three researchers became teachers
aides in 6th grad* classrooms. Using a very general set of guiding issues,
they obse:ved and recorded assessment events as they unfolded, interacting as
needed with teacher and students to understand how events were perceived. In
addition, thirty-two teachers from a variety of grade levels were asked to
keep journals in which they described key assessment events over a 10-week
period. Results of the observation and journal analyses were synthesised to
produce the initial version of a profile of a classroom assessment
environmentan instrument which would allow researchers to efficiently map
the key characteristics 01 an environment. This profiling instrument served
as the basis of study five, which is the focus of this report.

luagbuive tulthablon

The goal of study five was to use the profiling instrument (which was
devised at the junior high level) to map assessment environments at the high
school level in order to (a) explore the efficiency and applicability of the

instrument in the new context and (b) discover its sensitivity to differences
in assessment environments. We sought to evaluate and refine the profiling

4188* 2 6
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111

instrument because it has the potentialof (a) providing teachers with precise
feedback on strengths and weaknesses in their assessment environments, and (b)
serving as a valuable research tool for the further investigation of

assessment environments across grade levels and subjects. In either case,
such instrumentation would Provide a powerful micrOSCON to use in planning
relevant teacher training in assessment.

Teachers Studied. A total of 8 high school teachers were studied. All
were recommended for the study by their principal and each agreed to
participate. Thus, in effect, all teachers ws:e volunteers. Of the total,
two teachers were chosen from four subject matter areas: math, science,
social studies and language arts. Each was a veteran teacher, teaching a
range of content in their field, from remedial or beginning courses to
advanced courses.

Profile Elements. Based on the results of study four, researchers

conducted study five case studies with the intent of profiling the assessment
environments according to the following framework.

4188e
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE
CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT ENvIRONMENT

Factor

1. Teacher Characteristics

A. Knowledge of assessment methodology

( 1) Paper and pencil test development
( 2) Paper and pencil test use

( 3) Performance assessment development
( 4) Performance assessment USO
( 5) Ctal questioning strategies
( 6) Test analysis strategies
( 7) Test score interpretations and use
( 8) Grading strategies
( 9) Assessing thinking skills

B. Classroom Experience

( 1) In district
( 2) In school
( 3) At grade level
( 4) With content

C. Personal Characteristics of Teacher

( 1) Perceived autonomy
in classroom

( 2) Expectations of professional self

( 3) Orientation to classroom structure
( 4) Definition of high quality

performance
( 5) Attention to exceptional student
( 6) Sense of student norms
( 7) Willingness to experiment with

class
( 8) Willingness to experiment with

student
( 9) Orientation to class
(10) Expectations of working

relationships
(11) Attributions of success/

failure of students

(12) Orientation to punctuality
(13) Definition of "onrtask"

4188e 4

Relevant

continuum

Well informed-
uninformed

Experienced-

inexperienced
(in years)

Servant of parents/

schools-indePandent
professional
Expect little -
expect a lot

Rigid-flexible .

Right/wrong-range
of quality
Never-frequent
Clear-unclear
No risks-risk taker

No risks-risk taker

One on one-group
Cooperation -

competition
Student responsible -
teach er r espons ible

Demand it-unconcerned

Data
Collection

Test (oral
or written)
Self report

(discussion
or interview)

Observation of
assessments

Self report

Interview

Interview

Interview
Observation

Observation
Interview

Interview

Interview

Observation
Interview,

observation
Interview

Observation
Interview
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40 Factor,

D. Teacher's Perceptions of Current Class

Relevant
Continuum

Data
Collection

( 1) Ability to learn
( 2) Variation in ability

Low-high Interview,

discussion
( 3) Rate of achievement Low-high,

Accelerating-
deceleration

( 4) Variation in rate High-low
( 5) Willingness to learn
( 6) Variation in willingness

40
( 7) Maturity Responsible-

irresponsible
( 8) Study skills DeveloPed-undeveloped

Follow airections-
have difficulty with
same

( 9) Social skills Developed-undeveloped
Cooperativedisruptive
Complaint-resistant

(10) Willingness bo perform Willing-reticent
Passive-aggressive

(11) Gender differences Important-unimportant
Related interactions? Observation

4k
(12) Feedback needs Frequent-infrequent

Individual-group
Verbal-models

(13) Self-essessment skills Developed-undeveloped
(14) Student sense of what's fair Clear-unclear
(15) Reactions to testing Positive-negative

Anxious-tranquil
(16) Parental expectations Clear-uncIear

High-low

E. Valued reasons for assessment

( 1) Diagnosing group needs Important - Interview with
( 2) Diagnosing individual needs
( 3) Sizing students up in fall
( 4) Selecting for special services

unimportant anecdotes
frcm
observation

( 5) Controlling students

( 6) Motivating students
( 7) Evaluating instruction

( 8) Communicating academic expectations
( 9) Communicating behavioral expectations
(10) As test taking training for students

41I)
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!Actor

F. valued Assessment Methods

( 1) Daily written assignments

( 2) Observatice and judgment
( 3) Paper and pencil tests
( 4) Assessments from text

( 5) Assessments from other teachers
( 6) Oral recitation in class
( 7) Standardized tests

( 8) Student peem assessment

( 9) Student self assessment
(10) Group assessments

Relevant
Continuum

Useful-useless

G. Valued Strategies for Ccomunicating Expectations

( 1) Witten, verbal
( 2) Oral
( 3) Via model or example

( 6) Via assessments

H. Strategies for Providing Feedback to

( 1) Students
(a) formality

(b) mode
(c) frequency
(d) form

(e) focus

( 2) Parents

(a) formality

(b) mode
(c) frequency

(d) form

(e) focus

( 9) Supervisors
(a) formality
(b) mode
(c) frequency

(d) form

(0) focus

4188e

Useful-useless

Formal-informal
Written-oral
Never-continuously
Grades-comments
Private-public
Achievement?
Ability?
Social personal traits?

Formal-informal
Written-oral
Never-continuously
Grades-comments
Private-public
Achievement?
Ability?

Social Personal traits?

Formal-informal
Written-oral
Never-continuously
Grades-comments
Private-public
Achievement?
Ability?
Social personal tra;ts?

6 10

Data
Collection

Interview

Interview

Observation
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2. Classroom Characteristics

A. Staffing and Organization

Relevant
Continuum

Data
Collection

Observation

( 1) Teachers present Alone-team
( 2) Teacher aid Available?

( 3) Parental assistance Never-frequently
( 4) Free planning periods None-many

B. Use of Space

( 1) Density of students (space/student) NUch-little Observation
( 2) Physical arrangement Describe it
( 3) Assessment displays

(a) records of achievement Present?
(b) models of good work

( 4) Neatness and order criteria Explicit-implicit
( 5) Strategies for noise control

during assessment

Present-absent

Rigorously applied?
(a) specific rules
(to) seating arra:gement.

C. Support for Assessment Observation

( 1) Resources such as library,
movies, etc.

Available?
Used?

( 2) Equipment such as size lab Available?
Used?

( 3) Facilities such as computers Available?
and overflow space Used?

3. School and District Policy.

A. Standardized Testing Policy

Overt policy-
see policy
manuals

Covert policy-
interview ad-
ministrators

( 1) Sense of accountability for scores Strong-weak
( 2) Scores valued and used Useful-useless
( 3) Time committed to testing (In hours)

( 4) Perceive importance of
testing experience

Important-unimportant

B. Policy Regarding Recordkeeping and Reporting

( 1) Frequency Frequent-infrequent

4188e 7 11
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Factor

( 2) Content

( 3) Rom

( 4) Target of reports

Relevant
Continuta

Achievement?
Ability?
Social personal traits?
Standard-individual
Grades-comments
Students?
Parents?
Supervisors?

C.

(

(

(

(

(

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Policy Regaoding Homework

Frequency

Form of hcaework required
Grading policy
Time appropriation
Reliance on text assignments

Intervals or
frequency specified?

Written only?
% cutoffs?
Specified?

Required?

D. Policy Regarding Grouping for Special Services
(L.D., Gifted. Chapter le etc.)

( 1) Data requirements Clear-unclear

( 2) Classroom data allowed Grades-comments
( 3) Criteria for selection Clear-unclear

E. Valued District Uses of Test Data

( 1) To establish teacher accountability Important-unimportant

( 2) To compare schools, classes, etc.
( 3) To show achievement trends

4. Characteristics of Texts and Materials

A. Assessments Provided in Texts
(may vary with subject)

( 1) Discussion questions for class
recitation

( 2) Homework assignments in text
( 3) Workbook study sheets
( 4) Assessment guidelines in

teacher's gutde
( 5) Paper and pencil tests
( 6) Performance assessments

4188e

Present-absence

8 12

Data
Collection

Examine tests
* associated
materials
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Factor

S. Quality of Assessments Offered

( 1) Validity

(4) match content of text
(b) match cognitive levels of

text and recitation

(c) sample representatively?
( 2) Reliability

(a) length
(b) methods
(c) item construction
(d) scoring guidelines

( 3) Ease of Utle

Relevant
Continuum

Miss-match

Appropriate-inappropriate
Objective-subjective
Clear-unclear
Absent-detailed
Convenient-inconvenient

C. Montext Materials Med in Assessment? (describe them)

5. Characteristics of School Subject

A. Perceived Importarze of Subject as Seen by
(will vary by subject)

( 1) Students

( 2) Parents
( 3) Teachers
( 4) School

( 5) District

S. Other Indicators of Importance
(by subject)

C. Relationship of Content to Assessment
Options (by subject)

( 1) Written assignments
( 2) Teacher observation and judgment
( 3) Classroom paper and pencil tests
( 4) Assessments from texts
( 5) Assessments from other teachers
( 6) Oral recitation
( 7) Self assessments

( 8) Peer assessments
( 9) Standardised tests
(10) Gtoup assessment
(11) Application of rules of

evidence

4188e

*;,t7;$1..;:'::

Data
Collection

Important-unimportant Interview

Time allotted
Required-optional

Amenable to content -
not amenable

Punctual ccepletion-
quality

Fight/wrong-degrees
of quality

9 :13

Examine
records

Examine
content
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0

Factor,

6. Characteristics of Assessments

Relevant Data
Continuum Collection

A. Assessment Purposes Demonstrated Observation
(may vary with subject)

( 1) Diagnosing group needs Never used-
( 2) Ddagnosing individual needs frequently used
( 3) Sizing students up in fall
( 4) Selecting for special services
( 5) COntrolling students
( 6) MOtivating students
( 7) Evaluating instruction
( 8) Communicating academic expectations
( 9) Communicating behavioral expectations
(10) As test taking training for students

S. Assessment Practices Used Observation
(may vary with subject)

( 1) Daily written assignments
( 2) Observation and judgment
( 3) Paper and pencil tests
( 4) Assessments from text
( 5) Assessments from other teachers

( 6) Oral recitation in class
( 7) Standardized tests
( 8) Student peer assessment

( 9) Student self assessment
(10) Group assessments

Never used -
frequently used

C. Categories of Thinking Skills Addressed Observation

( 1) Levels defined No-clearly
( 2) Levels in assessment match Miss-match

instruction
( 3) Describe levels used

D. Criteria Used by Teacher in Selecting Method Interview

( 1) Pit of results bs purpose
( 2) Match bs material taught
( 3) Ease of development (easy access)
( 4) Ease of scoring
( 5) Origin of test
( 6) Time required to administer

( 7) Degree of objectivity
( 8) Test security

Important-unimportant

Evaluated how?
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Pactor

E. Quality of Assessments

( I) Validity
(a) match to content
(b) match to cognitive levels
(c) representative sample?

( 2) Reliability
(a) length

(b) methods
(c) item construction
(1) scoring procedures

Relevant
Continuum

Miss-match

Data
Collection

Examine
assessments

Appropriate-inappropriate
Objective-subjective
Clear-unclear
Appropriate-inappropriate

Data collection. All participating teachers were observed extensively in the
classroom context by one of four researchers. The frequency and length of
observation varied, depending on the researchers level of understanding of
assessment procedures. Each teacher was interviewed, often on several occasions, as
were students. Further, each teacher provided records and documentation of
assessment and grading practices. In each case, principals were asked to provide
documentation regarding assessment and grading policy.

References
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CHAPTER 2: REVISION OF THE PROFILE

At the completion of the high school observations, the researchers agreed
that the profile ot classroom assessment environment elements generated from
study four cases was inadequate and needed major revision. For that reason,

the research teem initiated a major reevaluation and development of the
profile instrument. The result was a refined and much clearer set of profile
elements, each of which was accompanied by a concise definition and set of
scales upon which to describe a particular classroom. Each scale was defined
in terms cf keY questions to be answered on the basis of assessment,
observation cr interview to carryout the rating. The revised profile is
presented in the chart that follows.

4188e
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rector Identification

I. MONUMENT PRIMCONS

A. Diagnosing individual needs
of students

D. Diagnosing group needs

17

CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT EMIROMMENT POOFILE

Definition of factor KeY Questions U2 Answer

Description of the various cols of mew well ;wormed is the Reacher
assessment in the classroom. about each purEoiel

Row relevant is that purpOse for
the conbrst?

Does the teacher ON that use ot
assessments so valuable, to thee

Does the teacher in fact iso
OOSOMMOROO in that way?

Identifying student strengths
end weaknesses

Detecting common instructional
needs across 5 group of students

lamely
Is the teacher aware of individual
difference*?

Can the teacher myself', ways to
diagnose?

Res the teacher developed the tools
to diagnOse?

Relevant$
Is the materiel amenable to

iniiVidasliSation?
Does the student Med realistically

allow individualisation?

useful@
Is this use of assessment perceived

ey the teacher se valuable
and useful?

Deeds
Is st least some instruction

individualised?

Measurement Method

oral aseessment

Researcher judgment based on
observation and interview

Self report by teacher

Observation of classroom

Interview

oral assessment

Observation, interview

Observation, interview

observation, interview

Interview

Observation

Informeds
Can the teacher efseify ways U2 Orel assessment

detect group needs?
Can the teacher specify ways to

summarise group easement results?

Oelevans
Is group diagnosis useful in this context?

'mauls
Does the teacher value this strOt49y?

Deeds

Is there evidence of such diagnosis?

Observation, intervier

interview

Observation

18
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factor Identification Definition of rector

C. Assigning grades

D. GIOUDincl tor instrUction
within class

c. IdentifYing tudents for
specie). srvices

Detersining letter grades tor

rt.port cords as feedback to
etude** and permits

Sublividing a oleos into smaller

instructional groups on assessment
results

Selection for plscement into
edvanced or remedial Programs

XAYADOstiOns to Aoswei

Informedi

Ues the teacher considered
elternative ingredients?

Does the teacher have i ound
philosophy about ingredients
end their weighting?

Relevant:

Are grades required in this context?

Ueetuto
Does the teacher regard grades as

* valuable use of assessment results?

Usedi

Does the teacher essign grades?

Intones&
Does the teacher have specific

moans for grouping?
Does the teacher have spectifiCs
methods of growing?

Cm the teacher specify strategy
for using asseesaant results in
grouping processawith rationale)?

Measuresent Method

Oral assessment

Interview

Policy analysis

Interview

Observation

Interview

OW assessment

Oral assessment

Releventr

Does grouping make sense in this context? Observation, interview

Ueefult
Does the teacher value assessment Interview

results in grouping?

Observation

Informsdi
Does the teacher know selection policy? Orel assessment
Can the teacher have vecific strategies Oral assessment

for using esseeement in this context?

Moth
Does the teacher actually Stoup bleed
on results?

Aeleventr
Doe. the teacher play a role is Policy anelYets

Wilaotital

Deefult
Does the teacher see this as Interview

valuable use of asseameent?

Deeds
Does the teacher select based cn reeults? Observation
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0-6

rector DientftWation Definition of teotoe

W. Controlling and motivating
students

G. RVeluating inetruotion

O. Communicating achivement
espectations

21

Using seaeument or the prospect cf
assessment to cause students to
behave in s specific way* such as
using assessment for punishment

Rev Questions to Maser

Informe4s

Can the teecher specify reasons for
using seassament this way?

Can the eaker specify strategies
for doing so?

Relevant:

Does it maks sense to use assessment

e s S control mechanism?

Measure Rent Nett% Ott

Oral assessment

Oral assessment

Observation. interview

Useful:

Does the twitcher value thie use Interview
of assessment?

Used:
Does the teacher use assessment to Observation

control end motivate?

Docmeenting the successor failure Intoemeds

of el particular instructional Does the teacher know how to evaluate? Osel assessment
totetmant Deem the teacher have ape -ific oral assessment

valuation strategies.

Informing student of tb0 *ultim
of the content and skills they ere
to learn

Italeventt

Does it maks ense to evaluate this observation, interview
instrUction?

Useful:

Does the teacher feel evaluation is Interview
important?

Uses):

Is there vidence that evalusticos observation

e re condolted?

Informed:
Can Um teacher site alternative Oral assessment

e trategiee for communicating
expectations in general? via assessment?

Relevant;
le it IMPOrtent bD 10f000 OtOOOOtO Of observation, interview

expectations In this context?

Useful:

Does the teacher see assessment ae a Interview
velueble vehicle for such communication?

Used:

Does the Leeches use this vehicle? Observation

6 2
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factor Identification

1. Communicating effective or
behavioral empestations

J. Providing test taking
emperience

R. Relative Importance of
purposes

23

Definition of rector_

Intoning students of th6 nature of
the attitudes, values, preference,
end behavioral patterns that are
acceptable

Tay Questions to Answer

Informed,

Does the teacher understand bow thie
sight b6 done in general? vie

assessment?

Relevant,

I. it Important te communicate ouch
empeotetiens in this context?
vie easesesentt

Useful,
Does the teacher value this use of

assessment?

MOP
Does the teaoher use easeeement in

this way?

Measurement Method

Orel assessment

Interview, observation

Interview

Pamilierieing student. with item IMgends
types and test condition" to Does th6 teacher understand th6 Otal assessment
prepare them for future teete possible benefles Of thin?

Does th6 teacher know that emperiences Oral asseseeent
might be helpful?

Relevant,
Is test-taking akill likely to ea Observation, interview

Important in this context?

peefuls

Does the teacher value this use Interview
of evsessment?

Dgee th6 teacher use eeeessment Observation
in this way?

Determining th6 relative Importance Given leg points to distribute (1) Questionnaire
of these purposes to the teacher across these 10 purposes, hos would 42) Researcher's observation

you distribute them to show th6
relative importance of th6 verioue
deoleions listed? The more pegnts
you assign te a purpose the Nam
important it ie te you.

24
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Factor identification

II. ASSIMONNDT MetildOOLOGT
A. Asomement of schlevosent
1. Teachor-developed paper end

pencil tests and quisees

2. Text-embedded piper end versa
taste end wises:

3. Performance essesemenis

Definition of Vector

Multiple-choice, true/felse,
matching, fill-in end essay tests

designed end written by the teacher

Multiple-choice, true/felse,
natching, fill-in end essay tests
Provided by the text pvbtishir

Measurement vie observation of
student products end behaviors end
eveluaticm vie professional judgment

=111
*:

A

leY_Questions bo Answer

Informedr

Mee the towhee been trained in
test develowent?

Does the teacher develop test blueprints?
Can the teacher identify trait. of

sound toOt ItOwit7

VOW doss the teacher determine test
quality?

Relevents
Can materiel taught be tested vie

this method?

219.1A1
Wes the teacher think this method

la useful?

!Mk
Does tbe teacher in fact use this method?

lntormede

Does the text offer eseessments end

12 the teaober ewers et thew
lies the teacher evaluated ens OSSOBOOWIteri

Acoordirg to 'bat criteria?

leleveats
Can materiel taught be tested vie

this motto&

Wanks
Does the teacher think

le useful?
this method

°sea,
Does the teacher in fact use this method?

Informs&
Are exercises clear and representative?

Ate trelbe to be MOOSUrat Sea perbormance
criterie clearly stated?

Are uterine procedures 'polled Oat?
low Ocoee the teacher determble PA quality?

kelevents
Can nateriel taught be tested vie

this method?

posfuis
D oes the teacher think this method

is useful?

gait
D oes the teaoher in fact us this method?

boasursweot Method

Interview

ObOOMOtioo
Oral aeeesament

Oral assessment

observation

Interview

Observatiou

Observation. Interview

Interview
Orel ageeeseent

Obaervation

Interview

observation

Observation
Interview, observation

Interview
Oral assessment

Observation

batty i OW

Observation

26
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Peale. Identification oefinition of Factor

4. Oral questionsing strategies

S. Standardisen tests

4. Group assessment methods

27

Questions asked by the teacher
outing instruction

School. dietricte state-wide or
program related assessments booed
00 large-scale administration ad
published tests

Ass...manta in which students work
together for s group grads or an
individual geode

lay Questions to Answer messuresent method

.1_sts
Ars all students possible respondents? Observation
D oes the teacher wait lot a reeponse? observation

Is sustaining feedback given? Observation (see part

Does the timber keep written records? Observation

Relevant:

Can materiel taught be tested via Obasevation
this method?

(Awful:
Coes the teacher think this method Interview

is useful?

Used/

Dose the teacher in fact use this method? observation

latoeseds

hoes the teacher understmaldiffersoces oral assessment
emcee tests?

Can the teacher interpret test scores oral assessment
accurately?

Mow does the towhee deternine the Interview
quality of such tests?

Mae the teacher been trained in Interview
e tnnftrairron test use?

Pelevante
Can eaterial teught be tested vie Observation
this method?

beefu4I
Coes the teacher think this method Intexview

is useful?

NA2A1
D ose the teacher in fact use this method? Observation

Informed:

I. the !pelmet aware of scientist oral assessment
problems wi.h a lack of independence?

coo. the teacher haw. etratesias for oral assessment
e yobJing thou, probteme?

observation
&Wets
can materiel taught be tested vie

this method?

Mesfule
Ooes the teacher think this method Interview

in useful?

Useds

Dees the teacher in fact use this method? Observation

28
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factor Identification Win ition of Vector Bey_Questices to Answer Measurement method

7. Opinioae of other teachers Positive or negative feelings about Informed%
student's achievement eMPreased Is the teacher evoritive to issues Oral assessment

by collet/puce verbally or in re Waal
written mord.. Braiding the teacher evaluate the Interview

quality of such istomation?

Relevant%
Can materiel taught b tested vie Observation

this metiuld?

Ossfq4%
Does the teacher think this method Interview

is useful?

Used%

Does the teacher in fact use this setivAll Observation

S. Asmassment of reasoning skills Meguring student's thinking skills ,infomeds
(See Ill below) through the application of Incomes Does the teacher have a tummy to Interview

tenons:ger same equivalent use regularly and cogistently?
structure Can flag teacher ask questions at Oral assessment

different levels?

Relevanti
Can mileriel taught be tested vi, Obeervatim

this method?

UsefoLs
Does the teacher think this sighed interview

is useful?

Used%
DOO4 the teacher in fact use this method? Observation

9. Regular homework essiess.sts Periodic assignments designed to Infonsgs
provide practice end yield Sow does the teacher evaluate the Interview

information on atudent performance quality of essignmeatgenersted data?
Do assignments have a Clear set of Interview

xpectations?

Relevant/

Cen mate.iel taught be tested vie Observation
this 'method?

useful.

Does the teacher think this method Interview
is useful?

RAW
Does the teacher in fact use this method? Observation
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factor Identification

10. Student feet retinas

11. Student /self ratios.

12. Relative importance or
methods

13. Ccgnitive levele of
040011111104,fttli

Definition of factor

Students rats each others
performance

Students evaluate their ron
performance

Determining the relative importance
these 0 assessment methods cross
e ll purposes

Determining tbe levels of cognitive
cperstion tapped by different kind.
of classroom assessments

Rey Questions to Answer

bifaces&
Dom the teacher know strategies for
doing this?

Is the teacher aware of the conditions
that mak it valid and canals?

Cen the teacher specify instructional
benefits of this use of assessment?,

Measurement Method

Relevant.

Can materiel taught he teeed vie (Mee ation

this method?

VIM&
Doss the teacher think this method Intesview

is useful?

adE
Doss the teacher in fet use this method? Observation

Informed.
Dom the teacher know strategies for

dOing this?
le the teacher aware of the conditions
that maks it valid end renal*?

Can the teacher specify instruOtional
benefftsod this use of assessment?

Relevant.

Can materiel taught he tested via observation
this method?

Osefu1s
Doss the teecher think this method Interview

is useful?

Does the teacher in foot use this method? observation

Giese 100 pointe to distribute across
thee. 0 sesesseent methods. how would Observation
you distribute them to ebow the relative
importinos of each to you? Assign more
points to those methods that em more
iaportant to you.

Questionnaire

Now do test study questions end

essignsents distribute themselves
across levels?

Now do oral questions in oless
distribute themselves?

Now do questions on test end quizzes

dietribute thimmelves?

Observation

observation

32
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Factor Identification

14. Strategies tor invegrating
pesessment end instruction

Is. Dealing with cheating

D. Asseemeent of affect

1. observing imdividual students

33

Definiiion of rector

Using instructional althea. that

rely on amassment us teaching
tool, such pp use of peer editing
procedures to teach writing or use
of practice tests to prepar tor
reel ones.

Strategies tor minimising cheatillg

and dealing with it when it occurs.

Messuribf those effective end
social characteristics of students
that play 5 ag in clesaroce
decision meking

Inferring effective traits from the
observation of the behavicc of
individual students

Key Weetions tO answer

Infos:midi

Can the teacher specify such etrateSies? Interview

Does the teacher know advantages
end limitations of pacb?

Measurement Method

Deeds

Does the teacher ues these strategies?

Ithissgs
Can the teacher cite

to minimise it?
Can the teacher specific actions

to deal with it?

specific ways

aids
Coes the teacher use these strategies?

Does the teacher have s clear seam of
trait(e) to be measured?

Infoneedr
Drips the teacher use clear performance

criteria?
Dime the teacher sample behrsior

representatively?
Does the teacher know the Pitfalls to

sombd date (0.g., does the teacher
keep written records)?

aplevents

Can the treit(s) to be measured be

impaired vie this method?

Deetult
Doee the teacher regerd thie method

pe useful?

Oral assessment

Interview

Interview

Interview

Interview

Observation

oral assessment

Observation

Interview

bet
Does the teacher in tact assess thie way? Observation
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factor Identification Definition of Porter

2. Clanging group interactions

3. Using guestionneires

4. Using interviews

Inferring affective traits from
asrvetion of the social and
medallic intimations among
student* aed between student and
teacher

Piper end pencil instruments weed
together affective dote

formal and informal ens on megurel
exchanges of information between
titanic and student(*) together
affectiv. data

1WY 9Mestiona b, Answer

Informed,
Does tin teacher Laois& performance
exited.?

Does the teacher sample behaving
representetively?

Does the bomber know the ',atolls Os
eound date is.g., does the teacher
keep written records)?

Measurement Method

Interview

Observation

Orel seiesseent

Reheats
Can the traitis) to a measured be Observetion

wasured vie this method?

Usifali
Does the teacher regard this method Interview

se useful?

Used,

Does the teacher in feet oases thi* way? Observetion

Orel esseasent
Infonseds
Das the teacher

ingredients of
Does the teacher

limitations et

know the best*
gasticasiredesbln?
know *Onstage, end
questionnaires?

Can the trait(a) to be measured be
assured vie this method?

Useful,
Does the teacher regard this method

so useful?

Used,

Does the towbar in fact OSSOSO this weI?

Ligjaigns
Does the teacher know the keys to

effective interviewing?
Does the teacher know the edvantages

and limitations of interviews?

Relevant,
Can the treit(s) to be assured be

aessured via this method?

Useful,

Does the teacher regard this sethud
se useful?

Oral assesesent

Observation

Interview

Observation

Orel ascessment

Oral assessment

Observation

Interview

Used,

Does the tastier in fool assess this wsy? Observation
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Factor Identification

S. Opinions of other teachers

Definition of rector

Comments about student effect
obteined from colleagues verbally
or vie pest student records.

6. Opinions of other students Comments about student affect
obtained from other students

ROY Questions to Answer Measurement Method

Informed*
Does the teacher know the edventeges Orel assessment

sad limitations of opinions of others?

lelevaets
Can the trelt(s) to be measured be Observation

matured via this mathed7

Vostok*

Does the teacher regard this method Interview
se useful?

Pais
Does the teacher in fact emus tide lay? Obsuvation

1-419.01.4s
Does the teacher know the advantages Orel assessment

e nd limitations of qpinirms of others?

Delevents
Can the treitte) to be measured he Observation
messaged vie this method?

Useful:

Does the teacher regard this method Interview
e s useful7

P.4
Used*

Does the teacher in feet au** this way? Observetion

7. Opinions od Peru*. Comeente about student effect Intorseds
Does the teacher know the advantage* Oral assessmentobtained from the students's parent

and limitations of cpiniona of othere7or guardian

keleventl
Cat the trelt(s) to be messured be Observation
ssaserag vie this method?

ysefule
Does the teacher reseed this method Interview

se usefuI7

14WSP
Does the teecher in feat uses* this way? Observation
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factor IdentifbittIct

S. Poet student records

9. Affective traits seasurad

10. constellation of attective
assessment methods

C. Assessment ce ebility
1. meaning et ability for teacher

2. Impact of ability assessment

0. Text assessments

Ontinition of victor

brew inferences regarding attective
characteristics from information
obtained in tbe student's
cumulative regard

Determining student traits teacher
measures via above methods

Determining relative importance of
these ? assesament methods

Operational definition of the
ability construct in the view of
the teaches

Classroom declaims influenced by
results et ability assessment

Contributione et text-embedidedor
text aoclospanying materiel. tbet
contribute bathe assessment
environment

Wet (Lunation* to Mower

Latanap
Does tbe teacher knot whet information

is contained there?

aslevents
Con the trait(s, ba be seaweed be
measured via tbis method?

peetuit
Does tbe teacher reglad tide method

*a useful?

(lamb
Does tbe teacher in tact sues. this way?

List traits tonsured

Given 100 points to distribute egress
tbese 7 eseesement methods, bow would
you distribute them to show tbe
relative importance of each bo you?
Assignment points ba those mast important
ba you.

Is an abilitY factor impertent for
the teacher?

Does the teacher assess *Witty?
What ingredients does the tesober

inolude?

Mow doss the teacher measure ingredients?

What decisions *re influenced?
Whet rola does tbe aseessment play

10 the deeisiOn(S)?

abet assessment comPonents are
available frantic test?

Which of tbe clonponents are used?

neasurenent Method

observation

Interview

Observation

Interview. observation

Qusstionnaire

Interview

Interview
interview

Interview

Observation. interview
Interview

Observation

Observation
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factor Identification

Ill. MURIA UM lei gRUCTItei
ASINISOMUT *MO

A. limonite fit purpose

D. Method matches intended outcomes

C. masa of development

0. nee of ea)rinq

41

Definition of ?actor

Rectors considered by tbe teacher
in devieing eeseessent Plane

Results of assesesent promise to
fit teacher's info:motion need.

Match between the euelement totset
and the student characteristic
seeeured

Mount of times effort and
technical skill required to use
auesement method

Amount of times effort end
technical skill required to score
00410isment

KM Questions to Answer

mast factors Ore 00heidered?

Ingot:mods
Den the teacher differentiate

information needs of various purposes?
Den the teacher differential*

assessments weekly to meet different
information needs?

Measurement Method

Oral assessment

Oral assessment

Issottants
Does the teacher regard thie criterion I nterview

s importent in *electing?

Ads
Does the teacher consider this factor?

Informeds
Cen the teacher differential asseeasent

formate that will reflect different
outcomes?

Ineortents
Does tbs teacher regard thie critetien

ee lePottent in selecting?

Interview

Oral asseessmat

Interview

LIM'S

DOes the teacher consider this factor? I nterview

Informeds
Cen the teacher differentiate asseassent Orel aseessmenc

methods in tenon of efficiency?

Isportents
Does the tesober regard this criterion Interview

es important in selecting?

Does the teacher consider this factor? Interview

Infosmeds
Can the teacher differentiate easeseeant Oral assessment

methods in terse of storing efficiency?

lattruam
Doe* the teacher regard this criterion Intetview

ee important in selecting?

Leeds
Mee the teacher consider this factor? Interview
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4z='

MUM Idsntif1ctii Definition of f atom Rev Questions to Answer measurement method

B. Origin of essomment Person originally responsible tor Informode

developing the essesseent Can the teacher differentiste quality Ora assessment
instrument end/or procedures factors based on developer?

/L_M.Me
Doss the towbar regerd this criterion Interview

as important in selecting?

Slags
Doss the teacher celeSiSei this factor? Interview

V. Tine requir.d to adabeieter Testing units administerea per unit podommeds

ot time Con the teacher differentiste between Orel ssegsment 1

essesseent Donate based on efficiency
of item edministretion?

Iscortants

Does the teacher regard this eateriCA Interview
as Important in selecting?

Deeds

Does the teacher cona,!des this feaster? Interview

Infante&G. Degree mt obtmotivity Amount of teacher judgment tint
Con the teacher differentiate test Cmal assessmentdoes into the scoring procure

tomato in terms of objectivity?

e4 Inmost/Inks
Ch Ogee the teacher regard this criterion Interview

se Snportent in selecting?

Voids

Does the teacher consider this factor? Interview

N. Applicability to measuring Extent to which essesenent can serve inforeeds
higher order thinking skill. to neonate more tf4en recall of Can the teacher difterentiste methods Orel assessment

knowledge 15 teals of edeptability to higher
order thinking?

Iscortante

Wes the teacher regard this criterion Interview
se Important in selecting?

Used.

Does the teacher consider this lector? Interview
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Factor Identificetion

1. gffeotive control of cleating

Minified of rechn

Contribution of method to test
security end/or study copying

J. Relative *prune, c4 criteria Relative amPhasis given to criteris
1 to 9 above

IV. QUALITY Ot AsSBOMIENTS

A. Paper end pencil assessments

R. Perforsance Assessments

45

Attributes of assessments that
contribute to their dependability
and officiosof

Teacber-develrded or text-embedded

true/fals,
matobing. fill-in and/or ssay teats

Assessment based on observetion and
professicnel judgment

fog /Gentians to Answer Nessurement Method

Informeds

Con teacher differentiate methods in Orel aesesement
terms of usceptibility tes cheating?

juseetants

Ross the teacher regerd this criterion Interview
es important im selecting?

Useds

Ross the teacher consider this factor? Interview

Given 100 points to distribute across Questionnaire
these 9 criteriaa howsmuld you distribute
them to show the relative isooctane* et
these adonis in selecting your olasmoom
alifesasonna Assign more points to those
criteria given soca weight im your election

Ars those ettributss accounted for that maximise
the reliability and validity of essesaments?

Mat percent of these asseannants hone the
folkawing chmacteristioel

Description 0 test epecifications
Content coverage matching instruction
Cognitive levels matching instruction
Maximum itsos per unit of tine
Item foxiest mats:Mee intended outcome
Items aloofly written
Items mapl domain
Scoring procedures planned
Sooting criteria tor essay items
Clear directions
Smeller reproduction
Scheduled to minimise distractions

Whet percent of three assessments helm the
following chmacteriatioss

Trott defined with levels of proficiency
nafthes intended outcomes of instruction
Minimises thee respired to sasses
Clem puff:seminal. criteeis

Students sware of criteria
Quality exercises
exercises sample domain
Rating peoceduree planned
Results match information needs

Interview
Examine tests
Smooths tests
Examine tests
Interview
guanine tests
guanine tests
Interview
Interview
Ixamine tests
examine tests
interview

Interview
Interview
Interview

Written docunentation
Interview
Examine exercises
Interview
Interview

Intervird
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Factor Identification

C. Orel questions

V. ligIDSACK PI/0FM;

A. Orel end reeverbal feedback

D. Written feedlOok

47

Definition of Factor

Questions asked by teacher during
instruction

mature ear quality of oral,
nonverbal end written feedback
given te students by teacher

Specific features of this form of
feedback

Specific features of this form for

foodbock

key UO0OtIONs tO AftOWOr

What percent have these characteristics;

All students pctential respcmdents
Teecbor waits for e remponse
Questions maftth cognitive levels
of objectives
Somportilm feedback given

Written records kept

Whet are the sort salient features of
that feedback?

Whet percent at this kind of feedback
is given to students who eras

Strong vs wak?
Correct vs Incorrect?
bele vs female?

Whet percent of this kind cc feedback
has the tqllowing characteristics;

oral a nonverbal?
Public vs private
Fair vt. unfair?

Focusa on achievement a effective?
Germs** ve irrelmvent?
Imeediste vs delayed?
Positive vs negative?

Delivered in *lees vs out of oleo.?

What percent is given b) students who ores

Strong vs week?
Correct vs incorrect?

**lea female?

Whet percent of feedback is;

Ccoment vs symbol?
Positive vs negative?

Fair le unfair?
Gnains Lo. irrelevant?
Focused on achievement vi effect?

nuom the teacher use sasyloe et
perframence es basis for feedback?

Does the teacher display actdevement
records fog public vie*?

NeasUraient Nethc4

Observation
observation

Observation

Observation
Interview

All features determined via
observation and profiling of
feedback events
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Factor Identification Definition of Factor

VII. THC TEACHER AND ASMISSNDST

A. Teacher's background
1. Teaching *variance

2. Sources of assessment knowledge

B. Teacher's thew emplenditures
1. Teaching time

2. Assessment time

49

veers of emperience with various
facete of instruction

Contribution of various source,: to
the teacher's knowledge of

assessment sethodology

Manner in which teacher upends
instructional tine

Harmer in which teacher uses
assessment time

Key Questions to Ammer Maaautement method

MeV nary years of emporia= do you have: Interview

In the teaching field?
at your current grade level7
in your current school?
with content?

Given 100 pcdnts to distribute *cross Questionnaire
the elf:emotive sources cd knowledge
about assessment, how would you distribute
those pOdnts to ehaw the relative

contribution of each to your understanding?
Assign more Wilts to those that made larger
contribution..

Preservice andgreduste teacher treining
lreervice training programs
Ideas and suggestions of colleagues
Headline fun pcofessiomal literature
Guidebcoks accompanying talta
Pun classroom emotion*
Other ispecify

What percent of the teacher' time

is spent*

planning?
tee/Alma one on one?
teeching groups?
assessing?
other (speolfy

What percent Of aesessment time is
spats

Reviewing and selecting assessments?
Developing own assessments?
Administering aliaselante
Scoring sesessments?
Recording results?
Providing feedback?

Evaluating assessment Opslitla

Oteervation

Observation
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factor Identification Defini ion of FOOt0(

C. Sucher characteristics

VIII. ?MACHU'S FiamptInti OF SIUDSNTS

A. Ability to learn

S. millinaneee to learn

C. Pete of achievement

D. Maturity

I. Study skills

Characteristics that the teacher
brings to the classroom assessment
(NM comment

(Defined by teacher, eee section
II -C-l)

Seriousness of purpose in achool

Amount of materiel learned per unit
ot thee

knout to which atudents take
personal responsibility tel
schooling

Se/ Questions to Answer

Mow can the teacher be profiled
in tapas eta

MOIO ln the clessroom?
Level of protesslonel expectations?
Moeda for (*cognate in the classroom?
Definition cd high end km quality
wore?

utast of stereotyping students?
Attention to exceptional student.?
Sense ot performance norms/
'endow to take risks in instruction?
Orientation to cheating?
Asount of cheatiag?
Importance ot promptness?
Orientation 04 interpersonal
environment?
CooperativelegesfetitiVe

Attributien 0 reason for student
learning?

Basis for grading?
Intupretation of assessment
results?

Moan vs criterion referenced

Is ability bight. Ion
ilowasch variation in ability le there?
Does the teacher accomodate variation?

Is willingness high or low?
Dow mach verietion in ability is there?
Does the teacher acconstelete varieties?

Is achievement rete high or low?
I. rite increasing or decreasing?
Mow much variation la ability is there?
WOO the teacher aocomsodits variation?

Are they responsible or irrogooneible?
now snob variation in ability Ls there?
Doe' the teacher accommodit variation?

*re these Mille well developed?
Mow ouch variation in ability is there?
Does the teacher accommodate variation?

Measurement Method

Interview
Interview
Intervire, observation

Interview
Observation

Obeervation
Interview
Interview
Interview
Observation.

Observation
Observation

lnterv iew

Observation

Observation

Interview
Interview
obse motion

Interview
Interview
Observation

Interview
Interview
Interview
Observation

Interview
Interview
Oteervetion

Interview

Interview

Observation

interview students
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Factor Identification

F. Sociml skills

G. Willimptess to perform

S. Feedtmok needs

i. Self sesessment skills

4. sense of feirness

K. Reaction bs testing

I. Fuental expectation

Definition of Factor

Sate.* of development of students,
interpersonal relations skills

Students' williminess to

demonstrate whet they know end sre
capable of doing

Strength ot student needs for
feedback on pertonmence

Ability to sense mon strengths end
weianOSOOS

Clarity of sense of when CC
O SINISSUMSt end/or grade iS feir Or

unfelt

Amount of anxiety et testing ttes

Potent's viaw of echievement rote
of student

VIII. ROA OF FOUCT is CLASIMOONASIRSSADIT

A. Foote of existing policies

S. Origin of existing policies

53

Asseesment traotices end procedures
governed c- onssreinei by current
Pulici. ,

Lewt1 at which the policy is written

ley Questions to Answer

Are those skills well develcped?
Dow much verietion in ability is there?
Does the teacher accommodate veriation?

Are they willing or reticent

Row mwOh veristion in abilitY is therol
Does the teacher accommcdste varietion?

Are thole strong or weak needs?
Sow much variation in ability is there?
Does the teacher aceemsodits veriation?

Are times skills well developed?
Sow nosh variation in ability is there?
Does the loather aoesumulete varistion?

Now clear is that sense?
Sow much veristion in ability is there?

Does the teacher accommodate veriation?

Sow sotiOue aro thee
Saw much veristion in abilitY ia there?
Does the teacher accommodate varietion?

Are those expectations Clear to the
tmactmor7

Are thny high or low expectations?
Are thOSO lamentations imputes*

to the teethes?

Sow nosh veriation in ability is there?
Does the teacher eccommodate veristion?

Do current Policies focus cum

Testing precticts?
iteportini results?

Homework requirements?
Claim Dime?

Selection for programs?
Attendance?

Content to be taught?

Does the teacher know those policies?
Do thay import practice? If so, bow?

Whet 'matey makers tow* written the
policies thet gosern classroom
e ssesenent?

',Wesel?

State?
District?
School?
Depertnent?

iintonmetion agreenent
with another tancheri?

Messorement Method

Interviaw

interview
Oboervation

Interview
Interview
Observetion

Interview
Interview
Oblervation

Interview
Interview
Observation

Interview

interview
Observation

Interview, observe:bun
interview

Observation

Interview

interview
Obeemation

Policy analysis

interview
interview

Policy analysis
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CHAPTER 31 PROtILES OF EIGHT CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT ENVIRONMV.NTS

Having completed the revision of the pmfile instrument, the researchers
then set abolt the task of reflecting back on field notes and documentation to
complete the new profile for each classroom studied. The result is a set of
rich and diverse portraits of eight unique and interesting environments. Each
is described in this chapter via written description accompanied (followed) by
a completed classrocm assessment environment profile. Results are then
synthesized in Chapter 4.
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MATHEMATICS CASE STUDY 41

Background Information

This description of the classroom assessment environment is based on

observations of instruction and interviews with the teacher conducted near the
end of the 1985-86 school year. Her teaching day includes six class periods
of high school algebra instruction, generally for freshman and sophomores.
She teaches Algebra I and II, including an honors section of Algebra II. The
students are typically good achievers aspiring to college level math. The

tilacher has over 20 years of experience in high school math instruction, knows
what she wants to teach at what pace and is confident that she knows how to
teach and assess it.

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual student needs

A small portion of each class period is givtn to diagnosing the particular
difficulties for individual students. This normally takes place during
homework completion time, i.e., during the last five to ten minutes of the
class period. The i:eacher leaves most ot the responsibility to the student
for initiating these contacts. Because math problems (whether on a test or
homework assignment) are precisely diagnostic, the teacher can determine quite
easily when performance is lagging through daily contacts with her students.

B. Diagnosing group needk

TWo uses of assessment for this purpose were observed. The teacher
consistently uses oral questioning to track the learning rate among the

students by asking c4 ibing questions and waiting for a resonse. In addition,
the consistent and regular review of homework reveals potential problems. In

one instance, however, the data were undependable. The students scored much
higher on a series of quizzes than the teacher thought tney would based on her
review of recent homework.

C. Assigning grades

All grade information collected via assignments, quizzes ant: tests are
stored on a computer for later averaging and transformation to a grade.
Straight percen cutoff scores are used for the transformation: 90 percent
correct = A, etc. This is a very visible dimension of the classroom, with
cutoffs posted in large letter- on the wall.

4100e
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D. .3roupin9 for instruction within claim

There was no evidence of grouping seen during these observations. The
teacher relied totally on whole group instruction and seat work (often with
individual help).

E. Identifying students for special services

The teacher had no responsibility for such identification. All screening,

grouping and placement was done by the guidance counselors. The teacher's
view is that she is to teach the students present in each class during each
term.

F. Controlling and motivating students

Besides the general control and motivai:.on exerted on students by the
assignment-test-grading cycle, there were other uses of assessment as a
control mechanism. The teacher used oral questioning as a control tool by
calling on inattentive or inconsiderate students and asking follow-up
questions until full attention was given and aPPropriate learning was

demonstrated vla correct answers. This often took several minutes.

In addition, the teacher occassionally implemented what was termed a
"participation grading" interval. I saw this in action only once during
observations, while the teacher reports doing this at least twice per week.
Essentially, the teacher judges *on task/off task° during this interval, which
spans less than a class period. NOn task° gets a good grade in the gradebook
"to counter some of the low scores if the student needs to.° The teacher uses
this intermittently and strategically at key instructional times to focus
student attention. A scan of student on-task behavior during a participation
grade interval every 2 minutes revealed an average of 1.5 students out of 22
(7 percent) off task compared to 5.7 students (26 percent) off task after the
interval was terminated. The frequency of student initated questions also
increased during the participation time. So in this Cane, the grade
controlled student attention.

G. Evaluating instruction

By and large, the teacher knows what students need to learn, what they are
learning and what instruction is needed. The teacher "generally knows what

works and what doesn't work" as a result of many years of experience. As a
result, the instructional treatment is rarely, evaluated and revised on the
basis of results.
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H. Communicating achievement exPectations

In math, nothing communicates expectations more clearly than a set of
problems to be solved, according to the teacher. Sample problems are given
and reviewed before tests. In some cases, sample items with correct solutions
appear right on the test alongside other Problems to be solved.

I. Communicating affective exPectations

The teacher is very clear about attitude and behavioral expectations
during class and uses oral asserament to illustrate and enforce those
staLdards regularly. She calls on inattentive and inconsiderate students,
demanding focused attention.

J. Providing test_taking experience

The teacher uees 6showwork" problems only. TYpically, these are not used
on large-scale tests. She doesn't care. Her task is to teach math problem
solving skills. She feels show work problems are the best way to assess these
skills.

II. ASSESSMENT METBOOOL. OGY

A. Assessment of achievement (Parts 1 to 15)

The assessment methodology in this math class is dominated by sets of math
problems to be solved. This domination extends to homework (for practice and
grades), quizzes and tests. The problem sets are either developed by the
teacher or are adapted frost sets published with the textbook. The teacher
knows what items reflect intended outcomes of the text and the tests and

quizzes assess those outcomes and are very appropriate. As mentioned above,
oral questioning comes into play in this class also. However, the teacher
describes this as more of an instructional strategy than an assessment
strategy. She seems well aware of its inherent weaknesses, such as problems
in obtaining a representat5ve sample of behaviov.

The assessmonts consistently require analysis of the component parts of
problems and inferences as to proper solutions. These aspects of assessment
match apparent instructional priorities.

B. Assessment of affect (all 10 items)

The only two dimensions of affect assessed are student attention
(seriousness of purpose in class) and the extent to which the student is
trying (motivation and eff^rt). These are both assessed via cAservation of

4100e
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students during instruction. Inattention most often takes the form of
inconsiderate behavior while the teacher or another student is talking. The
offending student is not rebuked or called to attention, but rather becomes

the focal point cd the teacher's instructional questions.

Motivation and effort are assessed informally via observation of work
completion and formally via observation during "participation grade" time.
Students seen as not trying receive ICOW grades for it.

C. Assessment of 3bility

The teacher is very clear about her intent to measure math achievement.
Either students can solve the problems or they cannot. She reports that she
teachers them on those terms. She relies on no other construct, such as
ability. She says she is held accountable for what the students know and
don't know.

D. Text assessmerts

Prom an assessment point of view, the teacher relied on the textbook for

daily homework assignments and for some test items used on tests and quizzes.
While complete tests accompanied the text, the teacher did not use the
complete test. Rather she selected items and ideas for items from the
published tests. She was viary clear in her opinions about item formats. She
does not like selection-type items (T/P, multiple choice, etc.). She wants
students to show work.

III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS (A-a)

As with other dimensions of assessment, the math teacher has the luxury of

being able to be very clear about these criteria. An interview revealed that
the teacher is clear about the importance of (a) knowing the purpose for
assessment, and (b) matching tests and intruction. These were the keys in
developing assessments. The teacher wanted a clear objective index of math
problem solving ability that either required a reasonable amount of homework
time or oould be administered as a test in a class period or less. Problem
sets were consciously selected to meet these criteria.

IV. QUALITY OP ASSESSMENTS (A-C)

The assessments are genecally of high quality. This is

of the content, the textbook and accompanying material, and
Algebra is assessatae via clear, straightforward problems.
these in assignments and tests. The teacher knows what she
problem sets to get it.

4100e

due to the nature
the teacher.
The text provides
wants and selects
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The only technical problem noticed was that some of the problem sett; may
be too brief to adequately.semple the domain dependably. The teacher balances
coverage with the time available to assess. Often available time is very
brief.

The teacher reports deriving little assessment information from oral
questioning. So few questions are asked that she knows coverage for any
individual is too shallow to be of value. But she sometimes does use
recollection of responses as an index of attention and effort.

V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

Since observations were dcme before this descriptive framework was
devised, sy data are very thin here. Two factors strongly influence the use
of feedback in this teacher's classroom. First, the algebra classes attract

all (or at least mostly) strong students. A count of class participants
revealed that they were mostly male and predominantly Asian.

Observations of student/teacher interaction revealed that the teacher
relied on oral and written feedback. Non-verbal feedback was not a factor.

The oral feedback was used during instruction (in class). I saw very

little teacher-student interaction outside of class. It was focused on the
subject matter covered, unless a behavior problem arose. However, even in
this case, the feedback was focused on math skills. That feedback took the
form of a specific question which the offender was called upon to answer.
Students knew when such a question was being asked and why.

Written feedback included grades and comments regarding incorrect
solutions to problem. Correct solutions to similar problems were often used
as feedback to lead students to understanding.

'VI. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

T:te teacher has long experience in teaching high school math. Her
assessment techniques result from that experience and no other source.

S. Teacher's expenditure of time.

Assessment takes up a large share of this teacher's time--often as much as
a third of a class period. Because years of development have produced a pool
of test items, test planning and development take very little time. Test
administration and scoring take up most of the assessment time.

4100e
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G. Teacher characteristics

The teacher presents material as laid out in the text adopted by the

district at a pace that fits the student group. She has very high standards
for herself and others but is flexible in how she meets those standards. Her
entire mode of assessment (show work problems) reflects a desire to "give
partial credit." She has an optimistic set of expectations about her
students. She knows what they need to learn and how she can bet teach it.

Evidence of the flexible and experimental manner in which she views

assessment is seen in her "creative ideas" for assessment. During my
observations, she administered daily quizzes covering the content at hand. At
the end of that week, she announced that the sum of the quiz scores would be
substituted for the weekly Friday test. She described this as an attempt to
disarm test anxiety. Students reacted positively and performed well. Her
next experiment would be a take-home weekly test,"just like in college"--a

strategy rarely used at the high school.

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

The teacher has tn optimistic view of students to match her optimistic
expectations. In an interview 03out her students, the mast striking comments
addressed the great variation in student traits she must address. That
variation in prior achievement and motivation manifests itself across
individuals within classes, across classes covering the same content, across
levels of content (advanced vs. cosic) and from year to year. The teacher
even senses major changes in student traits as the year unfolds. She contends
that this extreme variation is why she allots 10 to 20 minutes per day for
individual help for strdents.

The teacher's strongest ccoments cane in response to questions about
parental expectations. Those expectations are very unclear because she is
unable to involve parents in the activities of school. This is very important
to her and a source of significant frustration.

VIII. ASSESSMENT POLICY

This teacher operates independently of any district or other policy with
regard to assessment. She is uninformed regarding assessment policy and is
not influenced by it. She knows what assessment is needed and develops needed
procedures herself. She is aware of and influenced by district specified
pOlicies regarding content to be covered. she adheres to the adopted text and
curriculum outline. She also adheres to district pOlicy regav3ing grade
reporting requirmients.

Policies and regulations currently on the books that might bear on the
issue of classroom assessment in general are neither detailed nor

4100e
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prescriptive. They appear in District Policies and Regulations Manual under
Teachers-Duties and Responsibilities in the district's job description of the
classroom teacher, and in the high school's Teacher's Handbook. Policies
stipulate that assessment of progress will be continuous* focus on performance
goals at appropriate levels and reported to parents on a regular basis, as
specified by the principal. Final exams and homework are encouraged*
particularly at the secondary level. Grades are to reflect student
achievement in the subject.

In fact* grading practices represent one area in which the Teacher's
Handbook presents detailed and explicit instructions. The meaning of each
grade is spelled out. 2he role of attendance and behavior in grade
determination is discussed in detail. Procedures for determining grades are
enumerated and teachers are urged to review these with students. And grade
reporting requirements are recommended.
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PROFILE OF MATHEMATICS CASE 11

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual

student needs

B. Diagnosing group needs

C. Assigning grades

D. Grouping for instruction

within class

E. Identifying students for

special services

P. Controlling and

motivating students

G. Evaluating instruction

H. Camuunicating achievement

expectations

4100e

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Uninformed X

Irrelevant X
Useless X

Well infornmd
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently

X Well informed
X Relevant
X Useful
X Used frequently

Well informed
Relevant
Useful

Not used x used frequently

Unlnformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful

Not used x used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X_ Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

40 g3

Well informed
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently
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I. Communicating affective

expectations

J. Providing test-taking

experience

E. Relative importance
of purposes

4100e

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless
Not used X

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless

Well informed
Relevant
Useful
Usea frequently

X Well informed
X Relevant
X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Given "100 importance points" to distribute
across the purposes listed below, how would
you distribute those points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

Diagnosing individual needs 30

Diagnosing group needs 5

Assigning grades 50

Grouping for instruction 0

Identifying students for
special services 0

Controlling and
motivating 10

Evaluating instruction 0

Ccamunicating achievement
expectations 5

Communicating affective
expectations 0

Test taking experience 0

100 points

64
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II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of Achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests and quizzes

2. Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests and quizzes

3. Performance assessments

4. Oral questioning strategies

5. Standardized tests

6. Group assessment
methods

7. gpinions of other teachers

8. Assessment of reasoning
skills

4100e

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriats X Appropriate

Useless X useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed x well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not usec X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful .

Not used X Usec frequently

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

42 85

X Well informed
x Appropriate

X Useful
X Used frequently
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9. Regular assignments

10. Student peer rating

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

11. Student self ratings Uninformed X

Inappropriate X
Useless X

Not used X

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

12. Proportion of all assessments for all purposes that are of various types

Teacher-developed paper and

pencil tests
Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests
Performance assessments
Oral questions
Standardized tests
Opinions of other teachers
Regular assignments
Group assessments
Student peer ratings
Student self ratings

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed in:

study and Oral

Discussion-Questions Questions,

Recall

Analysis X X

Comparison

Inference X X

Rvaldaticu

41 4100e
43 66

30

30

0

10
0

0

30

0

0

0

1004

Tests and
Quizzes
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14. Strategies for integrating
assessment and
instruction

15. Dealing with cheating

Un!Iformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Nat used

Uninformed

Inappropriate

0 Useless
Not used

S. Assessment of Affect

0
1. Observing individual Uninformed

students Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

0
2. Observing group Uninformed

interactions Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

0 3. Using questionnaires Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

0 4. Using interviews (formal Uninformed
and informal) Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

0 5. Opinions of other Uninformed
teachers Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

0 6. Opinions of other Uninformed

students Inappropriate
Useless

Not ufed

0

0
4100e 44

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

(Not observed)._ well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

X Well inforaed
X Appropriate___ X Useful

X Used frequently

X
X

X

X Well informed
Appropriate
Useful

Used frequently

(Not observedl__ Well inforned
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

___(Not observedl__ Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

(Not obseald)._ Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

(Not observedl Well informed
Appropriate
Usetul
Used frequently

67
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7. Opinions of parents

9. Past student records

Uninformed (Not obseLygdi__ Well informed
Inappropriate Appropriate

Useless Useful
Not used Used frequently

Uninformed (Not. observed)._ Well informed

Inappropriate Appropriate
Useless Useful

Not usea Used frequently

9. Checklist of affective charact.aistics measured:

r Seriousness of purpose Codes

I Motivation and effort F a formal assessment conducted
Attitude I informal assessment conducted

wmaiIbm

Orr..

Learning style
Interests

Values
Preferences
Academic self-concept
Locus of oontrol
Anxiety
Maturity
Social skills
Study skills
Other (specify

10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods.

C. Assessment of Ability

1. Meaning of ability f4.4 teacher

Vetae of this factor
for the teacher

4100e

Observing individual
students

Observing group
interactions

Using questionnaires
Using interviews
(formal and informal)

Opinions of other teachers
Opinions of other students
Opinions of parents
Past student records

Important

45 68

100

.11111w

I00%

X Unimportant
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Measurement of ability Measured formally
Measured informally
Not measured X

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measured:

FACDOR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT MEASURED HOW?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. Check decisinme influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

Instructional objectives
Instructional strategies
Grouping for instruction (within class)
Methods for measuring achievement
Grading standards

Students selected for special services
Cther (specify

D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment components provided with text

4

x x Paper and pencil tests (adapted)
Performance assessments

Quality control guidelines
Other (specify

General asseAsment guidelines for teachers

Scoring guidelines

Ctal questions for class use
X X Homework assignments

4100e 46 9
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III. CRITER/A FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. Results fit purpose Uninformed X well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

B. Method matches material Uninfermed X well informed
taught Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

C. Ease of development Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

D. Ease of scoring Uninformed Well informed

Unimportant X Important
Not used X Used frequently

E. Origin of assessment Uninformed Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

F. Time roquirod to Uninformed X well informed

administer Unimportant X Important
Not used X Used frequently

G. Degree of objectivity Uninformed X well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

H. Applicability to Uninformed' X well informed

measuring thinking skills Unimportant X Important
Not used .1_ Used frequently..1110

I. Effective control of Uninformed X Well informed
cheating Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

4100e 47
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0

J. Relative importance of r.:iteria

4100e

Results fit purpose 25_
Method matches material taught 40

Ease of development 5

Ease of.scoring 0

Origin of assessment 0

Time required to administer 10

Degree of objectivity 10

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills 1,3

Effective control cd cheating 0

100%

71
48
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IV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS

R. Percent of paper and Pencil assessments (teacher-developed or text-embedded)
having the following characteristics (need not total 100%):

100 Clear description of assessment specifications
100 Matches content of instruction
100 Matches cognitive levels of instruction
100 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
100 Item format matches desired outcome

Items clearly written
Uncertain Items sample domain

100, Scoring procedures planned
100 Scoring criteria written for essays
100 Clear directions

High quality reproduction
100 Test scheduled to ininimi,te distractions

E. Percent of performance assessments having the following characteristics:
(Not used)

Clear description of trait to be measured with levels of
proficiency articulated
Matches intended outcomes of instruction
Minimize:: time required to gather needed information
Cleat performance criteria
Students aware of criteria
Thoughtful exercises yield performance samples
Exercises sample performance domain
Performance rating planned
Results match information needs

C. Percent ot 2WApestions having the following characteristics:

__11_ Sampling methods cover range of achievement levels of students
100 Strategies involve everyone
100 Teacher waits for response
100 Stvdent's response given supportive reaction
100, Questions match cOgnitive levels of instruction

0 Written performance records maintained

7 2
4100e 49
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

do
A. For oral and nonverbal feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

90 Strong (vs. weak)

90 Correct (vs. incorrect)
80 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

100 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)
100 Ctal (vs. nonverbal)
90 Public (vs. private)

100 Fair (vs. unfair)
100 Fbcused on achievement (vs. affect)

100 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
100 Immediate (vs. delayed)
50 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For written feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

%

90 strong (vs. weak)

Variable Correct (vs. incorrect)
__Ag_ Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

50 Comment (vs. symbol)

50 Positive (vs. negative)
100 Fair (vs. unfair)

100 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
100 Focused on.achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance Never X Frequently
as feedback

Uses public achievement chart Never X Frequently
as feedback

4100e 50 73
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 21 Overall
21 At grade level

Unknown In school
21 With content

2. Relative contributions of various sources to teacher's knowledge of assessment
methodology

Teacher preparation training
Inservice training
Ideas and suggestions of colleagues

Professional literature
Teacher's guide to textbooks

100 Own experience in classroom
Other (Sepcify

100%

E. Teacher's expenditure of time

1. Proportion of time spent in teaching activities
(No information)

10 Planning
20 Teaching (one on one)
40 Teaching (group)
30 Assessing (see list below)

Other (specify
.100%

2. Proportion of time spent in assessment activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral, assignments)
(No information)

5 Reviewing and selecting assessments
10 Developing own assessments
35 Administering
30 Scoring and recording
20 Providing feedback
0 Evaluating quality

100%

C. Teacher chatacteristics

Curriculum maker
Role in the classroom and presentar

41.00e
51.

74

Servant ofpolicy
delivering

X required content
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Expectations of Expects a
professional self Expects little X great deal

Structure needs Rigid X Flexible

View of high Correctness Degrees of
quality performance demanded X quality eval.

Stereotypic view of students None X Expressed often

Attends to exceptional student Never X Frequently

Sense of performance norms Unclear X Very clear

Orientation to experimentation No risks X Risk taker

Orientation to cheating No concern X Major concern

Amount of cheating None (Not observed)._ A great deal

Value of promptness; importance
of timely work completion Unimportant X .... ...... Important

Interpersonal environment of
the classroom regarding assessment:

Cooperative None X Frequent
Coftpetitive None X Frequent

Attributions for reasons of
student success/failure:

50 Due to student
50 Due to, teacher

100%

Basis for grading students:

Sense of ability
100 Demonstrated achievement
100%

Interpretation of assessment:

4100e

Norm-referenced
100 Criterion-referenced
100%
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0

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Ability to learn Low (Not a factor High

for thisNo variation Great deal
Variation ignored Addressed

B. Willingness to learn Low

teashlra

X High

0 No variation X Great deal
XVariation ignored Addressed

C. Rate of achievement Low X High
Decreasing X Increasing

0 No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

D. Maturity Irresponsible X Responsible

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

E. Study skills Undeveloped X Developed

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

P. Social skills Undeveloped X Developed

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

41
G. Willingness to perform Reticent X Willing

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

41
H. Feedback needs Weak X Strong

XNo variation Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation

Variation ignored
X Great deal

AddressedX
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J. Sense of fairness Unclear
No variation

Variation ignored

R. Reaction to testing 2tanquil
No variation

Variation ignored

L. Parental expectations Unclear
Low

Unimportant
No variation

Variation ignored

VIII. ASSESSMENT POLICY
(See attached table)

X Clear
X Great deal
X Addressed

X Anxious
X Great deal
X Addressed

X Clear
X High

X Important

X Great deal
X Addressed
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4
0
p.

0

40 4140 VIII. kllatiolicies influent classroom assetment? ORIGINS OP POLICY
Federal State District School

4
a 0,
ir

ei
4.01

Department Collegial

A. Does a standard exist?'
B. Doss teacher know

standard?
C. Does it impact

practice? How?

A.

B.

c.

A. yes
D. yesc. yes

A. yes
B. yesc. yes

A.
a.

a. .

B.

C.

11.01, aaftly
A. yes
B. DO
C. no

A.

B.

C.

A. Yes
B. Tio

flo

A. yes
a. no
C. nO

A. yes
B. no
C. no

a.

C.

A. yes
B. yes
C. yes

A.

a.
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MATHEMATICS CASE STUDY #2

Background Information

The study of the classroom assessment environment of this high school math
teacher spanned one week and involved observations and interviews near the end of
the 1985-86 school year. The teacher's class schedule begins at 8:20 am with a
planning period, followed by two periods of second year algebra and one period of
senior math. Following lunch, the teacher meets one period of calculus, a period
of first year algebra and finishes the day with another senior math class.

The algebra and calculus classes contain good students in a college preparation

math sequence. Senior math students are simply trying to complete one final math
unit for graduation. This class covers basic math and students are not motivated.
A vast majority of students are male and about half of the algebra students are of
oriental heritage.

The teacher is a veteran of over 30 years of service --most of which were spent
at the urban technical high school where he now teaches. As a result of this long
tenure on the job the teacher holds very strong values about students, their

motivation and learning. He also employs a set of assessment and instructional
procedures that he feels are tried and proven.

By way of introduction, the teacher provides a clear and concise portrait of
many of the key dimensions of his assessment environment in the following
quotation. This type of message is given to each student in writing at the
beginning of each term and is discussed in detail. The description varies only
slightly depending on the course:

Assignments are handed out on sheets for about 1/2 year at a time, to
account for absence, outdoor school, vacation, etc.

No assignments will be given on Friday as long as we can maintain my
schedule.

No tests will be given on Friday or Monday if at all possible.

Grades will come mainly from tests scores and approximately 5 percent
from daily work. Grades will suffer greatly if daily work is not in
and on time. Daily work is handed in by leaving it on my desk
oometime during the period or as you leave the class at the end of
the period. Daily work may be handed in anytime in a two day time
interval and be acceptable. Each person must correct their own daily
paper before handing in. Problems from the days lesson are to be put
on the board every day (except review days). The first 10 minutes of

class time is reserved for the students putting these problems on the
board and if a student cannot do his or her problem for the board
they may get help from me in this 10 minutes to enable them tc do
their part. If a student does not put up their problem they get a 0
in the gradehook, more than two of these after the first grading
Period will result in a lowering of the grade. Problems are on the
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board to enable students to correct their work and answers. No
student will be required to put more than two problems on the board
in any one day. When I ask for questions on the work, the student
should ask about any problem you do not agree with the method or the
answer that is on the board. If you ask for a problem not on the
board that is assigned you have the responsibility of doing this
problem on the board within 5 minutes or a 0 can be given.

Grades are (100 to 90)% is an A, (89 to 80)% is a B, (79 to 65)% is a
C, (64 to 50)% is a Of belkow 50% is an F on the tests. If daily

work is in then (100 to 85)% is an A, (84 to 75)% is a DI (74 to 50)%
is an earned C, I will also gin a C to any student who gets all the
daily work in, acceptable and on time and has at least a 35% average
and creates no problems for the class. You can get a D or F if the
daily work is not in. D 001108 when a student has a passing average
50% or better and too many missing daily papers, (more than 4) or all

the daily papers in. F come if below a passing average and daily
papers missing. When absent 2 or more days you have twice the time
you are absent to makeup, the work missed because of absence.

The first grading period I am lenient and will give a "C" to almost
anyone with an average of 30% or more unless a B or better is earned
but daily work missing must be made up before the end of the second
grade period to receive any grade above a D.

The.first grading period overage will not alter the second periods
grade unless it will raise that grade, but daily work will, third
periods grade is averaged with the fourth periods grade for the

semester grade.

If you are having trouble of any kind please come see me and let me

know what it is so we can adjust to make it possible for you to keep
up. Just don't fail by doing nothing. As a teacher I'm here to help
you to be successful not to fail you or make your life miserable.
I'll do almost anything to help you to be successful, let me know
what your trouble is. It may be me, I hope not but we will try to
work out the problem if you let me know. if we can't then take the
problem to the counselors, then the vice-principal, and etc.

Every student is expected to bring his/her own tools to class
(pencil, paper, book, etc.) every day.

All work must be done in Pencil, NO INK.

There will be no laughing at any question or student asking a
question in class.

Each student should always check me by checking your record kePt in
my gradebook to be sure my record matches yours at to deity work
handed in. You should do it at least at midterm and one week before
grades are to be given for the term so we can work out the difference
if we do not agree.

This passage illustrates the focus of this teacher's priorities for classroom
assessment.

4122e
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I. ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES (A,7)

Each class period is structured to provide students with an opportunity to
receive individual help with their development of math skills. Upon arrival
in the classroom, each student takes responsibility for placing one home work
problem on the board. As this is being done any student can ask for help with
any of the problems and is given individual attention. It is also Common for
students to tell each other when board work is wrong while it is being written
on the board and to suggest revisions. When all work is on the board, the
instructor goes over each making corrections where needed and discussing
details as necessary. During this checking process, each student in the class
corrects her or his own homework paper before handing it in. Using this
homework review process daily, the teacher is able tv very carefully diagnose

individual student and group needs.

While assignments are not graded per se (see 3sction V. on Feedback), they
must be completed or the final grade will suffer. In this way, he controls
and motivates students to do the work and clearly communicates achievement
expectations. He also rlies on assignments and tests (including practice
tests) to communicate achievement expectations.

As was reflected in the passage presented in the introduction, grades and
grading practices tend to drive the entire evaluation system. Students
receive 3 to 4 tests per grading period and in the teacher's words, *must do
the daily work consciously to score well on tests.* Assignments are for
practice; tests are for grading.

He does not use assessment to evaluate instruction. He sees no benefit in
evaluation, as he regards his instructional methods as tried and proven.
Besides, he recounts instances early in his career when, due to poor student
performance, he revised instruction, retaught material and retested. Student
performance did not improve, so he gave up on evaluation and revision.

While the teacher does not intend to use classroom tests as Practice for

the large-scale standardized tests, he does try to use test items and formats
(described below) like those students will take in college.

II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of achievement (Part 1 to 15)

The teacher relies completely on one and only one method for assessing
math achievements problem sets which students must solve, showing all work.
These sots make up all homework assignments, test:. esrd quizzes. Studpnt
responses are evaluated in terms of their ability co complete all stela in
reaching the correct answer. The correct answer itself represents a small
part of the student's score for each problem. Partial credit is always
possible. As such, all assessments tap student reasoning skills. Traditional
true/false and multiple-choice items have been rejected by the teacher because

he does not want to emphsaize correct answers only.
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Problems used in daily assignments come from the textbook or are prepared

by the teacher. All test and quiz items are prepared by the teacher. He is
an experienced test writer, having Played a key role in the past in the

development of district wide math t s. He keeps a carefully orgranized file
of past tests, which serve as a bank of items tor use on futlre tests. .The
file inctudes parallel forms of tests for use in case of a need for retesting.

Student self-evaluation is another key dimension of this classroom
assessment environment. This takes two forms. First, each tudent must check
and correct his or her own dimly work ,before handing it in. In addition,

hvevst:, and perhaps more importantly, the teacher consistently asks students
to evaluate their own understanding during instruction. It students report a
lack GE underetanding, he reviews the material again. If they do not, he goes
on. A common alteraative to this approach is for a teacher to ask students
questions during inetruction to sample student learning. This teacher asks
the questions, but rarely waits for students to respond. He almost invariably

answers the questions himnelf.

Issues of teacher judgment rarvly play a role in assessments of student
achievement, as in performance assersment. All problems have correct
solution); and those solutions ace discovered and carried out properly or they
are not. The solutions speak for themselves in evaluating achievement.

Standard.zod tests do play a role in classroom assessment if the district
happens to have such a test scheduled during a given grading period. But this
is rare. When it occurs, the teacher sets aside class time for the test and
administers the tests according to prescribed instructions. He encourages
students to take it seriously by weighting the test the same as a unit test

during that period (of which there are typically bpc ).

It is worthy of note, incidentally, that, each term, the student has tin

right to choose one unit test score to be dropped from the record. This test
is not figured into the s:ade. The rationale given for this practice is that
everyone has a bad day,

The only mention m.Ide of student peer assessment is the accessional use of

Algebra II tudents to grade Algebra I papers.

B. Assessment of affect (1 to 10)

Assessment of affect in this environment is not a complex enterprise
either in terms of the traits measured or the measurement strategies used.
Beyond the measurement of student achievement, the only other trait measured
by this teacher is student motivation - -seriousness of purpose. This
assessment is based almast completely on the examination of student completion
of daily assignments.

Two dimensions of hcmework completion are considered in this measurement,
First, as was reflected in the introduction, students are expected to complete
the woe; in a timely manner. Those who do not are judged not to have been

i.,7 4122e
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s

trying. Second, the teacher selects a sample of daily assignments , examine

very carefully. Each week sach student received detailed feedback on one
paper. Based on this careful analysis, the teacher infers whether the student

is being oonsciencious. Those who are benefit at grading time, especirlly if
they are on the borderj.ne between grades.

Two other pieces of evidence contribute to this measurement of seriousness
of purpose and effort. One is the daily work placed on the board. Students
who fail to fulfill this responsibility (automatically) receive a zero in the
gradebook for that day. Second, the teacher works with students individually
at the beginning of the class period and uses these informal interactions to
assess the student's motivatLon and effort.

While the measurement methodology in use in this context seems solid,
there is one danger that became apparent during Observations of.and interviews
with the teacher.. This psrson is extremely upset about what he perceive,-
be a major decline in student motivation over the years. This may have left
him on the verge of being cynical about his students' wellingness to work.
This cynicism is apParent in interactions with students, some of which appear
very aggressive and hose.i . The danger is that this cynicism will serve as a
biasing filter through wLsch the teacher in effect will misinterpret student
motivation and inappropriately penalize a serious student. I can.ouly label

this I danger, because in fact, I saw no specific instances of such
misinterpretation inappropriately influencing a grade.

C. AssezsmeLt of abilitY,

The teache- does not think about or measure student ability independent of
demonstrated math achievement. Re assumes that students assigned to his
clhsses by the guidance counselors can do the work. For him, the issue is
whether or not thsy are willing to do so.

D. Text assessments

Homework problem sets often come from the text in all classes. Tests are
also oftered by text publiahers and occassionally the teacher may adapt a
problem for use on one of his tests. But, by and large, he makes up his own
tests.

II. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS (A TO a)

The teacher is very clear about assessment purposes, measurement methods
and the reasons tor using the methods he has adapted. He spends a good deal
of time developing assessments and eval.uating student performance.
Convenience is not an issue. His instructional objectives are clear and he
uses problem sets because they match his objectives. The origin of
assessments is important - -he wants to develop them Himself to ensure match.
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He wants to measure problem solving (thinking) skill as objectively as
possible within a reasonable time limit (for homework 4.nd tests). While the
assessment withod he uses in effect minimizes the possibility that students
mdght cheat, he doesn't regard that as an issue. In short, he measures as he
does for most of the right reasons.

IV. QUALITY OP ASSESSMENTS

A. Riser arA Pencil assessments

The paper and pencil assessment procedures are of high quality. All
criteria of good assessment appear to be met. Assessments are valid,
reliable, understood by students and happen within the resource limits of the
classroom.

B. Performance assecsments

Regarding performance assessments, under heading I specified that
this method is not used to measure student achievement. Bowever. under I.B.,
I also specified that ctservations and teacher judgments (performance
assesements) do play a major role in the reasurement of student
affect--specifically student motivation and effort. These assessments play a
role in final decisions about student grades. Therefoke, like measures of
achievement, they must meet certain standc:ds of quality if they are to lead
to sound decision making.

In this case, meet of the standards ale met. He wants students to do
daily work because he feels this practioe will aid learning. Consequently, in
his system, homework completed represents the operational definition of
motivation. The underlying continuum is tee: those who complete the work
are trying and are motivated, those who do not are not. The exercises are
homework assignments. There are many of them. They appear valid. The rating
procedures are reflected in a checklist of work done so records are carefully
maintained. Thus, these procedures are objective and apparently dependable.
Students know what is eXpected and how performance will be measured. This
appears to be sold performance assessment.

C. .0ral Questions,

This form of assessment is not managed as effectively as are the other
two. The range of questions asked during instruction is quite narrow and the
teacher rarely waits for a student response. Further, no apparent record of
student performance is kept.

Fortunately, however, the impact of thLse problems is minimal because this
form of assessment plays a mine: role. It does not bear on individual student
decisions (i.e., diagnosis or grading) and rarely influences group decisicms.
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Questions are often rhetorical and are used more as instructional than
assessment devises. In fact, the teacher reports that he does not consider
this a valid assessment method because often students just will not
answer--whether they know the cnswer or not. He sees this an attitude problem
which interferes with assessment.

Note: Eviden e of Overall Quality: The ono type of evidence cited most
often by the teacher as testimony to the appropriateness and quality of his
assessment is the fact that occasionally a student will return from college
and thank him for maintaining a demanding classroos assessment environment.

.

V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. Oral and nonverbal feedback

Oral feedback i8 delivered most frequently during the evaluation of
boardwork at the beginning of class. As such it is corrective in nature.
Correct problem solutions receive little attention. Students who make
mistakes receive the ttention. These tend to be weaker students.
Incidentally this feedback goes most often to males because they represont

such a high percentage of the class.

Key characteristics of this oral feedbeck are that it is aggressively
delivered in class and is quite public, verbal and clearly focused. When it
is not clearly focused on demonstrated work, it contains inferences about
student motiv.tion and may be unfair. In one notable instance, a student whom
the teacher had yet to identify was publicly labeled °stupid or a liar" based
on board work. While such feedback was very rare, when it occurred it left an
indelible mark of aggressive cynicism on the assessment environment.

B. Written feedback

Written feedback always reflected a careful analysis of student work,
pointing out problems when necessary. It too was corrective and tende to go

to the weak points in student performance. Therefore, was more neg ive
than positive, but was always highly focused on student math work. In

addition, written feedback was delivered in a private manner on student
paperswhether test or assignment.

VI. THE TEACHER AND ASSESSMENZ

This is a very esperienced teacher who has taught himself to assess
student performance through years of classroom experiences. While colleagues
may have contributed some to that development, he gives then only minor
credit. He devotes a great deal of time to assessment. Instruction may claim
20 of the .S0 class minutes. Much of the rest goes to evaluating board work
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and providing needed feedback as well as to providing students with in-class
practice time during which he can provide help. when quiz and test time is
considered too, assessment appears dominant. His out of class time is devoted
almost completely to the careful evaluation of student paper. He needs little
time for planning and preparation, as he knows his objectives inside out and
has instructional treatments clearly articulated. His time goes to checking
papers in, keeping thorough records and carefully analyzing 10 student papers
per ci-es per day.

In interviews, he describes himself 46 a very independent professional

striving for excellence. However, he is doubtful if his colleagues or student
are striving for the same goal and that frustrates him. As mentioned
previously, he is cynical about student attitudes toward school and teachers
and attributes the decline in this area to changing family patterns and
increasing problems at home.

EVen so, he is clear about his expectations and standards cid strives to
help students meet them. Most males could be very successful in math "if they
would just work hard at it," in his opinion.

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS Ch TO 14

When asked to profile his perceptions of the characteristics of his
students, this teacher spontaneously provided two completely distinct
profiles. One described student characteristics averaged across all of his
classes. That profile appmson the summary profile. It reflects a scmewhat
optimistic, positive view of his students. They are able to learn, are
achieving, etc. Their motivation, maturity, etc. are somewhat lacking. And
he reports that there is mmch variation in these traits across students. Many
of these perception have been discussed above. So these ratings p. vide some
evidence of the dependability of the profile of this teacher's classroom
assessment environment.

But the second profle reflects perceptions not addressed up to this
point. That profile reflects the teacher's opinion of student in senior math
classes only. These are students who are assigned to this class to fulfill
one last math regeirement for graduation. At the tin* of my observations,
these students were within a few weeks of graduation. The teacher profiled
these students at the lowest possible end of all scales (ability, willingness,
achievement, maturity, etc.) and reported absolutely no variation in these

negative traits across all students in these classes.

As we discussed these students it 'became apparent that they (students in

tvo of his siW class I were the cause of the cynical perceptions of the
student body as a w1 ie. In fact, he perceives fundamental differences in key
student traits across different classes. In practice, however, his verbal
interchanges with students, assessment methods and instructional methods do
not reflect those differences. All classes and students are treated exactly
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alike. Speculation as to what differences in treatment might be justified are
beyond the scope of this case report. The key finding here is that a major
discrepancy in student characteristics is not reflected in different classroom
assessment environments across classes.

VIII. ASSESSMENT POLICY

As a general rule, beyond requirements for content to be covered and for
reporting achievement information, this teacher is unaware of and does not
consciously adhere to any policies as governing student assessment. He sees
himself as responsible for devising and using assessment procedures that fit
his particular context.

In fact, the policies bearing on this issue are district policies. The
one exception to this is the state requirement that students take a specified
number of units of math. This gives rise to tbe senior math classes this
teacher covers. But this policy does not influence the assessment processes
per se, which are tbe same in senior math as in all other classes.

There are a number of district policies that could play some role in
deteradning the nature of the assessment in this classroom. One is district
testing policy. This could take up class time and place a premium on
largescale standardized testing. In fact, it rarely does. Another is
achievement reporting requirements. Grades are to be reported four times per.
Yew with semester grades going into the permanent record. The teacher
complies with this policy.

There is a policy on the books regarding homewnrk. But the teacher is
influenced by his own standards in this regard. Class sire is a matter of
policy. But in math, especially the algebra classes, the student count is
well below maximums. But even if the classes were full, the assessment
process would not change. Policy with regard to attendance holds that
students must have the opportunity to make up work. This teacher has specific
procedures in place to allow/ tLis to happen. And f mally, the district
specific content be be covered by selecting the text to be used in each
course. The teacher adheres to the text as the curriculum outline and
assesses acccrdingly.

I was able to uncover no school, department CT collegial policies that
spoke to assessment issues.
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PROFILE OF MATHEMATICS CASE 12

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

B. Diagnosing individual Uninformed X Well informed
student needs Irrelevant X. Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

B. Diagnosing grout) needs Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

C. Assigning grades Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

D. GXouping for instruction

within class
Uninformed

Irrelevant

X Well informed

Relevant
Useless

=MEMMINI

Useful
Not used X Used frequently

E. Identifying students for

special services
Uninformed

Irrelevant
Well informed
Relevant

Useless Useful
Not used Used frequently

F. Controlling and
motivating students

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Well informed
Relevant

Useless Useful
Wot used Used frequently

G. Evaluating instruction Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X 1111111. Used frequently

H. Communicating achievement

expectations
Uninformed

Irrelevant

MII=11.1111. 1.

Well informed

Relevant
Useless Useful

Not used Used frequently
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I. communicating affective
expectations

J. Providing test-taking

experience

X. Relative importance
of purposes

4122e

Uninformed X
Irrelevant

Useless
Not used X

Uninformed X

Irrelevant X
Useless X

Not used X

Well informed
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently

Given 8100 importance points" to distribute
across the purposes listed below, how would
you distribute those points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

Diagnosing individual needs
Diagnosing group needs
Assigning grades
Grouping for instruction
Identifying students for
special services

Controlling and
motivating
Evaluating instruction
Communicating achievement
expectations
Communicating affective
expectations

Test taking experience

66

90

20
10

40
0

10
0

10

0

10
100 points
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II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of Achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests and quizzes

2. Text-embedded paper and

pencil tests and quizzes

3. Performance assessments

4. Oral questioning strategies

5. Standardized tests

6. Group assessment

methods

7. Opinions of other teachers

S. Assessment of reasoning

skills

4122e

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless

Not used

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

mot used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless

Not used X

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

mot used

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
mot used

WYE.
X

.

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

Used frequently

X Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

.111.111111=

=111. .11111
X01111.

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used X

Uninforaed

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

67 91
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Well-informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently
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9. Regular assignments

10. Student peer rating

11. Student self ratings

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used . x Used frequently

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

12. Proportion of all assessments for all imrposes that are of various

Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests

Text-embedded Paper and

types

SO

pencil tests 0

Performance assessments 0

Oral questions 0

Standardized tests 0

Opinions of other teachers 0

Regular assignments 30
Group assessments 0_
Student peer ratings 0

Student self ratings 20

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed in:

Recall

Analysis

Comparison

Inference

Evaluation

Study and

Discussion Questions

100%

Oral Tes Os and

Questions Quizzes

100% 100% 100%
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14. Strategies for integrating Uninformed X Well informed
assessment and Inappropriate X Appropriate
instruction Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

15. Dealing with cheating Uninformed bOtistgerved Well informed
Inappropriate Appropriate

Useless Useful
Not used Used frequently

B. Assessment of Affect

Uninformed X Nell informed1. Observing individual

students Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

2. Observing group Uninformed No evidence Well informed
interactions Inappropriate X APPropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used Xmm Used frequentlym.

3. Using quecticanaires Uninformed No evidence Well informed
Inappropriate X APPropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

4. Using interviews (formal Uninformed X Well informed
and informal) Inapprvpriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

5. Opinions of other Uninformed No evidence Well informed
teachers Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used

.1111M

X Used frequently
.01110

6. Opinions of other Uninformed No e/Agence Well informed
students Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

4122e 69
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7. Opinions of parents

%. Past student records

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless Useful_X_
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

9. Checklist of affective characteristics measured:

P Seriousness of purpose Code:

P MOtivation and effort P = formal assessment conducted
I Attitude I 0 informal assessment conducted

=111..1

Learning style
Interests
Values

111=1M

.k
Pfeferences
Acadelic self-concept
Locus of control
Anxiety
Maturity
Social skills
Study skills
Other (specify

10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods:

Observing individual
students

Observing group
interactions 0

Using questionnaires 0

Using interviews
(forma/ and informal) 5

Opinions of other teachers 0

Opinions of other students 3

Opinions of parents 0

Past student records 0

100%

C. Assessment of AbilitY

1. Meaning of ability for teacher
Value of this factor Mmportant X Unimportant
for the teacher

4I22e 70 94
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Measurement of ability Measurel formally
Measured informal/y
Not measure. X

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measured:

PACTOR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT MEASURED HOW?

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

2. Check decisions influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

erm.r.. Instructional objectives
Instructional strategies
Group;.ng for instruction (within class)

Methods for measuring achievement
Grading standards
Students selected for special services
Other (specify

40
D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment components provided with text'

4122e

Oral questions for class use
X X Homework assignments

General aseessment guidelines for teachers
X Paper and pencil tests

Performance assessments
Scoring guidelines

Quality control guidelines
Other (specify

71.95
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4

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. Results fit purpose

B. Method matches material
taught

C. Ease of development

D. Ease of scoring

E. Origin of assessment

F. Time required to

administer

G. Degree of objectivity

H. Applicability to

measuring thinking skills

I. Effective control of
cheating

Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

Uninformed

Unimportant
Not used

Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

Uninformed

Unimportant

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X

Not used a.

M.1
Well informed
Important

Used frequently

X Well informed
Important
Used frequently

..110.1Mo

.1I1M1

Uninformed X
Unimportant X

Not used X

Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

Well informed
Important
Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X well inforMed-- X Important
X Used frequently

dral.

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X well informed

Important
Used frequently
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0

J. Relative importance of criteria

4122e

Results fit purpose 10

Method matches material taught 30

Ease of development 0

Ease of scoring 0

Origin of assessment 10

Time required to administer 10
Degree of object.vity 10

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills 30

Effective control of cheating 0

100/1

.1-3 97
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TV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS

A. Percent of paper and pencil assessments (teacher-developed or text-embeided)

having the following characteristics (need not total 100t):

_100 Clear description of assessment specifications

_100 Matches content of instruction
100 Matches cognitive levels of instruction
100 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
100 Item format zutches desired outcome
100 Items clearly written
100 IteMS samfae domain
100 Scoring procedures planned

Scoring criteria written for essays
100 Clear directions
100 High quality reproduction
100 Test scheduled to minimize distractions

B. Percent ct performance assessments* having the following characteristics:

Unclear Clear description of trait to be measured with levels of
proficiency articulated

100 Matches intended outcomes of instruction
100 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
100 Clear Performance criteria
100 Students aware cf criteria
100 Thoughtful euercises yield performance samples
100 Exercises sample performance domain
100 Performance rating planned
100 Results match information needs

*used for affective assessment cnly

C. Percent of oral questions having the following characteristics:

Uncertain Sampling methods cover range of achievement levels of students
0 Strategies involve everyone
0 Teacher waits for response

SO Student's response given supportive reaction
100 Questions match cognitive levels of instruction

0 Written performance records maintained

4122e 14 f)fi
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. For ail and nonverbal feedback

Percert of feedback delivered to students who are:

75 Strcmg (vs. weak)
25 Correct (vs. incorrect)

75 Male (vs. female) (only because males dominate the enrollment)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

100 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)

90 Oral (vs. nonverbal)
70 Public (vs. private)
95 Fair (vs. unfair)

100 Focused cm achievement (vs. affect)
100 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
100 Immediate (vs. delayed)
50 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For written feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

25 Strong (vs. weak)
25 Correct (vs. incorrect)
75 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

100 Comment (vs. symbol)
25 Positive (vs. negative)

100 Fair (vs. unfair)
100 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
100 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance
as feedback

Never X Frequently

Uses public achievement chart Never X Frequently
as feedback

4122 99
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Vl. DESCRIPTION OP TEACIIE.R AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 33 Overall
33 At grade level
33 In school
33 With content

2. Relative contributions of various sources to teacher's knowledge of assessment

methodology

0 Teacher preparation training
0 Inservice training

10 Ideas and suggestions of colleagues
0 Pmfessional literature
0 Teacher's guide to textbooks

90 Own experience in classroom
100%

B. Teacher's expenditure of time

1. Proportion of time spent in teaching activities

5 Planning
10 leaching (one on one)
40 Teaching (group)
40 Assessing (see list below)
5 Other (specify: SuPervising student Practice

1001

2. Proportico of time spent in Assessment activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral, assignments)

0 Reviewing and selecting assessments

10 Developing own assessments
20 Administering
60 Scoring and recording
10 Providing feedback
0 Evaluating quality

100%

C. Teacher characteristics

Role in the classroom

4122e

Servant of policy

Curriculum maker delivering

and presenter X required content

76
100
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Expectations of
professional self

Structure needs

View of bigb
wality performance

Stereotypic view of students

Attends to exceptional student

Sense of performance norms

Orientation to experimentation

Ctientation to cheating

Amount of cheating

Value of promptness: importance
of timely work completion

Expects a
Expects little X great deal

Interpersonal environment of

tbe classroom regarding assessments
Cooperative
Competitive

Attributions for reasons of
student success/failure:

100 Due to student
Due to teacher

100%

Basis for grading students:

Rigid X Flexible

Correctness Degrees of
demanded X quality eval.

None

Never

Unclear

No ris4s X

X Expressed often

X Frequently

X Very clear

Risk taker

No concern X Major concern

None Unknown A great deal

Unimportant X Important

Sense of ability
100 Demonstrated achievement
100%

Interpretation of assessment:

4122e

Norm-referenced
100 Criterion-referenced
100%

None X Frequent
None X Frequent

101
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VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Ability to learn Low
Wo variation

Variation ignored

(Not a factor High

Great deal
Addressed

for thii
teacher).

B. willingness to learn Low X High

41 No variation X Great deal
XVariation ignored Addressed

C. Rate of achievement Low X High
Decreasing X Increasing

41
No variation

Variation ignored
X Great deal

AddressedIL

D. Maturity Irresponsible X

_ _
Responsible

NO variation X Great deal

41
Variation ignored X Addressed

E. Study skills Undeveloped X Developed
NO variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

40

F. Social skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

4R G. willingness to perform Reticent X Willing
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

41
E. Feedhe,A needs Weak

No variation
X Strong

Great dealX

Variation ignored X Addressed

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation

Variation ignored
X Great deal

AddressedJL

4122e
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J. Sense of fairness Unclear No.info ClearMIIMi .......

No variation Great dealmarpwr .... .... omirm
Variation ignored Addressed

K. Reaction to testing Tranquil X Anxious
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

L. Parental expecta,..ions Ur.lear X Clear

LW X Nigh

Unimportant _A_ Important.
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

VIII. ASSESSMENT POLICY

(See attached table)

4122e 79 103
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VIII. Whattolicims infImen, classroom asseliMent?

101

Federal State

411 I! 4111

ORIGINS OF POLICY
District School De;krtsent

Does a standard exist?
B. Does teacher know

standard?
C. Does it impact

practice? How?

A.

B.
C.

A, yes
B. yes
C. yes

A.
B.
C.

A.
B.

C.

r A.

B.
I C,

yesa- yes
C. yes

A.

B.
C.

A.

D.
C.

A. yes
8, no
C. no

A.

B.

C.

A.
B.
C..

A.
B.

C.

- yes
a- no
c no

A.
5.
C.

A.
a. ',

A.yes
Eg noc. no

A. pBS
B., no
c. no

A.

.
C.

A. yes
B. yes
C. yes

B.
c.

A.
D.
C.

A.
B.
C.

105
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BIOLOGY CASE STUDY 81

Background Information

This biology teacher is On the staff of a four year high school located in
a large urban school district. The physical plant has all the characteristics
of an older, urban high school. The tall, imposing structure is located on a
busy intersection in the heart of a stable middle and working class
neighborhood.

0

0

This observation was conducted over a three week period of time during
April. 1986. Discussions and interviews with the teacher took place during
the days the observations were conducted.

The teacher has been teaching high school biology for approximately 15
years. He has arranged his schedule so that his four sections of General
Biology meet in the morning. General Biology meets one of the science
requirements for graduation but students who are not inclined co science or
h^ve a weak academic record may take other science courses instead.
Counselors are a significant factor in deciding who takes which level of
science. Classes average around 26 students per section. A few Asian and
black students are visible, but probably not in representative numbers to the
number of ethnic minorities in the school. Boys and girls appear to be nearly
equally represented across the 4 sections.

After a quick lunch, he moves directly into the Experiental Biology class,
a course which he designed himself. It is an elective course which was
originally intended to engage the student in scientific research. The course
has evolvad to emphasizo intense scientific study of an experiential nature

rather than comprehensive research. He purposely steers away from calling it
"Advanced Biology." although the course is intentionally geared for the
advanced student who has a genuine interest in biology. Eleven students,
mostly boys, are enrolled in ftperiential Biology this year.

The biology rooms were designed by the teacher some years ago when the
science wing was remodeled. It reflects his desire to provide multi-purpose
spaces for students to pursue independent and group work. It is spacious and
inviting. There are always students in the area, whether the teacher is in
class or not. The main room consists of a classroom laboratory with the
standard tabless chairs and long counters and an adjoining but separate
seminar room. Around the parameters are mall cubicles for independent
research and a room for animal study.

I. ASSUSMENT PURPOSU

This teacher's purpose for assessment is directly related to his long term
goal for the students, whether they take General Biology or Experiential
Biology.

4110e
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want to affect an attitude toward science on the part of these
students. I am not interested in isolated pieces of information but rather
students' learning that science is discovery; it takes long term involvement
and it's experiential. Science is an attitude and a commitment. Science has
those people who fit the norm and do science the prescribed way. Most science
is done that way. Science also has the 'odd balls,' those who come to science
through creative, non-traditional means. I tend to favor the odd balls.

am interested in process and inquiry and the way students go about
solving their problems, the qaestions they ask and their seriousness of
purpose."

His purpose for assessment follows his oum mandate to "do science with my

students." Doing science means investigating phenomena with an open,
questioning approach, conducting experiments, drawing hypotheses, making
generalizations and connecting concepts and ideas about the natural world. It

takes a willingness to stick with problems, probing, following leads, being
systematic yet ideosyncratic in one's pursuit. He consciously shys away from
language that describes his assessment purposes in terms of "diagnosis,
grouping, motivating" therefore, it is consistently difficult to determine how
well informed he is regarding certain practices. It is safe, however, to
describe his purposes and practices as consistent and unified, attributed to a
strong philosophy of science and teaching. He chooses his words carefully and
cautiously to describe his purposes. He is primarily interested in student
achievement but commitment, seriousness of purpose, and willingness to
participate are intimately connected to doing science, and his class is set up
in that manner.

A. Diagnosing individual student needs

rhis teacher assesses informally through observation of students primarily
for the purposes of instruction, not assessment. The structure of the class,
particularly when they are working in a laboratory mode, is designed to
provide students with an opportunity to receive individual help with their
prjects. It is evident that he ie constantly watching students, listening to
their questions and interactions. In several instances he adjusted the lesson
through instructional methods such as pacing, reviewing or informal
suggestions during lab time. Twice he noted some confusion on a worksheet in
his first Period class and incorporated these problems into his opening
instructions and remarks in the remaining classes.

There is no evidence that he does anything special to size up students at
the beginning of the year. He makes yearly adjustments in the curriculum
based upon his own professional work in science and what works with students
over time. Student interests are somewhat of a factor in his changes and he
captures these through informal discussions. He notes that certain
laboratories such as the fruit fly expertment of reproduction are difficult
and confusing but "classic" science and he would rather adjust the pace of
instruction and the means of arriving at the result rather than eliminate the
laboratory because of its difficulty. "'When students finish such a laboratory
they have a real feeling of accomplishment. They should. They have done some
real science."
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It is up to the student to apply him or herself to this curriculum. The
consistency of the student's grade over the course of the year (only a few
students shift more than one grade designation during the year) indicates that
from the teacher's pant of view students reveal *what kind of student they
are* early in the year based upon his criteria (see Grading I.C.). He talks
about l'A* students and *C" students in such a way that I conclude he judges a
student's capability in very broad terns but he says emphatically, *All
students can get an A if they want.* Be makes few adjustments based upon an
informal determination of student needs and the diagnosing he does do is not

for assessment purposes but rather instructional planning.

C. Assigning Amides

The teacher shows great impatience with questions regarding assigning
grades for assessment purposes. "Grades are not my major twl of teaching.
They don't get in my way cf doing science. I don't value grades as much as
the personal impact I have on students about science. Being wrong on grades
is not as critical as how a kid experiences the class. Grading is necessary

only because of the bureaucratic requirements of the system. It doesn't often
have anything to do with getting something out of the class. I try to reduce
the damage, the negative effects of grades. When a student asks about grades,
I change the subject to, 'Why are you here?"

While he assesses the quality of the hcznework on a regular basis, students
only receive a grade once a term. There are no tests in either course (See
II.A.I for explanation). The gradebook consists of a set of period marks,
checks and pluses for homework, and attendance which somehow translate into a
term:grade. Class participation is a critical factor ia the final grade but
there is no evidence that records on participation, except for attendance, are
kept. The laboratory notebook is a summative activity and includes a record
of all activities. Student notebooks are assessed accoriing to a criteria
check sheet at the end of each term which is inserted into the notebook. (See
II.A.3 for criteria.) Students are given the following grading policy in the
General Biology course at the beginning of the year:

A=

All homework completed; no more than three late assignments. Comp]eted
assignments must demonstrate full comprehension of material. Laboratory
notebook completed; must include full record of all activities: data
recoti, collection and analysis; charts, graphs and tables as required;
well organized and written; scientific drawings accurate and properly
labeled; and conclusions which demonstrate full comprehension of
laboratory investigations. Class participation must be industrious;
structured and individual work periods must be used productively for
investigations pertinent to the subject. Students are expected to
participate fully in all class discussions.

B=

All homework completed; no morq than six late assignments. Completed
assignments must demonstrate general understanding of material.

41100 83 1118
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Laboratory notebook completei; must include satisfactory record of all
activities; data record, collection and analysis; charts, graphs and
tables as required; sufficiently organized to allow reader to follow
investigation records; answers and conclusions should be satisfactorily
structured; illustrations that are complete and correctly labeled; and
conclusions which demonstrate general comprehension of laboratory
investigations.

Class participation must be industrious; structured and individual work
periods must be used productively for investigations pertinent to the
subject. Students are expected to participate in class discussions.
Minimal distractions from classroom activities.

C=
Satisfactory ocepletion of three-fourths of homework essignments, not more
than nine of which are late. Fair understanding of material/Concepts from
assigned reading and laboratory investigations. Notebook must reflect
participation in class. Inadequate completion of all learning activities.

to=

Minimal participation in class and completion of course requirements.
Satisfactory completion of two-thirds of homework assignments. Classroom
behavior may be a factor in determining this grade.

p=

Major projects not completed; homework unsatisfactory or incomplete; does

not demonstrate understanding of course concepts.

The Experiential Biology class is given a similar policy at the beginning
of the year.

Course work includes the following:

1. Formal notebook. PU11 summary of experience based upon each
student's experience. Each student is responsible for documenting
all activities/experiments conducted during the grading period.

IP
2. Homework. Readings and assignments.

3. Seminars. Presentations, participation and write-up.

4. Field trips. Participation, recordkeeping.

5. Laboratory. Investigations, recordkeeping and formal write-up.

6. Attitude. Contributions to class, sharing in activities, individual
and team participation.

7. General notebook. Informal record; collection of information from
handouts, field trip notes; laboratory investigations, personal notes.

8. Special activities. Independent projects, guest speakers, special
projects, etc.

4110e 84 1 n9
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Grades are established according to the followir* criteria:

As
Pull participation in all areas; complete understanding of concepts:
assignments completed on time; demonstration of independent study skills
and initiative. Class benefits from the participation of these students.

Most of the above criteria met. Mast have contributed to the positive
atmosphere of the class. Nay have some late assignments, but all must be
completed at the conclusion of the grading period.

Cs
Poor participation. Some assignments missing. Lack of demonstrated
understanding of concepts.

Ds
Poor participation. Assignments late and/or missing. Lack of
demonstrated understanding of concepts. Behavior neverely disruptive.

No meeting basic requirements of the class.

D. GrouPing for instruction within the class

The teacher does not grcap for instruction. He believes that students
should be allowed to seek out their own partners for collaboration and
support, unless it interferes with the learning of others. He allows
considerable freedom for students to learn in their own style hence, grouping
is casual and peer generated for the most. Students frequently work together
on homework, class work and laboratory experiments.

E. Identifying students for special services

There is no evidence to indicate whether the teacher does this or not.
Counselors have the responsibility for placement and biology is just one of
several course students can take to fill the science requirement.

F. Controlling and motivating stsients

There is no evidence that this teachers uses assessment in order to
control student behavior but he does use a grade in order to communicate to a
student regarding her/his motivation, and he spells out what class
participation means in the grading policy. Sara, a senior, is an example of
such practice. Sara "knows a lot about science. She is going on to study
science but she has a lex attitude. Although her work was 9B' work, I gave
her a 'C' last term because I wanted to send her and her parents a message:
there is more to being a biologist than she is exhibiting." Sara CT her
parents, however, do not challenge cc question the grade. The teacher assumes
that she understands the message that he is sending. He indicated that he had
talked with !ler about her lax attitude sometime during the term.

4110e
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He wants students to be motivated to do science, not motivated to obtain a
grade. Re gives feedback on all regular assignments immediately so that
students know how they are doing in learning science. None of these are
graded. Rather, he assesses student participation, commitment and involvement
in the labs as factors indicating a motivation to learn. He does this in all
five periods through observation and interaction. He keeps no special records
on this, apparently storing the information in his head.

G. Evaluating instructiqa (see also I. A. Diagnosing Individual Needs.)

observed the teacher modifying his instruction several times based upon
his observations of the students in the laboratory activity and his assessment
of the homework which he checks immediately upon student entry into class.

Evaluating instruction is a priority for this teacher but he relies sPoh his
usual methods of assessing student performance --observation and interaction
with students.

H. Communicating achievement exPectations (See I.C. for some overlap)

This teacher has high expectations of students as he does himself. His

own seriousness of purpose is conveyed in his intense manner during class. It
appears that students are affected by this posture.

At the beginning of the year he hands out his grading policy, which
consists of a one page criteria and which indicates his clearest statement of
expectations (see I.0 for description). Homework is profuse and regular.
Several students commented informally that the class *is alot of work.*

George is an example of his concern about standards. George is a minim
star basketbal: student who transferred into the school this year. The school
scrambled around to accommodate him. The teacher was told that Geotge was a
very good student in science, but the teacher concluded otherwise. *George

appears'to have been moved along because of his athletic ability and his
social skills. g0 handles people with sophistication. I was somewhat lenient
during basketball season but last term I gave him an °F° to communicate to him
that he no longer could slide by on his performance." If grades are any
indicator of communicating expectations, this teacher applies rather high
standards. At least one-fourth of his students received D's and F's each term
during this year.

I. Communicating affective expectations

Because doing science is intrinsically connected to a conceptualization of
science he attends to student commitment, and attitude through participation
which is defined On his grWing policy (see 1. C for description). Thus, for
this teacher theie is no difference between academic expectations and
affective expectations. At the beginning of the year he tells students that
they have to figure out for themselves the answer to the issue of motivation:
"Nhat am I going to do to to demonstrate my participation?" He observes
students in labs and questions them after but the only written records he
keeps on participation is an attendance record.
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The teacher's refusal to test (see II.A. 1) as damaging to the students'
as learners and makers of science is one indication of his concern for student
self-concept. His system of gradebook notation (see I. C.) which includes
period marks for p:.sitive attendance rather than negative abeence is a simple
example of how he guards against low academic self-concept.

II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and pencil tests

Three or four years into teaching the teacher asked himself, 'Why am I

testing?* He had used tests which accompanied the textbook or sometimes
prepared his own. He concluded that testing was not connected to the main
purpose of his teaching which was to engender a science experience for each
student. Using tests for grading purposes was particularly defeating for many
students. For a certain kindl of student, teL.s were, in fact, damaging. He
wanted students to be able to freely participate in the Marne activities and
he wanted to be able to look out for that. "With 'A' students you know they
know by the quality of the assignments and the nature and level of the
interactions with me and each other. You don't need to test. With the
others, tests are damaging."

Inf,cma discussions with several students pointed out that they liked the
fact that tests were not a part of the course design. One senior said, *Just
because you get a grade of 'C' on a test does not mean that you haven't

learned alot. Sometimes it's just the opposite."

To assess, therefore, whether this teacher is informed or uninformed
regarding paper and pencil tests, text-embedded tests and quizzes and even
performance tests was difficat because he categorically rejects these devices
as inconsistent with Iris philosophy of science and his purposes for teaching.

3. Performance assessments

Students are primarily judged upon the basis of their performance in both
the General Biology and Experiential Biology classes. The teacher relies upon
student products in the form of homework and the laboratory notebook.
Observation and interaction of students defines his judgment of the class
participation factor but no written records except for attendance are kePt en
this critical area.

This teacher's grading criteria (See I.C. for full description) set the
minimal standards for each grade equivalent and are spelled out in terms of
amount and completeness of homework and laboratory experiments. Criterion for
discerning levels of class participation is also indicated (See II.A.9.
Regular Assignments for further description). Notebooks are the summative
experience for each term and the teacher lists the folloving criteria on a
sheet wh$ch he inserts into the notebook in General Biology. He indicates the
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term grade on this form. Space is allowed for written comments on each of
these items: neatness; completeness; in order; hypothesis/conclusions;
graphs/charts; data observations; drawings. Class participation is also
listed here.

A survey of only a small sample of student notebooks indicated that *A"
students were much more fluent in writing than the *D* or *F" students. Not

only were the notebooks of failing students less complete and orderly, there
was an obvious back of attention to thoughtful inquiry, interest. And
inquisitiveness. They were much less expressive. The teacher noted that his
informal assessments during class and lab time in the form of questions
pointed up those students nho were understanding science conceptually but were
not able to write expressively, however, there was usually a consistency in
performance in the notebook work mid in the laboratory/class setting. Whether
students understand the criteria or have been instructed in how to improve
their performance in this area iS unclear.

4. Oral questioning strategies

Oral questioning plays a major role in his daily instructior. and

assessment of progress. The teacher aleodistinguishes high performing
students from low performing students primarily in their ability to generate
hypotheses/conclusions and questions/concepts.

He usually responds to student questions with a question. His usual
comment is, "... And what else?" Most significant is the obvious wait time he
gave students to answer. if there is a confusion on the part of the student
or a fumbling for words, he rephrases the question. While he might spend most
of class time moving around the laboratory intently responding to student
problems with suggestionse.help oftEn comes in the form of questions of
recall, comparision or analysis.

He demonstrates considerable skill in asking frequent and germane
questions but he admits with a smile that he had no name for what he does,
although questions are central to his style. He indicates that he is familiar
with a few time honored principles such backtracking when a question is too
difficult and avoiding embarrassing questions which put students down.

S. Standardized tests

There are no standardized tests administered in the science department.
One can only infer from the teacher's position on paper and pencil tests that
he would strongly object to a trend in this area.

6. Group assessment methods

These are not used. While students are allowed and often encouraged by
the nature of the activity tO work togather and assist one another, the
efforts of each person is assessed in the format homework and the laboratory
notebook. The teacher considers a student's willingness to work with others
as a factor in class participation but in the end it is the quality of the
laboratory notebook which forms the basis for the judgment of individual merit.
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7. Opinions of other teachers

This teacher spends most of his time preparing for class or meeting with
students and rarely takes time to socialize during the day. Once, during an
observation two other science teachers came in rather hurriedly explaining
that nominations for the science award for next year had to go in
immediately. He gave his opinion without hesitation and his colleagues
tacitly agreed. They appeared to have agreement about who the moutstInding"
students were. The fact that he does not test and does not care whether his
colleagues know is an important indication of his independence. Ehether he
consults with other teachers about student achievement is unknown.

8. Assessment of reasoning skills

Assessment of reasoning skills is a central part of what this teacher
does. Reasoning skills are defined by the ability to generate hypotheses,
draw conclusions, form questions and draw together ideas and concepts. In

fact, he indicates that it is the ability to discern concepts and generate
questions which differentiate the "A" level student from the "C" level student
in general biology. The "A" student will be operating more like a scientist
while the "C" student may be having more of a nature studies experience, but
he considers the differing experiences both valid in the context of his
class. Experiential Biology students should be able to apply reasoning skills
b) serious scientific problems and project.

9. Regular assignments

All homework assignments are checked daily for thoroughness, completeness
and comprehension during the first two minutes of entry to class. In that
way, the teacher knows immediately where there are problems in understanding
so that he can clear them up immediately. He notes whether they are using the
text, following instructions or "just giving any response."

Students are responsible for numerous activities around the laboratory

experience which all became part of the notebook, the heart of the science
class. Bow a student worked during lab would be mentally noted as class
participation through teacher's observations and interactions. Homework and
laboratory activities are both considered regular assignments and it is the
student's responsibility to include all the work assigned in class, and
homework in the notebook.

11. Student self ratings

These are not used. If a student feels a grade has been unfair, he or she
may ask for reconsideration. Based upon the teacher's own description of the
process, what ensues is a dialogue in which the teacher makes his case for his
standards and the student does the same. He has been known to change a grade
if the student can make her/his case but more often it has been a student
whose academic self perception is skewed. In such an instance, the teacher
holds firm, and these challenges are very rare.

12. Proportion of all assessments

Assessment of reasoning skills included in oral and regular assignments.
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14. Strategies for integrating assessment and instruction

The main way the teacher integrates assessment and instruction is through

his questioning strategies. He questions students continually, trying to get
them to stretch their thinking and use their learning from previous
activities. He also comments orally on homework and student progress in the
laboratory activity. He does this both individually and with the entire
group. Students are regularly encouraged to come into class On their free
time to catch up and complete the work.

(See IIA. 9 Regular Assignments for discussion.)

15. Dealing with cheating

Student cheating is not a particular concern for the teacher. Be includes
enough variety in labs frosoyear -to -year so that a student who decides to
cheat can make a gross mistake. "Students who are 'getting it' are usually
consistent in their work. Participation and commitment cannot be
misrepresented." Occasionally it has happened that a student cheats by
copying and if he suspect* he'll set a trap with an assignment that is new or
different. Then, he'll orally juestion the learning. If the student has a
perfect paper and no cogn1tion when interacting, thee he knows there is
cheating. "I listen closely to what they say in class."

B. Assessment of affect

1. Observing individual students.

The teacher relies upon his observations and talking with a student to
determine her/his class participation. Despite the interactive nature cd the
class and the many opportunities for connecting with students during class
time the teacher still says that the biggest obstacle is snot knowing all my
students all the time."

He looks for a variety of indicators of participation, and he often uses
the terms "seriousness of purpose" and "attitude" to convey the fuller meaning
cd this construct. The level of industriousness, whether the individual
student works productively on the subject at hand and to what degree a student
participates in WAN, are indicators of class participation. If a student is
not actively participating in class discussion he will make allowances for
this if he believes the student is conscientiously doing her/his work. In the
case of a Vietnamese student in the Experiential Biology class who was not
actively interacting with his peers in a laboratory assignment, the teacher
mentioned that he looks for other indicators of involvement such a*
attendance, level of concentration on task and the level of interaction he has
alone with him. Since conceptual understanding is related to doing science
the teacher believes it is his job to attend to as many different ways for a
student to demonstrate conceptual understanding as possible. Participation,

therefore, appears to be important because it ensures that the teacher will be
able to assess conceptual understanding more easily, however, it remains an
illusive construct. What is lacking here is an understanding of how students
comprehend and interpret his criteria.
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2. Observing group interaction (See II. B. 1. for overlap)

Students work together on certain labs but are free to choose their
partners. He makes changes in seating or groups only if they interfer with
the learning of others. In the case of a lesson with the purpose to review
the process of cell division by myosin and mitosis students were able to
chooze between watching the film selected for class viewing or moving to the
adjacent seminar room to review their texts and complete the lab sheet on
their own or in small groups. It appears that how a student works with
others, howon task they are able to remain in a laboratory situation are
factors which affect the assessment of participation. It is unclear how well
defined these areas are for the students.

3. Using questionnaires

This teacher would not use questionnaires.

4. Using interviews

There is not enough information about the teacher's informal conversations
with students. Formal interviewing would not likely be used.

S. Opinions of other teachers

There is no information that this teacher seeks out or is interested in
the opinions of other teachers. Given his philosophy, one would infer that
this does not occur.

7 Opinions of parents

Parent opinion is not actively solicited nor do parents interfer or

involve themselves in any of his assessment decisions. The teacher has rarely
had a parent call to question a grade or judgment he has made about a
student. He views tnis as endemic to high school life.

At the appropriate week of the term the teacher sends home the notices of
students who are failing or have failed a term. He does this using the school
form. He calls attention to absences from class, missing homework assignments
as they affect whether or not the student is participating in the class.

0. Past student records

In the case of *problem students* he has checked past records to gain an
understanding of the student when his or her behavior has been problematic.
Jim, a senior in Experiential Biology, is a case in point.

Since September Jim had been a disruptive force in the class and one of
the reasons that the teacher believed the class was not doing truly advanced
work. *He's the limit to my resources. I have checked on his file and found
that he did some weird things in junior high, so he has a record to testing
the limits. I have the impression that he is a kid who is tightly wrapped;
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any minute he could go flying off. But he is smart and clever. He is never
quite so blatant that I have had to take action. I do not know why I have
kept him here --perhaps because I have not felt clear about what to do with

him. But it is not my job to try to mental work on students."

In the third week of April the teacher had Jim removed from class.
"This is the first time I have ever gone to a counselor and sai4.4, 'I don't

have the documentation on this student. I just don't want him in my class
anymore. He's not participating.' I always provide documentation of student
behavior. The counselors know that when I ask for a student to be removed
from the class that I have dealt with it and exhausted all avenues. If I were
challenged I am on thin ground with this one but because I rarely remove kids
I can by-pass the process this time. He's getting D's but I am keeping kids
who are failing so I would have had trouble if I had to justify this solely on

411
the basis of academic work.

"After seeing his counselor he came back and asked why he was dropped ond
I said, 'You were not participating. You don't need this class for
graduation.' Jim retorted, 'But I need it for myself.' Actually he needed it
for his parents. His parents wanted him to have it and that finally became
evident. I then set up an appointment with him, his counselor and me but he
didn't show nor have his parents called."

10. Relative importance

The nature of the laboratory experience and the choice of student learning
methods does not lend to factoring out these methods.

C. Assesspent of Apilitv

1. Meaning of ability

Pbr this teacher, ability Aay mean full comprehension of material as
evidenced by conceptual attainment demonstrated through verbal and written
skills. Ability per se does not seem to be of major importance to this
teacher. Willingness to participate and seriousness of purpose would affect
whether a student was able to "do science."

The teacher consciously avoids the word "ability" to describe his
students. He believes all students are capable of getting A's in his course
and he admits that he has a bard tine understanding how students can settle
for less. He recognises that high school students have many demands upon

their attention. He doesn't expect all students to have the same enthusiasm
for science but he prides himself on getting most of the students interested
in some unit of study at some time during the term. "A" students are known by
their performance and their continuous interest. Truly advanced students such
as those who take Experiental Biology are known as "those whoa you can
interest in anything.* On a few occasions when be referred to his "Au
students and his 'IC" tudehts, he implied a sense of a capability to
conceptualise and critically assess the science eSperience. Just how much he

believed this to be developmental or innate remains unclear.
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2. Check decisions

One of the problems this teacher encountered this year is that his
Experiental Biology class was not truly "advanced* by his definition. Their

interest, commitment and attitude had consequences for his instructional
objectives in that the kind of activities he would have planned as he had in
the past are just not possible with this group. The ability for a student to
sustain interest may be related to the environment or the effect of certain
personalities on the group such as Jim (see sect II. 8.8 for a description)

for when Jin was absent he believed that the productivity of the class changed
dramatically. In former years the Experiential Biology class produced a film
in conjunction with the Northwest Film Study Center. This year's group is not
*capable" of that because of failure in seriousness of purpose and attitude.

D. Tot assessments

This teacher uses the text for some homework assignments. There is no
information available that he draws from the text for oral questions for class
use. Because he rejected tests, I did not do an analysis of test questions or
guidelines.

III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS (A-K)

Criteria for selecting assessments were difficult to discern and were not
brought out in the interview. It is questionable whether many of these
criteria are even a consideration for him in terms of his teaching framework.
His assessment methodology consists of observation, interartion during class,
and review of written assignments. It is fixed by long practice and seems not
subject to review on his part.

Everything he does must fit his purpose for teaching science as this is
the single most important criteria he uses for selecting his methods. The fact
that he uses a criteria so that Ilia assignments can be translated into a grade
is secondary. His nethods do match the material taught as do the
applicability to measuring thinking skills. The origin of the assessments are
all his own as are the required activities. Be would probably not consider
using any outside means of assessment. Similarly there is no data as to
whether he considers ease of development, scoring and time a factor in how he
assesses assignments.

IV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS

A. Paper and Pencil Assessinentg

The teacher uses no tests. Bomework and laboratory assignments are
considered regular assignments which are teacher devised for the most part.
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He assesses these with a variety of means, from a simple check/Plus system on
the homework bo written comments and oral feedback on lab assignments. These

are considered instructional devises rather than paper and pencil assessments.

B. Performance assessments

Performance assessment is the chief method by which he measures student
achievement. Observations and teacher judgments do play a major role in the
assessaent of affect - -specifically student participation as the indicator of

activation and seriousness of purpose. These assessments determine the final
term grade and he specifies the standards of quality in his grading policy.

There is a clear description of the standard in his grading policy am he
lists the criteria by which the notebooks are judged. Homework received a
plus for good work, a check for acceptable work* an "X" if it is not completed
and a slash mark if it is late. There are many hcoework assignments and they
appear valid. Records are carefully kept. Attendance is duly noted. Class
participation is not recorded. Performance samples are not used because he
believes that stifles creativity.. It is difficult to discern whether students
are fully aware of the criteria and whether their grades would improve if the
teacher provided good samples of performance and tot* more time to communicate
expectations to students. The number of student failing grades (D's and P's)
is problematic to me.

C. Oral Questions

As noted in 11.4 the teacher manages his questioning strategies

effectively. The range of questions during instruction are quite broad and
while the teacher's style is quite fast paced* he does manage sufficient wait
time. H. uses questions as the chief form of assessment during lab and class
instruction but he keeps no records of student activity in this area.

V. PPEIMACK PROCEDURES

A. Oral land nonverbal feedback

Oral feedback is delivered most frequently on an individual basis during
laboratory tine or before and after class. It is usually in the form of a
question or explanation regarding a student difficulty in understanding the
content or the activity. It is rarely negative. He communicates positive
feedback through nonverbal means, usually with a smile, certainly with his
attention to those who seek it.

The evidence from observation confirms that the teacher makes no
differentiation in his interactions with students as to whether they are
strong/Weak students or correct/incorrect in their responses or male/female.
He attends to whomever asks and manages to get around to all who seek him as
well as others whom he simply checks on.
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The atmosphere of the class is best characterized as one where students
are respected aeindividuals who are both capable and interesting people. The
teacher is both intense yet relaxed, always ready with a quick smile and a
recognition of a student's humor. In terms of individual differences, he
says, "I try to keep blinders on. Occasionally it is hard to do as with a
student who came in with a mohawk style hair cut. Eventually I had to remove
him."

His rule is never to discuss students in front of others and he prefers to
discuss performance or grades after class or aside from the group. It appears

that he restricts his classrocm feedback to achievement and to those factors
that indicate level of participation in class discussions and laboratories.

B. Written Feedback

Only a small sample of student notebooks were available for analysis.
Bomework assignments were studied over a week's period but the evidence simply
suggests that written comments are rather sparce and that he treats strcmg and
weak students the same. Be indicated in interview that "'A' students actually
don't need the feedback as much as the student" because they have "gotten
it." He prefers to be positive rather than negative in his symbols and
comments and he likes to attend to misunderstandings immediately. In fact,
everything that he does is immediate to the moment. This is consistent in
both the written and oral feedback.

Uses samples of performance as feedback...

Be does not like to use samples of performance as feedback, either in the
form of former student work Or in terms of his own work. He believes that
this can be limiting to the ingenuity and creativity of the students. I

conclude from the sufficient number of IOW grades (one-fourth of his classes)
that this could be strategy for improving student performance.

VI. DESCRIP2ION OF TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

B. Teacher's eXPenditure of time

1. Proportion of tine spent in teaching activities

The teacher indicates that the majority of his out-of-class time is spent
in planning. Be is constantly running around the school, gathering material
and equipment for class. One day every two weeks he travels to Eugene where
he continues his own research in genetics at the University of Oregon. He

believes that being x good science educator requires that teachers engage in
curriculum davelopment through their own activity in their field.
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C. Teacher characteristics

Attributions for reasons of student success/failure.

These figures are inferred from the data available.

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTION OP STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

This teacher views students as capable, responsible and interesting
people. He does not stereotype students. While variations cannot be ignored,
he mould probably choose to consider differences as a human relations issue
rather than a curricular one. He pointed out where problems in such areas as
maturity, stu4y skills and willingness to learn affect performance and
achievement. He does not view these general biology students as much
different from other groups he has taught in the past. The student
characteristics in the EXperiential Etiology class this year, however, had
affected the depth of study and the level of projects in which the students

were able to be engaged.

VIII. ORIGINS OF POLICY

As a general rule, beyond requirements for reporting achievement

information and meeting attendance requirements, this teacher is either
unaware or does not consciously adhere to any school or district policies as
governing student assessment.

He gives minimal compliance to all policies and procedures which affect
his teaching. He finally submitted objectives for his Experiential Etiology
class to the district when it came to his attention that there was a district
wide curriculum guide. He pays no attention to it, however, because he
believes that those objectives are simply minimum expectations which he is
going beyond.

The fact that he doesn't give tests and is not sure whether or not his
colleagues know is an indication that if there is a school or department
policy regarding such practices it is enforced rather loosely or arbitrarily.
He finally wrote up his grading policy when it came to his attention vie e
student that he should have one in writing. He is a very independent teacher
whomay infer thst his reputation as a fine teacher allows him some leewAY in
terms of compliance to certain policies. In terms of content to be taught, it
appears that he goes well beyond usual standards.
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I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual

student needs

B. Diagnosing group needs

PROFILE OF BIOLOGY

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless

Not used

Uninformed

Irrelevant

CASE #1

X Well informed
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Relevant

X
X
X

411... 'NAY.

Useless x Useful.
JCNot used Used frequently

C. Assigning grades Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

D. Grouping for instruction Uninformed X Well informed

within class Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

E. Identifying students Oer Uninformed No inf9.__ Well informed
special services Irrelevant

01111i
RelevantX

Useless No info Useful
Not used No info Used frequently

F. Controlling and

motivating students
Uninformed

Irrelevant
Well informed
Relevant

Useless Useful
Not used Used frequently

G. Evaluating instruction Uninformed Well informed

Irrelevant Relevant
Useless Useful

Not used Used frequently

H. Ccomunicating achievement

expectations
Uninformed

Irrelevant

Well informed

Relevant
Useless Useful

Not used Used frequenily
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I. Communicating affective
expectations

J. Providing test-tak j

experience

1. Relative importance
of purposes

4110e

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless
Not used

X Well informed
X Relevant
X Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed Na_ Well informed

Irrelevant ruk_ Relevant
Useless Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Given "100 importance points" to distribute
across the purposes listed below, bow would
you distribute those points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

Diagnosing individual needs IS
Diagnosing group needs 10

Assigning grades
Grouping for instruction
Identifying students for
special services

Controlling and
motivating
Evaluating instruction IS

Communicating achievement
expectations

Communicating affective
expectations

Test taking experience
100 points

IMINM111111.
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II. ASSESSMENT METBODOLOGY

A. AssessmenAof Achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and

pencil tests and quizzes

2. Text-embedded paper and

pencil tests and quizzes

3. Performance asbessments

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used X

No 'Oa__ Well informed
Appropriate

X Useful
X Used frequently

No inf2__
X .111101.1. Ilmmimm10

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

4. Oral questioning strategies Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

S. Standardized tests

6. Group assessment

methods

7. Opinions of other teachers

S. Assessment of reasoning

skills

4110e

MINI

Well informed
Lppropriate
Useful
Used frequently

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

X Used frequently

X Well informed
x Appropriate

_IL Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed

Inappropriate X
Useless X

Not used X

Uninformed Na_
Inappropriate

Useless

Not used X

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless

Not used x

.111

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used
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Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently
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9. Regular assignments

10. Student peer rating

11. Student self ratings

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

ojafp_
X
X

X

_Notafo_

X
X

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed

Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

12. Proportion of all assessments for all purposes that are of various types

Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests
Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests
Performance assessments
Oral questions
Standardized tests
Opinions of other teachers
Regular assignments
Group assessments
Student peer ratings
Student self ratings

.1110.

25

.M1111111.

.M111111.

mmpoww..1.

100%

13. Cognitive levels

Recall

Analysis

Comparison

inference

Evaluation

of questions Posed ins

Study and

Discussion Questions
Oral

Questions

Tests and
Quizzes

30%

10%

20%

20%

20%

20%

30%

20%

30%

ON41,.

111.
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I. 14. Strategies for integrating Uninformed Al X_ Well informedY... .11111MIN
assessment and Inappropriate X Appropriate
instruction Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

15. Dealing with cheating

S. Assessment of Affect

1. Observing individual

students

2. Observing group

interactions

3. Using questionnaires

4. Using interviews (formal

and informal)

5. Opinions of other
teachers

6. Opinions of other

students

4110e

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used Used frequently

Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

No info Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

Not used Used frequently

Uninformed Na_ Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed No info Well informed
Inappropriate IC Appropriate

Useless IC Useful
Not used No info Used frequently

Uninformed Na_ Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed NA._ Well informed
Inappropriate _X_ Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently
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7. Opinions of parents

8. Past student records

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

X Used frequently

9. Checklist of affective characteristics measured:

I Seriousness of purpose Code:
I Motivaticeaud effort F = formal assessment conducted
I Attitude I = informal assessment conducted

Learning style
Interests
Values
Preferences
Academic self-concert
Locus of control
Anxiety
Maturity
Social skills
Study akills
Other (specify

10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods:

Observing individual
students 60

*Observing group
interactions 27

Using questionnaires
Using interviews
(formal and informal) 10

Opinions of other teachers
Opinicms of other students
Opinions of parents
Past student records 3

1008

*The nature of laboratory experience and the student choice of learning method does
not lend to factoring out these methods.
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C. Assessment of Ability

1. Meaning of ability for teacher

Value of this factor
for the teacher

Measurement of ability

Important

Measured formally
Measured informally
Not measured

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measureJ:

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

x unimportant

PACTOR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT MEASURED HOW?

Ability is not a factor separate from science achievement.

2. Check decisions influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

Instructional. objectives

_ Instructional strategies
Grouping for instruction (within class)
Methods for measuring achievement
Grading standards
Students selected for special services
Other (specify

D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment components provided with text

4110e

0

1:1
4 0
>
4
No info Oral questions for class use
X X IlOmework assignments
No Anfo General assessment guidelines for teachers
X Paper and pencil tests
No info Performance assessments
Noinfo Scoring guidelines

No io,fo ,

Quality control guidelines
Other (specify
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III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. Resillts fit purpose

B. Method matches material
taught

Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

C. Ease of development Uninformed No info Well informed
Unimportant No info Mmportant

Not used No info Used frequently

D. Ease of scoring Uninformed No info Well informed
Unimportant No info Important

Not used _No...Lag_ Used frequently

E. Origin of assessment Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

F. Time required to Uninformed X Well informed
administer Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

G. Degree of objectivity Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

H. Applicability bo Uninformed X Well informed

measuring thinking skills Unimportant X Important
Not used X Used frequently

I. Effective control of
cheating

Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used
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J. Relative importance of criteria

4110e

Results fit purpcee 40

Methcd matches material taught 15

Ease of development -
Ease of scoring -
Origin of assessment 5

Time required to administer 5

Degree of objectivity 5

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills 30

Effective control of cheating

105
130

100%
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IV. QUALITY OP ASSESSYSNTS

A. Percent of paper and Pencil assessments (teacher-developed or text-embedded)
having the following characteristics (need mattotal 100%):

Clear description of assessment specifications

Matches content of instruction
Matches cognitive levels of instruction
Minimizes time required to gather needed information
Item format matches desired outcome
Items clearly written
Items sample domain
Scoring procedures Planned
Scoring criteria written for essays
Clear directions
High quality reproduction
Test scheduled to minimize distractions

B. Percent of Performance assessments having the following characteristics:

100 Cleat description of trait to be measured with levels of
proficiency articulated

100 Matches intended outcomes of instruction
100 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
70 Clear performance criteria

Unglta Students aware of criteria
100 Thoughtful exercises yield performance saaples
100 Exercises sample performance domain

Performance rating planned
100 Results match information needs

C. Percent of oral Questions having the following characteristics:

llofinfa Sampling methods cover range of achievement levels of students
100 Strategies involve everyone
70 Teacher waits for response
80 Student's response given supportive reaction

100 Questions match cognitive levels of instruction
Written performance records maintained
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V. FEEDBACX PROCEDURES

A. Fee oral and nonverbal feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

50 Strong (vs. weak)
50 Correct (vs. incorrect)
50 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:
See explanation

75 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)
100 Oral (vs. nonverbal)
50 Public (vs. private)

100 Fair (vs. unfair)
70 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)

100 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
100 Immediate (vs. delayed)
90 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For written feedback

Percent of feedback.delivered to students who are:
See explanation

Unclear Strong (vs. weak)
Unclear Correct (vs. incorrect)

50 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

50 Comment (vs. symbol)
75 Positive (vs. nftgative)

100 Pair (vs. unfair)
100 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
70 FOcused on achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance
as feedback

Uses public achievement chart
as feedback

41100

Never X Frequently

Never X
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 15+ Overall
15.1. At grade level

Unknown In school
15+ With content

40
2. Relative contributions of various sources to teacher's knowledge of assessment

methodology

5 Teacher preparation training
No info inservice training
No info ideas and suggestions of colleagues
__1_ Professional literature

Teacher's guide to textbooks
90 Own experience in classroom
100%

B. Teacher's expenditure of time

1. Proportion of time spent in ,teachino activities
See explanation

30 Planning
12_ Teaching (one on one)
30 Teaching (group)
10 Assessing (see list below)

Other (specify
100%

2. Proportion of time spent in assessment activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral, assignments)

30 Reviewing and selecting assessments*
30 Developing own assessments*

Administering
Scoring and recording

30 Providing feedback
Evaluating quality

100%

*As assignments

C. Teacher characteristics

Role in the classroom

4110o

Curriculum maker
and presenter X

108 133

Servant of policy
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Expectations of Expects a

professional self Expects little X great deal

Structure needs Rigid JL Flexible

View of high
quality performance

Correctness
demanded

Degrees of

X quality eval.

Stereotypic view of students None X Expressed often

Attends to exceptional student Never .IL Frequently

Sense of performance norms Unclear X Very clear

Orientation to experimentation No risks X Risk taker

Ctientation to cheating No concern X Major concern

Amount of cheating None X A great deal

Value of promptness; importance
of timely work completion Unimportant X Important

Interpersonal environment of

the classroom regarding assessment:
COoperative None X Frequent
Competitive None X Frequent

Attributions for reasons of

student success/failures
See explanation

70 Due to student
30 Due to teacher

100%

Basis for grading students:

Sense of ability
100 Demonstrated achievement
100%

Interpretation of assessments

Norm-referenced
100 Criterion-referenced
100%

4110e
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VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OP STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Ability to learn Low X High
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

B. Willingness to learn Low X High
No variation X. Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

C. Rate of achievement

D. Maturity

E. studY skills

Low X High
Decreasing X Increasing

NO variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

Irresponsible
No variation

Variation ignored

X Responsible
X Great deal
X Addressed

Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X. Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

F. Social skills Undeveloped
No variation

Variation ignored X

X Developed
X Great deal

Addressed

G. Willingness to perform Reticent X Willing
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

H. Feedback needs Weak X Strong
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored Addressed

J. Sense of fairness Unclear

No variation
Variation ignored

4110e
110
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K. Reaction to testing

L. Parental expectations

VIII. ASSISSMENT POLICY

(See attached table)

4110e

Tranquil X Anxious
No variation Na Great deal

Variation ignored NIL Addressed

Unclear No infla__ Clear
Low No info High

Unimportant X Important
No variation Nok2 Great deal

Variation ignore6 No inf2__ Addressed
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VIII. Whatiklicies inflow& classroom assiiiment?

Federal State

OR I GI NS

Dtstrict

OF PObICV
School Department Collegial

A. Does a standard exist?
B. Does teacher know

standard?
C. Does it imgact

practice? How?

A.

B.

C.

no
n/a
n/a

A.

B,

c%

yes
yes
yes

A. no
B. n/a
C. n/a

h no
B. n/a
C. tila

A. 110

B. n/a
C. n/a

A.

B.
c.

yes
yes
Teacher follows
guidelines

A. yes
B. yes
C. Teacher followscs

guidelines

A. no
B. n/a
n/a

A.

8-
C.

no info
no info
no info

A. no info
a, no info
C. no info

8, no
B. n/a
C. n/a

8- no
B. n/a
C. n/a

i
1"
B.

c:

I

yes
yes
no info

A. no info
B. no info
C. no info

A.
B.

C.

yes
yes
Teacher gives
guidelines

A'

B.
C.

no info
no info
no info

A.
B.

C.

yes
yes
Teacher adheres

to reporting
guidelines

1

A. no

C. n/a

A.

a.
C.

I

yes
yes
Teacher meets
standards

A. no info
B. no info
c. no info

A. no info
a. no info
c. no info

A.no
B. no
C. no

info
info
info
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Background Information

BIOLOGY CASE STUDY *2

This biology teacher is on the staff of a four year high school located in
a predmoninantly working class neighborhood where few students continue on to
college. This observation was conducted over a three-week period near the end
of the 1985-86 school year.

The teacher has been teaching high school science for seventeen years.
She began as a student teacher in this particular school and has remained a
constant figure in the biology courses ever since. Ber schedule consists of
four classes of General Bioloo and one section of Advanced Biology. There

are seven periods in the school day, with one being designated for stu6ents to
consult with teachers and make-up assignments or tests.

Advanced Biology is at. lictive course which is doscribed by a former
student as having the same context as the General Biology course except for a
slightly more difficult text. The teacher indicates with frustration that the
text is the same one th*t they axe using in the 9th grade class in another
high school in the district. She rates the text for her General Biology class
at a 7th grade level despite the fact that students are predominantly
sophemoras AAA juniors. Classes consist of equal numbers of males and females
averaging 22 students per class. In the Advanced Biology class, S students
were present during observation. The teaGher reports consistently small
numbers in that class. The neighborhood has a large minority population
(Black and Southeast Asian) which is reflected in the school's student body.
But there are few minority students in these biology classes and only one in
the Advanced Biology class.

The biology wing utilizes an open space concept with three rooms sharing a
common entry and partial enclosure, so the teachers must regulate the noise
levels in the room for fear of distracting students in the next room. Even
under the best of conditione, it is difficult to listen attentively from the
back row of the biology class when other classes are in session. The rom
consists of laboratory tables and chairs with an adjoining storage room.
Blackboard space is minimal.

She quickly breaks forth at our first meeting about the research: "You
must first understand what kind of school this is and what kind of students we
have which make it different from other schools in the district. This is a
blue collar school. When I started teaching here 17 years ago there was a
high drop-out rate among students. Students went to work in the nearby mil:
and stayed in this community to live. The mill is closed now and people have
to leave the community to work. Now there is a move toward higher education
among the students. There is more scholarship money available. We now have a
program which can provide money to students for two years of college and if
the students prove they can do the work, they will get more money for the last
two years."

Lommommommm.
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"I come from the south. I understand the importance of education and I
put a lot of emphasis on getting things done. Some kids feel 1'r concerned,
others say I intrrfere.

"These students respond best to hands-on learning. They have short
attention sPans and need a lot of direction. There is a tremendous spread of
ability and interest in my classes. Therefore, you won't see long lectures.
I take a more elementary approach to science because kids still come to high
school from feeder schools without science programs."

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual student needs

This teacher does not appear to do anything special to diagnose individual
students needs or alter her curriculum plan based upon such information. She
does use oral questions to determine student understanding and she adjusts her
instructional pace based upon her observations and her review of their daily
assignments. She giv's 20-22 assignments a term (see I.C.) and she considers
then generally to "get a picture of their weaknesses." She evaluates how they
do the labs from this point of views Are they failing to turn them in or
failing to complete them? Is there a basic lack of understanding? She
reinforces every concept twice (students complete A workbook along with the

text) as a matter of course because her experience indicates that students
need it. Her decisions about how much time students need in order to master
the routines and her accommodation of che great variation of "abilities"
appear to be rather firmly fixed.

She mentions that, "I do make allowances for outside factors. Some of
these students come from terrible family situations and in the case of

domestic violence, they may have to leave in the middle of the night. A
student may say, 'We left our papers there. I understand.'

40

B. Diagnosing erotip needs

(See I.A. above for explanation)

C. Assigning grades

"The purpose of the grade is to tell me how many students understand the

concepts being taught." Graóes are an average of 22 assignments a term (i.e.,
40 homework, special projects, preparatory work, tests, quizzes, notebooks, extra

credit assignments and effort) some of which are assigned points, others which
are noted with marks in the grading book. Straight cut-off scores are used
for the transformation: 90 percent v A, etc. However, the final grade is
actually at the teacher's discretion because she considers effort and extra
credit work heavily when a particular grade is borderline.

4143e
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0

0

0

Homework is checked immediately and entered in the gradebook at the

beginning of class. It must be received by 3:00 of the day it is due in order
to receive credit. This ensures that the necessary laboratory materials are
available and that the students will not forget the content under study.

At the beginning of the year, laboratory assignments are rated in terms of
whether simple procedures are carried out. During the second quarter: she
adds the ability to state a hypothesis to the rating process, and the third
quarter she adds the ability to state the conclusion of the experiment. The
lab procedures a student uses are important. Good ratings go to those who
completed the lab, providing all steps and all information. The standard is
that the procedure should be so clear that another person could fcalow:
title, purpose, hypothesis, materials, procedure and results.

Students are required to keep notebooks, in which they collect weekly
assigned vocabulary to be learned called "prep assignments," using main ideas,
lab report, quizzes and drawings. These contribute to the grade.

The teacher gives extra credit assignments every week and borderline
grades are affected by whether or not a student does extra credit work. "I

don't use a formula in grading. Effort equals extra work and participation,
such as coming ire bringing books to class, working together and doing the
labs in class.* She explains, "Mary had a 77 for the term. She earned a
letter grade of S because she does the extra credit assignments, which
indicate effort. Another student earned a 74 which should have been a C by
straight recounting but he did no extra assignments so he got a D. Another
student got a 66 which should have been a D but he got a C because he only did
2 extra credit assignments."

"I'd rather make a mistake with a student because of commission rather
than omission. I try to give students every opportunity to demonstrate they
are learning and trying. But if I see it's a gase, I will call them aside and
say, 'I won't accept this.' Some students try all kinds of things."

D. GroUPing for instruction

This teacher does not group for instruction. She assists students to find
partners during a laboratory but dces not expect or require teamwork, nor does
she acknowledge learning styles and peer factccs as considerations in student
choices. She simply hopes that students will be willing to do the work.

E. Identifying students foc_sPecial services

Counselors have the responsibility fcc placing students in science

courses. There had once been a department test which was given to determine
placement but it was archaic and has Pince been discarded. The teacher does
not seem to know on what basis placement is made.

4143e
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F. Controlling and motivating students

The teacher views her students as generally difficult to motivate and keep
on task. She believes they require constant direction and it is this view of
her students which drives her instruction. Students in all the classes were
at least compliant and ccderly if not always focused upon the work at hand.
On one particular day she pcdnted out that 6 out ct 29 students turned in
their assignments and that only 19 students were present. Why? 'Because an
assignment is duet," but she made no comment to students about this fact.
While motivation is a constant issue for her, she infrequently uses assessment
to motivate cm control. She uses an occasional question to direct the
wandering attention of a student, or to see what they knew about the material,
but she does not call attention to student behavicc or performance through a
reference to grades, or assessment. She emphasized that she spent a great
deal of time at the beginning of the year directing students, defining and
communicating both academic and behavioral expectations. Late in the year she
is simply playirs out the script which she assumes students know. Whether cc
not students fully appreciated how she judged their effort fcc the grade is
unknown.

G. Evaluating instruction

The evidence from observations and interviews suggests that this teachers
barely makes significant adjustments in her instructional treatments based
upon assessment data. She operates on the principle of reinforcing everything
twice, so students have an additional workbook to complete on each topic along
with the textbook and laboratory assignments. There is no evidence that she
does this on the basis of special needs but rather on her experience with this
general student population over time.

She commented that her first period General Biology class seemed slower
than her other classes because they asked a lct ct questions. She did nct
know whether it was the group dynamic cc simply the "working out the kinks° in
the instruction. Mien I did an analysis ct her grade spread, I pointed out
that in fact there were a greater number of A and B grades in her first period
class then in her other General Biology sections. She was surprised at this
finding and then surmised, "Perhaps that group is just more inquisitive."
conclude that she does not have specific evaluation strategies and does not
ponder the success or failure of a particular instructional treatment.

R. Communicating achievement expectations

See I.A and I.0 for additional explanation.

The teacher spends considerable time communicating what is expected. Her

main goal in General Biology is to have 70 percent of her students write up
labs correctly by third quarter. "The lab is already written down, (so it is
a copying exercise) but the purpose isn't always stated, nor is the hypcthesis
or the conclusions. During the first quarter I really focus on this. By the
final exam they have to write the procedure and they apply it to a problem
give.'

41430
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She uses oral questions, lab sheets and tests to let students know what is
expected of them. The sheer routine of the course reinforces what is
important to do in order to learn biology. Each Monday she writes the
assignments for the week on the board, with extra credit work included. This

allows her better students to work ahead. But it also communicates to all
what is expected.

I. Communicating affective exPectations

The teacher spends considerable time at the beginning of the year and
again at the start of each quarter reviewing the rules and expectations
because she believes students need this constant reminder: Participation and
effort are important and one should come to class prepared, with homework
finished; completing the labs are important to student success. As noted
above, this teacher occasionally uses oral questions to direct attention and
communicate behavioral expectations. However, she also uses ofher nonverbal
ways to communicate her approval, particularly as it related to student
motivati.on and effort. Students who are involved in the instruction of the
class are more likely to sit near the front of the room and she allows these
students to dominate the student responses. Students who are uninvolved
appeared to get less of her attention, even in lab time, although she always
manages to gea around to everyone at that time. In sus, those who express
some effort get her attention as approval. Those who do not, get much less of
her attention.

J. Test-taking experience

There is no evidence that the teacher provides practice in test-taking.
She does, hovever, phase students into the writing of essays. During the
first term, students take only multiple choice tests. But during the second
term, when she feels they can handle it, she adds short essay questions.

11. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and pencil tests

The teacher indicated that she and her colleague wrote the end of the term
test together and used the same teacher-developed quizzes. The teacher,
however, was not able to produce any of her quizzes giving me the impression
that the quizzes were a casual, hurried, assessment device.

2. Text-embedded tests

The teacher uses unit exams published along with the textbook. These
parallel the student workbooks in content and format and match the cognitive
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levels of those activities which are generally recall, comprehension, and

inference. While she does not examine the quality of these closely, the tests
match the instructional objectiires and are well designed.

3. Performance assessments

This teacher relies chiefly upon her observation of student products and
interactions with students during labs and instruction to determine
understanding of material. Keeping abreast of the regular assignments is her
chief means of assessing performance. (See IIA.9. and I.C. for a full
description.)

Laboratory assignments are checked carefully to be sure students followed

the procedures. At the beginning of the year she uses a point system to
evaluate completeness (see I.C. for explanation). But by the third quarter,
lab reports are given a check for coMpleting the lab and providing all steps
and all information, or a plus for incomplete procedures. Zeroes mean that
the lab assignment is unacceptable. Student laboratory work itself is not
rated, and she keeps mental notes regarding student effort.

As noted earlier, notebooks are required. These are evaluated in terms of
thoroughness, correctness, completeness and neatness. They are the
compilation of all daily assignments, labs, drawings and tests. HOmework
assignments are simply checked as completed or uncompleted and duly noted in
the gradebook.

4. Oral questioning strategies

When presenting or reviewing information, she generally uses an

interactive mode of instruction. Ome gets the feeling, however, that she is
operating on 'auto pilot" when she is instructing the class because she seems
to hurry through the lesson with little consciousness of what is occurring in
terms of her questioning strategies. Analysis of interactions indicate that
few students respond, usually the same ones and more often the male students.
She will ask a student to come to the board and nolve a problem. But she
usually prods the siudent along or completes the problem for the students.
She is quick to elicit the correct response and usually acknowledges a student
response with an "OK." Little sustaining feedback is given. In interview she
is quite aware of who does or does not talk. But for those students who
choose to tune out in the back or the side of the roomy there appears to be a
distance between teacher and student during class instruction time. She will,

however, take some time with those same students when the class is working
individually.

S. Standardized tests

Prior to the observations, the students completed a published test in
biology being given to California, Oregon and Washington students. The
teacher secured the test from a colleague and knew only that the purpose of
the test was to improve the instruction of biology. She wasn't sure what she
was getting back but she participated in hopes that it could assist her
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instruction. She was very conscientious about having the students complete
the follow-up questionnaire assessing their affective response to the test.
Many of them indicated frustration, some confusion or boredom. The teacher
was very accepting and nonjudgmental of their feelings. But it was clear that
she has had little experience with standardized tests.

6. Group assessment methods

These are not used, and there is no information to suggest that the

teacher is informed about such possibilities. She r .:fers to assess students
individually. Students may work together in laboratory assignments but the
efforts of each person is assessed individually which she considers a factor
in °effort."

7. Opinions of other teachers

The teacher indicated that until the arrival of another female teacher in
biology last year, she felt rather isolated and was slowly loosing incentive
to stay innovative and fresh. She has genuine admiration for her new
colleague and it is evident that they are working closely on course planning.
I have no data to suggest how sensitive the teacher is to other teachers'
opinions about students, however.

8. Assessment of reasoning skills

The teacher wants to know whether student "understand the material." Her
questioning skills demonstrate understanding of higher order thinking skills.
She often asks, °Why?" but her general reliance upon recall level activities
imdicate that she has limited strategies in this area. She recognizes that
the ability to state hypotheses is central to science and works toward student
achievement in this area. However, she feels that students have such poor
study skills that this interferes with their succtSS in reaching this level of
thinking.

9. Regular assignments

Assignments for the week are posted on the board so that more capable
students can work ahead. She always has extra credit assignments which are
usually completed by her °A" students. Homework is regular and consists of
doing °preparation work,* completing laboratory assignments such as drawings,
writing up the labs in the notebook or doing workbook activities. A workbook
accompanies the text and duplicates the context for the purposes of
reinforcement.

She relies heavily upon a review of homework to explore student learning.
Assignments are checked in the first minutes of entry to class. She first
notes who has completed assignments then she hands the homework back for a
quick review and check. These are often written worksheets from the workbook.
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11. Student peer ratings

There is no evidence that peer or self ratings are used or regarded as a
viable assessment tool. Assessment is viewed as a highly individual matter
dii:ected by the teacher. Past experience with student indifference might
deter her from considering such an approach, but given Low student motivation,
this migtit be a useful tool.

12. Studant self ratings

See 11. above for explanation.

14. Strategies for integrating assessment and instruction

The daily review of homework, oral questioning of students, general
observation of student effort on laboratory and eXtra credit work are the main
ways the teacher integrates assessment and instruction. Given the products

students must develop and the teacher's belief in the need to review and
reinforce the material, assessment and instruction are well integrated in
these classes.

15. Student cheating

This issue was not explored with the teacher.

B. Assessment of affect

1. Observing individual students

Although the teacher appears to ignore most student behavior that is off

task, not too much misses here based upon the interviews. She looks for
effort and participation and rewards stuOtnts who show such interest with her
attention, her favorite form of positive feedback. (See I.I. for further
explanation.)

When describing differences between students, she distinguishes between

attitude and effort. John, an A student, not only gets work in ahead of time
and typed neatly, but he stops by 7th period to ensure understanding of
assignments and participates actively in class discussion. While verbal
participation is an important indicator of participation, it is not always an
accurate reflection of a student's radderstanding. *Greg is quiet thunder. He
doesn't ask any questions but his 4ssignments are always correct. He is an A
student. I consider his background. He comes from a private Catholic school

where it is quiet and respect is important. Matt on the other hand is quiet
but is always concerned about time, when it's time to go. Labs are regularly
incomplete. He doesn't ask questions. So it's hard to know whether he
understands what he's supposed to do.°

2. Observing group interaction

See II.B.1 for further explanation.
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Students work together on certain labs but choose their own partners,
unless partners interfer with the learning of others. If she sees that
students are working alone when they should be working together she will
physically assist a student to move to a group. Actively participating in a
lab is considered a favorable indication of effort.

3. Using questionnaires

There is no indication that the teacher uses questio;=ires or is informed
about the advantages and limitations of their use.

4. Using interviews

Interviews are not used by this teacher. She does engage in informal
conversations with students to gain an insight into their background. As the
examples in I.A. and II.B.1. indicate, she uses such information to understand
variations in student class participation and effort.

5. Opinions of other teachers

There is no evidence that this teacher seeks out or is interested in the
opinions of other teachers. As noted in II.A.7. her new colleague is a
welcome support and provides the insight and creativity she has been missing
in her professional contact for some time. Bow this influences her
perceptions of student affect is unknown.

6. Opinions of other students

There is no evidence that the teacher seeks opinions regarding student
affect from other students.

7. Opinions of parents

She notes that the contact with parents is either non-existent or
negative. When she implemented a weekly computerized feedback system to let
parents know how students were doing the only reaction she got was, "Why are
you doing this?" She concluded that it was not worth the time and effort.
Parent opinion is now neither sought after nor regarded as productive for
student performance.

8. Past student records

There is no evidence that this teacher uses past records of students.

9. Affective characteristics measured

Effort is the one characteristic which is tied to a particular indicator.

Students who do extra credit work indicate their effort and motivation and are
usually rewarded in the term grade. Because the teacher carries the weight of
17 years experience in a "difficult" high school, it appears that indicators
of student interests, values, learning styles are ignored. As discussed above
in I.A., she indicates sensitivity to students' family situation especially
when she believes the student is sincere. The curriculum appears, however, to
be quite rigid and rather impervious to student affective characteristics.
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C. Assessment of ability

1. Meaning of ability

The teacher refers several times to "a wide range of abilities" in hey
General Biology classes; her AdVanced Biology students are not the "cream of
the crop." However, there appears to be a confusion as to whether ability is
an innate cognitive factor or whether it refers to prior achievement. She
will say, "TOR is bright; his parents had an education. Unfortunately, there

411 is no way to accommodate him with such a 4de range of abilities." At other
times she refers to requisite skill* needed to perform the task at hand such
as the willingness to sustain effort or read at vade level and work
independently. In this context she states that m-fly of her students come from

feeder schools which still do not have science programs or give homework,
rendering some of them unable to work independently. For her, one of the
characteristics of lower ability students is that they need to be directed
constantly.

2. Decisions influenced by assessment of ability

The teacher describes her instructional strategy in the General Biology
classes as fluctuating from accommodating the low end to the high end of the
spectrum of ability so that all students will be reached at some time but I
did not see how this was actualized. Instead I saw that she reinforces every
topic twice with an additional workbook activity whether all students need to
or not.

She admits that she makes no special provision for the Advanced Biology
class except that they use a more difficult text.

D. Text assessments

The teacher relies heavily on the teacher edition of the text, for unit

exams, activities and homework. Instruction follows the text and the students
use an additional workbook which accompanies the text.

41P III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS (AA)

Criteria for selecting assessments were difficult to discern. In terms of
tests, the teacher relies heavily upon the text publisher's tests. She
constructs the final exam and until this year used only a multiple choice
format partly because of poor student writing abilities. She is making a
conscious effort to include more writing in the tests this year but phases the
students into it slowly. It appears that she is doing this because ct the
writing across the curriculum efforts and because she sees value in it for her
students.

Her unit tests indicate that she is minimally but adequately versed in
test construction and that the kind of mental operations she fosters in her
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class are reflected in her test items. Most of her assessments are done
through review of the regular assignments (see 11.9. for further explanation)
and are consistent with her purpose and match the content taught. I infer
that efficiency is a factor in her assessment of these assignments. She is
somewhat informed about these matters but these issues are not a primary
concern for her in her teaching.

IV. QUALM OF ASSESSMENTS

A. PaPer and pencil assessments

Most of the items on the teacher made tests are reall and inference with

some comparison. True/false and matching were the most common format found in
both teacher made tests end text publisher's tests. Both kinds of tests
matched the content and cognitive levels of instructien. Certainly the
publisher's unit test was clearer in terms of directions and production. One
teacher made final exam had typographical errors and repeated items. Overall,
the tests were adequate in meeting the teacher's expectations which were to

(1) indicate which students had "comprehended" the material, and (2) assist in
assigning grades for the term.

B. Performance assessments

The format for writing the 1. ratory reports is rather typical for the
discipline (see I.C. for explanation), but her standards of thoroughness,
neatness, and completeness emphasize correctness and neatness over creativity
and conceptual understanding. Students know the conditions for acceptable
homework and, as with the laboratory reports, these are conveyed repeatedly
through verbal rather than written instructions or examples. Effort and
participation are defined as, "coming to class with books, homework,

411 completing laboratories, participating in class discussion and doing the extra
credit assignments." Overall, performance criteria are vague.

C. gralguestiona

See 11.C. for description.

V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. Oral and nonverbal feedback

The evidence from observation indicates that this teacher attends to the
stronger, more able student. In interview she never pointed out an able
female student. Her style of instruction allows for students who are willing
to dominate the class question/answer exchanges. She calls upon students but
boys tend to be the ones to call out unsolicited answers, thus trying to
control the verbal exchanges. She seemed to accept this.
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She is very quick to "move in" on an incorrect response but is just as
likely to respond with, "OK," to either a correct or incorrect response. Her

manner indicates a concern for correctness and she might impatiently ask a
student, "Why are you doing it that way?"

On two separate occasions she reprimanded female students. One handed in
the homework after the due date and the teacher publically chastised her with,
°You know better than that by this time of the year." She was obviously
irritated by the student. On another occasion she registered obvious distain
for the rather defiant posture of one female student dressed in punk attire.
I did not observe her being as harsh on the male students.

While students are working on laboratory assignments or homework she is

quite accessible. She will respond to anyone who requests her and checks on
those who are drifting off. Those who sit in the front of the room tend to be
the more active students and they receive more of her feedback then those who
sit in the back of the room. It appears that by April she knows who is a good
student and who is hopeless and she appears to be more responsive both
verbally and nonverbally to those who are able and willing.

B. Written feedback

The teacher has always used some system to record grades so that students
know where they stand. Originally she posted assignments and quiz records on
the wall. She put a check mark if the assignment and quiz were done. Test
grades were not posted because that information is private. Two ye: ago the
started a computer system to provide a weekly print cut of grades but the
students *weren't ready for it. It was too frustrating to many. Some kids

wanted to always know where they stood but for the majority it didn't make a
difference. Parents signed it once a week and every 4 weeks I sent a letter
home on the computer to the parents. Only one parent ever wrote back and it
was negative. It was so much work. I concluded that I'm too accommodating.
Now I use a new system, a typed tam for student recordkeeping. Those who
want to can keep track of how they are doing. It is not required. Only a few
use it but it is their choice."

The teacher selected the notebook of her best students to illustrate
student work. Pew written comments were noted. By this time of the year
students are simply receiving a check, plus or zero for their laboratory
procedures which must include all the steps. Homework is handled in a similar
manner. It is the student's responsibility to correct the written work if it
is done inadequately but sometimes she does add written corrections. Eh, is
not likely to write comments at this juncture of the year. She still looks to
the homework to indicate student weaknesses or misunderstandings but she is
more likely to respond to these through instructional review with the whole
class. In general, very little written feedback is given.
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER/OH) ASSESSMENT

B. Teacher's expenditure of time
40

1. Time spent in teaching activities

Most of her time is spent in group instruction; least is spent in

assessment-related activities. It is lifficult to judge how much tilke this

teacher actually spends in planning. Biology requires a certain amount of set
up time but it appears that the textbook drives the course. Several times in
her presentations, she seemed insufficiently prepared in the science area and

twice students corrected her misinformation. Her openness to the new ideas of
her colleague and willingness to coordinate the biology program more carefully
with her indicates that she may be doing more now than in the recent past.

2. Time spent in assessment activities

This teacner spends most of the assessment time on regular assignments,

scoring, recording and providing feedback in terms of instruction. The text
publisher's tests are simply administered without mulch review and the
teacher's quizzes are constructed rather quickly. It is likely that the same
term exam is given from year x.o year. In short, the assessment process is

established and receives little attention.

C. Teacher characteristics

This teacher seems to genuinely like 4P4ents as she appears to like
people. Seventeen years in a setting with little perceived support and a
student population known for learning difficulties has not negatively affected
her sense of professional efficacy. Within a Larrowly defined concept of
science education she takes pride in the fact tnat she is considered a

demanding teacher but she leaves the obeeiver with the feelirl of a teacher
who is operating on auto control during instruction. The intelversonal

environment of the classroom regarding assessment, is best characterized as
neither cooperative nor competitive, rather, highly individualistic, with
students appearing indifferent and unresponsive to each other. Whether the
teacher views this as proper climate or whether she feels powerless to change

the situation is unknown. However, the positive potential of etudent peer
relationships may be a rich and useful strategy for her to develop, given the
motivational needs of the students.

She makes her decisions beset, upon her years of experience and this tends
to reinforce a stereotypic view of student cApabilities. The net result i; to
constraint student opportunities rather than expand them. For example, a
"misplaced" student once turned on the clas jets and lit a match, endangering
the students. Mother time, with a ubetitute teacher in charge, the students
threw out the frogs for dissection. She now simply avoids activities which
might be risky, costly or create management problems.
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VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

The first thing the teacher told me was *there is such a wide range of
abilities in these classes that there is no way I can accommodate the bright

student." The teacher believes that the nature of her student population
seriously affects what she can accomplish with them, and for the most part,
variation within the student population on these characteristics is ignored.

An analysis of her grade distribution for two terms indicates that there
is little change in an individual's grade over the course of the year. Only a
few students move a grade either way. Indeed, one-fourth of her General
Biology classes receive D's and le's. On the one hand she mentions that every
atudent failure is her own failure as a teacher, but the evidence suggests
that she attributes more to student prior achievement and level of motivation
than to her own ability to intervene. There is little evidence that there are
changes in students characteristics as the year unfolds.

Her strongest comments about her feelings about her students cane in
response to questions about parental expectations. These expectations have
either been nonexistent or negative and thus have had the effect of
frustrating her or wearing down her commitment and energy.

VIII. ASSESSMENT POLICY

Because of interview constraints, detailed information regarding her
knowledge of district and school assessment policy was not obtained. But this

teacher has been teaching in the same district and school for seventeen years
and knows the basic ground rules. Her assessment practices are within the
scope of commonly accepted teacher practice. She reports attendance and keeps
track of absences and tardiness waich do affect a student's grade. I dc, not

know if the school has a homework policy but her practice of requiring
homework to be turned in On the day it is due seems consistent with other
teachers pracele in the district. She is aware of and influenced by
district specified policies regarding content to be covered, indeed, she feels
constrained by the district-leandated textbook she uses for General Biology.
Both she and her colleague believe that it is a poorly written bok with many
misspelled words and misinformation. But she continues to use it despite her
objections.
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I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual

student needs

B. Diagnosing group needs

PROFILE OF BIOLOGY

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Uninformed

CASE 42

X Well informed
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed

X
X

X

X

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

C. Assigning grades Uninformed X Well informed
Ir&elevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Usec frequently

D. Grouping for instruction

within class
Uninformed
Irrelevant

X Well informed
RelevantX

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

E. Identifying students for

special services
Uninformed
Irrelevant

X Well informed
RelevantX

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

41

F. Controlling and

motivating stUdents
Uninformed
Irrelevant

X Well informed

RelevantX
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

G. Evaluating instruction Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

H. Communicating achievement
expectations

Uninformed

Irrelevant

X Well informed
RelevantX

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently
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I. Commuaicating affective
expectations

J. Providing test-taking

experience

A. Relative importance
of purposes

4143e

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant mer

X RelevantI 4 Ilild .1
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Given '100 importance points" to distribute
across the purposes listed below, how would
you distribute those points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

Diagnosing individual needs
Diagnosing group needs
Assigning grades 50

Grouping for instruction
Identifying students for
special services

Controlling and
motivating 20

Evaluating instruction

Communicating achievement
expectations 15

Communicating affective
expectations 10

Test taking experience 5

100 points

.011Idal

.11IMINOMmIlder
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II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of Achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and Uninformed Well informed
pencil tests and quizzes Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used Used frequently

2. Text-embedded paper and Uninformed No info Well informed
pencil tests and quizzes Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

3. Performance assessments Uninformed No info Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

4. Oral questioning strategies Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X ApproPriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

5. Standardized tests Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

6. Group assessment Uninformed No info Well informed
methods Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

7. Opinions of other teachers Uninformed No info Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless No info Useful
Not used No info Used frequently

8. Assessment of reasoning Uninformed X Well informed
skills Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

4143e
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9. Regular assignments Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

10. Student peer rating Uninformed No info Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

11. Student self ratings Uninformed No info Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

12. Proportion of all assessments for all purposes that are of various tyPes

Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests 5

Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests 40

Performance assessments 0

Oral questions 15

Standardized tests 0

Opinions of other teachers 0

Regular assignments 40
Group assestiments 0

Student peer ratings 0

Student self ratings 0

100%

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed in:

Study and

Discussion Questions
Oral

Questions
Tests and
Quizzes

Recall 50% 50% 60%

Analysis 20% 15%

Comparison 40% 20% 20%
40

Inference 10% 10% 5%

Evaluation

4I43e
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14. Strategies for integrating Uninformed X Well informed
assessment and Inappropriate X Appropriate
instruction Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

15. Dealing with cheating Uninformed No info Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used No info Used frequently

B. Assessment of Affect

1. Observing individual Uninformed X Well informed
students Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

2. Observing group Uninformed X Well informed
interactiors Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

3. Using questionnaires Uninformed No info Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used No_info Used frequently

4. Using interviews (formal Uninformed No info Well informed
and informal) Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used No info Used frequently

5. Opinions of other Uninformed No info Well informed
teachers Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used info Used frequently

6. °Pinions of other Uninformed

__Hp

__no info Well informed
students InapproPriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used No into Used frequently

4143e
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0

7. Opinions of parents

8. Past student records

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used X

Nell informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed No info Nell informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used No info Used frequently

9. Checklist rd affective characteristics measured:

I Seriousness of purpose Codes

I Mbtivation and effort F = formal assessment conducted
I Attitude I = informal assessment conducted

Learning style
Interests
Values

Preferences
Academic self-concept
Locus of control
Anxiety
Maturity
Social skills
Study skills

I Other (specify: FamilY situation

10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods:

Observing individual
students

Observing group
interactions

Using questionnaires
Using interviews
(formal and informal)

Opinions of other teachers
Opinions of other students
Opinions of parents
Past student records

C. Assessment of Ability

1. Meaning of ability for teacher
Value of this factor
for the teacher

4, 4143e

Important
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:Ieasurement of ability Measured formally
Measured informally
Not measured X

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measured:

PACTOR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT MEASURED HOW?

40 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. Check decisicms influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

Instructional objectives
Instructional strategies
Grouping for instructicm (within class)
Methods for measuring achievement
Grading standards
Students selected for special services
Other (specify

D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment components provided with text

4143e

X X Oral questions for class use

X X Homework assignments
X General assessment guidelines for teachers
X X Paper and pencil tests

no Performance assessments
no Scoring guidelines
no Quality control guidelines

Other (specify
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!II. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. Results fit purpose Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

B. Method matches material Uninformed
taught Unimportant

Not used

C. Ease of development Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used
0

O. Ease of scoring Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

0
E. Origin of assessment Uninformed

Unimportant
Not used

F. Time required to Uninformed
administer Unimportant

Not used

G. Degree of objectivity Uninformed
UninipOr tant

Not used

H. Applicability to Unitlformed

measuring thinking eitPle Unimportant
Not used

I. Effective control of Uninformed
cheating Unimportant

Not used

4143e

X
X
X

Well informed
Important

Used frequently

X Well Informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Usea frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed

X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

No info
No info
No info

134
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J. Relative importance of criteria

4143e

Results fit purpose 10

Method matches material taught 20

Ease of development 20

Ease of scoring 20

Origin of assessment
Time required to administer
Degree of objectivity 20

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills 10

Effective control of cheating
100%
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IV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS

A. Percent of paper and'oencil assessments (teacher-developed or text-embedded)
having the following characteristics (need not total 100%):

0 Clear description of assessment specifications
100 Matches content of instruction
100 Matches cognitive levels of instruction

No info Minimizes time required to gather rended information
tsp Item format matches desired oatcree
80 Items clearly written
70 Items sample domain

No_Lau2 Scoring procedures planned
0 Scoring criteria written for essays

SO Clear directions
60 High quality reproduction

No info Test scheduled to minilize distractions

B. Percent of peLformance assessments having the following characteristics:

0 Clear description of trait to be measured with levels of
proficiency a:ticulated

60 Matches intended outcomes of instruction
60 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
30 Clear performance criteria
60 Students aware of criteria
0 Thoughtful exercises yield performance samples

Exercises sample performance domain
0 Performance rating planned

SO Results match information needs

C. Percent Of oral questions having the following characteristics:

4143e

Sampling methods cover range of achievement levels of students
20 Strategies involve everyone
30 Teacher waits for response
20 Student's response given supportive reaction
60 Questions match cognitive levels of instruction

Written performance records maintained
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. For oral and nonverbal feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

70 Strong (vs. weak)

70 Correct (vs. incorrect)
70 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

70 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)
70 Oral (vs. nonverbal)
50 Public (vs. private)
90 Fair (vs. unfair)
70 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)
90 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
90 Immediate (vs. delayed)
70 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For written feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

50 Strong (vs. weak)
20 Correct (vs. incorrect)

No info Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedtack having the following characteristics:

10 Comment (vs. symbol)

IA_ Positive (vs. negative)

70 Pair (vs. unfair)
100 Germane (vs. irrelevant)

90 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance
as feedback

Uses public achievement chart
as feedback

4143e

Never X Frequently

Vever X Frequently
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VI. DESCRIPTION OP TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 17 Overall
17 At grade level
17 In school
17 With content

2. Relative contributions of various sources to teacher's knowledge of assessment
methodology

0

20 Teacher preparation training

Inservice training
20 Melts and suggestions of colleagues

Professional literature
20 Teacher's guide textbooks
40 Own ewperience in classroom

100%

H. Teacherts expenditure of time

1. Proportion of time spent in teaching, activities

20 Planiting

20 Teaching (one on one)

sq_ Teaching (group)
10 Assessing (see list'below)

Other (specify
1000

2. Proportion of time spent in assessment, activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral, assignments)

0

5 Reviewing and selecting assessments
Developing own assessments

5 Administering
60 Scoring and recording
20 Providing feedback

Evaluating quality

1000

C. Teacher characteristics

Servant of policy
Curriculum maker delivering

Role in the classroom and presenter X required content
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Expectations of

professional self

Expects a

Expects little X great deal

Structure needs Rigid JL rlexible

View of high Coriectiless 7.-grees of

quality performance demanded X uality eval.

Stereotypic view of students None ---- ____ __--X Expressed often

Attends to exceptional student Never X Frequently

Sense of performance norms Un:lear X Very clear

Orientation to experimentation No risks ________----X ____ Risk taker---"

Orientation t, cheating No concern No info Major concern

Amount of cheating None No in.fo A great deal

Value of promptness; importance
of timely work completion Unimportant X Important

Interpersonal environment of

the classroom regarding assessment:
Cooperative None X Frequent
Competitive None X Frequent

Attributions for reasons of
student succesi/failure:

70 Due to student
30 Due bo teacher
100%

Basis for grading students:

Se%se of ability
100 Demonstrated achievement
100%

Interpretation of assessment:

Norm-referenced
AA Criterion-referenced
10%

41430
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VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OP STUDENT CHARACTEPISTICE

A. Ability to leazn Low
No variation

Variation ignored

B. Willingness to learn

X High
X Great deal

X Addressed

Low X High

X Great deal
X Addressed

No variation
Variation ignored

C. Rate of achievement Low X High
Decreasing X Increasing

No variation X Great deal
II Variation ignored X Addressed

D. Maturity Irresponsible X Responmible
No variation X Great deal

mINERNEW IIMiladm ..,I
Variation ignored X Addressed

E. Study skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

P. Social skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

G. Willingness to perform Reticent X Willing

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

H. Feedback needs Weak
No variation

Variation ignored

X Strong

X Great deal
X Addressed

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation i9nored X Addressed

4143e
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VIII. What policies influence classroom assessment?

118

Federal State

ORIGINS OF POLICY
Distract School Department Collegial

A.

B.

Does a standard exist?
Does teacher know
standard?

Does it impact
practice? How?

A. no

B. n/a
C. Iva

A.

S.
c.

no
no info
no

A. no info
B. no info
C. no info

A. yes
A yes
c yes, an. testi

& planning is
now done in
cooperation wi

B.

S.
C.

no
n/a
n/a

A.

B.
C.

yes
yes
teacher follows
guidelines

A.

B.
C.

yes
yes
teacher follow.:
practice

A' no info
B. no info

no info

the new biology
teacher

B.
c.

no info
no info
no info

A.

B.

c.

no info
no ink
no info

A. no info
B. no info
c. no info

A. yes
a. yes
c. fIomework due by

3:00 pm every
day

A.

B.

cz

yes
yes
class size
within limits

yes
yes
class size
within limits

A.

B.

C.

no info
no info
no info

A. no
13. no
C. no

A.

B.
C.

no info
no info
no info

A.
B.
C.

yes
yes
teacher follows
guidelines

A. no info
B. no info
C. no info

A.

B.

C.

yes
yes
teacher uses thAtc
text selected
by district

A.

B.

no info
no info
no info

A. no info
B. no info
C. no info

A. yes
B. yes
C. see above
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no info
no info
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B.
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no info
no info
no info

A.
B.
C.

yes
yes
teacher follows
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A. no info
B. no info
C. no info

A.

B.

C.

yes
yes
teacher uses thAtc
text selected
by district

A.

B.

no info
no info
no info

A. no info
B. no info
C. no info

A. yes
B. yes
C. see above
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Background Information

LANGUAGE ARTS CASE STUDY 11

This English teacher teaches literature and composition at a 4-year high

school in a working class neighborhood where few students are expected to
continue on to 4-year colleges. The neighborhood has a large minority
population (Black and Southeast Asian) which is reflected in the school's
student body.

This teacher teaches five classes per day: American Literature (25
students, mainly sophomores); two classes of Advanced Composition (17 and 13
students, respectively, mainly juniors); Advanced American Literature (22
students); and Advanced Senior English (26 students). There are seven pericds
in the school day, the seventh being considered a period for students to
consult with teachers and/or make up tests or assignments. This teacher has
one additional free period a day. She is also the advisor for the school's
National Honor Society chapter (which, she notes, is quite small).

The students in this teacher's classes are primarily white. Her American
Literature class has the highest minority enrollment. about 30% (Black.
Hispanic and Southeast Asian). Girls outnumber boys in all but one of her
classes, and in Senior English the ratio is two girls per boy.

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

This teacher states that she uses assessment for various purposes: (1) at

first to get an guestimate of the house"--to see what she's got and what she
crn expect of individual students; (2) to teach ideas and concepts,
particularlv to identify or recognize any sparks and be able to encourage
them; (3) tt . mehzure what the students have learned: and, on the "upper end"
of the spectrum, (4) to measure what they've done with bhat they've learned,
that is, how it has changed their thinking.

A. Diagnosing individual student needs

Sizing up: At the beginning of the year, the teacher collects a writing
sample from the students. The sample, which is never returned, is used by the
teacher for several purposes: to see if the student is properly placed; to
identify any troubled students (the content); and to get an idea of the
student's power over the language, as a baseline for later concerns regarding
plagiarism.

Thrcughout the course of the semester, the teacher uses orai questions in
class, regular assignments and tests to monitor individual students' progress
and particular problems. This teacher seems to give considerable attention to
individual needs. She likes to have students work on assignments in class so
that she can observe and be available to individuals as they need help. In
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her literature classes, although the emphasis is not on grammar, she usually
takes time to mark grammatical or spelling errors (but does not grade
them--she used to. see C. below) and if a number of students are having the
same problem she will adjust her teaching plan to clarify the point of grammar
in question.

B. Diagnosing group needs

In general, this teacher seems very accustomed to diagnosing and

assessing. During our conversations she was always judging, comparing these
classes to other classes she'd had, to other years, to the other school where
she taught previously. I had difficulty getting a clear view of how she does

it. It seems that a lot of it is in her head, based on her many years of
experience (20). She does, however, use concrete forms of assessment to help
her form her judgments.

She commonly uses oral questions to determine where the group is on the
assignment (re completion and understanding). Similarly, she uses the results
of written assignments and tests to identify the group's need for further
clarification or emphasis on a particular topic.

C. Assigning grades,

This teacher would prefer not to give grades if it were possible. She
remarks, "Who cares about specific grades? What is important is to be
successful and get some learning.* On another occasion she exclaimed. *I
don't remember what grades I got in high school. Who cares?* (However, she
doesn't deny the utility of grades for getting into college.) She tells her
students that she would be happy to give everyone A's if they did the
work--you don't have to be brilliant to do well in her classes. Her grading
system is based on points mainly because she feels it is easier for the
students to see where they are and what they need to make up. Also, with the
point system there is no quibbling about an A- or a 13+ along the way. She
does, however, given an occasional plus or minus final grade. Final grades in
a course are based on a percent of total points achieved:

88 - 100 a A
73 - 87 a B
68 - 77 = C
50 - 67 = D
Below 50 P

Points on individual assignments and tests--which are mainly short answers and

essays--are given based on how the group does, that is, they are
norm-referenced, rather than criterion-referenced. In fact, she cited an
instance when a class hadn't done well on an objective test (the highest grade
was 38 out of 50) and she had decided to toss it out completely (after making
sure that no one would be hurt by that decision).
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In her literature classes she used to grade all writing on two levels,
content and technical quality. %Lw content or substance grade was the most
important. A student could get an A in the class if she brought her technical
level to a B, for example. But the teacher no longer grades on technical
quality (unless the course is focused on composition or grammar). However,
she continues to mark technical mistakes and may even take time out from
literary instruction to teach a point of grammar when the error is common
across a number of students. Why she decided not to grade the technical
aspects of English is a little unclear. In part it seems to have been a

decision based on efficient ut2e of her time and energy.

This teacher really seems to de-emphasize grades. She doesn't state the
number of points a question or an assignment is worth unless students press
her on it, and even then she may be rather vague, saying "Oh, I don't know,

what do you think? At least about the same as the last one.* Assignments and
tests are returned with number of points over total number possible.
Occasionally a student will ask, *Is that an A?* and she will mentally
calculate it in her head on the spot.

She notes having had particular difficulty with the grades for her regular
(as opposed to Advanced) American Literature class last quarter. This is one
of the lowest level classes she has taught. They do very little. For the
first time in 20 years she finds that her gradebook is nothing but a series of
"messages." She notes that she is glad that the third quarter grades were
merely *advisory" because she was very dissatisfied with how they turned out.
She feels they did not reflect the students' abilities or how hard they
worked. She's not sure how she will handle it this quarter, but she is
considering throwing out the grades and starting over, using the toP students
as a standard. She notes that attendancb (presence in class) was "totally
chaotic," that is, students attended very erratically. She wants to figure
out a system that will encourage and reward attendance and that will be fair,
the implication being that fair equals a reflection of effort as well as
quality. (I never quite understood what she meant, even though I probed on a
different occasion--she was perturbed by her grading of this class but didn't
explain the problem(s). According to the gradebook$ there were far more E's
in this class than in any other.)

D. Grouping for instruction within class

She generally teaches her classes as a group. However, she allows for
considerable differentiation in individual pace. Exceptional students who
complete their work on time (or early) are sometimes allowed to do other work
for other classes or are given special assignments, such as additional
readings. She is willing to take time to meet with them to discuss such work,
either while the other students are working on an assignment in class or
during her free period or the 7th period. For example, in the Senior English
class, two girls were interested in doing additional reading that would help
them prepare for college, so she arranged to discuss Candide with them and a
girlfriend of theirs who was already attending college. Similarly, a
Stanford-bound boy in that class followed up on her suggestions regarding
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additional readings when they were working on satire. In her Advanced
American Literature class she has allowed for considerable individuality of
interests by allowing students to choose from five different novels; she has
small groups of students reading these novels simultaneously (and must keep up
herself with all of them). And even within those groups she has found that
students are progressing at such different paces, despite her suggested
reading assignments, that she has decided to allow some groups to break into
two for discussion. (See G. below for more regarding pacing.)

E. Identifying students for special services

She has had about a dozen mainstreamed kids in the last 2 years,
Identified as such by the administration prior to inclusion in her classes.

dr (Her main complaint about mainstreamed kids was administrative--too much
paperwork is required of her to report back to the Special Ed. Dept.) She
noted that she recently found out that a particular student was mainstreamed.
They hadn't notified her. She said it had been clear to her that the girl
couldn't do high level work, but she was pleasant, worked very hard and turned
everything in. She gave her a B last quarter. She recently saw her overall
GPA and was surprised to see that it was a 3.5, but knew that something was
wrong, that they must not have been high level classes. Nevertheless, she
concludes that the girl will function okay.

She also gave the example of a girl who she determined had been placed
wrong. She was in the Advanced American Literature course and it really
wasn't fair, because she was doing perfectly acceptable work for the "regular"
American Literature class and would have received a better grade for her work
if she had been properly placed there. The teacher managed to get the girl's
grade changed to reflect what it would have been had she been placed
correctly. She notes that she's not sure if she could write them down, but
she does have parameters within which she expects a class to fall, and each
group varies within those (if students are properly placed). Once in a while
someone is "all alone way beyond" and then she tries to give that student the
extra stimulation he or she needs (see above).

P. Contmlling and motivating students

The students in these classes require constant monitoring and regular
reprimands for their behavior in class. This teacher prefers to deal with
problem behavior nonverbally (and indeed would prefer not to have to deal with
it at all!)--using a glare or a pause--but finds herself compelled to use
other more overt methods to control and motivate the majority of her
students. In general she tolerates considerable "offtask" behavior in her
classes. (The extreme case was one day in Senior English when two girls were
allowed to work out in the halls because they could concentrats better there
than in the classroom!) However, she and the students have come to know each
other, by this time of year and have established certain limits beyond which
the students will not go. The students respect her and there is an
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undercurrent of humor and even affection between teacher and students. Her
subtle sarcasm is not wasted on them, and even when they appear not tc, respond
to her direct reprimands, they eventually settle dcmm to work (if only Zor
brief periods of time).

She does use various assessment methods to control and motivate students,

however. She sometimes targets oral questions at students who ate obviously
not paying attention, particularly if they are becoming loud and obtrusive.
She noted that she occasionally uses a quiz *to wake them up* and get them on
task (I saw this only once, in one class at the very beginning of the class
period).

CM numerous occasicms the teacher remarked that students at this school
need to have everything broken down and graded (as compared to the other
school at which she taught). Getting points for the work seems to be a
mctivetmr for these students. I observed several instances where she overtly
used the award of pants to control or motivate kids. In one of the Advanced
Composition classes, a boy didn't want to do the essay part cd the assignment
because he said it was too hard. The teacher responded that is was *half the

points* and he immediately said, *Okay, I'll do it.* She went on to look over
the rest of his paper and encourage him regarding how easy it would be and
noted that it was worth 20 points. In Advanced American Literature she
reminded the class that despite the fact that people were now reading
different novels they would all get points for the first parts of two novels
they had read together in class as long as they completed the assignments on
them. Also in that class in one of her more exasperated outbursts, she
threatened to give O's for every day that students didn't bring their books to
class and have something to do.

G. Evaluating instruction

This teacher is very tuned into pacing her instruction to ensure that what
is being presented is appropriate and meaningful for the students mn that
learning takes place. Consequently, she is constantly adjusting, checking
progress, revising timelines, reteaching when something isn't clear or they
just didn't get it, or simply doing the assignment over together in class.
She determines the need for this based on various types of assessments--oral
questions in class, homework and class-time assignments, and tests. For
example, by looking at the assignments being turned in she decided that both
of the Advanced Composition classes were having difficulty with the passive
voice (the subject of the assignment). Students were on-task and putting a
lot of effort into their work, but they just weren't getting it. So she
decided to sPend sore class time on it. (She felt it necessary to encourage
them by saying that she would give them credit for what they'd done and then
help them improve it.)

There were also many times when she adjusted the pace of her lesson plea
to fit the progress of the majority orf the class. This seemed to occur a Iot
(because many students hadn't done the work at home). This may have been
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detrimental to students who were conscientious about the assigned work. In
some cases she did try to give those students added stimulation, but clearly
needed to move the group along more or less together, despite the potential
for boredom on the part of some. (See VI.C. Timeliness, for more on this.)

Perhaps the clearest indication that she uses assessment to evaluate
instruction (and achievement, of course) occurs when she postpones a test if
the students aren't ready to take it. This happened in the Advanced
Comi sition classes (when she found she needed to reteach before they were
reauy for the test over the chapter) and in the Advanced American Literature
class, when small groups of students did not complete their readings as
quickly as anticipated and she put off the test until they were ready.

H. Communicating achievement expectations

In a sense, all types of academic assessments communicate achievement
expectations, whether the teacher Overtly intends them tc or not. The nature
of a teacher's oral questions, study questions and assignments, and tests--all
give students clues about what is expected of them. I saw very little overt
use of assessment to communicate achievement expectations. Once she said
"You'll need to know this for the test." There was, however, one very :leer
example of assessment used in this way. The teacher told me about a test on
HacBeth she had given in the Advanced Senior English class during the first
half of the year on which everyone did so poorly that they were devastated.
There was one A and 14 D's. It was clear to her that they hadn't studied
enough. So she decided to give them a second chance to prepare. She wrote
another test, the students studied very hard, and the results were much
better. They knew what was expected of them.

I. Communicating affective expectations

As noted in F. above, this teacher prefers to use nonverbal ways to
communicate affective expectations. However, she does use oral question
targeting to control or draw attention to unacceptable behavior. She also
uses oral or written comments and grades to reward acceptable behavior (beyond
the quality of the work). Fin example, I saw several papers where she had
made en encouraging comment to a student who had obviously not oarticipated
regularly in the past. For example, "I hope this is a sign t you are going
to begin to participate, (name)," or "This is so well done that it would be a
pleasure to have you here each day, (name). Can you manage to join us?" In

class she might orally reward a student who had previously been off task by
noting that he or she had finished or had a good answer.

J. Providing test-taking experience

Other than initial tests in a new class which allow students to get to

know the teacher and her expectations (and which I did not observe), the only
time this teacher used assessment for this purpose was in her two Advanced
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Composition classos when she gave them the Simulated Test of Standard Written
English (TSWE) and then went over it in class as a way of preparing them for
one segment of the SAT, which some would take in the future. (The TSWE is
taken from Improving College Admission Test ScoresTo Develop Cognitive
Skills and Test Familiarity. Verbal Workbook.)

K. (See form)

Additional Comments

Another purpose of assessment--not on our list--for this teacher is
accountability. Although she has very little contact with parents at this

410 school (especially compared to the previous school where she taught), she
remarked that she keeps a column in her gradebook for class
participation/reading aloud (etc.), mainly for the benefit of parents and
administrators (but implied in this was that she used this assessment herself
but did not need the concrete scores for her own ratings as much as to justify
grades to parents and administatori...).

Teaching thinking _Or reasoning) skills was another assessment purpose
that arose from discussions with this teacher. She uses assessment to teach
kids to think and pull things togetherparticularly in essay tests or
assignments. She often does open book essay tests in which she'll even help
students find a particular spot in the book if they whisper the content but
just can't find the place, because she is primarily interested in having them
learn to use ideas and present them coherently.

II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and pencil tests and quizzes

This teacher prefers to develop her own tests and quizzes, particularly
for her literature classes. When asked if her training had prepared her for
the kinds of assessments she does in her classes, she laughed and said
"Absolutely not:a She then went on to say, however, that her Methods course
was really pretty good (20 years ago?), but there was no sustained training.

She feels teachers should share materials and methods and she tries to do so
with younger teachers. As a seasoned English teacher (who was the chair of
the department at the school where she taught before), she developed the
screening test that her present high school uses in the feeder schools to
determine who will be placed in accelerated English classes when they enter
high school. She and the acting head of the department and another teacher
independently score the results holistically. Her training i, holistic
scoring consisted of learning from an art teacher who was an Achievement Test
reader at the school where she taught previously, and attending a workshop at
a local college taught by her old Methoas teacher (a reader of SATs).
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With regard to her own classest in developing a test she says she tries to
have something for everyone: some one-word answers, some essays, some easy
questions and some opinion questions. Also, she always tries to weight the
test up front, so that if the clock runs out the slow ones or the ones who use
up the whole time and try to do a really good job won't be punished. If it's

a big test, she may spread it out cmer several days. She may do some of it in
class and assign some as a take-home test. (See previous sections for other
comments re open-book tests and retesting if results are bad.) With regard to
test design she notes, 'It is high school--I always have some padding. (some)
easy questions." For literature classes essay questions are her preferred
assessment methodt although she uses a combination a types of questions as
noted.

Beyoad the above considerations how she judged the quality of her tests

wasn't clear. Using the Advanced Sr. English Haceeth test (referred to above)
as an examplet when the results were so poor, she didn't say it was a bad test
or it wes too hard. She said the students wereh't Prepared. She wrote
another test, the students studied again, and they did better. (It would have
been interesting to compare the two.) In the same class she alsG noted that
they didn't do as well as she expected on a test on Gulliver's Travels and she
was "mad" at them. (These two tests were from the third quarter.)

411

It is difficult to say how often she tests. She gives tests after
completion of chapters in Advanced Composition, or after completion of a novel
or a group of short stories or a "unit" of satire selections or poetry, but
the timing is not regular. She does not test routinely once a week, for
example. Rathert she allow* the pace of learning to determine the timing of
the test--and as noted abOve, she is very flexible regarding the pace and will
postpone a test until the students and she think they are ready. Her
gradebook for last quarter indicates that study question: and assignments far
outnumber tests in all of her classes (usually about two major tests per
quarter). Tests tend to be major reviews or comparisons and are usually worth
approximately three times the points of other graded activities, and each big
test seems to be about 1/6 of the total points for the term, although the
pattern is not clear cut.

2. Text-embedded paper and pencil tests and quizzes

She prefers not to use these and rarely does. In her literature classes
she writes all the tests and quizzes. In her composition classes she may use
some text-embedded tests--in general she said she made all her own tests, but
then later mentioned the composition book's suggestion that a final test on
vocabulary be given at the end, which she planned to do; it wasn't clear if
that was a text-embedded test or her own. I never saw the composition chapter
tests, unfortunately.

3. Performance assessments

This teacher is continually assessing her students performan-e (via oral
questions and their written work), but rarely in the formal sense of this
term. One example of formal performance assessment is when students read
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aloud in class (as in Advanced Senior Anglish when the class was reading a
play) and she might make a mental or written note regarding their reading to
include in her 'class participation" column in her gradebook. But this forms
a very small part of her assessment procedures in her literature classes and
the quality of their reading is not as important as their participation.

The writing sample which she requests at the beginning of the school year
is another example of formal performance assessment (see I.A. above). Here

410 she is clearly assessing the students' writing skills. In literature
assignments and tests, homever, she primarily assesses content, although
grading essays can be rather subjective and skill in writing obviously might
tip the balance for a better grade. She seems to be aware of this, however.
In the daily papers I saw she gave the same 11'411 grades for short as for long,
elaborate answers if the content was correct. (As noted, she no longer grades

on technical worth of the writing, though she still notices it...)

In the Advanced Composition classes, the subject lenda itself to
performance assessment. I did observe assignments in which the point was to
write *an essay* and the components of what makes an essay had to be present
for the student to receive a good grade.

4. Oral questioning strategies

Oral questioning plays a very big role in her daily teaching and
assessment of progress. She may start out a class session by doing what she
calls a °reality check,* finding out where people are on the assignment by

410 asLing the group as a whole and by targeting individuals. She will ask if
they finished, how far they got, and then specific questions based on the
assignment. (She gets amazingly honest answers re progress on the
assignment.) By this tine in the term she has identified top, middle and
bottom students (based on previous performance/achievement) and will use this
knowledge to target students to judge if the class is dcdng the work and
understanding it.

Linked.to this way of assessing progress is her use of oral questioning
during the instruction. She uses oral questions very skillfully to guide
students through the material (particularly in the literlture classes),
starting with straightforward plot questions (recall) ano moving easily into
more thought-provoking questions about the interactions and feelings of
characters in the work and the significance at the time it was written and
now. (See 13 below re the cognitive levels of her questions.) Oral
questioning, then, is obviously a teaching tool which she uses well. But
while she is teaching she is also constantly assessing with this strategy.
Although she relies a lot on spontaneous responses, she targets individuals
frequently. She attempts to get most of the students involved, but is not
always successful (in part because disrupti,,, students require her
attention). Regarding her delivery of ore& questions, she is %ery
skillful--waiting for a response, probing to get the student involved,
encouraging and guiding when the answer isn't quite right, building on a
student's answer and thus encouraging more involvement and ownership of the
discussion. She doesn't always supply the answer, but looks for another
student to help or:.. The pace is lively, however, and she supplies
explanation when necessary.
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Except for her column on reading/class participation (with pluses or
blanks as grades), she doesn't keep written records of the assessments she
conducts via oral questioning.

When asked about her preferred assessment methods, she replied that oral
discJseion with small groupz of students (no more than 6) coupled with
individual essay writing was the best (and most fun) way to determine what a

student knows. I observed her use of this combination in her Advanced
American Literature class.

5. Standardized tests

This teacher feels standardized testing is not useful for teaching English

(her main focus is literature). She noted that the SAT is valuable (for
college placement), but she stressed that students couldn't really study for
it in a brief period of time. She has tried to explain to parents that it
isn't useful to cram kids' heads full of vocabulary in preparation for the
SAT. The test is much more than vocabulary; it is a matter of life skills and
experience. Studtnts from nonreading environments are at a real
disadvantage. However, she doe) use ti.a Simulated Test of Standard Written

410 English (TSWS) to help prepare students for the SAT. The district distributed
this to all the schools but she didn't know they had it until she came across
it in the library this year. Unlike the SAT, the TSWE tests only seven or
eight things and she can teach them all. During my week of observation in her
classes, she went over the TSWE in the two Advanced Composition classes to
prepare students. She noted that the scores of students who had already taken
them were not good; the highest score was only 24 out of 50. She also
comment04 on the declining levels of SAT scores, remarking how different
things are now--one rarely sees a score above 7. or even in the 600s. Thus,
she seems to be using the results to generalize about the level of students
she has today, even though she feels that such standardized testa are not
useful in her work.

She also noted that once in a while it is usetul to refer back to
individual students' scores, giving the example of a boy who had puzzled her.
She wasn't sure why he wasn't dcdng the work but found that he had done well
on the standardized test, so ahe knew he was briciht--it wasn't a question ot
ability.

6. Group assessment methods

I did not observe any group projects in which students worked together fcr
a grade. The teacher mentioned one instance last quarter in Advanced American
Literature when they did TV panels--but the only credit they got was a check
in the gradebook.

7. Opinions of other teachers

This appea:ed to enter into her assessments very seldom, though I suspect
she uses this type of informatm when she gets it. (I did not discuss this
topic in interviews with her.) She does eat lunch in the teachers' lunchroom
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and has contact with other teachers, so she has access to the opinions.
Since she believes in sharing materials and methods, it is likely that
exceptional students (problems or outstanding students) are a topic of

discussion from time to time. My presence obviously inhibited rome of the
normal lunchtime conversation. Teachers did talk shop, however, as well as
socialize.

On one occasion she did mention to me that she knew that a boy who had
been doing very tittle !rt her classes and had begun to partic- te was also
doing little work in otber classes. (She was pleased to soe him begin to tune
in.)

8. Assessment of reasoning skills

As noted earlier, helping students learn to think and finding out how what
they've learned has changed their thinking is a major part of thir Awher's
purpose in teaching and in assessing. Whether or not she uses a
oonsciousiy-defined taxonomy in selecting her questions is unclear. In
Practice, however, she does build from recall questions to questions requiring

higher level thir,dig skills and uses a variety of types or levels of
questions in all aspects of assessment, oral questioning, study questions and
tests. (See 4 above and 9 and 13 below.) She notes that she herself is a
synthesizer, that she's not good at recall, but she uses recall questions to
get the students through the material.

9. Regular assignments

Assi naents are a major part ot daily classroom activity, both in the

literature and in the composition clasces. In the Advanced Senior English
class and in the Advanced American Literature class the teacher always writes
her own study/discussion questions. In the *regular* American Literature
class (whioh she considers to be at a very low level) she selects questions
from among the questions in the text of short stories they are currently
using. When / asked the basis for her selection of certain questions and not
others she replied that she was trying to turn these students into readers.
In some instances the questions were too hard, in others she didn't want them
to spend more time on the topic. The bottom line was that she didn't want to
tun them off. She feels that in this class they may have read more than they
ever have in their lives and ghe wants to encourage that.

When it comes to homework, she says students at this school 'are bad.* Of

the sophomores she doesn't ask for more than 30-40 minutes daily and only
assigns them reading as homework. In her *regular" American Literature class

(her lowest class) she only expects about 20 minutes of work outside of
class--they're supposed to be reading a book beyond the class-time work. In

her writing classes, most of the work is done in class because she likes to be
there to help and provide instant feedback. If the students worked hard in
class they'd have little to do outside: During the week I observed, she
followed this pattern, with the exception of the Advanced Senior English
class. There she assignea more homework, including a take-home test. She was

less explicit with these students about the *assignmtnt"--a pattern of working
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independently on the study questions once they were handed out seemed to have
already been established. However, at one point even the "top" student didn't
realize that she wanted the answers to some dictated questions turned in. The
teacher expects students to take responsibility for their own learning.
However, she feels a little disappointed in these seniorsit's the first time

'she's had seniors who just don't work very hard.

In all her classes there were always numerous students who hadn't
completed the assignment, and in almost all the classes she then gave time in
class to get it done. She expects students to do their own work, but feels
it's important to encourage peer collaboration (rather than competiticm)--to
get them involved and talking about the subject. Because papers trickled in I

never saw a complete set from any class. The random handfuls I did see were
graded with just a numbex cmer the total possible and an occasional
encouraging comment. On essays and short answer questions her method of
assigning points is not spelled oute except that she reads what she expects to
be the top and bottom students' papers to get an idea of how things are going
to look. She notes that she is not infallible and recognizes that her grading
nay vary slightly after reading a lot of papers, so she iS always willing to
reread a paper if a student requests it. (This almost never happens.)

10. Student peer ratings

She does not use this method except informally when she encourages
students to help each other or imorove on a student's sentence or answer, The
only other time I saw this was when she expressed exasperation after class
about a student whose only contributiwn to class was an empty coke can, and
another student commented about that student's lack of potential for college.

11. Student self ratings

Since her philosophy of teaching is to give the students responsibility
for their own learning, she encourages them to look in the gradebook and
evaluate where they are and what they need to be doing. Other than that, I
did not observe her overtly asking them to rate themselves on work (except the
occasional "How are you doing?"). She noted that two students had dropped out
of her Advanced American Literature class to take a lower level class because
they had decided that they were ncm-readers.

12. (See form)

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed

(See form) Of interest here are the differences between levels of
questions posed in literature classes and questions in composition classes.
The grammatical content of her composition classes causes them to have mvre
recall and analysis questions and far fewer comparison, inference and
evaluation questions. Literature, on the other hand, lends itself well to
higher order thinking questions.
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Note: Some of the oral questions .4ere reviews of text or study
questions. Also, literature tests and quizzes are under-represented since
during my observations there was only one literature test and one 1-question
quiz, whereas two composition tests were given and reviewed.

14. Strategies for integrating assessment and instruction

As noted in section II.A.4. above, this teacher relies heavily on oral
questioning as an instruction and assessment tool and is extremely skillful at
weaving the two together. However, her lack of recordkeeping on such oral
assessments makes this integration less than ideal. Another way this teacher
integrates assessment and instruction is by orally correcting or reviewing
assignments and tests in class. she uses this often as an instructional tool,
especially when the results of an assessment indicate students are having
problems with the material. I did not see peer editing used, except
informally (peer collaboration). As noted previously, in the composition
classes she did use the TSWE as a practice for real test-taking and went over
it item by item in class as well.

15. Dealing with cheating

I saw little evidence of her overt strategies for,dealing with cheating.
In one class before the test she said, "Okay, test-taking position," and kids
straightened around in their seats, but in another she actually left the room
during part of the test (was this because I was there?). I did see students
turned around and even talking during tests. (The atmosphere implied that
these were not very serious tests.)

Plagiarism: She is aware of this as a problem. Recall that she keeps

writing samples on file in for later review of students' command of the
language. I observed an instance when she asked a student to bring in the
books he had used as references for a pftper. She commented to me that there
was no way that the ideas in that paper were his. Unfortunately, the books he
chose to bring in were not the ones where he got the ideas. I observed.one
instance of copied work on an in-class assignment. TWo boys' papers on "a
personal time of change" were almost Identical. In these cases she would talk
b) the students and give them a lesser grade.

B. Assessment of affect

1. Observing individual students

By this tine of the year, this teacher has clear ideas about her students'
behavior. The teacher seems to be genuinely interested in her students as
individuals and to (gm:Bider them as such. Many times in discussing the work
of students she would explain to me the family circumstances that might be
causing disruption in the student's life at the time, for example, and thereby
cagsing a certain behavior problem. (However, she is not a teache:. who gets
heavily involved in the lives of her students outside of class. :The has
decideti that the school has other personnel lihose job it is b) do that.)
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It seemed that most of this teacher's problems in teaching related to the
social behavior of her students. Some days she would throw up her hands irk
disgust. Other days she would sarcastically comment about the environment in
the room-- "Lost it again, huh?" when the noise level went from that of quiet
concentration to restless chatting and teasing; "peace, peace, peaoew; "maybe

we should try music" (to calm them). As noted, she used oral questions to
control some behavicm. Because her classes tended to have such short
att ltion spans and tended to display disruptive behavior frequently, her
approach to it was primarily reactive, responding once the noise level had
reached some intolerable state or a student had gone beyond some limit
(defined in her mind and at least somewhat in the minJs of the students--they
seemed to know when they were out of line, though a few continued to challenge
or be sassy). In this sense.quieter, troubled students get less attention in
class (because of the necessity to control the class); however, she gives
serious thought to her students, their work, and their behavior. She holds
many mini-conferences with individuals--during class when students are working
at their desks and after and before class.

On occasion she filled out a Student Warning Slip to send td the offics,
for example, if a student was continually tardy or never brought his book to
class. This slip would causa a note to be sent to the parents. It seemed she
kept these slips for a day after filling one out to see if the pattern
continued. On one occasion when the student did bring his book the next day
she encouraged him by saying that she was going to tear up the slip (he didn't
even know she had filled one out): Another time she noted to me that a
student was really trying since she had sent a warning slip, so somebody must
have talked to him.

Affective traits that she considers (based on my observations and our
conversations, but not based on direct questioning of the teacher):
motivation and interest ias seen in attendance and tardiness--big
probleme.--and in salamsticipation and willingness to do the =lc);
discipline (concentration And aPplication to the work); respect (for the
teacher and the class); disruptive behavior (loud talking or shouting,
physical activity in class such as running, shoving, throwing things, etc.).

She has well defined performance criteria (regarding affect), but it takes

several days in her class to become aware of this. She notes that she doesn't
maintain a really tight ship because she thinks a restricted environment would

not help these kids learn. Except for her checks in the gradebook regarding
class participation and occasional notes to herself or warning slips, she does
not keep good concrete records of her assessment of affect. She has taught
for so many years that her experience has shown her that she is a relatively
good judge of behavior (this is my sense of the situation).

2. Observing grc interactions

Group interactions clearly give her clues to individual affective traits,
especially early in t6e year,or term. In her classes there were many small
group interactions going on daily (usually the same participants). An example
of what she inferred from these is ner comment on two girls who have not
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performed well and usually sit together: One is doing much better now, does
perfectly acceptable work when she settles down. She does fine when the other
girl is not around, so she'll probably be okay if the other one doesn't come
back to class. (The other has done nothing at all in class.) The teacher

goes on to note that of course it sometimes works the other way around too;
the girl who is settling down could have a positive influence on the other.

3. Using questionnaires

I saw no use of these.

4. Using interviews (formal and informal)

As noted above, this teacher does meet often with individual students
mini-conferences to discuss their performance and behavior, and sometimes to
discuss the quality of their work (achievement). I'm not sure if she tries to
do this an equal number of times with eaOh student. It seemed to me she did
it more with problem students, next often with exceptionally good stodents,
and least often with average students. She remarked to me that she felt an
English teacher could often do more than a guidance counselor for a
student--but this was in the context of helping a marginal student think about
planning and choice of classes, rather than specifically about behavior.

No use of formal interviews was observed or discussed.

S. Opinions of other teachers

I saw and heard very little about the opinions of other teachers regarding

affect, though I know they talk in the lunchroom and there I heaxd other
teachers comment about the behavior of specific students.

6. Opinions of other students

The teacher asks students where someone is or what's the matter with the
abeent student (while taking role, for example). Students know by now that
she is concerned for thoir oelfare I did not ,bserve her gathering their
opinions, but I do know thst she occasionally uses *the grapevine" to get a
message about behavior to a student. I see no reason to think she wouldn't

40 gather information that way, too. In-class interactions when students police
their peers also give her information about individual students' behavior.

7. Opinions of parents

She notes that there is precious little contact with parents at this
school (especially when compared to the parental involvement at the school
where she previously taught--involvement a:ere was excessive). One instance
of parental contact during my week of observation: A mother wrote the teacher
a letter recognizing that her daughter was having difficulty in school and
might not graduate and asking the teacher to help her make it through. This
letter was in response to a failure warning siip sent home. The teacher feels
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that the girl is not a bad student; if she will just attend class and try, the
teacher is willing to find a way to get her through. This will require

41 special attentica, becacse there is no way the girl can make up the many
assignments she hasn't done along the way.

8. Past student records

I found no mentica of looking at past student records (other than
screening tests) regarding student behavior. The teacher has had some of
these students in other classes in the past, in which cases she has personal
experience with their past records and it appears that they do, indeed,
influence her assessment of their behavior.

9. and 10. (See form)

C. Assessment of ability

Ability per se does not seem to be of major importance to this teacher.
She says students don't have to be brilliant to do well in her classes.

4111
Willingness to try is more important to her than ability. However, she did
occasionally use the term *able" or *capable" to describe students. And she
often commented ca how her teaching at this school was necessarily on a lower
level than it had been at her Previous school. (Whether this was abaity or
achievement or both is difficult to determine.)

In trying to identify how she measures students' ability and how it
affects her teaching, it is sometimes hard to separate ability from
achievement. Affective factors are also entwined in this issue. Wen she
says that she knows what a girl is capable of based on having had her as a
student in a previous class, she is probably measuring a combination of
ability, achievement and affect. (In any case, her assessment was accurate:
When given a second chance the girl went from a D to an A.) When she
complains that the third quarter grades for the regular American Literature
class don't reflect their abilities, how does she know what they are capable
of doing (as separate from what they have been willing to do)? When she talks
about certain individuals as LiT:ing very capable, what tips her off? Some of
the first clues for her are humor or sparkle, a quickness of mind, a spark of

interest ignited. Is she thinking in terns of ability when she remarks that
You can't teach critical thinking skills to everyone?--with some students you
simply cannot explain why a basic statement is illogical, but with someone
*quick* it's easy.

Her sense of students ability does influence her teaching. She makes a
special effort to meet individual students' needs (even though it complicates
her life as a teacher considerably). She individualizes her instructional
objectives and strategies as much as possible. She groups for instruction if
it can be done within the parameters of the lesson plan, meeting separately
with students Oho are farther ahead in thei: reading or prcmiding extra
assignments and outside time for exceptional students. Her methods for
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measuring achievement may be flexible toorecall, for example, the girl she
was willing to help finish school even though she wouldn't have fulfilled all
of the requirements. She also notes that F's usually mean that the students
didn't come to class; if they attend she can usually get them through. Her

grading standards vary also, as reflected by the case of the girl whose grade
in the advanced class was equivalent to a better grade in the regular class
where she should have been placed; the teacher got the grade changed. She has
had to lower her expectations for her Advanced Senior English class (and
consequently her grading standards) compared to classes at that level in other
years.

This issue is complex and often unclear. She sadly remarks on the
declining SAT scores, attributing this to a decline in the reading the public
does, rather than to a decline in abilities. Vet she looks to the results of
standardized tests when she is really puzzled about whether a student's
performance is due to lack of ability or some affective factor.

D. Text assessments
(See form)

III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A., B. and E. Results fit purpose, method matches material taught, and origin
of assessment

This teacher does this intuitively. The best examples are when she
selects only certain questions from the text-embedded questions or prefers to
write her own entirely. (However, there are several reasons for writing her
own--freedom to choose a wide variety of books for which assessments are not
necessarily available, many years of experience writing assessments,
preference for her own way of guiding learning via assessment... I am not

sure if she bothers to find out what assessments are available for the
literature she selects, unless it happens to come with the edition she has.)
Since her major purpose in teaching, especially in literatureeis to get the
students thinking, she prefers assessments (whether oral questions, study
questions or tests) which help ber see how their thinking is progressing.

Her methods seem to match the material well. In her composition classes,
which are currently focused on aspects of grammar and writing style, she uses
the text questions, which call for recall of pants of grammar and stylistic
terns and samples of writing. Her literature class assessment methods are
specifically designed to assess recall of the materials read, analysis,
inference and evaluation of theme, etc., and comparison among works.

C. and D. Ease of develoPment and ease of scoring

Ease of development does not appear to enter into this teacher's
assessments. The fact that she provides variety to her students by allowing
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them to choose from many different books to read, all of which she too must
read and for all of.which she writes study questions and tests. is ample
evidence that ease of development is not foremost in her mind. She admits
that it might be a factor occasionally, depending on outside circumstances.
She takes ease of scoring into account more frequently, although the number of
short answer and essay questions on both her study questions and her tests
belies this concern. She notes that in the interest of sleep and energy she
sometimes has to do things that don't take a lot of time tO grade. She uses
holistic scoring on writing, and, as noted, has stopped scoring technical
writing mistakes.

F. Time required to administer

This is relatively unimportant. She seems so focused on making sure that
learning is going on, that she is extremely flexible about the time it takes.
For exampleg if necessary, she may spread a test out over several days. (A

separate, but related issue is her willingness tO put off administering a test
until the students are prepared so that they really have a chance to show what
they know.)

G. Degree of objectivity

Very litLle was said about this. Her questions and tests reflect a
concern for facts as well as interpretation (combining recall with other types
of questions). She remarked that wr.en they were studying Shakespeare last
term she was a stickler for textual proof of what they thought, "no wild blue
yonder theories." However, the way she assigns grades often requiras a great
deal of teacher judgment, thus lending itself to a more subjective basis for
grading.

H. Applicability to measuring thinking skills

As noted on.several items here, this is of top priority with her.

I. Effective control of cheating

She seems to feel that she knows what they can do and so can tell when
they've copied. (See examples umder II.A.15. above.) I think she would
prefer not b) have to be bothered with this issue. She prefers a
collaborative learning environment, but recognizes the need for individual
assessment. At least on daily assignments she is rather cavalier about
cheating. I th4nk. Since I only saw a few tests, I'm not sure how strict she
can be. The testing environment I saw was not very strict.

J. (See form)
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IV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS
(See fora)

V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES
(See form)

Note: /t is sometimes C4ffIcult to separate feedback regarding

achievement from feedback about affect. The importance of this difference is

reflected in the percent of oral and nonverbal feedback focused on achievement
compared with the percent of written feedback focused on achievement. The
disruptive behavior that goes on in this teacher's classes requires that
oral/nonverbal feedback focus sore on affect than does written feedback. The
classroom environment also affects the amount of positive feedback given
orally. This teacher is very positive and encouraging in her comments about
achievement (though she will say when something is wrong). However, much of
her feedback (both oral and nonverbal) in the classroom is negative (even if
subtle, sarcastic or humorous) because the students' disruptive behavior
demands her attention. Thus, overall, her written feedback tends to be much
more positive than her oral feedback. In writing she often tries to add
encouraging comments.

Regarding use of samples of performance as feedback: She occasionally has

a student read an answer as an example. / muldn't discern any pattern re
chcdce of student (it wasn't always --or ever? - the top or bottom students),
as this didn't happen often. More often she could mention the names of
students who had completed their work or were at the point everyone should aim

for.

VI. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

This teacher started teaching at this school in 1964 and taught here until
1973, when she had to take a 1-1/2 year leave of absence due to illness. She

resumed teaching in 1975 at another high school (which serves a more affluent
community of students across town). She taught there for 10 years, rising to
be the Chair of the English Department. Two years ago she returned to teach
at the high school where she teaches currently. (See II.A.1. for more
information about her training.)

B. Teacher's expenditure of time

She spends 16-18 hours per week outside of class, not counting exam
preparations. She ctmes in before 8 a.m. and stays until 4 or 5 p.m. daily,
never corks on Saturdays, but does usually work part of Sunday. (Por other
details of A. and B. see form.)
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C. Teacher characteristics

I have commented on many of these topics earlier.

This teacher definitely sees herself as a curriculum maker and presenter.
However, she does believe in departmental consistency and continuity with
regard to curriculum. Therefore, when she returned to this school last year
she consulted with another member of the department so that she could give
some coherence to the English curriculum. (She laughed as she remarked that
not everyone does that and gave the example of a 21-year-old teacher who once
taught Moby Dick for the entire year because it was his favorite bookt)

She seems to have considerable freedca to choose materials (especially
supplementary materials). She noted that in her regular American Literature
class they had done Death of a Salesman, even though she knew that it was
usually done in the advanced cleft!, because she was sure that those kids would
never get to that level (assessment?!) so there was no concern for
duplication. She has very high expectations of herself as a professional.
Sometimes it sounds as if she would really like to work with more motivated,
harder-working kids. On other occasions she seems very dedicated to turning
these kids on to the enjoyment of literature. In either case, she is very
pmfessional about her role in the process.

performance: She is not rigid about the correctness of
responses, unless dealing with a point of grammar or a fact of a plot. In her
literature assessments, she allows for variation of interpretation at times.
Por example, last term on the Advanced Senior English test on Gulliver's
Travels she scanned through the tests b) see what she had before grading and
found variation on what Gulliver represented, so she decided to accept a
cluster of interpretationa.

Her view of her students is only stereotypic when she globally compares
them with the students at the hi0 school where she taught before. Otherwise
she seems very aware of individual personalities and outside circumstances.

Performance norms: She seems to have very clear, but unwritten and pretty
much unstated performance norms.

IXPerimentations She is very open to trying something new. She is very
pleased that having the Advanced American Literature class work on so many
different novels simultaneously is working out so well. It was an experiment
and she wasn't sure it wyuld work With this group, but they are handling the
rather independent individual and small group work well.

Orientation to cheating: As noted, she do:a not seem very concerned with
cheating. She did remark that she is more careful with "announced° tests and
does not return them until all make-up tests are done. (However, she does not
change the test for the make-up.) She also noted that on regular assignment
papers turned in late she sometimes sees that someone copied from a paper that
had already been handed back, but she goes on to say that she has too much to
keep track of and can't always remember what's been turned in.
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Amount of cheating: I'm not at all sure how much cheating goes on--I saw
few tests or papers during the week of observation. And her tolerance of a
noisy classroom (with lots of off-task behavior) and her encouragement of
collaboration on daily assignments made it difficult to define "cheating"
regarding daily activities.

Value of promptness and timelF work completion: As previously noted, in
her classes the assignments drag on and trickle in. She herself remarked that
she receives "endless late papers." She grades on the merit of the piece, but
puts a box around the score in her gradebook for any work that is turned in
late. At the end of the quarter she can see at a glance the number of boxes
(late papers) a student has and she will take that into consideration in the
final grade. In class she publicly announces whose papers are still not in
(though it didn't seem b) phase the students).

Interpersonal environment of the classroom regarding assessment: As
noted, she prefers a collaborative environment. She notes that in this
country our heavy emphasis on competition keeps us focusing on individuals.
She thinks a better learning environment is achieved when students are
encouraged to help each other. She had discussed the differences between
classrooms in Sweden and in this Country with the school's Swedish exchange
student, who explained that in Sweden when kids finish a task they help
someone else. There a Jot of cooperation takes place, a Iot of kids engage in
discussing the subject or task, and studants feel "good vibes" re helping or
getting help from a peer. She chuckled when remembering how teachers at the
other school where she taught thought the Southeast Asian kids were cheating
when they helped each other on a test or task.

Reasons for student success or failure: Her definition of Success would
be to turn her students on to the enjoyment of good literature/ she's not
looking for English majors. However, in this school she knows she's mightily
challenged to meet this goal. Nbet of her students do not cone from "reading"
homes.

She does not take the responsibility for success entirely on herself. Her
stated philosophy is that the students are old enough to be treated like
adults and therefore are responsible for their own learning. I think that,
since she has the confidence that she's a good teacher she would attribute
most of the responsibility for success to the student. Success can also be
measured (and usua:Iy is) in terms of a passing grade. Her power and
influence over success or failure by this definition are evidenced by her
statement that if students have been placed properly and if they attend class,
she usually can get them through.

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

As noted, in general she has decided that students at this school are not
very motivated or mature and therefore do not perform at very high levels.
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Their study skills are nearly nil in many cases. She tries to encourage
independent learning and responsibility for one's own progress, but fiads that
she has had to lower her expectations and monitor, encourage, spoon feed, and

prod students far, far more than she has had to in the past. She feels that
her students' feedback needs are greater than before and she has had to give
points and credit for everything. (This seems a bit contradictory to the lack
of interest observed among students regarding completion of work and response
to feedback when they got it.)

Sense of fairness: She says the students know she'll reread a paper if
asked, but they almost never have requested it. I did not have much
opportunity to talk with the students themselves. The atmosphere in the
classroom (although often noisy and disrespectful) seemed to be accepting of
the teacher's authority and knowledge regarding the subject beins taught.
Also, at lunch one day another teacher passed on a compliment to this
teacher. Appazently she had overheard a student talking about a really good,
conscientious, hard-working teacher and it turned out to be this one.

Reaction to testing: She feels students in this school are very blase
about tests. Again she compares them with students from the other school.
There, at finals time kids would be cramming in the halls even. Here, the
atmosphere in the halls is hardly different from any other time of year and
some students will even arrive in class and ask *What are we dcdng today?" or
arrive at the wrong time to take an exam. I observed a few students reacting
with semivanic when they mistakenly thought they were being given a test
(unannodnced). In another class at one point she assured the students, "This
is not a test, just study questions.* Once a boy commented that he was very
hard on himself in testing situations and she remarked that she thought one
needed a certain balance between relaxation and tension to handle tests well.
She gave me the example of a Vietnamese student who she thought had the
appropriate amount of tension and responded well in testing.

Parental expectations: Commented on above. Her comparisons of the
excessive involvement of parents at the other school ("always boating down
your door" to argue about a few points, even though they said they Weren't
concerned with grades) and the dixth of parental involvement here highlight
the influence parental involvement can have in shaping a teacher's assensment
methods and the assessment environment (need for accountability, specifi-
issues of interest to parents. etc.).

VIII. POLICE AND ASSIMSMENT

This teacher has been teaching in the district for 20 years and thus knows
the basic ground rules. However. when I asked about specific policies she was
usually vague about them.

Testing: She hasn't had to read for standardized testing for years, so
she is not sure what the *HIT** (State graduation competency tests) require
for reeding now. She feels that reading kills the Southeast Asian kids--they
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stoly hard, do their homework, get passing grades, but can't pass the
RITs--,and yet they'll be able to go out, get jobs, and fune.ion fine. She

410
notes that making standards for all isn't really appropriate or fair. (1 did

not get information about school standards regarding course-specific testing.)

Homework policy: She supposes there is one written down someWhere and
remembers that the teachers had bo come up with something once, but she
obviously follows her own perceptions of the students' needs and, more
important in the day-to-day classroom operations, their willingness to do
homework.

Attendance: She reports attendance daily, keeping track of absences and
tardiness. These are major problems in this school and the attendance officer
is kept busy. (E4 escorted several students to class during the week
observed.) This teacher seems to have considerable discretion in this area;
she is willing to find ways to help students complete a course even when they
have been absent much of the time.

Content of the curriculum: As noted, she believes in continuity and did
confer with the department when she planned her courses last year. She noted
that the English curriculum at this high school is a jumble this year because
they are in the process of changing to fit the district curriculum (at least
regarding levels). Eft example, the dictrict specifies that American
Literature be taught an the junior level; at this school it has been a
sophomore-level course. Next-year they will conform to district
sPecifications. She would welcome some %;oeperability with district standards
to ease the problems of students who transfer.
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PROFILE OF LANGUAGE ARTS CASE #1

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual

student needs

B. Diagnosing group needs

C. Assigning graJes

D. Groupdng for instruction
within class

E. Identifying students for

special services

F. Controlling and
motivating students

G. Evaluating instruction

H. Ccomunicating achievement
expectations

I. Communicating affective

expectations

J. Providing test-taking

experience

4108e

Uninformed X Weli informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Well informed
Relevant

Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful-----

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant111.

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

X Well informed
X Relevant
X Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used
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X Relevant
X Useful
X Used frequently

X Well informed
Relevant

Useful
Used frequently
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X. Relative importance
of purposes (to the teacher)

4108e

Given *100 importance points" to distribute
across the purposes listed below, how would
you distribute these points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

Diagnosing individual needs
Diagnosing group needs
Assigning grades
Grouping for instruction
Identifying students for
speciai services

Controlling and
motivating

Evaluating instruction
Communicating achievement
expectations

Communicating affective
expectations 10

Test taking experience 2

100 points

16
16

5

5

5

10
16

15

161

194
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II. ASSESSMENT METHODOIDGY

A. Assessment of Achievement

1. leacher-deveIored paper and

pencil tests and quizzes

2. Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests ari quizzes

3. Performance assessments

4. Oral questioning strategies

5. Standardized tests

6. Group assessment
methods

7. Opinions of other teachers

6. Assessment of reasoning
skills

9. Regular assignments

10. Student peer ratings

uninformed

Inappmpriate
Useless

Not used

011 .. 111
X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Inappmpriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformeó
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformed

Inappropriate X

Useless X

Not used X

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently

X Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

-----
Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently
(Heard of one, but didn't see)

Uninformed X (Not sure)Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed
InaPProPriate

Useless
Not used

X Well informed
.X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed ..1Not known) Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently
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0

0

0

0

0

0

11. Student self ratings Uninformed _got known) Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

12. Proportion of all assessments for all purposes that are of various types
This defends on the subject being taught. Overall for all classes:

Teacher-developed paper and
pencil testa 12

Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests 8

Performance assessments 5

Oral questions 40

Standardized tests 2

Opinions of other teachers 1

Regular assignments 31

Group assessments 0

Student peer ratings 0

Student self ratings 1

100*

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed in:

Study and Oral Tests and
Discussion Questions Questions _522AERVii_

Recall

See attached
Analysis

Comparison

'Inference

Evaluation

14. Strategies for integrating Uninformed X Well informed
assessment and Inappropriate X Appropriate
instruction Useless X useful

Not used X Used frequently

15. Dealing with cheating Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

0

0
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Cognitive levels of questions posed in:

Study and Discussion guestiDns

Recall

Analysis

Comparison

Inference

Evaluation

Text-erbedded Teacher-developed
All Lit. Comp. All Lit. Comp.

39%

7%

4%

46%

4%

16% 73%

18%

.41M6%

73%

9%

23%

11%

8%

44%

14%

23%

11%

U%

44%

14%

*All teacher-developed

(I did not tally the TSwE questions.)

197

Oral Questions

Lit. Com

43% 61%

10% 26%

6% 4%

31%

10% 9%

Tests and uizzes*
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2. Assessment of Affect
1. Observing individual Uninformed X Well informed

students Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

2. Observing group

interactions

3. Using questionnaires

4. using interviews (formal

and informal)

5. Opinions of other

teachers

6. Opinions of other

students

7. Opinions of parents

111. Past student records

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not usea X Used trequently

Uninformed .ALlot known) Well informed
Inappropriate Appropriate

Useless Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
hot used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

9. Checklist of affective characteristics measured:
P seriousness of purpose Code:

P Motivation and effort F 2, formal assessment conducted
I Attitude I a informal assessment conducted
I Learning style
I Interests

Values
Preferences

I Academic self-concept - -she knows who thinks of self as good
student or poor student

LOCus of control
I Anxiety --especially re test-taking
I Maturity
I Social skills
I Study skills

Other (specify

171 199
41060
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10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods;
(To the teacher)

Observing individual
students 40

Observing group
interactions 30

Using questionnaires 0

Using interviews
(formal and informal) 15

Opinions of other teachers 4

Opinions of other students 2

Opinions of parents 4

Past student recOrds
100%

C. Assessment of AbilitY

1. Meaning of ability for teacher
Value of this factor
for the teacher

Measurement of ability

Important _X Unimportant

Measured formally X

Measured informally X
Not measured

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measured;

PACTOR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT MEASURED HOW?

1. Previous performance Standardized test scores;
quality of work and grades

2. Quality of work

3. Spark/interest

4. Timeliness of work

S.

Teacher's observation and
experience with other
classes, years, schools

2. check decisions influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

4 10Se

X Instructional objectives
X Instructional strategies
X Grouping for instruction (within class)
X Methods for measuring achievement
X Grading standards
X Students selected for special services

Other (specify

172 213 0
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D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment components provided with text-depends on the class

See attached

4108e
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Oral questions for class use
Homework assignments
General assessment guidelines for teachers
Paper and pencil tests
Performance assessments
Scoring guidelines
Quality control guidelines
Other (specify

173 20/
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7
II 40 410 40 41

Checklist of assessment components provided with text - depends on the class.

Literature

Regular Advanced
Am. Literature Other * Composition

o

1 1
.-,

V A V 9-1 V
0 0 0 0

W 0 0
0 4 0 4 D

II.D. Text Assessments

Oral questions for class use X Some No N/A
Homework assignments X Some No N/A
General assessment guidelines

for teachers Don't know No N/A
Paper and pencil tests Not sure No N/A
Performance assessments Not sure No N/A
Scoring guidelines Don't know NO N/A
Quality control guidelines Don't know No N/A
Other No N/A

* Advanced American Literature and Advanced Senior English.

2 02

X X
X X

Don't know
Don't know
Don't know
Don't know
Don't know
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III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

410 A. Results fit purpoe:, Uninformed X Well informed

Unimportant X Important
Not used X Used trequently

B. Method matches material
taught

C. Ease of development

D. Ease of scoring

Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

E. Origin of assessment Uninformed X Well informed
(if good) - -Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

F. Time required tO Uninformed X Well informed
administer Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

G. Degree of objectivity Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Impor tant

Not used X Used frequently

H. Applicability bp Uninformed X Well informed
measuring thinking skills Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

I. Effective control of Uninformed X Well informed. _ ...
cheating Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

J. Relative importance of criteria

e

8IP

Results fit purpose 20

Method matches material taught 20

Ease of 4evelopment 5

Ease of scoring 8

(if goody Origin of assessment 2

Time required to administer 5

Degree of objectivity 12

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills

Effective control of cheating 5

100%

4108e 175 203
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111

IV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS

A. Percent of Paper and pencil assessments (teacher-developed or text-embedded)

having the following characteristics (need not total 108%):

mrd.yramm.w Clear description of assessment specifications
95+ Matches content of instruction
75 Matches cognitive levels of instruction
90 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
DO Item format matches desired outcome
95 Items clearly written
90 Items sample domain
? Scoring procedures planned - -almost never specified to kids;

in her head
Scoring criteria written for essays--told what must be included,

but not necessarily the score
90 Clear directions
100 High quality reproduction
75 Test scheduled to minimize distractions- -high level of distraction

in class: (but she tries)

B. Percent of performance assessments having the following characteristics:
II saw very few of these)

75 Clear description of trait to be measured with levels of
proficiency articulated - -in her head

75 Matches intended outcomes of instruction
95 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
75 Clear performance criteria --in her head
33 Students mare of criteria
33 Thoughtful exercises yield performance samples
33 Exercises sample performance domain
75 Performance ratAng planned - -in her head
95 Results match information needs

C. percent of oral caestions having the following characteristics:

85 Sampling methods cover range of achievement levels of students

607 Strategies involve everyone--active get more attention
85 Teacher waits for response--very good on this and on probing
95 Student's response given supportive reaction--extremely good and

builds on them
60 Questions match cognitive levels of instruction*
51 Written performance records maintainedonly a check re classroom

participation

*May spend more time on recall then she would prefer to get class back on track or
check where they are.

4108e 176 2(14
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. For oral and nonverbal feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

40 Strong (vs. weak)--and middle gets less attn. than extremes
40 Correct (vs. incorrect) --more needed for incorrect to help get on

track

50 Male (vs. feaale)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

85 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)
80 Ctal !Ns. nonverbal)
75 Public (vs. private)

95 Fair (vs. unfair)
45 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)
C5 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
95 Mmmediate (vs. delayed)
40 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For written feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

40 Strong (vs. weak)

50 Cccrect (vs. incorrect)
50 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

35 Comment (vs. symbol)
80 Positive (vs. negative)
95 Fair (vs. unfair)
95 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
75 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance Never X Frequently
as feedback

Uses public achievement chart Never X Frequently

as feedback

4108e
177 205
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF TF.ACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 20 Overall
20 At grade level

9 + 1 In school - -interrupted by 10

Years at different school
20 With content

2. Relative contributions of various sources to teacher's knowledge of assessment
methodology

5 Teacher preparation training
10 Inservice training - -including workshop at local college

10 Ideas and suggestions of colleagues
2 Professional literature
0? Teacher's guide to textbooks

Own experience in classroom
100%

E. Teacher's expenditure of time

1. Proportion of time spent in teaching activities--all time, not just class time

20 Planning
20 Teaching (one on one)
20 Teaching (group)

30+ Assessing (see list below) --this incl. oral questioning
10 Other (specify: counseling_

100%

2. Proportion of time spent in assessment activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral, assignments)

5 Reviewing and selecting assessments

20 Developing own assessments
20 Administering - -incl. oral questioning, which takes up a lot of time
30 Scoring and recording
20 Providing teeauck
5? Evaluating quality

100%

C. Teachek characteristics

R -le in the classroom

4108e

Curriculum maker
and presenter X

178 2116

Servant of policy

delivering
required content
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Expectations of

professional self Expects little

Structure needs

View of high
quality performance

Stereotypic viewof students

Attends to exceptional student

Sense of performance norms

Orientation to experimentation

Orientation to cheating

Amount of cheating

Value of promptness; importance

of timely work completion

Interpersonal environment of

110
the classroom regarding assessment:

Cooperative
Competitive

Attributions for reasons c
student success/failure:

75 Due to student
25 Due to teacher
100%

Basis for grading students:

Expects a
X great deal

Rigid X Flexible

Correctness Degrees of

demanded X quality eval.

None

Never

Unclear

X Expressed often

X Frequently

X Very clear
but unstated

No risks X Risk taker

NO concern X Major concern

NOne X7 A great deal

Unimportant

30 Level of effort
10 Sense of ability
60 Demonstrated achievement

1004

Interpretation of assessment:

4108e

90 Norm-referenced
10 Criterion-referenced

1004

None
None

2 07
179

Important

X Frequent
Frequent
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VII. TEACHEk'S PERCEPTIONS OF StIUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Ability to learn LW X High_ _
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

B. Willingness to learn Low X High.0MMINM V WWI!.

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

C. Rate of achievement Low X High
Decreasing X Increasing

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

D. Maturity Irresponsible X Responsible

NO variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

E. Study skills Undeveloped X Developed

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

P. Social skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored -- X Addressed

G. Willingness to Perform Reticent X Willing
No variation X great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

H. Feedback needs Weak X Strceg
No variation --- X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveloped X Developed

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

4108e Ho 208
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J. Sense of fairness
(I'm not sure)

K. Reaction to testing

L. Parental expectations

VIII. ASSESSMENT PDLICY
(See at:Ached table)

Unclear X Clear
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X_ Addressed

Tranquil X Anxious--__
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

Unclear X Clear

Low X High

Unimportant X Important
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

4108e 2n9
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VIII . Mat *litho infWen. classroom asseasent?

-

0 CO

Federal State
ORIGINS
District

OF POLICY
School Department Collegial

A. Does a standard exist?
B. Does teacher know

standard?
C. Doe$ it impact

practice? How?

A.

B.

C, See text

A.
B.

C.

IA.

B.

C.

A.

B.
.
..

.

c.

.

c.
See previous
text

.

c.

A.

c.

I

A.

B.
C.

A.
B.

C.

See text

A.

B.
C.

A.

B.

C.

A.

a.

c;

A.
B.

C.

A
B.

C.

A.
B.

C.

A.
B.

C.

See text

A.

B.

C.

See text

A.

B.

C.

See text

A.

B.

c.

A.

B.

C.

See text

A.

B.

C.

210 211
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Backsround Information

LANGUAGE ARTS CASE STUDY *2

This English teacher teaches in the only 4-year high school in a
suburban/rural district. The school is a very academically oriented high
school with a youn9, progressive principal. The school enjoys great parent
support. Grades are very important here. According to the teacher, 40-50% of
the students go on to 4-year colleges. The 1,300 member student body is
predominantly white.

This teacher teaches four clasaes per day: Freshman Language Arts (25
students), required; two periods of "regular* (as opposed to *advanced")
American Literature (27 Juniata in each class), a year-long class, one
semester of which is required; and Mass Media (25 students, primarily senior
boys), an elective. There are six periods per day (plus an °early period°
which she does not teach). Teachers have two of the six periods free for
*preparation and support.* (They successfully negotiated for a support period
so they could make better Use of their time, even if it meant slightly larger
classes.) This teacher plays an active role in other school activities. In
the fall she coaches volleyball (she used to coach basketball). She is
currently involved in the first school-wide Writing Festival, which is being
scored by outside judges, but which requires considerable time to coordinate.
She and her husband (who is also a teacher at the school) were prom chaperones
during the time I was observing at the school.

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

This teacher states that she uses assessment for the following purposes:
to check what she's done; to see if some (certain?) kids are paying attention;
and to see if the kids are undistanding the material. She notes that in
teaching literature, her assessments are generally two-fold: objective (to
assess specific knowledge of plots) and essay (to assess stmdents' handling of
ideas, themes, and concepts). FCC her, the point of teaching literature is to
teach students to appreciate and understand, rather than to know the details
of a particular piece. °It's so subjective:* she exclaims.

A. Diagnosing individual student needs

At the beginning of the year, the teacher says it takes a couple of weeks
to size up the class. In particular she notes whether students turn in their
work on time, are late with it CT never hand it in. She also watches
classroom behavior, such as attendance and participation in class. Throughout
the year she uses oral questioning, written study questions and tests and
quizzes to monitor how students are doing. For example, at one point when the
class was correcting a quiz, she commented, *If you got that one wrong I'm a
little concerned because that was an important part (of the story).* Most of
her assessing is geared toward group needs and evaluation of group
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instruction, however. In fact, she controls the pace of tne class, actively
discouraging individual students from reading ahead or doing outside
activities related to the topic (such as seeing the movie version after
reading the book). She wants the students to stay together as a group.

Rather than bringing in new work to challenge and stimulate individuals or
allowing or encouraging them to use their own initiative, she chides them and
urges them to stick with the group, bored though they may be.

She remarks that unfortunately she has little time to give individual
attention. Nevertheless, she does confer with individual students a lot,
calling them to her desk during seat work in class or asking them to come up
for a minute before or after class. The main focus of these mini-conferences
seems to be more behavior-related than academic; she is usually talking to
students about getting the work done, rather than the quality of their work.
She did mention one example of working with a student about a specific
problem. This student always tries to write a lot for essay tests and he
writes very slowly, so he has difficulty finishing his tests.
She has worked with him regarding strategies for taking essay tests, trying to
show him that length is not as important as concise presentation of the main
points, explaining that in college he won't be able to write as much.

B. Diagnosing group needs

This is one of her major purposes in using various types of assessment.
Through cmal questioning she checks to see if the students have done the
assignment and if they've understood it, going over in class the reading or
study questions she assigned the previous day. She orally checks the results
of a quiz, asking *Row many got 3 or less wrong?° "Row many did better
because they used their books?" "How many didn't use their books?* She then
determines whether cm not she'll allow them to use books the next time. She
looks over their written study questions and may spend more time on one aspect
if the group results are not what she expected. For example, most of the
Freshman Language Arts class did not do a good job identifying characters who
had been good cm bad influences on the main character in Great ExPectations
and describing the values they held. This caused her to modify her teaching
plans (see G. below). At another point she could tell (by the lack of
participation in class discussion) that many of the students weren't keeping
up with the reading. So she decided to dedicate some class time to letting

them get caught up (something which she doesn't often do).

C. Assigning grades,

Assigning grades is not the majce purpose of this teacher's assessment
activities, although she dutifully does it and it occupies a considerable
amount of her time (see VI. Description of teacher and assessment, B.
Teacher's expenditure of time). She exclaims that she has a real problem with
grades--they measure nothing, except how hard you work. Grades label kids,
put them in categories that don't always fit. She feels it's sad if a kid
tries his hardest and still gets a C and thus is labeled a C student. She

4120e
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says she talks to her classes at the beginning of the year and tells them
she'd be happy if they all got A's. When asked the Purpose of grades, she
throws up her hands and says "I don't knowV° She then goes on to say they're
way to get you into college or law school. She notes that grades are verY

important at this school. Good grades bring status. The school's honor

society is really big.

She notes that as a student teacher she learned about three grading
systems: a numeric scale (1,2,3,4), pass/no pass, and points. She prefers a
point system so that students aren't focusing on their grade all the time. If

they want to know what letter grade they have, they have to ask. She also
thinks the point system is easier to manage and get computerized. She assigns

points to a task based on the nature of the task. For example, in-class work
usually receives no more than 20-30 points unless it's a worksheet that was
done over the course of a week, in which case it's worth 50 points. Tests are
usually worth at least 100 points. In general, in her two American Literature
classes, homework is worth about 30% and tests 60-70%.

Overall, the work of the third quarter represents about 40% of the final

semester grade, the fourth quarter another 40%, and the semester test 20%.
Final grades are based on a percent of the total number of points possible,
not on a curves 90-100 a A, 80-88 = B, 70-79 = C, 60-69 = D, Below 60 = P.

She does not flunk many students. Last quarter only two students out of all
her classes flunked, and that was mainly because of attendance problems. (See

VIII. Policy and Assessment section for the school's attendance policy.) She
does allow for some extra credit work, but rarely. She also uses pluses or
minuses in assigning final grades. If a student is on the border, Ole
considers attitude and participation to tip the balance. However, how she
assesses these factors is not clear. She has no written records regarding

class.participation, for example.

What does she look for in students' work when she assigns points?
Understanding of the subject natter and whether they followed directions. She
says on regular assignments she usually assigns a global score if they did the
work and gives half the Points if the work is incomplete. She notes there
isn't much variation in points because the main purpose of the assignment is
to use it for discussion. I did see some variation in scores on study
question papers handed back in American Literature: Out of a total of 30
points, 15 was the Immst for incomplete; then scores varied in increments of
5 points from 20 to 25 to 30. (Unfortunately, I did nOt have the opportunity
to analyze the contents of the papers to understand the differences in scores.)

D. Grouping for instructicm

I did not see this.

E. Identifying students for special services

She notes that in her Freshman Language Arts class, a couple of students
were having trouble with writing and listening. She looked up their scores on

4120e 185 214
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the grade school screening test to check her perceptions (hut did not
recommend them for special services). She also notes that she used writing
samples in her writing class last year to determine students' needs for change
in placement; some moved from regular to advanced classes.

F. Controlling and motivating students

In general, the students in these classes are much more controlled and
well-behaved than in the classes I observed in Language Arts Case I. Even so,
the lack of concentration and the amount of disrespectful behavior was
surprising to me. Students would talk back or mimic the teacher from time to
time, though this was not an everyday occurrence and the climate in the
classroom when this happened indicated that most of the class members were
aware that this was unacceptable behavior which was likely to cause a
reprimand. I was also surprised at the occasional need to remind students to
bring a pen or pencil to class--this is high school, junior level, and after a
year of classes. (This was also a problem from time to time in the Language
Arts Case 1 classes.)

Although this teacher has been teaching for five years, she looks, and
sometimes acts, very young. She seems quite strict at first, commanding her
students' attention (*All right now, listen up:* in a loud, authoritative
voice). It is apparent that she has been compelled to do this to maintain the
distance between herself and her students, particularly the boys, who
regularly test her. However, sometimes in what may be attempts to be a friend
oc comrade to her students she gets off track and initiates
conversation that distracts students from their work and breaks down those
authority barriers she has constructed.

During most of the class time I observed she effectively controlled her
students, using various forms of assessment both to control and to motivate
them. She uses oral questioning to keep students on task during class
discussions as well as to let them know that they need to be keeping up with
the work. She uses the threat of a quiz to get them to settle down and study,
and she warns them that if they don't keep up on their reading they'll really
have a difficult time because they'll be having quizzes as they go along. She
did a very nice job of using discussion questions before they had begun to
read The Great Gatsby to stimulate their interest in what they were about tc
begin.

She also uses points as a motivator, even though she doesn't like to

emphasize grades. For exaMple, when only 12 out of 25 in the Freshman
Language Arts class tu=ed in their study guide questions on time, she chided
them that it was important both for the pcdnts and because they would be
required to know some of those things later. In mini-conferences she
conducted with each student at mid-term, the subject of the amount of pcdnts a
missing piece of work was worth came up frequently. On one occasion when she
had cornered a student to talk Ivut doing better, he asked her Neat will 30
points do for me?* In her Mass Media class (which is the least well-behaved
and most difficult to motivate to do the work) she noted that an assignment on
making advertisements was worth somewhere between 50 and 100 points, "so do a
good job on it:" (In that same class, sho threatened to give F's if a group
of boys actually demonstrated the use of Copenhagen snuff as part of their ad.)
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G. Evaluating instruction

This is a major purpose of her assessments. She uses oral questioning
effectively to determine the need to go into something in greater depth or to
change her approach to teaching it. For example, when she found that most
students had answered a question improperly (see B. above), she not only
discussed this fact in class, but changed her teaching method from class
discussion and individual work to small group discussion and group work on the
question. She also uses quizzes to check the results of daily class
discussions and assignments. She notes that quizzes are not so important in
terms of their weight in assigning final grades; rather, they are part of
daily activities. Thus, for here their main purpose seems to be to keep the
kids on track and help her evaluate instruction. Tests, on the other hand,

are the real key to seeing if the students are understanding. (She says she
tests every 2-3 weeks.)

She maintains a planned pace, even skipping same sections while reading
aloud in class so that they could cover the material she had planned for that
day. In this sense, she is not as flexible as the Language Arts Case 1
teacher and/or does not need to adjust her pace as often. This may be due to
the level of students here, or to the level of her instruction and her
expeatations and the depth of her personal evaluation of the way the
instruction is going --probably a combinational these factors.

H. Communicating achievement expectations

She definitely communicates her achievement expectations through various
forms of assessment, often subtly, but also very overtly. She maY
specifically state tbat study questions will be useful to them later because
they'll be tested over some of the same issues. She also admonishes them to
keep their quizzes because they will help them to study for the final exam.
Particularly with regard to essay tests, she feels it is important to prepare
the kids. She'll give them 10 questions and tell them that she'll ask 5 of
them on the test. She does this because she feels they need to be
Prepared --same thought needs to go into essay topics. On one occasion when no
one knew the answers to her oral questions she threatened (half-joking,
half-serious) that they might have to have a quiz (thus communicating that she
expected more of them).

She also communicates her expectations regarding achievement via written ,

comments on papers she hands back. These are usually merely one or be words
("Good" "Excellent" "Good insights" "Good response"), but she occasionally
says mores "Same good insights - -you seem to have a good understanding of
Fitzgerald" or "A little more detailed, otherwise a good basis* or "A little

sketchy, (name), did you fall asleep doing this?"

I. Communicating affective expectations

She uses oral questioning, quizzes or the threat of quizzes, and the
threat of assignment of lower grades to let students know when they aren't
behaving properly. The most common application of assessment to this purpose
is during class discussions when students aren't paying attention. The
exwmples have been noted above (especially in F.).
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J. Providing test-taking experience

This was not observed and rot mentioned in interviews. The only possible
hint of this purpose came up in her discussion of the student who writes long
essays and needs to learn that length isn't everything (see A. above).

K. (see form)

II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and pencil tests and quizzes

FOr her American Literature and Mass Media classes, this teacher writes
her own quizzes and tests. She notes that teachers also share tests and
materials a lot and some of the worksheets and quizzes in American Literature
are shared. She places heavy emphasis on tests and believes the tests she
gives are hard--the kids tell her they are. However, :he says she doesn't
compere notes with other teachers. She thinks she's a fair teacher, "fun but
firm," and has heard that freshmen think they have "lucked out" if they get
her as a teacher.

(See above regarding the weight of her tests and frequency of testing.
See section below regarding the cognitive levels of questions in her
tests.)

2. Text-embedded paper and pencil tests and quizzes

During my observation time, she was using text-embedded quizzes and tests
in her Freshman Language Arts class, which was studying Great Expectations.
Her reason was that she thought that these materials were really pretty good.
(See below regarding cognitive level of text-embedded test and quiz
questions.)

3. Performance assessments

I did not see any performance assessments. According to her gradebook,
last quarter and this quarter in Freshman Language Arts they had to do
speeches, which were worth 50 and 100 points. However, we did not discuss how
she evaluated them. In the American Literature classes there were no big
papers to be written. One or two essays (as part of a major test?) were noted
in her gradebook, but they were of minor importance in terms of points. She
noted that if they were writing a paper, they would do lots of pre-writing
activities, so that the essay would be so set up for them by the time they
wrote it they would simply have to follow the format.

4120a 188
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The one real performance assessment was the school-wide Writing Festival
going on while I was there. Unfortunately. I did not get to see the results.
In all of her classes (including Mass Media) and in other classes as well,
students were "encouraged" to participate and even given class time in which
to write something. The pieces were being judged by outside experts. In her

gradebook the only mark regarding participation in the Writing Festival is a
check.

In her Mass Media class they began another performance assessment while I

was there, but I did not get b) see the actual performance. The students were
working in small groups to develop an advertisement, either witten or
enacted. As noted earlier, she was going to assign between 50 and 100 points
to this activity, but I did not have the opportunity to discuss with her what
criteria she would use in evaluating this group activity. (This relates to 6.
below also.)

4. Oral questioning strategies

Oral questioning is a big part of her teaching style, both in her language
arts/literature classes and in the Mass Media class. She seems to be pretty
skillful with this assessment method, keeping the class moving at a quick
pace, trying to keep students alert and participating. She notes the need for
making a conscious effort b) call on a lot of different kids so the same ones
t"very bright") don't talk all the time. She also allows a lot of spontaneous
responses. Although the pace is fast, she does wait for a response and at
times even lets a good discussion get going among the students b) whet their
interest before she jumps in to channel it.

As 13. below shows, her oral questions represent a variety of cognitive
levels. She asks a lot about plot (recall) to check their reading and a lot
of interpretive (inference) questions. She also calls for some evaluation,
but does relatively little with analytical or comparative oral questions. She
does not keep written records of these oral assessments, however.

5. Standardized tests

Regarding the competencies far high school graduation, she commented that
they are a useless waste of time. Same students don't pass them till they are
juniors or seniors; the tests just hang over them as they take them over and
over again. The only ether use of standardized testing mentioned was when she
noted having looked up the grade school screening test scores of a few
students (see above).

6. Group assessment methods

As mentioned in 3. above, I observed the beginning of a group assessment,
but did not stay long enough to see it carried out and did not get a clear
Idea from her about how she would evaluate it. She herself had not decided

how many total points to give the activity.
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7. Opininns of other teachers

I do not know the extent of her knowledge of the opinions of other

teachers. "de did not discuss this and I did not see evidence it in her

work, except when she reported back to the classes about what the substitute
said when she attended the NCTE conference. However, she is a "regular," and
a popular one, in the English teac rs' lounge, and eats lunch in the

lunchroom with other teachers. She is very sociable and does talk shop and
personalities.

S. Assessment of reasoning skille

Since out interview time turned out to be more limited than my time with
the teacher in Language Arts Case 1, I didn't have the opportunity to explore
this in depth with her. Both teachers I observed wanted to pass on to their
students an appreciation and understanding of good literature. However,

unlike the other teacher whose purpose in teaching explicitly included
teaching the kids to think and pull things together, this teacher's stated
purpoee did not go much beyond "appreciation and understanding." Teaching
them to think may be an implicit, unstated goal of hers. however. Regarding

homework, for example, she says that she looks at it to see if they're really
thinking about what they wrote and not just jotting down a quick answer. I

did not find out if she consciously uses any kind of taxonomy in developing
her assessment questions. As 13. below indicates, her oral questions, the
study questions she devised and the text-embedded study questions she used
went beyond simple recall to tax higher level cognitive skills.
Unfortunately, she did not test for those higher level skills; both the
text-embedded quizzes and testa and those of her own devising focused
primarily On recall.

9. Regular assignments

Study and discussion questions are a way of life in all of her classes,
and she writes most of the questions she uses. She employs study questions
not only as a way of assessing whether or not her students are doing the work
and undinstanding, but also as a study guide tool for them. She reminds them
to hang ento the question sheets, bring them to class, and use them to study
for tests.

Generally, students are expected to work on these assignments in class.
She views homework as merely an avenue for finishing what they are doing in
class, rather than a separate entity--a management tool more than a grading
device, a way to keep the kids on track and not let them get behind. When she
does assign "homework" it is usually just reading. She does not give homework
more than 2-3 nights per week and tries not to assign anything for the
weekend. With regard to her Mass Media class, she notes that the subject
matter is not conducive to homework and the kids in that class won't do any
anyway, so it is self-defeating to assign it. When her students do written
homework, she looks for indications that they are writing about what was
&Amassed in class and that they're really thinking about it, not just
answering quickly. In terms of her grading system, in American Literature,
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for example. homework (or class written work) represents less than a third of
the grade, whereas tests and quizzes account for two-thirds. Interestingly
enough, however, when I asked her who was the better of two students selected
at random from each of her classes, one of the factors she described in
explaining her choices was whether or not they did their homework and it they
took time with it. (See 13. below for the cognitive level of her studY
questions.)

She sometimes imposes a time limit on a regular assignment to get the
students to settle dOwn and concentrate. Por example, in Mass Media she'll
threaten *Let's go...I have to have those papers hy the end of the period.*
She has a basic policy on timeliness regarding regular assignments. If a task
is due on a certain day, it can be turned in up until 3:00 p.m. of that day
without loss of credit. If it is turned in later, the student will only
receive half credit for it. The exception to this policy is that if they are
planning to discuss something in class and a student hasn't finished the
assignment, he or she cannot turn it in after the diseuision because it isn't
fair to the students who've done the work in advance. She says she explains
her rules at the beginning of the year, so the students know her expectations.

10. Student peer ratings

She has students correct each others' papers in class, hut this does not
amount to peer-rating because no judgment is required. I don't believe she
uses this method of assessment formally. Regarding informal use, I did
observe her talking with one student about how others had done on a test. The
student had come in to ask about his own score and then asked who got the
highest grade, venturing a guess as to who he thought it would be. She told
him some of the highest grades and he responded with surprise or disgust.
When he was surprised she asked if that student had studied for it. However,
on another occasion, a student was *snooping* in the gradebook, looking at
other students grades and she was upset with him and remarked tome later
that she hated it when he did that.

11. Student self ratings

I did not observe this.

12. (See form)

13. COgnitive levels of questions posed

(See attached sheet.) According to this analysis of the questions used
during my observations, it appears that she uses mainly recall and inference
questions with her freshmen, and a little more variety of cognitive level
questions with juniors and seniors. Curiously enough, the Freshman Language
Arts text-embedded study questions contain the best balance of cognitive
levels of anytting she uses.

Ct greatest interest in this analysis is the contrast between the levels
of questions in tests and quizzes (both text-embedded and teacher-developed)
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and the levels in the study questions and oral questions. With the exception
of the Mass Media tests which she developed, the tests and quizzes she used
were almost entirely testing recall, even though she varied her inquiries much
more in the other means of questioning. Since tests and quizzes have greater
weight in terms of points toward a grade, students are getting greater rewards
for use of lower level thinking skills then for use of higher cmder skills.
(I believe she iS unaware of this discrepancy.)

14. Strategies for integrating assessment and instruction

Assessment and instruction are integrated in her classroom primarily
through her daily use of oral questioning and by working with the students in
class to correct quizzes and orally discuss the results with them. She also
spends much of her class time discussing the study questions they have been
working on. I saw no evidence of peer editing.

15. Dealing with cheating

When students are taking a quiz she routinely reminds them to cover their
papers or turn them over when they're finished to protect themselves from
wandering eyes. When I asked about test security, she replied that she has
not chwged the questions on her tests since she arrived at this school three
years ago. She notes that quizzes don't count that much, and she never lets
students keep the tests.

B. Assessment of affect

I. Ctserving individual students

Much of what this teacher has to say about individual students has to do
with affect, rather than achievement. As noted in I.A. above, when she is
getting to know them at the beginning of the year, the factors which help her
size them up are behavioralturning in papers, attending class, participating
in discussions. (Of course, these are directly related to achievement as
well.) She notes that a Lot of what goes into a grade has tr, do with
personality--"and you can't assess that!" The inherent contradiction beteween
the effect of personality on a grade and the impossibility of assessing
personality is not apparent to her. She feels that teaching English and
grading are extremely subjective, not like math where things are either right
or wrong. The amount that affective factors enter into her assessment of
'ndividuals is clearly evident in her comparison of two students selected at
random from each class. When pushed to decide WI) was the better student of
the two, the reasons she listed for her choice included comments like: gets

the work done, tries hard, has a good attitude, is diligent, participates well
in class, has good attendance, has shown significant improvement, has better
test reisults. Only the last few of these are concrete indicators of

achievement: the rest measure affect.
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Some of these affective indicators can be easily documented--getting the
work done and having good attendance, for example, ars things on which she
keeps written records. However, I saw no evidence in her gradebook of how she
records attitude, level of effort (trying hard), or even class participation.
Whether or not she samples behavior representatively is unclear. She has
certain students in each class who are obviously more disruptive than others.
Thine students necessarily get more of her attention in class (though it's a
negative kind of attention). As her remark about "personality" indicates, She
seems to believe that affect is a fact of life in teaching and assessing
literature classes (and Mess Media, too) and she does not seem to be too
concerned about the difficulties or complications that entails. She has had
no complaints about grades this year, and only one last year.

2. Observing group interactions

As she conducts her classes, she is continuously observing and controlling
interactions among her students. Rer classes require a considerable amount of
group discussion. As noted above: she sometimes encourages or allows a rather
free-wheeling group discussion (on the topic she has introduced) and sits back

and enjoys the interaction as long as it's on task and civil.

She also occasionally asks a class to break into small groups to work on
something. She then wanders around the room monitoring the interactions (but
not taking notes). In Mass Media, when she had her senior boys work together
to cut out pictures of advertisements, the opporuunities for assessing
affective traits vere multiple. The teacher and I thought we were back in
grade school. On another occasion, a fist fight broke out in the Mass Media
class while I was observing. She and other students stopped it immediately
and she later discussed it with the class (when the two participants were not
present) and also talked with one of the boys involved privately to find out
what was going on, noting that she was sorry to see that happen because he had
been doang better (by what measures I'm not sure). It was the first time
she'd ever had a fight in class.

By this tine of the year she has clear ideas regarding students' attitudes
and behavior patterns, man:r of which have been famed by observing students in
classroom interaction. However, she keeps no written record of the affective
factors that go into these perceptions, other than attendance and timeliness
of work completion.

3. Using questionnaires

saw none.

4. Using interviews (formal and informal)

As noted above, she conducts informal talks with students almost daily.
These uzually take place during class, while the group is reading or working
on an wisignment at their seats. The students targeted for these talks are
usually (if not always) students who are not performing up to her
expectations. She'll check to see what happened to an assignment or impire
about an unexplained absence nr simply talk about an attitude problem or some
disruptive behavior.
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As noted also, she holds more formal talks with students at mid-term.
These interviews are conducted quietly at the back of the room during class.
The content of these is more achievement oriented, but she still must deal
with a number of affective factors. She announced these mid-term talks in
Freshman Language Arts the day she planned to conduct them. One girl reacted
with panic, and the teacher calmly reminded them about how she does this,
saying "I don't have a specific total but I can give you an idea (of how
you're dcdng) and tell you what assignments you have missing." Basically
these were little pep talks in this class, with a few reprimands about needing
to be more disciplined in dcdng the work. She did not plan to spend as much
time cm mid-term consultations with her American Literature classes, and, in
fact, I did not observe any other formally announced mid-term talks. In hass
Media she did some informal consultaticms with some of the students who were
behind on assignments. She remained at her desk (on the opposite side from
me) so I did not listen to these talks. However, one boy came back from her
desk loudly protesting, "If I don't graJuate, if I get screwed up, I'm gonna
be ...(upset):0

5. Opinicms of other teachers

See II.A.7. above.

6. Opinicms of other students

I have little evidence of this, except that she tends to chat with
students and may ask, Nhat was wrcmg with yesterday?' for example.

7. Opinicms of parents

I did not get a very clear sense of what this teacher really knows about
individual students' situatLons outside of class. She did not talk much about
students family situations or speculate about non-school related reasons for
their behavior. She commented on the "great parent involvement* at this
school but I saw no specific evidence of her contact with parents. At
mid-term she sends out progress reports to the parents of kids who are getting
D's C4 F's, and if time, to families of kids who are dcdng better. If there
are serlJus attendance problems, she calls the parent.

8. Past student records

I found no evidence of her use of these in assessing affect nor any
comments about having had same students before and thus knowing what to expect
of then.

9. and 10. (See form)

C. Assessment of ability

This teacher rarely talked about the ability of her students in any overt
way. It seems that she assumes that they are all capable of dcdng the work if
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they will just apply themselves to it. EVen when comparing two students
selected at random, she did not talk about their differences in terms of their
abilities or potential. There was a hint of the concept of ability when she
mentioned that one girl was better than another student because even though
sbe didn't always turn her work in, she has a real desire to learn and to do
what she can do (whereas the other was very complacent and would rather fall
asleep). I asked how she forma her expectations regarding the potential of
her students. They are based on whether or not the students turn in their
work, attend class and participate in discussions.

As noted earlier, she did at one point refer to the screening test to
check on some freshman students and she used writing samples to determine
appropriate placement. However, she did not talk about these instances in
terns of ability.

D. Text assessments
(gee form)

IIX. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A., B. and E. Results fit_purpose, method matches material taught, and origin
of assessment

111
She seems to feel fairly confident that the assessment methods she uses

match the material she is teaching and fit her assessment purpose. However,
ahe might be rather surprised to see how much her tests and the text-embedded
tests focus on simple recall. In the tests I saw, she used a lot of
true/false and multiple-chcdce questions. These measure whether or not
students have done the reading and can recall what they've read, but these
kinds of questions are not so useful to measure *appreciation and
understandineher stated goals.

Her assessment methods in the Mass Media class are somewhat more
analytical, but whether or not she feels the subject matter differs from
literature in this regard is not clear. She did say that the subject of Mass
Media did not lend itself well to homework (which I do not understand).

She writes most of the assessments she uses. However, in Freshman
language Arts she uses tests supplied by the text, but only a very few, of the
study/discussion questions in the text. This is unfortutiate, because the
latter appear to be extremely well balanced in terms of cognitive levels
taxed, whereas the tests are nearly all recall. She does not happen to use a
taxonomy of cognitive skill levels in her selection of assessments.

D. and E. Ease of development and ease of scoring

This teacher maintains a rather fast, efficient pace. She has a quick
mind and doesn't seem b0 search too deeply for answers to interview questions
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about teaching and assessment. I would expect ease of development to be
important to her. However, the large number of true/false questions she has
to write to make up a test are not really easier to do than a lesser number of
more heavily weighted essay questions. Ease of scoring is definitely a

consideration for her. She uses scantron answer sheets as much as
possible --which of course is related to her use of true/false and

multiple-chcdce questions. She also uses short answer essay questions. As
noted, on study question written assignments she does not distinguish many
levels of points, but evaluates the assignment rather globally (holistically?).

F. TimeLrecuired to administer

Her quizzes are short. The tests that she wrote to be taken while the
students had a substitute were rather Lung, (perhaps to be sure they kept
busy?) and in fact some students complained about the length. She seems to
have a fairly welldefined sense of how long things should take and follows a
prevlanned schedule relatively closely.

G. Degree of objectivity

She remarked several times about the subjectivity of teaching and grading
literature classes. This may be a reason for her use of objective, true/false
and multiple-choice questions. However, she seems to feel confident that her
grades are fair (recall her report that she'd only had one complaint last
year).

H. Applicability to measuring thinking skills

As indicated in section II.A.13. above, she does employ questions that tap
different cognitive levels. However, as her selection of test items
indicates, this is not a major criterion in her chcdce of assessments.

I. Effective control of cheating.

This is definitely not of majcm importance in her selection of assessment

methods, at evidenced by the fact that she has not changed her tests for the
past three years.

J. (See form)

IV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS
(See form)
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES
(See form)

Here, as in Language Arts Case 1, it is important to consider the

difference between feedback focused on achievement and that focused on affect
in the context of oral feedback versus written. Far more written feedback
(90%) is about achievement than is oral/nonverbal feedback (SOO, due in large
part to the nature of classroom interaction. In an active, modern classroom

today, the teacher must spend a lot of time controlling disruptive
interactions. The oral/nonverbal feedback that she gives must focus more on
affect than does her written feedback. In her classes more oral feedback is
aimed at boys than at girls simply because the boys tend to act out more (and
in Mass MWdia there are far more boys). Similarly, her oral feedback tends to
be a little more negative than what she writes because of the need to be
controlling behavior in the classroom.

VI. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

This teacher was trained in language arts education, then taught two years
at another high school before coming to her present position. When asked
about her training in assessment, she remarked there wasn't much to tell. In
school the assessment training consisted of learning about standardized
testing. The main places she learned what she knows today were when she was
student teaching and in a methods class she took 3-4 years ago at a local
college. She notes that her present school is very good about providing

opportunities for teachers to get extra training and grow.

B. Teacher's expenditure of time

The amount of time she spends in preparation outside of class varies
considerably, in part dependent upon the particular units she's teaching and
whether or not she has taught the course before. The week before my
observations she spent 10-15 hours outside of class because a lot of papers
came in at once. The week I was there she had less to do.

C. Teacher characteristics

Role in the classroom: This teacher is young and works in a department in
which the curriculum is "pretty set up.° particularly the Freshman Language
Arts curriculum (see VIII. Policy and Assessment. below). She has some
control over the timing and order of the things she teaches, and in American
Literature, for example, within an author she may choose one work over
another. She has the greatest influence.on curriculum in her Mass Media
class --there she is shaping the curriculum herself.
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Expectations ofProfessicaal self: She thinks of herself as a
professicmal, takes her job seriously, and takes Pride in her work. She has
°reasonable* expectations of herself, not too high and not too low. She seems
to have balance in her life and tries not to allow her work to dominate all
her time and energy. Prom comments she made frail time to time to students
about herself as a student and from observing her lack of knowledge of the
vocabulary in lehe Great Gatsbv, it appears that she may let herself off the
homework hook occasionally. She is not concerned to know everything and be
fully prepared, even when being observed by an educaticmal researcher.

Structure needs: She follows a fairly structured pattern with her
classes, yet is willing to try a different approach cc activity occasionally.

View of hiah auality_Rerformance: Perhaps because she does not think of
herself as a top student, she is empathetic with her students. She does not
demand perfecticm. When she is certain of the answer, however, she demands
correctness. If she is not sure herself, she may be a bit arbitrary (to cover
her uncertainty) or may bend and accept several possible answers.

Stereot1rPic view of students: This teacher seems to enjoy her students.
As she remarked to them when giving them some study advice, "I'm not OD far
from this you know, referring to her age and the few years she's been

teaching. She seems to have a benevolent view of the kids, being pretty
satisfied that they are basically good kids who do okay. The excepticm to
this view is her Mass Media class. There she has a definite view that this
class is full of senicc boys who are taking it as an easy class and an
opportunity to goof off. She sums up her opinion of this class by saying that
almost no one in this class will be going on to a 4-year college.

Attends to exceptional student: As noted, she consults with students
regularly about their performance, but does nct feel she has time to give much
individual attention.

Sense of performance nccms: When asked about how she sets the standards
fcc her classes, she responded "intuition* and then went on to say that she
has determined that students must complete a certain amount of work for a
particular class. She did not elaborate on how she sets the amount, but in
talking about her Mass Media class she noted that this year is the first time
she has taught this class and that last semester she taught it differently
than this time. The current group of students is very different (less willing
to work) than the previous class and she has changed her expectations
regarding the work they'll do. Last semester they did a big group prcdect;
this time she won't expect that cd them. She seems resigned and says she has
come to realize that she isn't going to change their lives at this point (they
are mostly'seniors and this ia Play).

Orientation to experimentation: She is willing to take some risks.
Putting scissors in the hands of the senior boys and asking them to work in
small groups in front of an outside observer was taking quite a risk. She
seems to feel confident and comfortable enough in her classes to try a little
different approach once in a while.
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Orientation to cheating: (See III. I. above.)

Amount of cheating: I don't know. I was not aware of cheating during
quizzes. There was some collaboration going on when students were working on
their study questions, but I doubt that is considered cheatinv. She did not
keep tight control on visiting during those times. She does not seem to think
cheating is much of a problem.

Value of promPtness; iMPrtance of timely work comPletion: As noted in
II. A. 9. above, she values timeliness and reduces the grade on assignments by
half if they are turned in late. She permits make-up quizzes and tests if
students have an excused absence.

Interpersonal environment of the classroom regarding assessment: Her
classroom environment is primarily competitive with regard to formal
assessments. However, she occasionally encourages group collaboration on a
project.

Attributions for reasons of student succeseifailure: As noted, she fails
very few students--only 2 last quarter out of all her classes. She attributes
their failure to attendance problems. She takes responsibility for trying to
do a good job teaching. She asks often if there are any questions and will
re-explain or find a new way to present the material iso that it is clear to
the students.

Basis for grading students: (See I.C. above.) She feels grades measure

how hard students work, but that is evidenced mainly by the work they
complete. She goes primarily by points, allowing attitude to enter in only in
borderline cases. This sounds very objective. However, as she notes, scoring
literature essays is very subjective. Vhe question is how much the affective
perceptions she forms over the year enter into the scores she gives on daily
assignments and essay tests and quizzes. Since I had little opportunity to
really study complete sets of papers over time, I cannot answer this.

Interpretation of assessment: Final grades are based on strice
percentages of total points possible. However, many of the individual tasks
that are scored are scored rather holistically. She made no mention of
reading through to determine what the overall results were before assigning
grades on essay questions; her criteria are not clear to me. On daily
assignments getting the point and completing the task may be enough to get
full credit (see I.C. above). The objective parts of tests are of course
criterion-referenced.

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OP SWDENT CHARACTERISTICS

This teacher seems to expect most of her students to do well. If they'll

do the work, the assumption seems to be that they can do it. When questioned
about any differences between her two American Literature classes, she thought
they were pretty much the same, except perhaps one group had slightly better
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skills than the other. She illustrated this by citing the response of the
better group to having her read aloud. They preferred to read on their own.
whereas the slightly lower group wanted her to continue to read to them.
This, however, could be the result of many factors, not necessarily ability or
even achievement levels.

The biggest contrasts with regard to student characteristics can be seen
in her views of her freshman class compared with the seniors in her Mass Media
class. She acknomdedges that the freshmen need encouragement and guidance
regarding high school expectations, but she is very pleased with their
progress, noting that 10 out of 25 are on the honor roll. At the opposite end
are the Mass media seniors. These contrasts relate to willingness to learn.
rate of achievement, maturity, etc. - -to most of the items in this section.

f4;udir skills,: In the American Literature classes, she is overtly
encouraging better study skills by training them to take notes. They have
boxes of note cards; she may even dictate some important points for them to
write on their note cards--which they can then use for studying and sometimes
even for taking a test. Her insistence of them keeping study questions and
quizzes to study later is another example of training for good study skills.

Feedback needs: Thesetend to vary with the level of the students. She

notes that the freshmen accept the limited information she gives them at
mid-term and don't ask many questions. The juniors in American Literature, on
the other hand, want to know how their points translate into grades. She
notes that the kids in general do not like the fact that the first and third
quarter grades are "progress reports" and don't count in one's cumulative

grade. T6 them a grade is a grade.

Reaction to testing: In general, her students react to testing in a
fairly typical way --with some concern or even panic. She notes that she
herself has a hard time taking tests so she thinks that might make her more
sympathetic toward her students. With the freshmen, in particular, sbe tries
to make them comfortable about tests and doesn't give them any surprises.

During observations she seemed careful in all her classes to give them
advanced warning about the instruction schedule for the next few days and

escmcially about any planned quizzes or tests.

Parental elPectations: As noted earlier, she considers parental
expectations to be high at this school. Parents plan for their kids to go on
to college and expect the school to give them good academic preparation.

VIII. POLICE AND ASSESSMENT

Since this is the only high school in the district, school policies are
the same as district policies for high school level topics and activities.

lestings The school requires semester exams. She has her own rules
regarding testing: She won't allow make-up tests on unexcused absences.
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Itemligo: Quarter grades ("progress reports") and semester grades are
required. Mid-term reports are not part of school policy. She seems to have
complete discretion regarding her grading system. The department does not
impose a system or standards. Even among colleagues teaching the same ,c1ass
at the same level there is no agreement required. In American Literature she
uses a points system; a colleague uses a pass/fail system.

Homework: No school or department policies. She has her own (due by
3:00 p.m. the day specified or receives half credit).

Attendance: The school requires maintenance of attendance records and has
a dense, single-spaced page of rules about the attendance policy. After seven
unexcused absences a student autceatically loses credit for a course. The
teacher feels this policy is problematic because students know they can have
up to seven absences, and that even after that they can go before a board to
explain. She feels that teachers are rather inconsistent regarding what they
expect in attendance and many teachers feel their hands are tied to motivate
kids.

Curriculum content: The English department has a very structured
curriculum for Preshman Language Arts. There are at least 10 sections of this
course, which is required freshman year. The course must consist of the
following units: Short Story; Speech; Romeo and Juliet; Great Expectations:
The Odyssey; and Poetry. However, there is sage flexibility regarding the
order in which these units are taught. Similarly, the curriculum for American
Literature is pretty established. It is a year-long class, but only one
semester is required. There are four teachers teaching this course. There
are seven "regular" sections and two "advanced" (a full year is required if
students take "advanced"). The first semester is focused on early American
literature, the second on modern. The teachers meet as a group to plan their
calendars. They must cover the MOO authors but have flexibility within the
authors (in choice of story, for example), with pace and with order of
presentation.
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I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual

student needs

B. Diagnosing group needs

41
C. Assigning grades

PROFILE OF LANGUAGE ARTS CASE #2

D. Grouping for instruction

within class

E. Identifying students for
special services

P. Controlling and

motivating students

G. Evaluating instruction

E. Communicating achievement
expectations

I. Camunicating affective
expectations

4120e

Uninformed X

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Uninformed --
Irrelevant

Useless
Not used

Well informed
X Relevant

X Usefu 1

X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Relevant
X Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

Don't know Well informed
X Relevant

Don't know Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

X Well informed
X Relevant
X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless

X Well informed
X Relevant
X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless
Not used
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J. Providing test-taking
experience

K. Relative importance
of purposes

Uninformmd Don't know Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless Don't know Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Given *100 importance points" to distribute
across the purposes listed below, how would
you distribute those points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

Importance to the teacher:
Diagnosing individual needs
Diagnosing group needs 20

Assigning grades 10

Grouping for instruction 0

Identifying students for
special services

Controlling and
motivating 12

Evaluating instruction 20
Communicating achievement
expectations 20

Communicating affective
expectations 8

Test taking experience 0

100 pointn
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I/. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of Achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and

pencil tests and :uizzes

2. Text-embedded paper and

pencil tests and quizzes

3. Performance assessments

4. Oral questioning strategies

5. Standardized tests

6. Group assessment
methods

7. Opinions of other te..chers

8. Assessment of reasoning
skills

9. Regular assignments

4120e

Uninformed
inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninforxed
inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformed
inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformei

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently

Don't know
Don't know
Don't know

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate

Useful
Used frequently

X Well infotmed
X Appropriate
X Useful
X Geed frequently

Inappropriate --A.--
Useless X

Not use') X

Uninformed
inappropriate

Useless
Not used X

*

Well informed
Appropriate

Useful
Used frequently

Don't know_ Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

Used frequently
(During my observations

Uninformed Don't know
inappropriate Don't know

Useless Don't know
Not used ______1:142n.a_kram

Nell informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
inappropriate X Appropriate

Useleas X? Useful
Not used X? Used frequently

Uninformed
inappropriate

Useless
Not used
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a

0

10. Student peer ratings

11. Student self ratings

Uninformed Don't know Well informed
Inappropriate X? Appropriate

Useless Dork't know Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed Don't know
Inappropriate X

Useless Don't know
Not used X

Well informed
Appropriate

Useful
Used frequently

12. Proportion of all assessments for all purposes that are of various types

Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests 4 quizzes

Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests 4 quizzes

Performance assessments
Oral questions
Standardized tests
Opinions of other teachers
Regular assignments
Group assessments
Student peer ratings
Student self ratings

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed in:

Recall

Analysis

Comparison

Inference

Evaluation

Study and Oral
Discussion Questions, Questions,

See attached

20

10

5

__AI_
0

2?

30

2?

0

100%

Tests and
Quizzes,

14. Strategies for integrAting Uninformed X Well informed
assessment and Inappropriate _______IL Appropriate
instruction Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

15. Dealing with cheating Uninformed

Inappropriate
Useless

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful

Not used X Used frequently=111Mr MOMINO
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II.A.13. Cognitive levels of questions posed ins

Study and Discussion Questions Tests and Quizzes

Recall

Analysis

Comparison

Inference

Evaluation

Text-embedded

FLA AL MM

0

0

0

0

0

Teacher-developed

All FLA AL MM

15%

35%

0

5%

45%

Oral

All

_Questions

FLA AL MM

46% 32% 45%

9% 18%

6%

54% 36% 27%

18% 9%

Text-embedded

All FLA

85%

2%

4%

9%

AL MM

Teacher-developed

All FLA AL MMAll

17%

15%

16%

28%

23%

17%

15%

16%

28%

23%

0

0

0

0

0

48%

18%

3%

27%

5%

33%

4%

50%

9%

55%

20%

2%

22%

I%

38%

6%

3%

42%

10%

85%

0

2%

4%

9%

0

0

0

0

0

0 83%

6%

4%

6%

1%

0

0

0

0

0

89%

3%

4%

5%

0

55%

24%

3%

14%

3%

FLA = Freshman Language Arts
AL = American Literature
MM = Mass Media
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S. Assessment of Affect

1. Observing individual Uninformed X
students inappropriate X

Useless X
Not used X

2. Observing group Uninformed X
Lnteractions Inappropriate X

Useless X
Not used X

3. Using questionnaires

4. Using interviews (formal
and informal)

5. Opinions of other
teachers

6. Opinions of other
students

7. Opinions of parents

8. Past student records

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used X

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Well informed
Appropriate

Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Don't know Well informed
X Appropriate

Don't know Useful
Used frequently

X Well informed
X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently

Don't know Well informed
Appropriate

Don't know Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed Don't know
Inappropriate X?

Useless Don't know
Not used _X

Uninformed 1.onicim___
inappropriate X

Useless X
Not used

Uninformed Don't know
Inappropriate X

Useless DonJc elm
Not used X

Well informed
Appropriate

Useful
Used frequently

well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate

Uieful
Used frequently

9. Checklist of affective characteristics measured:
F Seriousness of PurPose Code:

P MOtivation and effort F = formal assessment conducted
I Attitudo I s informal assessment conducted

Learning style
I Interests
I Values

Preferences
I Academic self-concept

Locus of control
I Anxiety
I Maturity
I Social skills
I Study skills

Other (specify
4120e
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10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods:

C. Assessment of Ability

1. Meaning of ability for teacher
Value of this factor
for the teacher

Measurement of ability

Ctserving individual
students 30

Observing group
interactions 38

Using questionnaires 0

Using interviews
(formal and informal) 20

Opinions of other teachers 5

Opinions of other students 2

Opinions of parents 5

Past student records Donstjulme
100%

Important X Unimportaat

Measured formally
Measured informally (See narrative)

NOt measured X

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measured:

PACTOR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT MEASURED HOw?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. check decisions influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

4120e

Instructional objeatives
Instructional strategies
Grouping for instruction (within class)

Methods for measuring achievement
Grading standards
Students selected for special services
Other (specify
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D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment components provided with text

(Only for Freshman Language Arts)

.0
a

4
X X Oral questions for class use (only a few)

X X Homework assignments (only a few)

Aolt kum_ General assessment guidelines for teachers
X X Paper and pencil tests

Alet lam Performance assessments
Don't know Scoring guidelines
Don't knoilL Quality control guidelines

m Other (specifymmm...

For American Lit. I don't know what
text-embedded assessments.

may be available. She does ingt use any

Paz Mass Media, she uses a wide variety of materials (newspapers, magazines,
movies, etc.) most of wnich do not have assessments as part of them. I don't know
what is available. Here too she makes her own.

4120e 239
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III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. Results fit purpose Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

B. Method matches material Uninformed
taught Unimportant

Not used

.10111Allm

X Well informed
X Important

X Used frequently

C. Ease of development Uninformed
Unimportant X

Not used 1(

Well informed
Important
Used frequently

40
D. Ease of scoring Uninformed X Well informed

Unimportant X Important
Not used X Used frequently

E. Origin of assessment Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

40
Not used X? Used frequently

F. Time required to Uninformed

administer Unimportant X
Not used X

X Well informed
Mmportant
Used frequently

G. Degree of objectivity Uninformed X
Unimportant X

Not used X-IMMO =w Im

Well informed

Important
Used frequently

H. Applicability to Uninformed X? Well informed
measuring thinking skills Unimportant X Important

0 Not ueed X Used frequently

I. Effective control of Uninformed X Well informed
cheating Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

J. Relative importance of criteria

4120e

Results fit purpose 18

Method matches material taught 18
Ease of development 10

Ease of scoring --IL-
Origin of assessment 1

Time required be administer 7
Degree of objectivity 10

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills 16

Effective control of cheating 8

100%
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I% QUALITY OP ASSESSMENTS

A. Percent of PaPer and Pencil assessments (teacher-developed or text-embedded)

having the following characteristics (need not total 100%):

11. Clear description of assessment specifications

95 Matches content of instruction
60 Matches cognitive levels of instruction (MOre recall than in oral

assessment)
90 Minimizes time required to gather needed information
75 Item format matches desired outcome
90 Items clearly written
90 Items sample domain

Don't know Scoring procedures planned - -specified on scene, not on most*
0? Scoring criteria written for essays

100 Clear directions
85 High quality reproduction- -a few lines missing on one, scene

punctuation and spelling errors
90 Test scheduled to minimize distractions

B. Percent of Performance assessments having the following characteristics:
Saw none

Clear description of trait to be measured with levels of
proficiency articulated

Matches intended outcomes of instruction
Minimizes time required to gather needed information
Clear performance criteria
Students aware of criteria11II1I.g

.111.

Thoughtful exercises yield performance samples
Exercises sample performance domain
Performance rating planned
Results match information needs

C. Percent of oral ouestions having the following characteristics:

75 sampling methods cover range of achievement levels of students
60 Strategies involve everyone
80 Teacher waits for response
80 Student's response given supportive reaction
75 Questions match cognitive levels of instruction
0 Wtitten performance records maintained

* Since my observations were done at the end of the year, it may be that the
students know by now how much a T/P or multiple choice or short answer question is
usually worth.
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. For oral and nonverbal feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

40 Strong (vs. weak)
40 Correct (vs. incorrect)

_EL Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

90 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)
90 Oral (vs. nonverbal)
75 Public (vs. private)
95 Fair (vs. unfair)

FOcused on achievement (vs. affect) (getting the work done=affect)
95 Germane (vs. irrelevant)

_IL Immediate (vs. delayed)
45 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For yrittea feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

Strong (vs. weak)

50 Correct (vs. incorrect)
50 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

70 Comment (vs. symbol) (though often brief)

--IL Positive (vs. negative)
__25. Fair (vs. unfair)

Germane (vs. irrelevant)
90 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance Never X Frequently
as feedback

Announces names of highest scorers, but these are nct really samples.

Uses public achievement chart
as feedback

4120e

Never X Frequently
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VI. DESCRIPTION OP TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 5 Overall
5 Nt grade level (high school)
3 In school

5 With content (language
arts/English)

2. Relative contributions of various sources to teadher's knowledge of assessment
methodology

15 Teacher preparation training
30 Inservice training
15 Ideas and suggestions of colleagues
0 Professional literature
0 Teacher's guide to textbooks--not sure

40 Own experience in classroom
100%

B. Teacher's eXPenditure of time

1. Proportion of time spent in teaching, activities

15 Planning
13 Teaching (one on one)
40 Teaching (group)
30 Assessing (see list below)--includes oral questioning
2 Other (specify: Counseling

100%

2. Proportion of time spent in assessment, activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral, assignments)

5 Reviewing and selecting assessments

20 Developing cum assessments
30 Administering - -including oral questioning
20 Scoring and recooding
20 Providing feedback
5 Evaluating quality

100%

C. Teacher characteristics

Role in the classroom

4120e

Servant of policy
Curriculum maker delivering

and presenter X required content
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Expectations of

professional self

Structure needs

View of high
quality performance

Expects a
Expects little X great deal

Rigid

Correctness
demanded

X Flexible

X?

Degrees of

quality eval.

Stereotypic view of students None X? Expressed often

Attends to exceptional student Never X Frequently

Sense of performance norms Unclear X Very clear
But not clearly stated

Orientation to experimentatLon No risks X Risk taker

Orientation to cheating No concern X Major concern

Amount of cheating None DoLlt knot A great deal

Value of promptness: importance

of timely work ccepletion Unimportant X Important

Interpersonal environment of

the classroom regarding assessment:
Cooperative None X Frequent
Competitive None X Frequent

Attributions for reasons of
student success/failure:

75 Due to student
25 Due to teacher

100%

Basis for grading students:

10 Level of effort
5 Sense of ability

05 Demonstrated achievement
100%

Interpretation of assessment:

4120e

50 Norm-referenced
50 Criterion-referenced

100%
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VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS or STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Ability to learn Low
No variation

Variation ignored

B. Willingness to learn Low
No variation

Variation Ignored

C. Rate of achievement Low
Decreasing

NO variation
Variation ignored

D. Maturity Irrisponsible
No variation

Variation ignored

E. Study skills Undeveloped

No variation
Variation ignored

F. Social skills Undeveloped
No variation

Variation ignor

G. Willingness to perform Reticent

No variation
Variation ignored

H. Feedback needs Weak
No variation

Variation ignored

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveloped
No variation

Variation ignored

J. Sense of fairness Unclear
No variation

Variation ignored

K. Reaction to testing Tranquil
No variation

Variation ignored

L. Parental expectations Unclear
Low

Unimportant
No variation

Variation ignored

VIII. ASSESSMENT POLICY
(See attached table)

4120e 215

High

Great deal
Addressed

High
Great deal
Addressed

High
Increasing
Great deal
Addressed

X ---- Responsible----
A Great deal
X Addressed

Developed

Great deal
Addressed

X Developed
X Great deal
X Addressed

X Willing
X Great deal
X Addressed

X Strong
X Great deal
X Addressed

Don't know Developed
_Ron't know Great deal
Don't know Addressed

245
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Clear
Great deal
Addressed

Anxious
Great deal
Addressed

Clear

High
Important
Great deal
Addressed
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4111 VIII. Whakalcies intluegit classroom assitsment?

4

%

Federal State

ORIOIhS or POLICY
District Schooi Department Collegial

A. Does a standard exist
D. Does teacher know

standard?
C. Does it impact

practice? How?

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.
I

See te:et

I

A.

B.

.

B.

C.

A.

a.
C.

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

See text

A.

B.

C.

See text See text

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

P..

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

A.

D-
C1

----1
A.

s.

c,

A.

B.

C.

A.
B.

C.

A.

D.

C.

See text

A.

a.

C.

See text

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

See text

A.
B.

C.

1

2 4 7
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SOCIAL STUDIES CASE STUDY #1

Background Information

A member of the social studies staff of a large high school in one of the
city's more affluent neighborhoods, this teacher is responsible for three
sophomore U.S. history classes and two senior accelerated economics courses.
This is a magnot school for college preparation, attracting high achieving
students from throughout the city in addition to the mdddle class children of
the surrounding environs. The observation was conducted over two weeks in May
1986 and included interviews with the teacher and a visit to a Social Studies
Department staff meeting.

The school day has a modular structure, most classes lasting 40 minutes,
but some 20 and 60 minute periods built in for special courses. One day a
week all classes are abbreviated to permit time for student associations to
meet. Both American history and economics are rt.juired courses, though, of
course, the choice of accelerated economics is optional and requires counselor
approval.

The student body is predominantly white. Girls and boys are about equal

in number in the history classes, but the accelerated economics is about
two-thirds male, and the boys dominate discussion.

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. and B. Diagnosing individual student needs/ Diagnosing grouP needs

Diagnosis of students, individual and group, is done primarily through a
fall sizing up task and through review assignments that precede each test. In
the fall, this teacher "gives a few exercises* that enable him to tell what
skills the students are bringing to the class. Typically, these consist a
map-reading task, a note-taking exercise, and a few direct questions. Results
are not taken too seriously, since he finds that "there is consistency from
group to group each fall.°

Pre-test review exercises can function as a diagnostic instrument,
although that is not their primary purpose. They are due the day of the test,
mo they do not affect test content or pre-test class emphases. Their primary
diagnostic function is as a check, if the test results'are generally bad, as
to where the students might be falling down.

Diagnosis cannot have a major influence on this teacher's work, since the

entire year's activity is closely blocked out in advance. Each chapter's
homework, tests, make-ups, lectures, films, and speakers are designated in
full detail in an individual file which the teacher has meticulously
compiled. Each of the three history classes and both of the economics classes
are nearly Identical in content, pacing, and structure of the classroom

4128e
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interaction. These chapter files are complete dossiers from which to instruct
and assess. Since this is not the first year with the text in American
history and since the accelerated economics is predominantly text-independent,
these plans have been used before to the teacher's satisfaction. Little

adjustment is therefore made based on ongoing diagnosis. And, as reported
above, the class cohorts are, in the teacher's estimation, quite similar from
year to year and from one individual class to another.

C. Assignins grades

All written work is graded. With the exception of two or three more
artistic p:oducts (e.g., a drawing of a civil war combatant) assigned during
the year, history grades are derived directly from written assignments and
tests. Assignments receive points and their due dates are set--all work for a
unit or chapter must be submitted before the test over that material. Work
not submitted on time is assessed as a zero. Tests are point-graded and all
points placed on a curve, then grades assigned to show the general
distribution of about 50% C's, 20% S's, 15% A's, 10% D's, and 5% P's.

In economics, as the term wears on, the class shifts from grades based
primarily on tests and assignments to g:;ades based,on assessment of oral/

written topical reports and unit tests. Pour unit tests, one the final exam,
and the report assessments make up the grade.

Some assessments are not taken into grading. The limited oral questioning

that does occur is not recorded, hut is noted merely as an assessment of
on-task behavior. The teacher is strict abouc not taking such material into
his grading Practice, regarding it as part of instruction, not part of
assessment. It does, however, factor for him when he considers how well he is
doing his job of communicating the material to the students, hut he does not
alter instruction based on it. There is more that he wants them to know than
is cn the assignments and tests and the classroom observations give him an
index of whether individuals or the group are getting just the minimum, i.e.,
the material assessed in writing, Or if they are learning more than that.

D. Grouping for instruction within the class

Not done in history. In economics, the teacher groups strong and weak

students together for oral report topics thus ftssuring that all the students
learn, since the stronger and more committed will teach the others.

E. Identifying students for special services

At this school teachers can and do make recommendations for special
service placements, e.g., in and out of accelerated classes. This teacher has
more than once recommended a student for removal from his accelerated groups,

having ascertained that "they are unable to follow the structure* of the
seminar-like coUrse. Se judges this through an inability to keep informed
about current events as they pertain to the class. The course requires that
students draw inferences and he judges this hy asking them to draw conclusions

about economics from current newspapers and news magazines.

4128e
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F. Controlling and motivating students

Tests are clearly regarded by the teacher as motivational tools, assuring
40 that the material is studied. Review assignments serve the purpose of forcing

the students to go back over the chapter or unit in preparation for the test.
Indeed, all assigments function for this purpose, evidenced by their deadline
date for credit of the day of the relevant test. Indeed, the purpose of this

teacher's work is to get the students to learn a certain body of material. In
the accelerated econonmics classes this body of knowledge includes certain
analytic and organizational skills. In U.S. history it is content and a more
limited set of skills such as interpretation of maps and political cartoons.

40

Control in the classroom is only indirectly achieved through assessment.

The teacher is strict, non-interactive, and maintains close control of
classroom behavior by his demeanor. There is little use, for example, of oral
questioning of the unruly to keep students on task. Bowyer, the teacher hands
out homework assignments at the beginning of class and students who choose not
to be attentive are kept busy and quiet working on their assignment. It does
not appear that they must be secretive about this, just e-uiet and not annoying
to others.

G. Evaluating instruction

Generally, as described in I.A-B., above, instruction is preplanned and

not subject to alteration due to diagnosis of individual or group needs.
Repetition and review are either part of the general preplan or not done.
Since little class time is devoted to oral questioning, each session basically
follows a lecture outline or, in economics, may be taken up by an assigned
group report.

One aspect of instructionassessment practicewas altered based on
assessment outcomes. A number of history studenu, who were not doing well on
the chapter tests said that the review questions did not help them, because
they did not comprehend an overview of the material. Since the textbook is
topically, rather than strictly chronologically organized, the teacher
responded to this complaint by devising an alternative to the regular review
assignment (a series of questions cOvering the main points of the material).

The alternative is a chart that the student fills out, telling for each event,
when, by whom, for what reason, etc., it occurred. These are time-lined, so
that the chronology of events emerges more clearly.

H. Communicating achievement eXPectations

Clearly, the written assessment tasks are the measure of the teacher's
achievement expectations. He makes it clear that the students are being held
responsible for a certain body of material and that assuring that is the
purpose of the assessments. Oral questioning as an achievement measure is not
articulated to the students.

40

40 4.128e
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41

41

41

41

41

The meetings with small groups for economics oral reports were not held
during the observation period, so could not be directly observed, but the
teacher reports that he uses them as occasions on which to make clear just

what the expectations are, in both content and form of the presentation.

Students who do not speak clearly and authoritatively when presenting in

economics may be interrupted by the teacher and asked to repeat with more
force and assertion. The whole range of public speaking skills, including
quickness in response to questions, are included in his comments to the
presenters.

I. Communicating affective expectations

While turning back tests and assignments, the teacher makes affective

comments, during observation only negative comments. Pbr example, he might
say bo a student that his/her score (apparently a low score) reflects the
level of attention that the student has been giving the class. The habitually
tardy also get such negative comments when their papers are returned.

J. Providing test-taking experience.

Not seen.

II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of achievement

1. and 2. Teacher-developed paper and pencil tests and quizzes AND
text-embedded paper and pencil tests and quizzes

41

41

This teacher develops all his own tests and quizzes. He states that the
tests that accompany the text are too "rote", that they measure only recall
and that that is not his goal. Occasionally he wilI "borrow" One of the
"good" questions from the text. However, analysis of the test questions
developed by the teacher indicate that his tests, too, are basically recall
exercises. 1See below.)

Iesting in history takes place at the end of each chapter and each
three-chapter unit. Since a chapter is covered in a week, each Friday is a
test day. Quizzes are not given. Tests are point-graded and placed on a
curve. The curve is based on an at least 50% correct score for a Passing
('C') grade. Usually, the teacher reports, there are more 'A' and 'B' grades
than 'D' and 'F' grades. Test grades and assignment scores are summed by some
method not made clear in response to my queries to make up a final grade that
is reported as a zero to four point scale.

In economics, a similar pattern of assignments and tests was followed
early in the term, but later the students moved to oral reporting and tests
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are only given on unit basiseconomics has a total of four short essay unit
tests, including a final exam. The teacher had firm, though judgmental

criteria for gradingNI have in mind what should be thereand a student
receives an 'A if it is "all there", a 'Es' for °a small amount missed" and a

'C' if there is a lot missed". Since economics is an accelerated class,
there are generally no grades below a 'C'.

In economics, material presented by students on reports becomes the basis
for tests on those subjects. The teacher takes content notes during
presentations.

3. Performance assessments

Performance assessment makes up a significant part of the assesment in

economics. The reports are assessed, during presentation, on the basis of
content covered, delivery quality, and ability to answer questions from the
class and the teacher, in his words, "content and mechanics." The teacher
takes notes during the presentation. Handouts, outlines of talks and a
written summary are sdbmitted to augment the Perfolaance assessment, resulting
in a letter grade for the activity.

Although small groups work together on a single topic, each student takes
responsibility for a subsection of the topic and is graded entirely
independently. The quality of individual contribution is not hard to
identify, says the teacher; he looks at the content, the delivery, "Plus my
own gut feelings of having worked with the group for a week before [the
presentation) and observing the quality of the questions and answers.°
Willingness to participate actively in the discussion is a significant factor
in the grade received by presenters. He finds a high correlation between
students' ability to "speak off the cuff" and good scores on the exams, both
indicating overall well-preparedness.

In history, performance is not regularly solicited, much less assessed.
It is basically a lecture course, with regular written assignments.
Map-reading tasks and the two or three °art assignments" given during the year
uvuld constitute the only examPles which I could observ6 or discover through
interview. The mart assignments,° of which the drawing of a civil war soldier
or other period character is an example, were graded for "effort,° "interest
taken" and °accuracy," although these terms were not further defined upon
questioning.

In the economics oral reports a variety of factors appear to become part
of the overall assessment. Speaking style, as manifested in confidence,
ability to think quickly and respond immediately to questions from the floor,
demonstrated effort (in the preparatory meetings as well as the reports
themselves), etc. play a direct role and a role that the teacher
acknpwledges, though he would probably not regard them as affective, but
rather as achievement indicators.
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I.
4. Oral questioning strategies

In history, little oral questioning was used, rather the teacher lectured
on points within the material that he expanded on in great depth. Overview

was to be gained from the reading and assignments. In a 40 minute class, the
number of questions asked averaged less than two per period; some periods none
were put to the class. Most were inferential- -could they draw some conclusion

or speculation from what he had just presented --and all were responded to by
volunteers.

In economics, questioning was used to follow up on the oral reports. The

class put questions to the reporters, both to review material that they were
not sure they had understood and to ask presenters to offer further
information or opinions. The teacher also asked questions, about four per

period. Those observed were all directed atone of the presenters.

(See II.A.13, below, for cognitive levels of the questions.)

5. Standardized tests

Not used. There will be a social studies minimum competency tests from
the state soon; the social studies staff at this school is not in favor.
However, they are working to prepare questions and general scope of the test
drafts, in order to shape it, if possible.

6. Group assessment methods

Although economics oral reports are prepared by small groups, each student

is assessed individually. (See also /I. A. 3., above.)

7. gpinions of other teachers

This teacher shares opinions about individual students freely with his
colleagues, although he does not feel that such information influences his own
view. He does take recommendations from colleagues into consideration when
evaluating for placement in accelerated classes.

S. Assessment of reasoning skills

Although the teacher stresses that his purpose in assessment is to
evaluate achievement and, if questioned, he responds only with examples that
would be categorized as content learning, he is also looking for othem types
of skill development and, at least in accelerated economics, is assessing on

the begin of them. Success in economics is in part measured by a student's
ability to °understand the structure of the course.° That is, the student
must be able to organize material, draw out the most important points from
re&Sings, draw conclusions and make inferences about it when questioned in
class. The few questions put to the class in history were inferential
queries, although none of the assessment activities called for this skill.
2tere are ambiguous messages about the importance reasoning skills given out
in these classes and lack of clarity about what is demanded in the
assessments, at least in economics.
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9. Regular assignments

Along with the weekly teacher-developed tests, assignments form the core
of assessment in history. There are assignments °practically every day,' all

written for submission and point grading. A *basic assignment* is *reading
text and answering questions in writing.° Before each test there is a
*summary" task that serves as a review. These may be submitted as responses
to questions the teacher sets or, as described in I.G., above, an outline
chronology. Assignments are to be turned in the following day, but will be
credited if turned in before the test on the material they pertain to.
Students have the right to request a rewrite, if they turn their work in long
enough before the test to have the rewrite completed.

MOst assignments are questions to be answered, although map completion is
also frequent. These map assignments are basically rep/ications of maps in
the text. Editorial cartoons are also given out with questions to be answered
about them. Much of this daily work is from materials accomparving the text.
Almost all of it is recall work. One of the students reflected on the class
work, noting that *it's always the same* and, in fact, that observation seens
accurate.

10. Student peer rating

Not Seen.

11. Student self ratings

Not seen.

12. Proportions of all assessments for all purposes that are the various types

U.S. history and accelerated econceics are assessed very differently, as
the percentage list shows. The teacher sees the sophomores in history as less
mature and also less interested. Be teaches them the necessary subject
matter. The seniors in the advanced economics he attempts to challenge and
also expects them to be willing to take more responsibility for their own
learning.

13. COgnitive levels of questions

This teacher acknowledges that he does not feel completely confident about
his ability to assess, though not with reference to the different cognitive
levels. He would like to have professional development on this topic. 'I

feel,* he says, *that Iem too subjective, even though lots of scores go into
it.

14. Strategies for integrating assessment and instruction

Seen only in the oral reports in the economics class. See II. A, 3.,
above.
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IS. Dealing with cheating

Poke up tests are always different from the regular test. They require
short essays, rather than objective answers, so they cannot be copied from
another student who has taken the test. During tests the teacher constantly
monitors the room, walking around and watching the students, occasionally
asking someone to move further from neighbors.

S. Assessment of affect

It seems tome that we need some parallel to the first question under
*Assessment of Ability,* i.e., the relative importance of this to the
teacher. In this case, I would rate affect as of quite little value to him,

and far higher for the other social studies teacher.

Generally, this teacher distances himself from any consideration of
affective variables in his assessments. Ne is careful to assign points and/or
grades to written or presentation work. He admits no other factors in his
grading process. There is no hint of extra credit work or raising of grades
for students who ask to rewrite their assignments--the second point result is
simply substituted for the first attempt.

1. Observing individual students

Very little attention is paid--the teacher lecture:, using the same
lecture regardless of the attentiveness, skills, etc. of the students. The
single example that suggests attention to affective factors of individual
students is the creation of the alternative review schema for those students
who complained that they just couldn't get the facts straight. The teacher
felt they had weak study skills and this matrix format would assist them. The
alternative assignment is assessed as equally sufficient work.

40 2. Observing 7roup interactions

Seen only in the economics oral report groups. Part of the teacher's
assessrent of imdividuals' contribution to the group and therefore their grade
for the project is the assertive role they take in the small group's meeting
with him. similarly, responses to questions asked by classmates are observed

iS and evaluated by the teacher.

3. Using questionnaires

Not seen.

4. Using interviews (formal and informal)

This teacher does not spend a great deal of time oneon-one with his
students. He readily answers questions before and after class, but few

students seek him out, nor does he encourage this. He thinks they should go
to counselors with general academic or personal prOhlems. The economics
students must have one or more meetings with him in preparation for their
reports; these become part of his basis for assessing the final product.
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5. Opinions of other teachers

This teacher listens thoughtfully to his c.)11eagues, but draws his own
40 conclusions.

6. Opinions of other students

NIct seen.

7. Opinions of parents

In this school most parents are actively involved in their children's
education, are attentive to homework, push their children to achieve. This

teacher does not seek out parents' opinions, nor regard them as important
input in any decision he makes. If there are problems, he follows the school

40 policy for written parent contact, but does not see them unless they come in
to meet with the counselor and request his presence.

8. Past student records

The teacher does not report any reference to past student records.

9. Affective characteristics measured

Tbese factors are considered in the oral report grading, but they are
"clear", in his words, from the interactions prior to the report and the
presentation itself and do not, in the teacher's point of view, present

40 difficulty for objective assessment.

C. Assessment of abilitY

1. Meaning of ability

General cognitive skills that enable a student to comprehend the intent of
an assignment or reading and to interpret it in order to complete it
successfully.

This teacher tries (and is confident he succeeds) to assess purely on the
basis of achievement. In history, this means learning a body of knowledge and
becoming able to learn fres nontextual materials such as maps, historic
photos, and cartoons. In accelerated economics, he expects students to
achieve a variety of cognitive skills (interpretation, analysis, comperison,
argumentation, organization of material), as well as a certain body of
information. But all these he would place under the umbrella of achievement
and assess as such.
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III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. and S. Results fit the Purpose AND method matches material taught

Generally, his recall questions do ascertain if the students have studied
the material. This is the paramount issue with this teacher. Commenting on
the revised review assignment option he said he was glad he'd designed this
alternative, since "Their scores improved and that, of course, is my goal."
Certainly recall questioning suits the pedagogy of lecture about factual
matters.

C.-F. Ease of develoPment AND ease of scoring AND origin of assessment AND
time required to administer

These tests are easy to write, though it takes seam consideration to be
assured that the entire domain is avmpled; they are easy to grade; and they
can be administered in a class period. Since, in history, one day a week is
given over to testing, this last is an important factor. Further, time is
given to review of the test when it is turned back; up to 20 minutes is spent
on going over the questions and putting up the point results and the curve.

Make-up tests are short essay, with specific points assigned to each essay
and the teacher can readily state just what information has to ne there to get
credit, so these, too, are easy to score. The teaches reports that he does
correct for bad writing on assignments, sometimes requiring rewrite, but this
is not done on tests nor is it factored into scoring.

This teacher draws most of his regular assignments from materials provided
with the text and develops his own tests. It is important to him that the
tests not be known to the students, so origin of the test is a factor.

G. Degree of objectivity

This is a most important factor with this teacher. Although he has a
well-planned, highly quantifiable grading strategy and tests that are
predminantly objective (multiple choice, reorder, matching, fill in the
blank), he worries that he is "too subjective." His comments on this subjecu
indicate that he feels tht best way to correct for this is to assess often,

but that may not be sufficient.

Some of there assessment quality concerns may reflect his evaluations of
the economics reports, which are certainly more judgmental. However, he does
not admit that the factors which he uses to evaluate those reports are other
than readily observable, eveluable, achievement indicators.
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H. ApPlicabilitY to measuring thinking skills

This is an important consideration for this teacher. He eschews use of
the text-embedded tests because they are 'too recall". His tests, he says,

sampde all levels of skills. Analysis of the teacher-developed tests, however,
indicates that almost all of his questions, like those in the text, are
recall. Thus, this teacher is not able to correctly apply an assessment
principle that he himself regards as critical.

I. Effective control 04_9111911mq

Cheating is handled through use of a different test for make-up. It is
short essay, rather than objective questions, so papers cannot be borrowed.
There does not seem to be any concern on the part of this teacher that
assignment uvrk is shared. Indeed, he comments that seem of the students who
ask for the alternative review assignment work them up together. The
assignment uvrk must be cespleted to gat credit and, he feels, students must
comprehend it in order to do well on the tests. That is sufficient monitoring.

IV. QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS

LI have construed the percentages as proportional ratings.)

A. Paper and pencil assessments

Scoring criteria for essays: All the "essays' on regular tests are short
written answers and they are awarded 5 points. Make-up tests consist of
longer essays. usually 4 or 5, given 5 points each. Grades for tests are
derived from letters or the 4-point scale, so total number of points for the
test is irrelevant. The essays are all recall; the teacher "knows what should
be there" and assigns points. He narks for style, spelling, etc. on
assignments (and sesetimes requires a resubmission), but these are not
considered on tests.

Match between content and instruction was high, in the sense that the
teacher lectured the facts and then asked for facts back on the tests. The
assignments were also predominantly factual, especially the review assignments
to prepare the students for the tests. There uss, however, a marked
difference between the content of instructional lectures and Lhe material on
assignments and tests. For classroom lecture, the teacher selected certain
aspects to describe in detail (e.g., a battle line in World War I, the
assassination at Serajevo) which did not appear on the tests. They cannot be
interpreted as focussing On the most important issues, simply as interesting

incidents selected kor acme other reason. The students appeared to be aware
of this, for only those who wore interested in the topic were paying
attention. Thus, with regard to whether the items sampled the domain, yes,
they did clearly do so with regard to the text matirial, although the lectures
did not point bo that.
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Scoring procedures were fully planned and articulated to the students.
The placement of the cuts on the curve was generally set at SO% of the points
for a 'CI, although this went up to nearly 60%, if the class scored generally
well.

B. Performance assessments

The only performance assessments seen were the oral reports in economics
and the written versions turned in.

The teacher took notes openly during the Presentations, making it clear
that he was evaluating. However, the notes were on the content of the
presentation, he reported. Performance factors included in the evaluation

were not recorded simultaneous with the Presentation.

Generally, the teacher had criteria in mind, including achievement,
affective, and ability. It did not appear 0 these had been fully
communicated to the students and, in fact, ne was not aware that their Were not
all achievement criteria. The overall quality of speaking itself was an

important evaluation variable. Yet this had been communicated to the students
largely in far more specific terms, such as the direction to speak from notes,
rather than reading. No rating system existed for these reports. to my
knowledge.

Further, students did not appear to realize that they were also being

graded on the basis of their answers to questions from their peers. Often
they passed such a question on to a fellow presenters when they could have
answered it too. That is, they did not active competitively in this regard.
although they were being judged, not aa a group, but individually. Their did

try to answer the teacher's questions to the best of their ability.

As to the written version of the report that the students turned in, it
appeared to be less important than the classroom performance and it was
difficult to ascertain what criteria went into judging the essay. The onXy
description I got was that used for paper and pencil assessments, i.e., that
'it all needs to be there'. Students did not appear to have a clear idea of
bow the components--oral presentation, question answering, and written report
weighed in the overall assessment.

C. Oral questions

There was very little oral questioning in these classes. In history.

questions averaged less than 2 per period. All Were answered by volunteers;
no scoring or other records were maintained. Questions were inference, i.e.,

could the student take the Presentation the teacher was engaged in one step
further. This contrasted with the basically recall assessment environment and
the generally factual content of the lectures.
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There was almost never any verbal response to a student's arswer; the
teacher Simply moved on in the lecture or, in economics, moved on to his ft,4-t
question to the student presenter.

V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. Oral and nonverbal feedback

This teacher is remarkably without affect. He varies his tone of voice,

his facial expression little. There is almost no eire contact with the class.
Even admonishments to misbehaving students are very controlled. Indeed, in
the few cases in which such control actions were necessary, he quietly moved
up te the offender, without even being noticed, and spoke in a quiet manner
that conveyed strong approbation, even barely controlled anger. Such actions
had a strong effect on the individual and the class. The class was generally
quiet and, if many were not tracking the lecture, they were quiet and under
control.

Students respOrses to questions rarely evoked verbal comment or even
nonverbal comment. The teacher asked a few questions.of the economics oral
report groups and soxItimes made a general comment, such as "thank you,' "that
covered it," and, once, "good work* when the group's time was up.
Interestingly, he reported to me that he gave the economics report groups
feedback immediately after they finished presenting--apparentll regarding
these brief comments as sufficient feedback.

On the relative imPortanco of feedback to the teacher, this case is very

low and the case of the other social studies te cher is very high.

B. Written feedback

Soso students' assignments goi writtet. comments, esrecially in the "essay"
sections, where language problems were noted. The written feedback was
minimal, but certainly appropriate where used.

VI. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER X.D ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's backound

2. Two courses in college.

This teacher would like more training in assessment and evaluation and
specifically hope auld be an outcome of participation in the prclect.

B. Teacher's ext lire of time

Here I have csdistrued *teaching activities" to exclude time spent in and
out of class on noninstructionallyrelated activities, such as reading
announoments.
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0

2. Note that assessments are developed before the term starts and all work is
fully laid out. Assignments are not developed by the teacher usually, but
drawn from text materials; some tests are used from year to year.

The following addresses how students' time is spent, at least their

in-,class time (for which we have data). In these classes time usage breaks
down as follows:

HISTORY
Instruction 70%

Assessment 38%

Other 2%

(Lecture is 90% of this; oral questioning
10%)

(One 4ay a week is testing, i.e., 20% of
all class time; tests and grading are
reviewed in class; assignments are not
discussed in detail)

(Little class time is used for other
purposes)

ECONOMICS
n.b. Results would ne different at the beginning of the term,

before oral reports are the main activity.

Instruction 20% (Teacher follow-up to report topics;
teacher expansion on questions he asks
presenters)

Assessment 75% (Student oral reports constitute about
70% of this total*, also unit tests:
teacher questioning of presenters)

Other 5% (Occasional guest speakers, as well as

minor other factors)

* I have counted the oral reports as assessment, although they were the
primary instruction on the topics as well.

C. Teacher characteristics

This teacher highly values his autonomy as a professional in charge of his
own classroom. His comments on his and his colleagues' opposition to testing
standards indicate this. He sees it as his responsiblity to communicate the
base content of the subjecc matter and how he does it is his decision. He

also commented that ',1st of the social studies teachers are not happy with the
text in current use because it is non-chronological and, while some of his
colleagues just don't use the text, he chooses to do so sincP ha likes to have
a text.

0
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These are highly structured cLasses, activities fully laid out in
advance. The only deviations from pre-planned structure that I observed were
the invitation of one guest speaker in economics (although the idea of
occasional guest speakers is part of the term plan, just when they will come
is left open) and adjustment of the order of group report presentations due to
student absence from class.

The teacher expects students to become part of the classroom process,
following the regular pattern of the weeks, knowing what is expected of them,
and taking repsonsibility for themselves. He does not try to make overtures
to students to motivate them, nor seek to know why they do not perform. This
self-responsibility or maturity facto, appears to be an important part of what

he tries to teach students in his classes. Thus, he sees his responsibility
as ending when the material is presented and assignments and tests are clearly
set and fairly administered. Students' failure to learn becok-s their own
choice. Notably, he is open to amending assessment, if students bring their
difficulties to him, as he did when a group requested a different review
assignment in history.

The teacher is committed to assessing on the basis of achievement, but, in
fact, takes in some affective and ability variables as well.

The curve system used for grading is partially criterion referenced, i.e.,
50% is the minimum ever required for passing. The economics class is graded
on a 'C' minimum. The economics tests are curved, but the oral reports are
criterion-graded.

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

The teacher generally regards most of these factors as either irrelevant
or things that he should not pay attention to. Nis general approach appears

. to be to refuse to cater to student insecurities, variation, etc., in order to
motivate them to rise above these things and take responsibility for learning
the material of the course. His students get little feedback, but he feels he
gives feedback.

Teacher's definition of success: Measured overtly only in achievement

terms. The students have mastered a specified set of material. He has fairly
and accurately evaluated and reported their progress. And, though not
expressed, he looks for the students to grow in ability motivation to do
independent work.

VIII. ORIGINS OF POLICY

Testinq
States Minimum competency test in preparation, not yet used.
Departments The department is working cooperatively to prepare a position for
input to the state wide competency test; it has as its policy that individual
teachers shonld decide their own requirements--Ne fought long and hard for
academic freedom,* says the subject teacher.
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Reporting (AND Grading)
District: District requires grade reporting 4 times for 9-week-periods. They
do not require that a specific grade be tied to some specific percent.
District also provides a "comments report," computer form with 20 affective
and achievement comments to seleitt from.
School: Recommends that 50% be a passing mark minimum on any test.

Homework
School.: Teachers must send work home for any student who falls behind, then
contact counselor, and, at third stage, request meeting with parents, student
and counselor.
District: District policy is that schools must set up some procedure for
consultation with parents by 5th or 6th week of a grading period in which a
student is not completing sufficient work to expect to pass.

Class Sizr

District: There are "guidelines" but the union has not yet succeeded in
setting contractual limits.

Selection for Special Programs and Recognition
District: Establishes criteria for accelerated and skills emphasis students

and places primary responsibility on counselors.
School: Counselors select students for special programs, but teachers can
make recommendations and expect that their recommendations will probably be
followed. Teachers can dismiss unqualified students from their accelerated
track classes, if they cannot or will not do the work.
Departmental; The department staff selects all students for special
recognition through vote at its weekly meeting.

Attendance
District: Policies are generally set by the district.
School: Absence, lateness rules are clearly set by the school and teachers
are expected to adhere to them. Some teachers serve as hall monitors to
intervene directly with tardy students.

Content to be Taught
State: Approves a list of acceptable texts to be selected from by the
districts.
Disrict: Approves a list of texts to be selected among by the schools.
Department; Entire staff reviews and selects by vote among the offered
texts. Teachers may deviate from the text (especially in accelerated classes
like economics, in which current periodicals are a major content source), but
many not use a different text.

411 Discipline

District/Schools All discipline procedures are specified by the district and
applied to building conditions by the school administration. Building policy
On what constitutes an excused or unexcused absense is firm.
Departments By consensus the department arrives at methods by which to assure
that activities out of school which they authorize are, categorized as excused
absences.
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NOTE CM TSE RELATION OP POLICY AND ASSESSMENT: Law Day
Each year the social studies department sponsors a "Law Days in which a

large number of students participate. Members of the senior applied law class
and other social scudies students have the opportunity to spend the day at the
courthouse, observing trials, hearing lectures by members of the legal
profession, and, generally, exploring the legal system and legal profession.
Each year the social studies department encounters reluctance on the part of
the foreign language department staff to sign the forms required to excuse Law

1111 Day participants from their classes. If students cannot secure an excuse from
their classroom teachers, they are not--according to strict school
policy--eligible to make up missed work. If, for example, a test is held on
Law Day, unexcused students get a °zero° for the test. In past years some

students who failed to get excuses have suffered rather severely from "zeros°
on quizzes that the social studies faculty regards as having been scheduled
specifically to punish Law Day attendees.

This year, the social studies faculty feels it is in a stronger position
to secure excuses for the Law Day students, since the foreign language program
has a major event coming up shortly thereafter which will require excuses for
student attendance. If Law Day excuses are not forthcoming, the social
studies faculty will withhold excuses for that event in retaliation.

Sowever, the faculty had concerns about students' behavior during Law Day
and the legitimacy of getting excuses for the many students who leave the
event shortly after it starts, hanging out in an adjacent park instead of
attending events, or who simply don't show up at all. Should they take

AP attendance at the event? And, if so, at more than one point in the day? This
would assure attendance, since students no% reporting would be unexcused and
therefore punished through ineligibility to turn in homework or make up tests
fox the day. The social studies department, after discussion, decided not to
try to take attendance at Law Day, since reporting the widespread absence
would damage the chances of continuing to secure excused absence forms from
non-social studies faculty, leading, eventually, to the actual attendees of

Law Day being punished fox participating in a legitimate, sponsored event. It
was better to not monitor, than to risk invoking school policy which counts
absence negatively in studentassessment.
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PROFILE OF SOCIAL STUDIES CASE #1

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual
student needs

B. Diagnosing group needs

C. Assigning grades

D. Grouping for instruction

within class

E. Identifying students for

special services

F. Controlling and

motivating students

G. Evaluating instruction

R. Communicating achievement

expectations

4128e

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless

Not used

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used X

Well informed
X Relevant

X Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
X Relevant

Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless Hist Econ Useful
Not used Hist Econ Used frequently

Uninformed

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

X Well informed
X Releva9t
X Useful

X Used frequently

Uninformed X

Irrelevant
Useless

Not used

.11111MEN I Well informed
X Relevant

X Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed _N Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed.w.mr. ,.saw =. e.
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently
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I. Communicating affective
expectations

J. Providing test-taking

experience

K. Relative importance
of purposes

Uninformed
Irrelevant

Useless Hist
Not used Hist

X Well informed
X Relevant

Econ Useful
Econ Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used Used frequently

Given *100 importance points" to distribute
across the purposes listed below, bow would
you distribute those points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

*40% grades; 20% measure achievement.

Diagnosing individual needs 2

Diagnosing group needs 2

*Assigning grades 60

Grouping for instruction 2

Identifying students for
special services 2

Controlling and
motivating 13

Evaluating instruction 1

Communicating achievement
expectations 15

Communicating affective
expectations 3

Test taking experience 0

100 points
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II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of Achievement

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless

Not used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

X Well informed1. Teacher-developed paper and

pencil tests and quizzes

2. Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests and quizzes

X Appropriate
X Useful
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Appropriate

X Useful
X Used frequently

3. Performance assessments Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate .rwro
Appropriate

ammomm

Hist Econ UsefulUseless
Not used Hist Econ Used frequently

4. Oral questioning strategies Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

5. Standardized tests Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

6. Group assessment Uninformed X Well informed
methods Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

7. Opinions of other teachers Uninformed X Well informed

Inappmpriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently111.

8. Assessment of reasoning Uninformed

010111. .11011..

X

.
Well informed

skills Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

9. Regular assignments Uninformed X
WM/1,M. Well informed

Inappropriate
411IMMI..

X Appmpriate
Useless

--
X Useful

Not used X Used frequently
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10. Student peer rating

11. Student self ratings

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X UsefulRX=IM.1 4. 4.
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently_
12. Proportion of all assessments for all purposes that are of various types

History Econ
Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests 60 40

Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests 5 0

Performance assessments 0 30

Oral questions 2 10

Standardized tests 0 0

Opinions of other teachers 0 0

Regular assignments 33 15
Group assessments 0 5

Student peer ratings 0 0

Student self ratings 0 0

100%

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed in:
(N.B. Restatement

Recall

Analysis

Comparison

Inference

Evaluation

of categories)
Study and

Assignments* Discussion Questions
Oral

Questions**
Tests and
Quizzes***

70%

--

20%

--

10%

Text-Emb. Teach.Devl.

74% 100%

6%

11.111.1.2%

!WM4%

14%

History

OID

I= MO

.1=110.

100%

Econ

28%

28%

17%

5%

22%

Actual Make-up

99% 70%

.1=1.M1 .1=111*

-- 30%

110*** -_

11.11

* Both text-embedded and teacher-developed.
** N here is extremely small; little oral questioning occurs.

*** Actual tests are fill-in, multiple choice, setting events in chronological
order, matching sets, and short essays of 5 points value. make-up are all
short essay.

41 **** In one instance only, in accelerated economics, a single inference question
was included.
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14. Strategies for integrating Uninformed X Well informed
assessment and Inappropriate X Appropriate
instruction Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

15. Dealing with cheating

S. Assessment of Affect

1. Observing individual
students

2. Observing group

interactions

3. Using questionnaires

4. Using interviews (formal

and informal)

5. Opinions of other

teachers

6. Opinicms of other

students

4128e

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless X
Not used X

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Well informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently
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IP

411

7. Opinions of parents

8. Past student records

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

lnarpropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

9. Checklist of affective characteristics measured (considered):

X Seriousness of purpose
X Motivation and effort
X Attitude

Learning style
Interests
Values
Preferences

X Academic self-concept
Locus of control

X Anxiety
X Maturity
X Social skills

mg.IMINI1.11.16
Study skills

X Other (specify: confidence

Code:
F * formal assessment conducted
I * informal assessment conducted
X * Not measured

10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods:

4128e

Observing individual
students

Observing group
interactions

Using questionnaires
Using interviews
(formal and informal)

Opinions of other teachers
Opinions of other students
Opinions of parents
Past student records

239
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10
0

6

2
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C. Assessment of

1. Meaning of ability for teacher

Value of this factor Important X Unimportant
for the teacher

Measurement of ability Measured formally
Measured informally
Not measured X

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measured:

PACTOR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT

1. Verbal ability

2. Concentration

3. Spacial ability

4. Organizing capability/ability to
comprehend overall principles

5.

MEASURED HOW? --none really

measured
Public speaking in oral
reports

General on-task behavior,
questions asked

Quickness with map-reading
tasks

Structure of oral econ reports
and econ report handouts

2. Check decisions influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

Instructional objectives
Instructional strategies

X Grouping for instruction (within class)
Methods for measuring achievement
Grading standards

X Students selected for special services
Other (specify

D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment components provided with text

X Oral questions for class use
X X Homework assignments
X General assessment guidelines for teachers
X Paper and pencil tests

Performance assessments
X Scoring guidelines

W.M1 Quality control guidelines
111111111M IIRMIMINNONEN

412$e

Other (specify
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411

III. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. Results fit purpose Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

B. Method matches material Uninformed
taught Unimportant

Not used

C. Ease of development Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

D. Ease of scoring Uninformed

Unimportant
Not used

E. Origin of assessment Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

F. Tim,: required to Uninformed

administer Unimportant
Not used

G. Degree of objectivity Uninformed
Unimportant

Not used

H. Applicability to Uninformed

measuring thinking skills Unimportant
Not used

I. Effective control of Uninformed

cheating Unimportant
Not used

4128e 241

X Well informed

X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important

X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important

X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important

X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed
X Important
X Used frequently

X Well informed

X Important
X Used frequently

272
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J. Relative importance of criteria

Results fit purpose 20

Method matches material taught 20

Ease of development 5

Ease of scoring 10

Origin of assessment 2

Time required to administer 15

Degree of objectivity 10

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills 15

Effective control of cheating 3

100%

412(te
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IV. QUALITY OP ASSESSMENTS

A. Percent.of paper and pencil assessments (teaater -developed or text-embedded)
having the following characterist3cs (rit not total 100%):

90 Clcar description of assessment specifications
60 Matches content of instruction
60 Matches cognitive levels of instruction

_AO_ Minimizes time required to gather needed information
_SO_ Item format matches desired outcome

St_ Items clearly written
p_ Items sample domain

__AL Scoring Precedures planned
See nala Scoring criteria written for essays

90 Clear directions
90 High quality reproduction
90 Test scheduled to minimize distractions

B. Percent of performance assessments having the following characteristics:

10 Cleac description of trait to be measured with levels of

Proficiency articulated
30 Matches intended outcomes of instruction
50 Minimizes time required to gather needed informttion
70 Clear performance criteria
30 Students aware of criteria
SO Thoughtful exercises yield performance samples
30 Exercises sample performance domain
40 Performance rating planned
30 Results match information needs

C. Percent of oral questions hiving the following characteristics:

4128'3

30 Sampling methods cover range of achOvement levels of students
10 Strategies involve everyone
95 Teacher waits for response
20 Student$s response given supportive reaction
30 Questions match cognitive levels of instruction
10 Written performance records maintained
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. For mi and nonverbal feedback

Percent of feedback deliNered to students who are:

70 Strong (vs. weak)
70 Correct (vs. incorrect)
70 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

95 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)
30 Oral (vs. nonverbal)
90 Public (vs. private)
90 Fair (vs. unfair)
90 Focused on e4Ltevement (vs. affect)
90 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
90 Immediate (vs. delayed)
70 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For writter feeaback

Percent of feedb.2k delivered to studeits who are:

50 Stror; (vs. weak)
50 Correct (vs. incorrect)
50 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

20 Comment (vs. symbol)
40 Positive (vs: negative)
90 Fair (vs. unfair)
90 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
95 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance
as feedback

Never L. Frequently

Uses public achievement chart Never X Frequently
as feedback
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VI. DESCRIPTION OP TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 21 Overall
21 At grade level
21 In school

With content

2. Relative contributions of various sources to teacher's knowledge of assessment
methodology

10 Teacher preparation training
0 Inservice training

. 10 Ideas and suggestions of colleagues

2 Professional literature
2 Teacher's guide to textbooks

86 Own experience in classroom
100*

B. Teacher's expenditure o2 time

1. Proportion of time spent in teaching, actiVities

25 Planning
2 leaching (one on one)

51 Teaching (group)
20 Assessing (see list below)
0 Other (specify

100%

2. Proportion of time spent in assessment activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral, assignments)

10 Reviewing and selecting assessments
30 Developing own assessments
18 Administering
35 Scoring and recording
5 Providing feedback
2 Evaluating quality

100%

C. Teacher characteristics

Role in the classroom

Servant of policy

Curriculum maker delivering

and presenter X required content
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Expectations of
professional self

Structure needs

View of high
quality performance

Stereotypic view of students

Attends to exceptional student

Sense of performance norms

410
Orientation to experimentation

Orientation to cheating No concern

Amount of cheating None

Value of promptness; importance
of timely work completion Unimportant

Expects a

Expects little X great deal

Rigid X

Correctness

Flexible

Degrees of
demanded X quality eval.

None X

Never X

Unclear

No risks X

Interpersonal environment of

the classroom regarding assessment:
Cooperative
Competitive

Attributions for reasons of
student success/failure:

70 Due to student
30 Due to teacher

1008

Basis for grading students:

5 Sense of ability
95 Demonstrated .ichievement

1008

Interpretation of assessment:

4128e

SO Norm-referenced
SO Criterion-referenced

1008

11m. .11

Expressed often

Frequently

X Very clear

Risk taker

Major concern

A great deal

X Important

None X Frequent
None .X Frequent
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VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OP STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Ability bo learn Low X High

No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

B. Willingness to learn Low X High

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

C. Rate of achievement Low - -X High

Decreasing X Increasing
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

D. Maturity ,Irresponsible X Responsible

NO variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addrc3sed

E. Study skills Undeveloped X Developed

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

F. Social skills Undeveloped X Developed

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

G. Willingness to perform Reticent X Willing

NO variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

H. Feedback needs Weak X Strong

Nc variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveloped X.-- Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

J. Sense of fairness Unclear X Clear

No variation X Great deal

4128e

Variation ignored X Addressed
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R. Reaction to testing

L. Parental expectations

4118e

Tranquil X Anxious
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

Unclear X Clear
Low X High

Unimportant X ImportantMYEr =1.
No variation Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed
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SOCIAL STUDIES CASE STUDY #2

Background Information

This social studies teacher is on the staff of a four-year high school

that serves an urban, working class neighborhood. This observation was
conducted on 10 days in April and May, 1986. Interviews with the teacher took
place prior to, during, and after the observations.

He teaches five classes daily, three junior-level American history courses
and, in the latter half of the year, two senior economics courses. In
addition, the teacher is responsible for holding one period of study hall.
The schocl day is made up of eight class periods, each lasting 46 minutes, and

a brief lunch break. The first period is extended by six minutes to serve as
the homeroom period for announcements and related activities.

All are courses required for graduation. In 1985-86 this teacher has all
general courses, although be usually has had at least one accelerated group.
However, each class has a few "Skills Emphasis" students. These are
individuals who have been identified by school counsellors as needing extra
attention to their writing (he offers a Southeast Asian boy as an example).
For these students the teacher prepares and offers opportunities to rewrite
assignments, extra wrIting work and extra-credit work, aria more extensive
written comments on work submitted for grading. These students are identified
only on the class lists and are not themselves aware of the designation.

The students in the subject teacher's classes are approximately 65% white,
30% black, and 5% non-white immigrant, predominantly Southeast Asian. Girls
and boys are present in about equal numbers.

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual student needs

At the beginning of the year, usually during the first class week, the
teacher gives all his classes two writing assignments that he uses to size up
the students. These are short-essay exercises, "less factual than opinion and
evaluation questions" from which he draws conclusions about students' level of
interest. It does not, he points out, measure their ability. One assignment
is completed in class, the other is a homework task. The latter gives more
opportunity to those who are slower thinkers or writers and the former assures
that it is the students' own work and ideas.

This year the sizing up assessment consisted of three questions, all
having to do with current events. If the assignment were given during the
period of the observation, he offered by way of Ixample, he would have asked
the students to discuss the American bombing of Tripoli, an event very much in
the news at the time. He is testing for *what they knov" and "general

cOmPetency." This contrasts with social studies case #1, a teaoher who has a
sense of graduated ability.
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Having administered his own assessment, he then compares these results
with school records of some students' overall achievement and reading grade
level. 'I'm suspicious of reading ability" discrepencies, he reports, and
histories of frequent absence from school. The combinations of his own

asaessment and student records give him *an identification of where they
should be in the class.

These conclusions can, he explains, override the results of any specific
disappointing assessment outcomes during the year, since "I KNOW what their
performance has been and that they CAN do it, but don't.' He follows up with
such students in conference.

Regular homework assignments and tests are also used to diagnose
ind!.vidual student needs, however the expectations are generally set from
these early sizing up activities. If shifts in quality of work are noted, the
teacher requests a conference with the student.

B. Diagnosing group needs (See also I.G.--this is overlap)

Lessons in these classes were largely outlined in advance and the class
proceeded through the material on a pre-set schedule. Therefore, little
evidence was seen of use of assessment to diagnose needs of the group for
recapitulation, further explanation, etc. The teacher, however, contended
that he did repeat material "in a new guise,' if assessment results revealled
that many of the students had not learned important subject matter. He
described this process as one in which he reevaluates questioning strategies,
reemphasizes the critical points when reviewing for the test andmost
importantly--retests the material. That is, the students are retaught and
retested without overt reference to the repetition. He says he doesn't say
he's repeating because students rill think it is boring or feel he is saying
they were stupid to not get it the first time.

C. Assigning grades

This teacher was recommended to the study by his principal because he is
well-known for the clarity and completeness in his grading system. Grades are
highly salient in this classroom. Students regularly ask questions about

gradingo the teacher frequently discusses grading.

The grading system is a cumulative total of points for the year. At the
point the observation began, there were 1,273 possible points from assignments
and tests thus far in American history. Economics was at about 600 points,
since it is a half-year course.

At different points during the observation the teacher offered two

different synopses of the basis for his grading. In the first interview he
reported grading approximately one-third each on homework assignments, tests,
and projects. In a later discussion he offered one-third each from tests,
assignments, and class participation as the breakdown. Hy school policy there
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is a final exam in American history. Bis final can constitute up to 30% of
the year's grade, but it is usually more like 10% of the point total. During
the observation, points were assigned for tests, homework, responses to
questions posed in class discussion, and oral report projects.

Students are very concerned with their pcdnt standing. The teacher has
restricted inquiries about point tctals to once a week and many students
availed themselves of times such as in-class reading to go up and ask for
their grade standing. ,The teacher maintains an accessible assignment book
with extra copies of homework that absent students are required to ccesult
when they return to school. They then have cee or two days to submit the
missed assignments. WOrk not made up counts as zero in the point total, but
students can negotiate these terns with the teacher if there is (Toad cause why
they cannot complete all the work. Students who are not satisfied with their
grades are offered opportunities to undertake extra credit projects. These
cannot make up more than 10% of the student's point total.

moor

It remained somewhat mysterious what the teacher included in "extra
credit." In response to interview questions, he described only extra work
opportunities, but when handing back tests noted twice that, "There was no
extra credit and that's the way I like it.*

D. GrouPing for instruction in class

This was rarely done. The teacher reported that he assigned students to
small groups for oral reports based on his assessments. But, it was less on
the basis of homo- or heterogeneous achievement or perceived ability, than the
hope that an industrious student would motivate a less interested classmate to
de the work.

E. Identifying students for sPecial needol

This teacher would do this, if he were authorized, and believes his sizing
up assignment would provide a valid basis. However, counsellor's have the
responsibility of grouping and teachers' recommendations, according to the
informant, are rarely followed. So, he doesn't try to get students replaced
very often any more. He does sPeak with a few students each fall to encourage
them to apply for accelerated placement, sometimes successfully.

One example that the teacher gave of the problem of an improperly placed

student was of an outspoken class member whom he characterized as "dominating*
and using *gapping logic.* In an advanced class, these problems wolld be
addressed, so he would get the help he needs. He had tried to pursuade this
boy to take accelerated history, but he had not wanted to shift his placement,

since the school year had already begun. The teacher thinFa he lacked
confidence, blaming the placement process. The teacher gives this boy extra
projects out of class to try to help him realize his.potenaal.
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P. Controlling and motivating students

The subject teacher uses assessment to both control and motivates however,
he only recognizes the motivating function of his assessments. An upcoming
test is mentioned frequently as a spur to reading and homework preparation.
When students receive their graded assignments back to correct, the possiblity
of those same questions appearing on the unit test is announced. On one
occasion, when banding out an assignment, the teacher urged the class to
really put some effort into it and prGmised, if the homework results showed
sufficient understanding of the material, he would not give a chapter test
that week, but merely integrate the chapter into the three-chapter unit test
that would come up later in the month. Thus, assessment it used for
motivating the class, both positively and as punishment.

Additionally, negative reporting is omitted, in order to motivate. The

school provides forms to advise students and their families of impending
failure for the grading period. The subject teacher pointed these forms out
as an example of negative effects of grading. He does not send failure
warnings, rather he calls tbe student in to conference and then calls the
parents to discuss "progress" and "improvement needed," rather than failure.

During class periods, assessment is frequently used to control the class.

The unruly, the uninterested, the sleeping may be called upon, out of any
pattern of order, to recite in class. Since the teacher regularly records
responses to questions in his grade book, questioned students are put on

notice that their behavior has an impact on their grade.

G. Evaluating instruction (see also I.B., diagnosing group needs --scam
overlap)

The teacher responded inconsistently. Asked whether he ever changed
instruction based on assessment, the subject reacher replied, "constantly."
But (as the discussion under I.B. has detained), this was not apparent. In

an earlier interview, when asked whether daily assignment results might
influence instructional decisions, he construed the question to refer to
further assessment decisions and stated thet, while hcsework uvuld rarely
alter what he would do in class, its results "tell me what I need to test
for." That is, assessment is used to plan assessment.

It seems improbable that major revision of instruction was undertaken,
since a pre-set schedule for material coverage was closely adhered to, but
perhaps specifics of lecture and discussion were amended based on test
results. Re-introduction of widely-missed questions into a later test was,
indeed, apparent. (See 1.B., above, for details of observation.)

B. Communicating achievement expectations

Observed only in remarks to the classes that they should "know this for
the test."
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I. Ccamunicating affective exPectations

At the beginning of the year the teacher set standards for behavior and
for affective characteristics sum as effort, seriousness, neatness in his
three-page "Classroom Procedures" manual. Written assignments, for example,
are required to be in pen, to be neat, have sPecific margins. Stueents can
lose points if the don't follow these rules; during the observation, a student
lost point because he had not remembered to put his name on the assignment
papers.

Within an apparently rigid grading system, in.which each piece of paper,
each question has a point value, the teacher allows for extra credit and gives
some extra points for improvesent. As he says to the class, as vell as to me
in interview, no extra pcdnts is "the way I like it." but sometimes it does
happen. He gave fairly substantial credit to a couple of students for
extremely marginal extra-credit reports, because they finally showed
.themselves willing to take on the job and he had been trying to get them more
interested all year.

The teacher also guards against lowering academic self-corcept through

grading and reporting of failures. He takes special care to find some things
to comment positively on in assignMents and tests of students he is trying to
encourage. 'And, generally, he does not count off for poor spelling and
syntax, although he regards it as his duty to mark them. If he counted off
for those things, it wluld, he feels, discourage effort and interest and,

especially, cause the students to write less, when he is trying to get them to
write more.

J. Providing_test-taking encrience

Not apparent

II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of achievement

I. Teacher-developed paper and pencil tests and quizzes

These are short answer, matching exercises, Identifications. The teacher
likes *writing" tests, as the students are "more creative.'

He tests every 5 to 6 days. These are chapter tests. Unit tests cover
about three chapters of text and occur at least onco a zonth.

2. Text-embedded paper and pencil tests and quizzes

The text-embedded materials are use more for homework assignments, which
are also graded. Re is concerned about security of tests and this book has
been used now for five years, so he regards it as no longer useful. And, the
true/false, fill-in-the-blmnk, definition sorts of questions in the text
materials he thinks of as more suited to assignments preparatory to testing.
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3. Performance assessments

The two performance assessment methods regularly used in this classroom
are oral questioning as a measure of attention, etc. and student oral
reports. Oral report days take up one to two class days per chapter in
economics, i.e. one set approximately every two weeks. The teacher judges
seniors more capable of this work than younger students. /n history they are
somewhat less frequent, but used as the basis for "current events day" every
third Friday.

In the oral reports a small group of 2-4 is asked to read on a topic or,
in economics, to prepare one of the textbook's "case studies" (small examples
of actual cases of application of the economic principles under study). The

students are expected to summarize, to answer pre-set questions, and--at least
in theory--to lead the discussion. In fact, the teacher regularly preempted
the student-led discussion (sometimes despite student complaint) to conduct
his urual routine of oral questioning, addressing his questions exclusively to
the presenting group.

These oral reports are graded. The teacher reports he looks for content,
demonstration of underdtanding of the reading and research accomplished, if
that was part of the assignment. The students are required to hand in the
notes they report from and these constitute one-third of the grade.
TWo-thirds of the credit is based on the performance.

Questioning turn strategies varied considerably from day to day. On a
grading day he often picks out five to seven students to "concentrate on."
This becomes, for that group a major assessment of class participation--which
he reports may constitute a third of their grade. Other times he may just go

down the rows, recording responses.

At still other times, when he is not trying to assign a specific number of
points or keep track of number of opportunities to recite, he takes a mixture
of volunteers and called-on students. Usually, volunteers can answer the
questions, called-ons cannot. Calling on studentr who are not paying
attention is a commonly used motivation or disciplining tactic. Boys recite
more, both in volunteering more often and being called on more often. After
such general questioning sessions, the teacher often records point marks for
recitation after class for students who have recited a lot or often called on,
apparently based on some general impression of their participation.

4. Oral questioning strategies

Oral questioning is the most common use of class time. This is how the
teacher instructs the students on the text material. He rarely lectures,
although sometimes a longer discourse sets the stage for a series of
questions. Responses become part of the grade; at least twice a week the
teacher has his grade book right at the lectern and records every correct and
incorrect response. Other days the teacher may, after class, write down some
credit for students who have been participating well.
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5. Standardized tests

Standardized tests are not administered in the social studies
department. This teacher would like to see one created, but his colleagues
are not interested. He is looking forward to the imposition of a state
minimum competency test for social studies.

6. Group assessment methods

These are not a major feature of the classroom. In the oral reports,
some consideration is given to the fact that it has been group work, but to
the extent possible, the efforts of each member of a reporting group are
individuated.

7. Opinions of other teachers

This teacher has virtually no contact with colleagues. Therware no
scheduled meetings of the department. Their only joint work this year has
been selection of the new U.S. history teAts, a committee on which the
subject teacher sits. He does not seek out any formal or informal
consultation with colleagues and, in fact, only very rarely leaves his
classroom.

8. Assessment of reasoning skills

The teacher acknowledges the importance of testing for a variety of
skills, noting that the principal holds this as a high priority. The
school-eandated final exam in American history is checked over by the
principal and this, the teacher reports, is what he is looking for.
Otherwise, the teacher does not seem to be too concerned on a day-to-day
basis with rssoning skills. He appears to regard use of his own short
answer ("writing") tests, as opposed to the text's multiple choice,
true/false, and idenification tests as sufficient.

9. Regular assignments

This teacher gives three to four graded homework assignments weekly.
These are intended to assure preparation, to focus students' attention on
what he regards as the major points of the reading, and to give him an idea
of "where they are" in their comprehension of the material. Considerable
class time is devoted to oral questioning for correcting missed answers on
returned ascignments, which then are turned in again.

Rost assignments are text-embedded materials, though the teacher also
makes use of questions he writes himself,

10. Student peer rating

Not used.
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11. Student self rating

Not used.

14. Strategies for integrating assessment and instruction

The only things I can think of here are oral reports, i.e. covering the
material through graded student performance, oral questioning, oral
correcting of assignments and tests.

15. Dealing with cheating

There are strict rulex for make-up tests and assignments that are

designed to inhibit cheating. Make-ups are almost always different from
scheduled tests and are changed from year to year.

Some students are placed in front seats or away from friends, in order to

limit their cheating from one another. During tests, students whose desks are
too apse are asked to move. During tests, however, the teacher works at his
desk most of the time and does not monitor the class closely; cheating is
rampant.

B. Assessment of affect

1. Observing. individual students

Sleeping, acting out, etc. are monitored, sometimes addressed, and
occasionally becalm, part of the students' assessment. The teacher, when
annoyed, calls on a misbehaving student for an answer to an oral question,
knowing that the student will have no idea what the question was. The
failure to respond correctly is recorded, often with an oral admonishment.

The teacher makes use of the 20-statement multiple choice supplement to
the grade report. It consists largely of affective statements. Even though
he 4 critical of the form, he tries to check at least one statementusually
sokething about *in-,class behavior* on each report.

2. Observing group interactions

Not used. Students are not expected to interact in this class; it is
very teacher-student oriented.

3. Using questionnaires

Not seen.

4. Using interviews (formal and informal)

This teacheL relies extensively on conferences with students. F.Jime of

these take place during class time, when the rest of the group is leorking on
reading or homework. Mint are held privately, before and after school and
during the teacher's free periods. Several student conferences were
scheduled every day during the observation period.
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At these conferences, students review their progress, check on their
grades, request extra credit work, discuss their in-class behavior (at the
teacher's request), and may talk about problems outside of class that are

impacting their success. The teacher regards family and personal problems as
a major determinant of student achievement and classroce behavior and seeks
to draw this information out of the students, in order to take it into
account in decisions about, for example, delaying due dates for work,
permitting extra credit, and allowing repeat of work.

5. Opinions of other teachers

Generally, neither valued not sought. However, the teacher does look
through student records in the main office at the beginning of the year.
While test scores are his primary interest, he does occasionally find remarks
of former beacher: helpful in his own sizing up process.

6. Opinions of other students

Not valued, in fact avoided.

7. Opinions of parents

This teacher tries very hard to engage parents' interest in their
children's educational process. He keeps a list of all home phone numbers at
his home telephone and makes, he estimates, an average of about three parent

calls each night. He is interested in the parents' assessment of their
child, but more important is their level of commitment to assisting the
teacher by monitoring homework, encouraging the student, etc.

The teacher recalls cases in which his end parents' opinions of a

student's ability were in disagreement--parents both underestimating and
overestimatino the child's potential. We tries to get parents to think as
highly of their children as possible, since he regards motivation and
self-confidence as keys to success.

8. Past student records

Records are used only for sizing up of students whom he feels may be
misplaced or may have some serious reading, writing, or other academic
problem. He consults the school records in the third week of the Year,
looking especially at overall achievement results and reading test scores.
He regrets that these data are not current for his students. Occasionally he
finds teacher comments in the files of value as well.

9. None of these aspects are *measured°. This response reflects what the
teacher takes into account, based on general impressions gained thrdugh
classroom observation and conferences with students.
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C. Assessment of abilitY

I. Meaning of ability

Potential to perform the work, if the student has
favorable environmental conditions and motivation; demonstrated by verbal and
writing skills and general knowledge.

Although the teachar insisted he was not measuring anything but

achievement in his grades, two inconsistencies emerged. One is the question
of extra credit (see I.C., above). The second is the differing amount of
personal effort he was putting into his students on his own time. Asked whY
he spent so much time caloling, encouraging, and meeting with one student, he
responded that the boy is °bright,* though he misses lots of class and does
not do the work. With regard to another, rather disruptive student, the
teacher pointed Nim out tome as someone with more *ability° than his work
evidenced, judged from the boy's verbal skill. Re was able to discuss
current events, making his points emphatically, if not argumentatively,

although he did not read the assignments.

2. Decisions influenced bY results

In this response, instructional strategies that are obviously influenced
are calling students in for conference, expending extra effort one-on-one,
offering extra credit work and agreeing to requests for extra credit
assignments. Oral questioning appears to be influenced as well, studentc .
whom the teacher regards as *bright* often called on when they are
daydreaming or misbehaving, in order to try to bring them on task (either by
embar:assing them or bY reminding them of his belief they can do it), while
other off-task students are simply ignored or verbally admonished. Grouping
for instruction is affected by the teacher's desire to put some of these
students with unrealized potential into groups with high achieving and/or
hard working students, in order to evoke their participation in the task.

D. Text assessments (See II.A.I3 for details, this is overlap.)

Text tests are not used, but only because of concern for cheating, not
test quality. Ali text-embedded assessment materials reviewed were all
recall.

III. CRITERIA POR SELECTING ASSESSMENTS

Criteria for selecting assessments were difficult to discern. The
teacher was not articulate about this in interview, indeed, appeared to
regc.rd the query as irrelevant to his work. I conclude that the selection of
assessment methodology is fixed by long practice and not subject to review, on
his part. The teacher regards all his assessments as fully objective,
whether paper-and-pencil, oral reports, or class recitation.
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The considerations that did surface had less to do with the
aPPropriateness of the method to the content* than with periferal issues.
For example* he made up his own paper-and-pencil tests because those that

came with the textbooks had been used before. Next year* when they have a
new text* he may use them. He noted ease of scoring ass factor* as well as
time it takes in the classroom. These factors seem to determine how many
questions are given and limits writing to short resprnmes.

G. .119.511ALSILStdS534.2itr

The teacher belies4s that objectivity is the crucial factor in testing
and that all his assessments and his grading system are completely
objective. It is unclear where some of the extra credit points fit into this
scheme. Apparently it is at least pertly out of concern for objectivity that
the teacher restricts his testing b) recall.

/V. QUALITY OF AbdESSNENIS

(I have construed the percentages as proportional ratings.)

A. Paper-and-Eencil assessments

Cognitive levels: Text-embedded study questions for a sample history

chapter consisted of 21 recall questions and 26 definitions. All guises and
tests observed were recall short answer questions. Assignment sheets*
text-embedded or teacher-developed were recall.

Assessments did tend to match the instruction* since it was by and large
recall as well. in history class oral questioning sessions* three-fourths of
the questions were recall. In economics recall was solicited in about
two-thirds of the questions. Other questions called for opinions from the
students* inimarily evaluation and comparison.

Directions: Students have plenty of opportunity to ask for
clarifications* before and during work on assignments and tests. Directions
are quite clearly outlined verbally.

See II.A.13* above.

The classroom procedures manual details the grading system: what percent
of points are required for each grade, what will be graded* how credit is
apportioned.

Reproduction: Teacher-developed assessments* ;minted on the teacher's
dot-matrix printer* contained some errors of spelling and syntax. Whether
written on the board or from his computer* all assessments are legible.
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B. Performance assessments

The clarsioom procedures manual gives written definition of how the oral
reports are to be constructed and how much they count, but does not offer the
strategy for evaluating them (one-third for notes and two-thirds for
"presentation") that the teacher says he uses. That is not recorded anywhere.

C. Coral questions

Supportive reaction: Correct responses were more often followed by a
verbal comment than were wrong answers. Correct responses solicited a
comment such as 'lake" "yes," "good," but often just a follow-up question to
the same student. Wrong answers evoked a negative moment re the student's
attention or preparation or, most frequently, simply the same question put to

another student. Questions from the teacher following oral reports were more
interactive than general recitation. There was more verbal evaluation of the
answers by the teacher.

COgnitive levels: By and large, oral questions address recall (see
IV.A.). In the follow-up to the oral reports there is more use of higher
order questions, students on the panel asked to evaluate, to compare, justify
their opinions with arguments.

Performance records: The teacher makes obvious use of the grade book
during selected oral questioning sessions, recording each student's right or
wrcag response. A typical graded recitation session had SO possible points
for those students selected for grading. After non-recorded questioning
sessions the teacher often placed points in the grade book for students who
had responded well and noted those who wore unable to respond correctly.

Sampling: When not explicitly selecting a sub-set of students for
grading, oral questioning tends to be conducted on the basis of
volunteering. In history, about four-fifths questions in such sessions were
answered by volunteers. Same students shout out answers, when a classmate is
slow to respond.

V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. Oral and nonverbal feedback (see also IV. B. and C., above; some overlap)

This teacher is very concerned with students' privacy, especially with
regard to their assessments. Grade reports were scheduled to come out during
the observation period and, in a session prior to their being:nailed out to
students'homes, the teacher spent class time calling each student to his desk
where he wrote down their grade and point standing on slips of paper.
Several times he reiterated that "Your grades are.your grades and not to be
shared with others." Questions about grades and progress are referred to
private conference.
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0

0

0

S. Mitten feedback

The data here are thin. Generally, assignments and tests seen received

only a letter grade, although the teacher stated in interview that he tries
to make a positive comment on each paper. However, it was clear that the
most important criterion for the teacher is that written feedback is positive
in tone. Negative feedback, he feels, does nothing by discourage interest

and effort (e.g., see above, re the failure warning reports).

VI. DESCRIPTION OP TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teachgr's background

2. No courses on evaluation and measurement many years 4go in college and

one in-service after arrival at this school. He regards them to have been of
little value.

B. Time exPenditure

Here I have construed *teaching activities" to exclude time spent in and
out of class on mon-instructionally-related activities, such as reading
announcements, letting students fill out senior popularity questionnaires.

etc. - -a total of quite a bit of time.

1. One-on-one teaching is conferences with students.

2. He spends several hours every night, as well as his free periods working
on assessment and instructional planning. The largest proportion of this
time is spend correcting and writing assessments. Also, parent contact is an
important use of time: he makes two to three calls each night.

This section addresses how the students' time is spent, at least their
in-class time (for which we have data). In these classes time usage varies
greatly by day and breaks down as follows:

Instruction 10-60% (of this total. approximately 20% is
lecture in economics. 30% in history;
70% is oral questioning)

Assessment 17-65% (excluding test days, but including
giving our assignments, correcting
assigments and tests, answering
questions about assignments, tests and
grades; in economics, includes student
oral reports*)

Other 4-30% (mostly roll taking, announcements,

interruptions such as phone calls, but
also reading and homework Preparation
time)

* These oral reports are more assessment than instruction, since the teacher
goes over the material again. either lecture and oral qUestioning to the
class or in expansions on questions rut to the presenters.
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C. Teacher characteristics

Attends to exceptional student: This teacher asks questions of the

students most likely to know the answers and, especially, to be willing to
engage in discussion. He seeks to motivate students who are "bright," but
not working, calling them into conference. He does also take pains b3 offer
his "Skills EMphasis" students the extra assignments and oppnrtunities to
write that the counsellors recommend for them.

Expectations of professional self/ Structure needs/timeliness.

flexibility/ attributions cd student success & failure: This is a higbay
structured classroom system--a fixed grading policy, a set schedule for
progress, pre-planned instrucctions and assessments. It is the same from
class to class and, it possible to infer, from year to year. Use of time is

frequently referred to; desired testing outcomes are the object of
instructional questioning. The teacher believes that part of his job is to

train juniors and, especially, seniors to be responsible for themselves:
They are expected to look up missed assignments, arrive on time for class
with their books, pens and papers, to meet appointments made for
conferences. The teacher is also more comfortable with a structured setting.
However, it often breaks down in class, the students drawing the teacher away
from the planned instruction onto other topics and acting disruptively; this
is some sort of game in which they get him to fail to impose his structure on
them. There appears to be no assessment punishment for this behavior - -these
are the "bright" students.

The teacher takes his charge very seriously. He would like to have a
more standardized, department-wide curriculum, but as it wow stands, he is
satisfied to completely cover the text material. He takes responsibility for
student progress. "It's up to the teacher to teach it," he says, and he
spends many hours working with individual students and trying to engage their
parents in their prcgress.

VII. TEACHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Feedback needs: These are highly individual. He feels that all students
need SONO positive feedback, but some seek it all the time and others are
more independent. This need for confirmation he regards as an index of
maturity. For example, one sophomore who was enrolled in junior history kept
asking from more comments on her work, more questions to answer in class,
additional assignments to do --she is "young," he says.

Parental expectations: Generally, the lack of parental interest is a
very serious concern for this teacher. He blames divorce and family problems
for many of his students' failcre to take an interest in their schooiwork. A
minority of parents he describes as highly involved, but most are difficult
to engager even though he requests conferences on the students' grade reports
and calls parents to discuss progress and how they might help. Parents who
are interested usually have a fairly accurate picture cd their children's
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potential, hut he has some who think that their child is far brighter than is
the case and, occasionally, parents who underestimate their child. Overall,

he wishes for higher parental expectations, since they motivate the children
to do better.

Teacher's definition of success: (1) Achievement: *What counts is the

final result, what they've learned overall." No single assessment indicates
very much. He's succeeded if "they learn that there's lots they don't
know." (2) Performance: If there are lots of volunteers and a wide show of
interest, then the class iS successful. (3) Thinking skills: Achievement
must demonstrated, that's most important, and it's dem:-trated when a student
looks back on his own" and brings material from earlier in the year into
current discussion, "as his own application.* (4) Affect: When a student

comes to cooperate in his/her own learning process, that's successs, to "do
an assignment they've refused to do before," when they show "increased
motivation."

VIII. oRicaws or POLICY

Testing
State: Minimum competency test is in preparation, but not yet used.
School: Final exam is required for American history by the school
principal. Percent of grade is set by him as maximum 30 percent; he reviews
exams drawn up by individual staff. Teacher's rule in final is maximum of 10
percent.

Reporting
District: District requires grade reporting 4 tines for 9-week periods.
They do not require that a specific grade be tied to some specific percent.
Use of the "Comments Report" computer multiple choice form is also optional,
though recommended. Teacher always uses it.

Homework

Class Size
Districts There are "guidelines," but the union has not been able to get
contractual limits as yet.

Selection for Special Programs and Recognition
Recognition: No information
Distilat/School: It is districtwide policy that counselors place students in
accelerated/skills emphasis/advanced year classes, At this school, this is
strongly emphasized, teachers not even having recommendation power. The
teacher tries to get students to request replacement themselves.

Attendance

District: Policies are generally set by the district.
School: Specific counting of latenesses, opportunities to make up work are
subject to school policy, but the teacher basically does what he judges best
on a case-by-case basis.
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Content to be Taught
State: Approves a list of acceptable texts to be selected from by districts.
District: Approves a list of acceptable texts to be selected from by schools.
Department: Committee reconmends texts, selection ratified by department
vote.

Discipline
District/School: All discipline procedures are specified by the district and
applied to building conditions by the school. However, the teacher takes
some initiative personally, requiring, for example, that a student come in
before or after school to do an assignment, if the wc.rk has not been coming
in or if he has doubts about whether the student is doing it him/herself.

The teacher also uses classroom behavior and work completion as criteria for
granting or denying such privileges as library passes. He also makes
personal judgments about the worthiness of excusing students for other school
activities, based on how he values the activity and how often the student is
absent from class.
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PROFILE OF SOC/AL STUDIES cASE 42

I. ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

A. Diagnosing individual Uninformed X Well informed
student needs Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

4. Diagnosing group needs Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless

.110M.
X UsefulM.

Not used X Used frequently. M1111 ..144!....

C. Assigning grades Uninformed X Well informed
Irrelevant -X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

D. Grouping for instruction Uninformed X Well informed
within class Irrelevant X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

E. Identifying students for Uninformed X Well informed

special services Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless -- X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

P. controlling and Uninformed X. Well informed
motivating students Irrelevant _ X Relevant

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

G. Evaluating instruction Uninformed X Well informed

Irrelevant X Relevant
r

.--- -- -
Useless Useful

Not used X Used frequently

E. Communicating achievement Uninformed X well informed

expectations Irrelevant X Relevant
Useless Useful

Not used X Used frequently
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4b

41)

I. Communicating affective
expectations

J. Providing test-taking

experience

K. Relative importance

of purposes

*Grades 58%; measure achievement 2%.

4U6e

Uninformed X

Irrelevant X
Useless

Not used

Uninformed X

Irrelevant
Useless X

Not used X

Well informed
Relevant

X Useful
X Used frequently

Well inform*/
Relevant
Useful
Used frequently

Given .100 importance points* to distribute
across the purposes listed below, how would
you distribute those points to reflect the
relative importance of the decisions listed?

Diagnosing individual needs 5

Diagnosing group needs 2

*Assigning grades 60

Grouping for instruction 0

Identifying students for
special services 1

Controlling and
motivating 10

Evaluating instructirm 1

Communicating achievement
expectations 15

Communicating affective
expectations 6

Test taking experience ___g_
100 Points

266
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II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Assessment of Achievement

1. Teacher-developed paper and

pencil tests and quizzes

Uninformed
Inappropriate

X

X
Well informed
Appropriate610.

Useless
..emo 411ID .

X Useful
Not used

..01NIMIM 111

Used frequently
.1.
X

2. Text-embedded paper and Uninformed X .1. Well informed
pencil tests and quizzes Inappropriate

0111111=11IMM .111M, 11011

Appropriate
Nplabb

Useless Useful

Not used Used frequently

3. Performance assessments Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate .11Ase Appropriate

=11.11101M

Useless Useful
Not used X Used frequently

4. Oral questioning strategies Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

5. Standardized tests Uninfozmed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

6. Group assessment
methods

Uninformed
Inappropriate

X Well informed
AppropriateX

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

7. Opinions of other teachers Uninformed X

--
Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

8. Assessment of reasoning Uninformed X Well informed
skills Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently
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9. Regular assignments

10. Student peer rating

11. Student self ratings

Uninfozmed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used

Well informed
ApprollTiate

Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

12. Proportion of all assessments fcm all purposes that are of various types

Teacher-developed paper and
pencil tests
Text-embedded paper and
pencil tests
Performance assessments
Oral questicas
Standardized tests
Opinicms of other teachers
Regular assignments
Group assessments
Student peer ratings
Student self ratings

13. Cognitive levels of questions posed int
(N.b. restatement of categories)

Study
Assignments* Discussion

Text-embedded
Recall 74% 96%

Analysis

CmParison

Inference

Evaluation

2%

8% 4%

12%

M. OW

Oren,

35

10

5

15
0

0

30

5

0

0

100%

and Oral Tests and
Questions Questions** -MAIM***
Teach.Devl.

100% 65-75% 100%

./INPM

WEI

.011,

=1.

10-15%

15-25%

MOM&

PD

.011.

MI.

*Both text-embedded and teacher-developed.
**Higher figures reflect senior economics classes. Most nonrrecall questicas were
put during follow-up to oral reports and addressed only to the students in the
reporting group.

***Ail teacher-developed.
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14. Strategies for integrating

a44essment and
instruction

15. Dealing with cheating

B. Assessment of Affect

I. Observing individual

students

2. Observing group

interactions

3. Using questionnaires

4. Using interviews (formal

and informal)

5. Opinions of other

teaChers

6. Opinions of other

students

4126e

Uninformed X
Inappropriate

Useless
Not used X

Well informed
X Appropriate

X Useful
Used frequently..1

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used

Well informed
X Appropriate

X Useful
X Used frequently

Uninformed JL Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X

Inappropriate
Useless

Not used
--

Well Informed
Appropriate
Useful
Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed
Inappropriate X Appropriate

Useless X Useful
Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X

Inappropriate
Useless X

Not used X

269 300
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Used frequently
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7. Opinions of parents

8. Past student records

Uninformed X Well :Informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

Uninformed X Well informed

Inappropriate X Appropriate
Useless X Useful

Not used X Used frequently

9. Checklist of affective characteristics measured (considered):

X Seriousness of purpose Code:
X fttivatIon and effort F formal assessment conducted
X Attitude I = informal assessment conducted

Learning style X = Not measured
X Interests

Values
Preferences

X Academic self-concept
Locus of control

X Anxiety
X Maturity

Social skills
X Study skills

Other (specify

10. Relative importance of affective assessment methods:

Observing individual
students 40

Observing group
interactions

Using questionnaires 0

Using interviews
(formal and informal) 35

Opinions of other teachers 0

Opinions of other students 0

Opinions of parents 10
Past student records 10

100%

C. Assessment of AbilitY

1. Meaning of ability for teacher
Value of this factor Important X Unimportant
for the teacher
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Measurement of ability Measured formally
Measured informa/lY
Not measured X

Ingredients considered in assessment of ability, if measured:

FACIDR(S) INCLUDED IN ASSESSMENT

1. Verbal ability

MEASURED HOW?--none really
measured

Observation, repartee

2. General knowledge, especially of current Class discussion
affairs- -learning without reading for content

3. Language barriers --non-native speaking Class discussion, conferences
students who manage are regarded as intelligent

4. Parental involvement- -if they are not Conversations with parents
assisting in motivation & the students does well,
it is from strong ability

S. confirmation from parental examples of the Conversations with parents
student's ability, e.g., stories of early
reading, outside interests

2. Check Oecisions influenced by results (i.e., change with varying levels of
ability).

X Instructional objectives
Instructional strategies

X Grouping for instruction (within class)
Methods for measuring achievement

X Grading standards

Students selected for special services
X Other (8pec4sy time and effort exPended bv teacher on the student)

D. Text Assessments

Checklist of assessment ccelponents provided with text

4126.

.11

0)
4
X Oral questions for class use
X X Homework assignments

no info General assessment guidelines for teachers
X Paper and pencil tests

Performance assessments
no info Scoring guidelines
no info Quality control guidelines

Other (specify
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III. CRITELIA PPR SELECTING ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. Results fit purpose Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

.

Hot used X Used frequently

B. Method matches material Uninformed X Well informed
taught Unimportant X important

Not used X Used frequently

C. Ease of development Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant -- X Important

Not used X Used frequently

D. Ease of scoring Uninformed -- X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

E. Origin of assessment Uninformed X ___ Well informed
Unimportant X important

Not used -- X Used frequently

P. Time required to Uninformed X Well informed
administer Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used freq%:ently

G. Degree of objectivity Uninformed X Well informed
Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

H. Applicability to Uninformed X Well informed
measuring thinking skills Unimportant X Important

Not used X Used frequently

I. Effective control of

cheating

4126e
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J. Relative importance of criteria

4126e

Results fit purpose 18

Method matches material taught 10

Ease of development 5

Ease of scoring 10

Origin of assessment 10

Time :equired to administer 15

Degree of objectivity 20

Applicability to measuring
thinking skills 2

Effective control of cheating 10
10014
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IV. QUALITY CI ASSESSMENTS

A. Percent of paper and pencil assessments (teacher-developed or text-embedde 1
having the following characteristics (need not total 100%):

SO Clear description of assessment specifications
90 Matches content of instruction
90 Matches cognitive levels of instruction

_Elp_ Minimizes time required to gather needed information
80 Item format matches desired outcome
Ig_ Items clearly written

_X_ Items *ample domain
70 Scoring procedures planned

_ma_ Scoring criteria written for essays
80 Clear directions

Sigh quality reproduction
SO Test scheduled to minimize distractions

E. Percent of performance assessments having the following characteristics:

_V_ Clear description of trait to be measured with levels of
ppoficiency articulated

Matches intended outcomes of instruction
UV_ Minimizes time required to gather needed information
11_ Clear performance criteria
80 Students aware of criteria
10 Thoughtful exercises yield performance samples
10 Exercises sample performance domain
80 performance rating planned
SO Results match information needs

C. Percent of oral Questions having the following characteristics:

4126e

40 Sampling methods cover range of achievement levels of students
10 Strategies involve everyone
30 Teacher waits for response
SO Student's response given supportive reaction
70 Questions match cognitive levels of instruction
90 Written performance records maintained
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V. FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

A. FOr Eta and nonv6rbal feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

75 Strong (vs. weak)
70 Correct (vs. incommq:10
60 Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

%

20 Delivered in class (vs. out of class)
_AIL Oral (vs. nonverbal)

20 Public (vs. private)
80 Pair (vs. unfair)
60 Pbcused on achievement (vs. affect)
70 Germane (vs. irrelevant)
60 Immediate (vs. delayed)
60 Positive (vs. negative)

B. For written feedback

Percent of feedback delivered to students who are:

30 Strong (vs. weak)
30 Correct (vs. incorrect)
SO Male (vs. female)

Percent of feedback having the following characteristics:

10 Comment (vs. symbol)
20 Positive (vs. negative)
90 Fair (vs. unfair)
70, Germane (vs. irrelevant)
90 Focused on achievement (vs. affect)

Uses samples of performance Never X
as feedback

Uses public achievement chart Never X
as feedback

4126e 275 306
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VI. DESCRIPTIONIOF TEACHER AND ASSESSMENT

A. Teacher's background

1. Teacher experience, number of years: 20+ Overall
20+ At grade level

12 In school
5_ With content

2. Relative contributions of various sources b) teacher's knowledge of assessment
methodology

5 Teacher preparation training

0 Inservice training
0 Ideas and suggestions of colleagues

0 Orofessional literature
Teacher's guide to textbooks

85 Own experience in classroom
100%

B. Teacher's expenditure of time

1. Proportion of tine spent in teaching activities

20 Planning
_10 Teaching (one on one)

40 Teaching (irl'up)
30 Assessing (see list below)
0 Other (specify

100%

2. Proportion of time spent in assessment activities (paper and pencil, performance
assessment, oral. assignments)

5 Reviewing and selecting assessments

20. Developing own assessments
15 Administering
35 Scoring and recording
20 Providing feedback
5 Evaluating quality

100%

C. Teacher characteristics

Role in the classroom

4126e

Servant of policy

Curriculum maker delivering
and presenter X required content
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Expectations of
professional self

Structure needs

View of high
quality performance

Stereotypic view of students

Attends to exceptional student

Sense of performance norms

Orientation to experimentation

Orientation to cheating

Amount of cheating

Value of promptness; importance
of timely work completion

Expects little X

Interpersonal environment of
the classroom regarding assessment:

Cooperative
Competitive

Attributions for reasons of
student success/failure:

20_ Due to student
80 Due to teacher

100%

Basis for grading students:

Rigid X

Expects a
great deal

Flexible

Correctness Degrees of

demanded X quality eval.

None

Never

Expressed often

X Frequently

Unclear X Very clear

No risks X

No concern

None

Risk taker

X Major concern

X A great deal

Unimportant Important

20 Sense of ability
80 Demonstrated achievement

100%

Interpretation of assessment:

10 Norm-referenced
90 Criterion-referenced

100%

None
None
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VII. TEACHER'S PERCEMONS OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Ability bp learn paw X High
Kb variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

B. Willingness to learn Low X High

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

C. Bate of achievement Low X High
Decreasing X Increasing

No variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

D. Maturiq Irresponsible X Responsible

NO variation X Great deal
Variation ignored X Addressed

E. Study skills Undeveloped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

P. Social skills Undeveloped X Developed
NO variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

G. Willingness to perform Reticent X Willing
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

H. Feedback needs Weak X Strong
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed

I. Self-assessment skills Undeveb:ped X Developed
No variation X Great deal

Variation ignored X Addressed
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J. Sense of fairness Unclear
No variation

Variation ignored

K. Reaction to testing Tranquil
MD variation

Variation ignored

L. Parental expectations Unclear

Low
Unimportant

No variation

Variation ignored

4126e 279
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CRAFTER 4. COMPARING CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT ENvIRONMENTS

In this chapter we explore similarities and differences across the eight
profiles of classroom assessment environments. The exploration begins with
comparisons of the two profiles within each of the four subject matter areas.
Then it turns to an analysis of patterns across all eight environments,
focusing on each of the key ingredients in the profile: assessment Purposes,
assessment methods, criteria for selecting methods, quality of assessments,
the teacher's relationship to assesamett, the teacher's perceptions of
students and the role of policy in classroom assessment.

Throughout this discussion, reference will be made to patterns seen in

what teachers tend to do or not do, what they know, think and feel about
assessment and how they integrate assessment into instruction. Patterns
discussed are those of the eight high school teachers studied only.
Generalizations to any population of teachers beyond this small sample may not
be warranted.

As a result, some of the assessment phenomena reported and some of the
conclusions drawn may represent speculations on our part as to the true nature
of classroom assessment. These tentative conclusions are collected in this
chapter in an attempt to begin to bring some order to our understanding of the
very complex world of classroom assessment. However, until our conclusions
are verified by other researchers in other contexts, we must remain cautious
about their implications for teacher training.

Comparison Within Sublects

Math. The two math cases are strikingly similar. Both are experienced
teachers who are very clear about assessment purposes and methods. They
measure student achievement (not ability) using math problem sets in which
students must show all work for the purposes of diagnosing student needs and
assigning grides. The attainment of grades is the motivating force in both
environments.

The assessment of affective characteristics is also similar and very
straight forward in both contexts. If students are doing the work on a daily

'basis, they are judged to be serious cd purpose and are thought to be trying.
This can influence grading decisions.

Both teachers are adamant about using test problems that clearly reflect
desired outcomes of their instruction. Each tends to focus on math problem
solving processes and wants to test those processes. They feel that the
text-embedded tests do not provide this, so they develop their own exercises.
The result is paper and pencil assessments that are of. high quality in both
cases. They Learned to develop these tests through experience in the
classroom. Formal training played no role in their assessments.

IP
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One area where the two differ is in their interactions with students using
ore4. assessments during instruction. One teacher tends to ask rhetorical
questions which he does not expect students to answer. He answers them

himself. The other teacher uses these assessments to focus the attention of
inattentive students, turning misbehavior into an apparently intense
student/teacher learning interaction.

Both teachers spend a good deal of their instructicmal time (up to 1/3)

involved in assessment-related activities. Since they have so many years of
experience, are so clear on objectives, and have developed assessments
frequently in the pest, little assessment time is spent developing
assessment. In both cases, a majority of assessment time is spent scoring,

recording and providing feedback.

Finally, neither teacher is impacted to any great extent by policy. They

use the required text and report grades when required. Beyond these, their are
unaware of and inattentive to other existing assessment policies and
guidelines.

Science. The nature of the discipline of science and the study of biology
may account for the similar curricular, instructional and assessment practices
used by both these teachers. Indeed, at the time of the observations both
groups of General Biology were studying genetics. Both teachers conduct labs,
put the weekly agendas on the board, give considerable homework and check it
daily, conduct assessment in a rather fixed manner, maintain a predetermined
schedule and rate of material coverage, integrate assessment into instruction
similarly, use a notebook as a summative evaluation activity and put a great
deal of responsibility for the learning upon the shoulders of the students.
They relit Primarily upon the assessment of performance by way of student
products to determine understanding and to assign grades. Both teachers give
considerable weight to student effort and participation as they affect the
quality of a student's learning experience as well as the final evaluation.
Even their weaknesses are similar. For instance, each could improve upon the
recordkeeping of student participation and the oral questioning of students.
They mdght also inform students mcce carefully about criteria and engage
students more actively in the assessment process.

While these two biology courses are quite similar in terms of assessment,
it is evident that students in these two settings are having quite different
biology experiences. Students in the first case not only have a more rigccous
academic course, but they are actively involved in the construction of their
own learning. They are engaged in a team effort yet are demonstrating
independence of thought and are expected to be as creative and curious as they
can possibly be. Even if they are getting C's in the course, the teacher
feels confident that they are achieving his goals of acquiring an attitude,
appreciation or love of science, cc, at the very least, of nature studies.
Certainly the teacher makes a persuasive case for assessing without the use of
paper cnd pencil tests. In the second case, the range of student experiences
is quite narrow and, while students may be having a challenging experience in
terms of work demands, there is little opportunity for creativity, higher
cognitive operations, or independent thinking.
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Language Arts. The two language arts teachers observed for this study
enjoy both the subject matter they teach and their students. Although both of
these teachers teach other subjects, their main interest is teaching
literature and their primary concern is to awaken their students to an
appreciation and enjoyment of good literature. These teachers are rather
similar in their views of the purposes of assessment. They use assessment
primarily to diagnose group needs, evaluate instruction and communicate
achievement expectations. Unlike most of the other teachers observed in this
study, they do not place high emphasis on assigning grades. Both dislike the
grading process and attempt to diminish its importance in students' eyes by
using a point system and emphasizing completion of assigned work (and thus
engagement with the subject) more than the specific grade received. Both of

these language arts teachers inform their classes that they would be happy to
give "all A's" and that one just has to work hard to do well in their
classes. The teachers differ somewhat on their use of assessment to diagrose
individual student needs; the Case 1 teacher is more concerned with atteuding

to individual students and makes greater use of assessment for that end.

In terms of the methodology they use to assess achievement, both teachers

prefer to use tests, quizzes and stedy questions they have developed
themselves. They both make heavy, daily use of oral questions, for assessment
and as an instructional tool. (Indeed, in both of the language arts

classrooms assessment and instruction appear to be well integrated and the
teachers adjust their instruction according to the results from the various
assessments they use.) Oral questioning lends itself well to the study of
literature. However, both teachers also use oral questioning in their other
classes (composition and the study of mass media). The Case 1 teacher makes
greater use of oral questioning than does the other teacher. Although both
teachers are skillful in the use of this technique to assess student and group
knowledge and progress, neither teacher routinely keeps written records of
these daily assessments. (The Case 1 teacher has a column in her gradebook
for oral participation, but the record consists of a "global" checkmark for
the quarter or the lack of a checkmark.) Neither SeeM2 to be aware of the
problems inherent in mental recordkeeping.

Both teachers employ questions (oral and written) that tax a variety of
cognitive levels. The Case 1 teacher states explicitly that her main purpose
in teaching is to get the students thinking and synthesizing ideas and she
looks to see how what they are learning is changing their thinking. This
explicit purpose is reflected in the fact that she uses a better balance of
higher order thinking skill questions in her assessments than does the Case 2
teacher. Both, however, rely heavily on the use of recall questions. This
appears to be a necessary management tool--to check that the students are
actually reading the assignments.

The use of performance assessments in these two classrooms is very
limited. The nature of the subject matter (language arts) would allow much
more extensive use of this type of assessment (demonstrating mastery by
writing in genres such as essay, poetry, satire, short story, for example, or
reading aloud).

4188e
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These teachers are very similar in the methodology they use to assess
affective factftrs. Here again, the Case 1 teacher tends to give greater
emphasis to observing individual students, where the Case 2 teadher pays
greater attention to group interactions. Regarding the assessmekt of ability,
the teacher in Case 1 seems more concerned with the ability of her Btu:lents
than does the Case 2 teacher. On an individual student level, both believe
every student has the ability to aa.mve and perform adequately in their
classes. The apparent importance of ability in Case 1 emerges when the
teacher considers her students as a group. She constantly compares them with
other stedents she has had in the past (and at another school) and feels she
has had to lower her expectations and change her teadhing to meet the level of
her current students. However, ability is inextricably entwined with
achievement and willingness to perform. The lack of a clear understanding of
the concept of ability and a clear separation of it from other more
legitimately assessable constructs is problematic. It is difficult to
determine the influence the teacher's view of ability truly has on her
assessments.

Regarding selection of assessment methods, the two teachers are quite
similar. The Case 1 teacher is generally slightly better informed and pays
more attention to the applicability of the assessment method to the
measurement of thinking skills. The quality of their assessments and the
feedback procedures they use are generally quite similar.

Where these two teadhers differ considerably is in their backgroand: The

Case 1 teacher is a seasoned veteran, having taught for 20 years and having
been the head of the English Department during her career; the Case 2 teacher
is in her fifth year of teadbing. This difference in years of experience may

exPlain the difference in the way the two teachers view themselves
professionally. The Case 1 teacher clearly sees herself as the maker and
presenter of curriculum, whereas the teacher in Case 2 considers her role more
as the servant of policy delivering the required content. The Case 1 teacher
has greater expectations of herself as a professional, she takes more risks as
a teacher and pays more attention to individual students, even encouraging
individuals to work at their own pace. She also foster a collaborative,
ratner tiwn competitive environment in her classroom. The Case 2 teacher
spends far sore time teaching to the group and in fact actively discourages
students from getting ahead of the group.

Roth feel teaching literature can be highly subjective and attempt to use
objective methods in their assessments. The Case 2 teacher succeeds at this a
little better than the teacher in Case 1, primarily because she relies more
heavily on recall, true/false, multiple choice and short answer questions in
her tests and quizzes. The Case 1 teacher makes far greater use of essay
questions, which tap into higher order thinking skills, but which are more
difficult to score objectively. In their essay scoring, both teachers use
what appears to be "holistic° scorings but their criteria are unstated. The
Case 1 teacher is explicit in her technique of norm-referencing the scores by
reading what she considers to be the top and bottom papers first to establish
how she will score a set of papers. This apparent lack of clear criteria for

4188e
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essay scoring is an area that needs further study. Neither teacher receives
many complaints about her snoring. This may be due in part to the fact that
over time students have come to know what the teacher's expectations are.

Another area of concern in these teachers assessment practices is their
inclusion of "effort" as part of the grades they give. The Case 1 teacher
clearly considers effort in determining a student's grade, particularly in
cases where the student is at risk of failing but is willing to maks an effort
(despite a past history fraught with the lack of effort). bath teachers
consider effort (motivation, willingness to perform) in borderline cases as a
way of determining the final grade. Neither seem to consider the possibility
that level of effort is already being reflected in each student's achievement
and they might thus be assessing it twice. Also, in both cases the teachers
ars willing to give students the benefit of the doubt. Points, grades and
assessment comments are usually used in a positive way, to motivate and
encourage students.

As the above reflects, these two teachers have similar views of their

students' characteristics, though the teacher in Cass I usually has a slightly
lower view of her students' skills and attitudes. They differ radically only
in their perceptions of students' reactions to testing and in the level of
parental expectations. These differences and the lower views held in Case 1
may well reflect the differences in the populations the tilm schools serve. As
noted in the case study descriptions, parents in the Case 1 community tend to
have low expectations for the continued education of their children, whereas
the Case 2 community places a very high priority on education. The blase
reactions to testing of students in Case I compared with the anxiety
experienced by the Case 2 students is directly related to the family and
community attitudes about the importance of education. The significance of
the particular school/community influence on students' characteristics and
teachers' perceptions of them is also suggested by the fact that the second
biology case study was conducted in the same school as Language Arts Case 1
and the ratings given the two teachers' perceptions of their students by
independent researchers are almost identical.

Social Studies. To a considerable extent, assessment in social studies

appears to be shaped by the natnre of the instructional content and by the
teacher's understanding of the school's expectations for that subject. The
two teachers observed for this study both teach U.S. history and tconcmics,
required subjects. However, the Cass 1 teacher teaches an accelerated class,
which differs greatly frail Case 2's "regular" economics class and the latter
teacher stated that his methods ars very different for advanced groups.
Therefore, the most valid comparisons can be made between the two teachers'
approaches to American history. Case l's school offers U.S. history to
sophomores while Cass 2's classes are juniors; it is not possible to isolate

any effects of this difference in student maturity.

In both schools the emphasis in U.S. history lies heavily on factual
content of the subject. One teacher (11) uses most of the class tine for
lecture; the other (#2) spends most of the instructional time in
question-answer, expanding on the answers (correct or incorrect) to make
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Iecture-like reponses. The lecturer instructs by relying upon the students'
ability to read and'assiailate the text material as the basic overview of the
content, choosing selected points to expand upon in class that go far beyond

the level of detail that the survey text offers. He balanced this technique
with a chapter review assignment which directs the students to the text
material they are expected to have learned. The teacher who relies on oral
questioning generally follows the content outline of the text as he proceeds,
thus providing the students with a daily model of the content for which they
are held responsible. His questioning so closely follows the text, in fact,
that sany students follow along in their books in order to anticipate answers
to the upcoming oral questions. This teacher does not provide a review
assignment before tests.

Teacher 82, the oral questioner, works to integrate assessment and
instruction to a greater extent than the lecturer. He overtly records marks
for responses to questions in many of his class sessions and he uses the
instructional time to develop the points that are to appear on the tests. In
same cases, he reported, areas which emerges in oral questioning as things the
students have not prepared or do not understand will become test items.
Remarks like, °Think about this for the test.* are not uncommon. The lecturer
depends on the homework assignments, especially the review exercise to direct
students' attention to the required content. Neither teacher makes
significant efforts to revise instruction based on assessment, although
teacher 112 reported that he occasionally does recap based on poor homework
results.

Although presentation techniques vary, expectations for what will be
tested are similar and equally clearly, though differently. articulated. Both
teachers test frequently, relying on chapter tests and unit tests
(encompassing 3-4 chapters), a structure dictated by the textbook. Their
tests, too, bear resemblances They are tests of recall, using
fill-in-the-blank and very short answer questions, matching tasks,
chronological ordering tasks, and short (3-5 sentence) essays. If the two
teachers were using the same texts, their students would probably perform
similarly on one another's tests; even with different texts, the same content
was emphasized for the historical periods oteerved.

American history is a core high school subject and, in both teachers'
view, essential as preparation for responsible adult life in the U.S. They

take their oharge very seriously and appear to have in their minds some set of
material that every high school graduate ought to have learned about his/her
nz'ion. It is that content that they seek to teach. Both feel that their
textbooks contain this requisite content and that their job is to assure that
the students learn it. Thus, as American history teachers, they have clear
concepts of their charge for the year and that charge consisted largely of a
body of specific information. It is not surprising, then, that their tests
are almost exclusively recall tasks. Just how it is that the teachers expect
their students to make use of this historical overview to guide their lives as
citizens remains unclear. Such skills are not taught in American history.

4188e
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Thus, both teachers assessment methodologies are driven in part by

accountability concerns. They see themselves as accountable for the factual
content of American history. Both also express the need to have a large

number of grades recorded that they themselves can regard as "objective" and
therefore reliable measures of student achievement. Teacher Il stated that he
does not have the skills to write valid questions that test higher order
thinking skills, although he tries (unsuccessfully) to integrate them into his
tests. Teacher 12 depends on regular point grading to back up his grading
decisions; he feels he needs to be able to demonstrate meticulous objective

grading to protuct himself from grade complaints. Both teachers lack
understanding of methods for testing higher order thinking and for preparing
valid performance assessaents.

Perhaps because of the heavy stress on recall and on "objective"
questions, the two teaChers share concern about test security. Bach devises
his own tests. They also share lack of concern about security for their
homework assignments, relying on the text-embedded materials for most of
these. Homework is a regular activity in both classes and an essential
component of the overall assessment.

Both social studies teachers reported that they conducted a sizing up

exercise at the beginning of the term. In both cases this appears to have
been, at least in part, a free writing activity, one of the only times
students were asked to write essays. It is interesting that they relied on

essay writing as an indication of overall readiness for the class, but do nut
employ essay writing as an assessment. This may relate to the concerns about
accountability and objectivity noted above.

Finally, both teachers articulated in interview and in class, strong
beliefs that one of their tasks is to bring their students to take
responsibility for themselves and their own educations. They see high school
as a transition ground between childhood and adult responsibility and their
professional charge as high school teachers to instill self-dependence and
maturity in their students. They choose strikingly different strategies for
this teak.

Teacher 11 employs a distancea, professionalized relationship with the
students, setting clear rules and requiring reasoned, documented excuses for
exceptions to these rules. He brooks little personal interaction or
misbehavior in his classes, modeling, it appears, a controlled, on-task
self-presentation aa adult and responsible behavior. Students are directed to
the school counselors for any non-content issues.

Teacher 12 attempts to instill self-responsibility through interpersonal
closeness, rather than distance. He takes responsibility for the students'
learning Onto himself, spending a great deal of time working individually with

students, trying to establish a network of student support with parents, and
providing in-class time for joking, teacher-student and student-student
interaction, and relating hie personal view of history. He reported that

students need to know someone really cares about them and their achievement
and uses his own concern as a motivator. While the rules in his classes are
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equally clear and documented, this teacher is prepared to make exceptions if
students try to show that they do care about their work and are trying to
improve. Be offers extra credit opportunities as a carrot to students who are

willing to put in extra effort. For teacher #2, affective variables such as
effort become part of the overall assessment, used as a strategy for promoting
students' sense of control over and responsibility for their own educations.

Ccpitinq Assessment Purposes Across All Sub acts

Several patterns emerge in these eight studies regarding assessment
purposes. The teachers use assessment most commonly to assign grades and
communicate achievement expectations. Teachers are generally explicit in

communicating grade expectations. As examples, they use written grading
policies, sample problems and review, written assessment tasks and tests to
give students a sense of what is important to know.

The grading of academic achievement dominates almost all environments
despite the fact that teadhers dislike grading. Several teadhers believe
grading to be a bureaucratic requirement that is counterproductive to their
goals for teaching, while others devise elaborate schemes to resolve issues of
fairness and objectivity. All, however, keep records on student performance
for the purpose of compiling the final grade. There is considerable variation
in how elaborate these records are and how much information is °collected to
determine the grade.

Measurement for grading purposes is almost completely criterion-reference
in the sense of the use of percent cut-off scores. However, objectives are
often somewhat vague as are criteria for performance. Cut-off scores for
grades vary greatly, although some are fixed by policy. Teachers vary in
their consistency in applying cut-off scores. Affective and personality
factors, such as motivation, effort, or a teacher's sense of a student's
capabilities, influence grades. Further, teachers desonstrate considerable
discretion in compiling information for the purpose of determining grades.
Gtades serve to send many different messages to students, only some of which
relate to achievement and teadhers often use their authority to communicate
both affec_ive and academic expectations to students through grades. Teachers
are not of:cen challenged to explain a grade to either student, parent or
administrators nor are teachers likely to check out the effects of grades upon
students.

The teachers studied appear not to be responsible for assessment for the

purposes of grouping, selecting for special services and providing test-taking
experiences. Bole differentiation in the secondary school influences these
assessment purposes. Students are often "tracked" or channeled by guidance
counselors and once placed the teachers generally treat the entire class as a
group.

There is considerable variation across teachers in assessment for the
purposes of diagnosing, controlling and motivating, evaluating instruction and
communicating affective expectations. Diagnosing is more often done during
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instruction using information generated through methods such as oral
questions, review of homework and individual clad(rences. There is an
affective component in nearly every assessment environment and it tends to
focus on such attributes as attentiveness, effort, participation or
seriousness of purpose. This assessment feeds directly into decisions about
grades, as mentioned above.

Assessment Methodolom

Assessment of Achievement. Across classrooms, teachers spend about a
quarter of the available instTuctional time on assessment-related activities.
This ranks in importance just behind whole group instruction.

Methods used to measure achievement On a regular basis across subjects

include daily written assignments, paper and pencil tests and oral questions
as assessments. On the other hand, these teachers tend not to rely on
standardized tests, group assessments, opinions of other teachers or student
peer assessments. A great deal of variation was seen across teachers in
teachers' reliance on performance assessments, student self-assessments, and
text-embedded tests.

Performance assessments (measures based on observation and judgment) are
used to measure achievement in language arts, science and social studies, but
not in math. Student self-assessment varies across teachers in that same
teachers leave it up to their students to let the teachers know if they are
having difficulty. Reliance on text-embedded assessments varies as a function
of the availability of such assessments. Those who use texts that have
accompanying assignments and tests ute them to varying degrees, while those
who do not have them available obviously do not use them. Textbooks tend to
serve more as a =MVO of daily assignments than of tests per se. These
teachers tend to want to develop their own tests.

Perhaps the most important problem noted in these classrooms is that
teachers sometimes use assessment methods without sufficient understanding of
how to use them well. For example, it is not uncommon for teachers to espouse
the importance of teaching higher order thinking skills, only to measure
recall of facts and information, unaware that a discrepancy exists between the
two. The result is invalid assessment. Further, teachers who rely on
performance assessment methodology almost universally do so without explicit

performance criteria or with vaguely defined criteria. When this occurs, the
danger of invalid and unreliable assessment is great. In other cases,
teachers report using assessment based on group activities or prcdects
resulting in judgments of individual student performance and seem unaware of
the complexities of sorting out differential contributions of group members to
overall project success. And finally, oral questions during class, while used
most often as instructional rather than assessment devices, are conducted with
virtually no written reoordkeeping systems when used as individual student
assessments.
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Ca the positive side of achievement assessment, teachers tend to develop
their own paper and pencil tests to be sure the tests reflect the content they
emphasize in class. Further, the paper and pencil tests tend to be of fair
technical quality (clear items, appropriate formats, etc.). In aadition, they
tend away from objective tests and toward performance and other assessments
when outcomes warrant it. Finally, they tend to focus their assessments en
actual demonstrated classroom achievement specifically defined, rather than on
vaguely defined concepts of student ability.

Assessment of Affect. Affective assessments contribute greatly to the
nature, role and quality of classroom assessment environments. These measures
focus predominantly on the students' seriousness of purpose, level of apparent
effort and attitude (strong or weak, positive or negative feeling about the
teacher and/or the subject). These factors are measured by observing the rate
and quality of student work and through interpersonal contact with the
student. Results influence student grades and teacher expectations of
students.

Within the affective dimension of classroom assessment, two issues emerge
as worthy of further consideration. The first issue revolves around a
dangerous pattern noted in several classrooms in the linkage between affective
assessment and the school reward system. There appears to be a stereotypic
personality type among high school students that teachers respond favorably
to. These are the students who smear attentive and aggressive during class
and who therefore receive higher grades than others, not because they've
learned more of the material but because they've learned to act like they are
learning more. The implicit message communicated to these students seems to
be "You don't have to learn as much if you look like you're trying." Once
they read the message, they may learn that they can manipulate classroom
affective assessment to advantage. This is dangerous because it may be that
white, male students are more prepared culturally to fit this stereotype than
white females or meebers of minority groups. This may lead to sex and ethnic
inequities in assessment and grading systems. This is a complex issue that
deserves further investigation.

The second issue is similarly complex. The reuard system of classroom
assessment environments appears to operate on the assumption that a simple
relationship exists between grades and student motivation. The assumed
relationship holds that if students know a grsde is linked to some particular
behavior (e.., studying for a test), then students will be:have accordingl/ to
obtain the reward. But, in fact, it appears that the actual behavior/reward
relationship is far more complex than this. For good students, those with a
record of high achievement, that simple relationship probably holds --they will
work to get another rewarding A. However, the complexity emerges when we
consider those students whose experience has been one of failure --not
success. These are tho students in the lower half of the distribution of
achievement. Many teachers relentlessly cling to the premise that grades
serve to motivate these students to learn also when for many that simply is
not'the case. For many, grades are a punishment- -a constant public reminder
of failure --not a reward. Working hard seems to have produced only failure in
the past, so why bother. Once a student loses grades as a reward, since this
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is the only motivating tool used by many teachers the motivation to continue
to study is lost and frequently so is the student. If we are to overcome this
problem, researchers and teachers alike need to develop a clearer
understanding of the relationship between grades and affect (motivation and
attitude) at all achievement levels- -not just for high achievers.

Criteria for Selecting Assessment Methods

Teachers across high school subject matter areas seem quite consistent in
the factors they consider in devising or selecting assessments. Factors
typically given careful consideration are time available for assessment, the
match between assessmeat and instructional objectives, including applicability
to assessment of thinking skills and appropriateness for a given purpose.
Factors also considered include degree of objectivity and origin of the
assessment. Factors considered less frequently include ease of development
and scoring and the need to control cheating.

However, it is important to note in thiz context tt.at, while these are the

criteria often considered, the extent to which they are met varies greatly.
For example, as noted above, while teachers intend to measure higher order
thinking skills, often they are unsuccessful in doing so. Further, while many
strive to remain objective, vague performance criteria often give rise to
unxeliable, subjective judgments. In short, striving to apply the proper

criteria does not ensure success.

guality of Assessments

As has been suggested above, the quality of the assessments observed
varied. Some assessments --typically daily assignments and tests of the paper
and pencil variety --were generally sound across subjects. The majcm exception
to this conclusion is the extent to which these assessments measured thinking
skills. Examples of good quality performance assessment were noted, but most
suffered from vaguely defined performance criteria and rating procedures.
Oral questions were occasionally used as assessment devices, often with no
attempt to gather a representative sample of student responses and with no
written recordkeeping. In fact, it was generally the case that the teachers
observed had spent very little time reflecting on the nature or quality
(validity, reliability, and communication value) of their assessments prior to
participating in this study.

Within this dimension of classroca assessment, some important and

pervasive attitudes about assessment were noted. First, objective assessment
formats tend to be accepted by teachers as dependable just because of the
format and regardless of other qualities of the assessment. For this reason,
objective tests tend to be preferred by all. Essay tests and performance
assessments, on the other hand, tend to be seen by teachers as subjective and
therefore less acceptable merely as a function of format regardless of other
attributes. For this reason, they feel they minimize use of these assessments.
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Students seem less sensitive to this distinctice. Whether the test is
objective cc subjective, students do not question cc challenge the teachers'
performance criteria cc assessment methods. Even in the face of subjective
assessments and vague criteria, students seem to unquestioningly accept the
teacher's assessment authccity. While they may comment among themselves about
the apparent lack of fairness of an assessment, they do not comment to
teachers about this.

Other quality control issues worthy of mention include the following:

As mentioned previously* teachers tended to rely on mental
recordkeeping to manage SOMO kinds of perfccmance information, such
as responses to ccal questions cc behaviccal indicators of affective
traits such as attitude. These teachers remain unaware of the
dangers of bias imherent in such recordkeeping methods.

In addition, some assessments* particularly daily assignments are
often quite short (sometimes two or three exercises). The
dependability of grades entered into the gradebook fcc such
assignments must be questioned.

Further* weighting schemes are popular in establishing grades at the
end of grading periods. However* teachers using these schemes are
often uninformed and uncertain about how to operationalize their
priorities in creating a weighted composite index of student
performance.

Affective assessments are based on various kinds of measures:
recccds of work completion* behavioral observations cc personal
interactions. To provide sound information* these assessments must
be valid and reliable. However, quality ccintrol in this arena of
assessment often receive little cc no attentica. Further*
questionnaires --a very efficient way to gather affective data - -are
virtually never used.

Feedback Procedures

The frequency and mode of feedback varies greatly from teacher to teacher,

but* generally, feedback is fair, germane to achievement* and immediate.
Feedback is used as a motivational tool* as well as a report to students on
their achievement.

Both in class and in conference* strong students and students with cusrect
answers receive more ccal and nonverbal feedback than tbmse who are weak or

give incorrect answers. Correct answers tend to elicit some positive response
from the teacher, e.g., °olio" "good," but incorrect answers are most
frequently simply passed over--the question is asked of someone else cc the
teacher supplies the answer. Strong students get greater feedback because
they are mcce often cccrect, but also because they may also give mcce
elaborated responses than do weak students, even when the latter offer cccrect
answers.
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Generally, oral and nonverbal feedback is positive, focused as it tends to

be on stronger and more correct students.

However, some teachers try to use oral feedback to admonish off-task
students, using negative gestures and facial expressions as well Oral

feedback to the class and to individuals is also used to attempt to instill

motivation. Discussion of the results of tests or assignments often has an
evaluative component and teachers may report their overall assessment of group
progress, in addition to going over the correct answers.

Written feedback, by contrast with oral feedback, tends to be mcce
extensive for the weaker students. On assignments, wrong answers or overall
poor papers are =se likely to receive a commment in addition to the grade or
point score, than the papers,of stronger, more correct students, for Wed:
teachers appear to feel a symbol suffices. Teachers are especially likely to

comment when weak students' work is atypical --either better or worse than

their usual effort. Most ccoments are corrective, rather than positive. Such

comments are generally fair and focus directly on achievement. Overall,

written feedback is regular --most assignments are marked with at least a

symbol - -and students get feedbacx in a very timely fashion.

Samples of performance and such public devices as public achievement
displays are little used as feedback mechanisms in these high school classes.
Indeed, much of the feedback is private, rather than public. Student papers

are carefully handed back individually and some teachers emphasize verbally
that *your grades are your own," so the marks should not be shared with

41P others. Private conferences outside of class time or at the end or beginning

of class periods are common. Choice of private over public feedback appears
to reflect several teacher concerns: the need to protect students' academic

self-concepts; a desire to increase student self-responsibility; teachers'
general desire to deemphasize grading; and teachers' need to protect their
accountability by minimizing student comparisons and appearance of inequity

41P among grades. These factors may also be involved in teachers' tendency to
provide oral feedback to strong and correct students, as noted above.

In grading, teachers appear generally to be willing to give students the

benefit of the doubt. If students have questions or complaints about grades,
these are carefully listened to and, if the arguments are persuasive, teachers
tend to be flexible. There is little evidence of use of grading for giving
punitive feedback to students.

The Teacher and Assessment

40 Teacher's Background. All of the eight teachers observed during this

study were seasoned, experienced teachers. The number of years of tea:Ching

experience ranged from 5 to 33 years, with seven of the eight teachers having
taught for more than 15 years. Half of them have spent their entire teaChing
careers at the same school.
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All of the teachers feel they have received very little useful training in
assessment methodology. Their training to become teachers did not prepare
them to address the assessment questions they face daily in the classroom and

contributed very little to their knowledge of assessment issues and
techniques. Similarly, only two of the eight teachers have benefited at all
from inservice training about assessment. Ideas and suggestions from

colleagues and the teacher's gables of textbooks are seldom used resources,
and almost no one consults the professional literature on assessment. Indeed,

with regard to assessment and grading, teachers work in extreme isolation,
generally without the benefit of colleagial collaboration. The Biology Case 2
teacher's receptiveness to working with her new colleague is evidence of the
positive effect such collaboration can have.

Teachers' knowledge of assessment methodology, then, is based
overwhelmingly on their own classroom experience. The methods they use to
assess and evaluate their students are the result of years of determining what
works for them in the classroco and what they feel comfortable doing. Each
can be learned from teachers' experiences and practical classroom applications
of assessment techniques. HOwever, as we have seen in the preceding eight
case study descriptions, some teachers may not be aware of the pitfalls or
implications of some of their methods, and what appears to be sound assessment
is not always done for the right reasons nor always consistently recorded.

Teacher's Expenditure of Time. NOt surprisingly, teachers spend a
considerable amount of their time in assessment-related activities. On
average; these teachers devote nearly a quarter of their time to assessment.
The rest of their time is taken up in group instruction (nearly 40%),
one-on-one instruction (15%), and planning (20%). Of the time spent on
assessment activities, the biggest block of time (about one-third) is devoted
to scoring and recording results. The amount of time spent on this varies, of
course, from teacher to teacher depending on the number itad type of
assessments conducted. One would expect more time to be spent on scoring and
recording essay tests than on objective, machine-scored tests, for example.
Thus, one might expect math or science teachers to spend less time an this
activity than language arts Or social studies teachers. In these case
studies, such clear patterns were not always apparent, fn part because some
science and math teachers spend most of their assessment time on scoring and
recording and relatively little time on other assessment activities such as
selecting assessments or developing their own.

Teachers in these case studies spend about 20% of their assessment time
developing their own assessments. Administering assessments and providing
feedback consume approximately equal amounts of time (20% each). Little time

is given to reviewing and selecting assessments (10%) and even less to
evaluating the quality of the assessments (5%).

Teacher,Characteristics. These eight teachers differ widely in their
views of themselves and their students and the classroco environments they
have created. Half of the eight teachers work very autonomously, taking full
resPOnsibility for developing the curriculum and presenting it. Three of the
eight, however, tend toward the opposite role of acting as a servant of policy
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who delivers the required content. Mont expect a great deal of themselves as
professionals. All have a relatively clear sense of performance norms; these
are often unwritten. however. Their views of what constitutes high quality
performance vary considerably, ranging across the spectrum from demanding onty
one correct answer to accepting degrees of quality. As might be expected,
similar variation exists in these teachers' needs for structure and in their
willingness to experiment.

These differences do not appear to be related to subject areas. AS the
case study descriptions illustrate, one of the math teachers is flexible and
creative, willing to experiment with different types of assessments, whereas
the other maintains a highly structured, rigid assessment environment.
Similarly, the two biology teachers observed differ dramaticallyone being
highly innovative and flexible, the other conducting a strict routine of
structured assignments and tents. In social studies both teachers are rigid
in the structure they have established for their classes, but one was somewhat
willing to experiment when students requested a different but reasonable
approach. In language arts, the differences between the two teachers are not
as clearly drawn as they are in the math and science cases. Both English
teachers are relatively flexible, ready to adjust their instruct/on and even
their assessment schedules as necessary for optimum learning; one of the
teachers, however, in far more flexible and willing to experiment and take
risks than the other.

Most of these teachers highly value promptness and timely completion of
work. The only except/4n is the Language Arts Case 1 teacher and even though
this teacher is very flexible on this point, she still makes note of late
papers. The interpersonal dimensions of the assessment environments created
by these eight teachers also vary considerably and do not follow any patterns
related to subject area. In name classrooms, very little cooperation occurs
or in encouraged, in others it is frequent. The amount of competition among
students varies even more from classroom to classrocm. The frequency of
competition appears to be less than that of collaboration, however.
Surprisingly enough, teachers seem relatively unconcerned about cheating.
This 'aay be becauee nearly all of them are interested in teaching the students
to be responsible for their own learning. This orientation is reflected in
the number of teachers who attribute the lion's share of the responsibility
for success or failure to the students themselves. Only one of the eight
would take the bulk of that responsibility on himself.

With the possible exception of the Social Studies Case 1 teacher who
attempts to remain disengaged from his students, these teachers all enjoy
their students and would like them to do well in their classes. nearly all of
these teachers operate with some preconceived or stereotypic views of their
studentS. Only the Biology case 1 teacher appeared to be free of stereotYPes;
but only the Math Cane 2 teacher expressed them often. Most teachers tend to
express these views when thinking of groups of students, but seem able and
interested to deal.with individual students and their particular reeds when
time permits. Some teachers (such as the math teachers. the Social Studies
Case 2 and the language Arts Case 1 teachers) were far more willing to attend
to individual students than were others. Stereotypic views can and do
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influence instruction and assessment in some of these classrooms. The lowered
expectations of the Language Arts Case 1 teacher and the Biology Case 2
teacher (both of whom were teaching at the same school) may be based on past

experience with what students in their school actually achieve or are willing
to achieve, but such expectations may not be fair to individual students in
their classrooms this year who struggle against that image or who would rise
to meet higher expectations if they were voiced. Similarly, the Social
Studies Case 2 teacher's assumptions that the boys who are acting out are
°bright" may well have a detrimental effect on boys who don't act out or on
girls in general because he clearly gives more attention to those highly
visible boys.

Additional Comments on Teachers and Assessment. Regarding the grading
process, these teachers grade almost entirely on the basis of demonstrated
achievement. For the social studies and language arts teachers, their sense
of the students' ability may enter into the assignment of grades. However,
they tend to articulate poorly what constitutes ability and how to measure it
separately from achievement or affective characteristics, such as motivation
or seriousness of purpose. Students' level of effort is considered by all

teachers, particularly in borderline cases. The problems implicit in
including ability or effort in the grading process do not seem to be clear to

these educators.

Nearly all assessment conducted in these classrooms is considered to be

criterionreferenced in the sense that a certain level of performance is
expected of all. However, the social studies and language arts teachers,
unlike math and science, use both norm and criterion referencing. Even when
teachers say they are basing everything on a percentage of the total points
possible, they often have distributed the points based on the group norm. The
clearest example of this is found in Language Arts Case I, where the teacher

reads what she considers the top and bottom students' papers before reading
the entire set and determining how to distribute the points. There is a great
need for a clearer understanding of the grading process, what is considered
and how it is considered. Much could be done to help teachers analyze their
own practices and assumptions.

Another ooncern is that teachers tend to *objectify° their assessments)
that is, most are aware of the need to be objective and the perils of

40 subjectivity and they therefore try to make their assessments as objective as
possible. However, more careful analysis is often needed to determine the
validity of some of the assessment methods and criteria. Por example,
teachers whose mein purpose is to teach thinking skills may use questions
which assess primarily lower level skills (particularly recall) without any
awareness that their questions are not assessing what they purport to teach.

Unfortunately, in most of these case studies, instruction and assessment
seem to be separate activities for the teachers. Integration of the two is
done haphazardly and rarely to full advantage. MOst teachers either do not
take the time or do not know how to make good use of assessment in presenting
instruction, in evaluating it, and in making it more effective and
meaningful. The language arts teachers observed here tend to make the best
use of assessment as an instructional tool and as a way to evaluate

instruction and diagnose student needs.
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Teachers' Perceptionm of Student Characteristics

As the case study profiles illustrate, these eight teachers have widely

varying perceptions of their students' characteristics. Although all feel
their students have from moderate to high ability to learn, they rate their
willingness to learn, their willingness to perform, and their rate of
achievement a little lower. Half of the teachers see their students as
relatively irresponsible; only the Biology Case I teacher considers his
students to be responsible. In general, teachers think their students' study
skills are not as well developed as their social skills, and their
self-assessment skills are the least developed of these three
characteristics. Their feedback needs vary across the spectrum from
relatively weak to a strong need for feedback. Their sense of fairness and
their reactions to testing also vary considerably.

Bach t,,Jher is faced with some (and in many cases a great deal of)

variation in these characteristics among hie/her particular students. Rate of
achievement is the characteristic in which greatest variation is noted.
However, teachers' responses to these variations range across the spectrum
from ignoring them totally (even though they admit they exist) to addressing
them. Teachers of a particular subject do not necessarily share the same
perceptions of their students, nor do they respond in similar ways to the
variations amceg students. The Math Case 1 teacher, for example, recognizes
great variation in student traits and therefore dedicates 10-20 minutes of
each class period to individual students. The Case 2 Math teacher also
perceives differences among his students and attends to some of those
differences in characteristics, but his cynicism about a few poor students may

be coloring his feedback to all of his students. The two social studies
teachers are aware of variations in their students, and both tend to ignore
such variations. However, they vary consideraoly in the ways they conduct
their classrooms --the Case I teacher refusing to acknowledge variations and
individual characteristics so that his students will rise above those
differences and take on the responsibility of learning, and the Case 2 teacher
so aware of one particular group of students (the boys who act out) that he
ignores most other variations among his students. The two language arts
teachers tend to be most involved in addressing the variations they perceive
among their students.

These teachers have been able to learn surprisingly little about parental

expectations, although they think parental expectations are relatively
important. They tend to think parents do not expect much of their children.
The extent of parental expectations and parental involvement is related in
some teachers' minds to the nature of the community served by the sChool. The
two language arts teachers, for example, work in very different communities.
The Case I teacher's school serves a working class neighborhood in which
education has not been highly valued as one of the major paths b) a successful
life; this teacher's previous experience with parents at a school which served
a more upwardly mobile community led her to make constmnt comparisons and
judgments about the effects of the lack of parental involvement and
encouragement at her present school. The CAse 2 teacher works in a school
which serves a suburban-rural community in which moot parents have high
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expectations for their children's educations. Most teachers deal with parents
when the need arises (as in cases where the student is at risk of failing the
class), but have little tine to do more. Their emphasis on teaching students
to be responsible for their own educational experience leads these teachers to
be less involved with parents. The only exception to this is the Social
Studies Case 2 teacher %/to makes a special effort to call three Parents a
night. (This teacher is also the teacher who takes most of the responsibility
for students' success or failure on himself.)

As noted in the discussion above about teachers' stereotypic views of
students, teachers have well-established (and sometimes erroneous) views of
changes in student characteristics over the years. These Perceptions have a
powerful influence on teachers' expectations fcc their current students.
Teachers may be unaware of the dangers of judging individual students on the
basis of apparent °trends.°

Policy and Assessment

Policy is an area about which teachers appear to be relatively uninformed
and about which they concern themselves very little. Even where district cc
school assessment and assessment-related policies exist, teachers are largely
unaware of them. When they are aware of certain policies, they appear to have
the autonomy b0 ignore them by and large. Teachers very broadly control the
conduct of their own classrooms, including assessment aspects.

Grading methodology, frequency of grading, homework assignments, types of

questions, etc., are largely ungovexred by policy, regardless of whether
school or district policy in fact'existet. The only clear requirements appear
to be the quarterly cc nine-week rev ttAng period and the requirement to
provide letter grades. These the teachers fulfill, albeit in many cases
reluctantly. Scme teachers feel responsible to have demonstrated records to
back up their grade report decisions, providing extensive markings; others
feel no such need, although school policies demand demonstrable bases fcc
grades in class records.

Teachers in at least some departments appear to feel directly impacted in
their assessment practices by consensual practices and agreements developed
with their colleagues. In some cases these are in direct contradiction to
established school or district policy. Departmental level decision-ma4ing
with regard to textbooks governs much of the teachers' assessment practices,
since many employ text-embedded assignments and tests. Despite these

assessment implications, quality of assessments in the text are rarely a
consideration in text adoption. Those involved in the selection process do
not possess the skills and knowledge to evaluate tests and assignments. In

only a few of the observed cases did a teacher depart frcm use of the
departmentally-selected text; these were generally in accelerated classes,
where teacher decision-making is even more strongly empNisized.

In certain areas, teachers are constrained by the roles of guidance
counselccs. These counselors have broad a mandate no assign placement to
advanced cc remedial trackg and to meet with parents and students. In
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general, teachers tend to accept counselors' placement decisions and work with
the students as best they can. They do this despite the fact that they appear
b) know little about counselors' knowledge and skills for determining
placeAents across academic subjects, criteria counselors use in making such
placements* Or the sources and quality of information that they use. However,

in at least some schools, teachers can influence or override Placements and
can intervene directly with students and their parents around academic
progress and disciplinary matters. For example, one teacher eschews the
school's mandated warning of failing grade forms* choosing instead to make

personal phone calls to the parents. This, he argues, is more congruent with
his approach of trying to create activation by developing confidence and
positive attitudes to school. Teachers vary in their interest in directly
dealing with parents* complaints, and student non-class issues, but tbey
appear bo have great leeway b) do so, if they choose* regardless of building
or disti ict procedure as outlined in policy.

The role of principals as instructional leaders and policy makers in the
assessment arena remains unknown. In only one case was it clear that a
teacher's assessment policy had been affected by his principal's desires --the
Social Studies Case 2 teacher included wbat he regarded as higher order
thinking questions in his yearly final at bis principal's request. Further

research should address how principals supervise assessment; what knowledge
they possess about good assessment; their expectations; the extent of their
supervision of their teachers' classroce assecsment practices; and bow and how
uniformly such supervision is conducted.

Summary and Implications

We began this report with the premise tbat there is much that remains
unknown and unclear about the complex world of classroom assessment. Perhaps

the primary outcome of this study is that we have developed at least the
rudiments of a framework within which to understand the complexity. Using

that framework, we have profiled eight high school classroom assessment
environmePts. While we realize that eight case studies do not provide a basis
for drawing firm conclusions about either the state of classroom assessment in

our schools or needed action programs, we feel that acme issues emerge from
our analysis that deserve further attention. We present these below in the
form of implications for training in asses &lent, assessment policy and further
research on classroom assessment. While we feel confident that subsequent
studies will corroborate these conclusions, we encourage and support the
further research-and developeent needed to verify or revise them.

Implications for Training in Assessment. Given the nature and limited
extent of teachers' formal training in assessment methodology, consideration
of how they spend their assessment time can provide wee insights into teacher
training needs. Perhaps of greatest concern is the fact that teachers sperl
so little time evaluating the quality of their assessments. Teachers with
full class loads and large classes have many constraints on their time.
However, knowing if what they are doing is valid* reliable* fair and useful
should be of utmost importance. Teachers have noL been trained in ways to do
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this. Many of the assessment inconsistencies observed in these caae studies
could be avoided or remedied if teachers received inservice training in how to
evaluate the quality of assessments. This would improve the review and
selection process as well as help teachers as they develop their own
assessments. As we have seen, teachors often write their own tests, quizzes
and study questions, with little or no formal training on which to base this
assessment development. Even though teachers spend a large part of their time
in assessment activities and have come to rely on their experience, most
express concern and lack of confidence that they are conducting assessments

properly. They would welcome further training opportunities.

More specifically, teacher preservice and inservice should focus upon
topics that range far beyond developing traditional paper and pencil tests.
Other important topics include:

How to evaluate the gaillitY of an assessment in terms of its match to
intended instructional outcom, and the dependability of results.
Training should focus on the teacher's own assessments as well as
assessments accompanying text materials.

Eistolificsilessppotsementthatwillfitaarticularurse
and do so efficiently (i.e., how to integrate assessment with
instruction). Training should illustrate the full range of viable
assessment options available for classroom use (assignments, paper
and pencil tests and quizzes, performance assftssments, published

tests, self-evaluation, peer evaluation and assessment records) and
show how they relate to various classroom decisions.

HOW tO deal effectively with the subJective elements in classroom
assessment. Training should address the inevitability of subjective
assessment and show how it can be done with MaalMUM qUalitY,
efficiency and fairnoss.

How to establish Performance criteria as the basis for classroom
assessment. Outcomes that are measurable in a valid and reliable way
are those that the teacher can define and for which the teacher can
articulate an underlying continuum, from low to high performance.
Training should provide teachers with the tools to do this.

When affective assessment has a_role to MAY in classrooms and how to
conduct affective assessments that are of high quality. Teachers
need to openly explore and understand the nature of student affective
traits and they must learn the prOblems and pitfalls of assessing
these traits. Then and only then will they be in a position to
integrate them into classroom assessment.
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How to develop and imPlement sound grading and other feedback
practices. Training should focus on two key aspects of this:
(1) the definition 0.. sound grading practices (i.e., via sound
assessment, appropriate cut-offs, appropriate weighting, etc.). and
(2) the effects of grades as a motivator across all levels of
achievement.

Haclar_x_lavoidstotinlwtounderstacingaboutstuntsand
achievement or affect. Teachers need to know the dangers of
typecasting students both in terms of its impact on expected and
actual student performance.

In addition to these implications for teacher training, attention must
also be given to assessment trening for principals. If they are to be
instructional leaders and if assessment occupies a quarter of available

instructional time, then principals need to be able to provide leadership in
assessment. Since most are former teachers, we know how little assessment
training they started with. Since most principal certification programs
require little or no further training in assessment, we can conclude how much
leadership most principals are able to provide in this arena. If we are to

attain the goal of effective assessment environments in all classrooms, this
must change.

Finally, we might consider the revolutionary concept of training students
in assessment. Given knowledge of the rudiments of sound assessments they
would be in a position to act in their own best interest, pointing out vague,

unfair or inappropriate assessment and clmmmaxml decision -making.

Implications for Assessment PoAia. For those concerned with setting
dir"nict and school policy, we might pose the following questions regarding
classroom assessment policy:

Given the relative importance of classroom assessment compared tc
district-wide assessment in the growth and development of students,
are district financial resources for assessment being distributed
appropriately between the two?

Given the relative importance of assessment-related activities to

other instructional activities in the classroom, are sufficient
resources being spent to develop staff skills in assessment?

Given the importance of assessment to the quality of instruction, are

text-embedded tests being systematically evaluated in the process of
considering various textbooks for adoption? Should theY be
evaluated? If so, by whom?

What role should policy play in determining the nature, role and
quality of classroom assessment? And how should teachers be made
aware of that role and the policies to be implemented?

How are teachers currently supervised with regard to classroom
assessment, givan most principals' lack of training in this arena?
How should they be supervised?
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The danger exists that most of the key players in the policy making arena
are equally uninformed regarding classroom assessment issues. leachers are
largely untrained and are left to their own devices when it comes to classroom

assessment. Principals are former teachers. Superintendents and assistant
superintendents are former principals. And members of boards of education are
lay people untrained in education, not to mention assessment. Nowhere in the
professional development of any of these policy makers is there a place where
issues of assessment and evaluation are addressed in a forthright and thorough
manner. Thus, the danger exists that policy may address these issues in a
naive, or worse yet, technically unsound manner. Therefore, the policy
context surrounding assessment in general and classroom assessment in
particular deserves careful attention soon.

Implications for Research on Classroom Assessment. Through the final
chapter of this report, we have puzzled at times over issues that remain
unresolved in our program of research. As we continue our research in this
important arena, we will be guided by unanswered questions such as these. We
encourage other researchers to be similarly guided:

Can the nature, role and quality of classroom assessment be improved
via systematic and relevant teacher, princioal and policy maker
training?

How extensive is the mismatch between instruction and assessment of

higher order thinking skills?

How universal and intense is teachers' dislike of grades and
grading? What are students' and parents values in this regard?
What liable alternatives exist?

What is the effect of grades on student motivation and achievement at
all levels of achievement?

What is the effect of different kinds of assessment on student

preparation for and performance on those assessments?

What is the nature and quality of assessment training provided to
guidance counselorsthose given responsibility for placing students
in high sChool classes?

A Final Comment. We initiated our research with the-purpose of gaining an
indepth understanding of classroom assessment. We felt that a major reason
for the neglect of classroom assessment by the measurement research community
is its extreme complexity. We do not seek to reduce that complexity. Rather
we seek only to understand it and help teachers function effectively within

such a complex and demanding environment. We remain unsure as to our
success. We are concerned about the reliability of our profiles. Our
observations are limited to high schools (and junior t.ighs in a previous
study). And we have watched and interacted with only a few teachers. But
even with these limitations, the great depth we have been able bp achieve
suggests that action is needed. Only the scope of that need remains uncertain.
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